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Invocation 

¥ËËÕË ËmË@ ¥Ë«Ë‚Ä;Å• Ë ¥ËÕ@ ëËe’Ë ¥ËÕË+ß•Ë«Ë«Ë}| 
™+’ËÎ@ ‚ËÕ‚’Ë•ËÎ@ ëËe’Ë •Ë•ËË+ jË Ë«ËÏ™ÎÕ Ë+•Ë}G 

Nārāyaṇaṃ namaskṛtya naraṃ caiva narottamam. 

Devīṃ sarasvatīṃ caiva tato jayam udīrayet. 

Bowing to Lord Nārāyaṇa (Kṛṣṇa), to Nara, the best of men [namely Arjuna], and to the Goddess [of 
knowledge] Sarasvatī, then may one commence the [lore called] Jaya (Victory). 

Mahābhārata 1.1 



 

 

The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series 
The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is a groundbreaking series of media that enriches the study of 
both the Sanskrit language and Vedanta. The six titles currently in the series are highly flexible 
and cross-referenced, guiding readers through Sanskrit basics to proficient level—unlocking the 
vocabulary and grammar and helping them comprehend the deeper meaning of the Bhagavad 
Gita. These titles are available through the publishing arm of Upasana Yoga at 
www.UpasanaYoga.org. 
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Introduction 

!ËË+«Ë} 
Using This Book  

This book provides the succinct grammar rules and structures for the Sanskrit language. If you are 
unfamiliar with Sanskrit grammar and wish to learn how to understand and apply these rules and structures for 
reading Sanskrit, please get the companion book, The Aruna Sanskrit Grammar Coursebook: 64 Lessons Based on the 
Bhagavad Gita Chapter Two by this author. The Aruna Coursebook and the Grammar Reference are designed to work 
together and are fully cross-referenced. To start this course of learning to read Sanskrit, begin with the Aruna 
Coursebook, which will assign specific sections of rules from this grammar book. In following all the lessons in 
the Aruna Coursebook, you will cover the entire grammar in this book and be able to fluently read with 
understanding the second chapter of the Bhagavad Gita in its original Sanskrit. 

To go even further into the study of Sanskrit so that you can completely read and understand the entire 
Bhagavad Gita, get the full set of The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series, of which this Grammar Reference and the 
Aruna Coursebook are the initial texts. The design and benefit of this series will be fully explained below within 
the context of Sanskrit and the methods of learning this language using The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series. 

Introduction to Sanskrit 
Sanskrit is a living language with ancient Vedic roots. Here I am using the term “living language” in its 

obvious sense—that it is still existing, still spoken, still studied, still communicative (and not just descriptive of 
what once was), and at least in one most highly desirable and non-academic area of study, namely, the Vedanta 
studied by people who newly come to its study to this day in the hundreds or thousands every year, is an 
irreplaceable medium for its full appreciation. 

Recent archeological and related studies, just now scratching the surface, are seeing some indications of 
what could be described as the Vedic culture in the Indus-Saraswati civilization at its first urban development 
peak between 2600 to 1900 B.C. and its antecedent development in the same area starting at least eight 
thousand years ago including the large settlement of Mehrgarh (168 acres, one-quarter sq. mi., in 5000 B.C.—by 
many times the largest Neolithic settlement of its time in the world).1 The sites linked to this civilization over 

                                                      
1 Georg Feuerstein, Subhash Kak and David Frawley, In Search of The Cradle of Civilization (Wheaton, Ill.: Quest Books, 
1995), p. 146. 
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time are spread over one million square kilometers (the largest of any ancient civilization in the East, West or 
New World)—from eastern Afghanistan to the Ganges River and from the Himalaya mountains to the 
Godavari River in West-central India (an area nearly as large as the states of California and Texas together), 
with over 2,600 sites and more being found on a regular basis.2 

Unlike other cultures and civilizations that have come and gone within history, this civilization has been 
amazingly stable for an enormous period of time and has developed a very rich and deep tradition. There 
naturally occurred population shifts over this vast time period. Its first great cities, such as Mahenjo-Daro on 
the Indus River, Harappa on the Ravi River, and others were abandoned by 1900 B.C. Because the Indian 
sub-continent, due to continental drift, was slowly colliding into the Asian continent, there were massive land 
displacements and several of the rivers frequently shifted course, leaving barren once fertile banks. The greatest 
problem, however, was the complete drying up of the major Saraswati River along whose banks the largest bulk 
of the settlements have been found—likely due to the redirection of its feeder rivers as a result of the reshaping 
of the Himalayan headwater landscape. In addition there was a desertification of this vast area over time with 
prolonged drought between 2200-1900 B.C. throughout the whole of West and South Asia.3 

As a result, the portion of this urban-based civilization within the affected area over time, family by family, 
picked up its roots and migrated mostly into the fertile Ganges River plains in village-size settlements, bringing 
their cultural riches with them. These people, along with the portions of the civilization outside of this affected 
area, eventually emerged transparently into the India of today. With other ancient cultures, displacements of 
this magnitude would have destroyed the central culture, but, with its traditions maintained by strong, 
individual families dedicated to preserving its cultural treasures, their core literature has survived to this day, 
and is many times more extensive than that of any other ancient civilization. 

The traditions of this civilization has been and still are being passed on to succeeding generations through 
oral transmission, and recently now augmented with printed text. The earliest form of this tradition that has 
survived is its collection of sacred hymns, which originally existed as separate hymns scattered among many 
families who had preserved them. These hymns were subsequently compiled and edited into the four books of 
the Vedas. That compilation is traditionally held to be done by a group of scholars headed by a man called 
Vyasa. Vyasa is also traditionally ascribed to be the author (maybe the compiler, editor and contributor of the 
various stories) of the great epic called the Mahabharata (or at least the initial stage of the epic—likely called Jaya 
meaning “Victory”). Within this epic is the jewel called the Bhagavad Gita, a work of 700 verses consisting of a 
dialogue between the Lord-incarnate Krishna and the warrior prince Arjuna at the start of a great war. Vyasa is 
also a participant in the Mahabharata story, and his name is mentioned twice in the Bhagavad Gita itself. 

                                                      
2 The Indus Age: The Beginnings, p. 26, cited by Michael Danino, The Invasion That Never Was, 2nd ed. (Mysore: Mira Aditi, 
2000), p. 82.  
3 Vedic Aryans and the Origins of Civilizations, p. 253-260, cited by  Danino, p. 112. 
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The Mahabharata centers on a great war said to have been fought thirty-five years before the beginning of 
the Kaliyuga, the last and declining age of the four cyclical ages. The Kaliyuga commenced by one calendar in 
3102 B.C. Elsewhere, with support in the Puranas, the war was said to have been fought in 2449 B.C. A third 
view expressed in the Puranas “assumes that a total of 1,050 years elapsed between the time of Parikshit 
(Arjuna’s grandson) and Mahapadma Nanda’s rule,” which would place the war around 1500 B.C.4 This later 
date coincides with the recent datings of the underwater ruins of the ancient port city of Dwaraka (1700-1600 
B.C.)5 from where Krishna came; somewhat coincides with B. B. Lal’s archeological dating of the apparent 
oldest layer of Hastinapura, a central city of the Mahabharata, to the Painted Grey Ware phase between 1100 
and 800 B.C.6; and also generally fits with the post-resettlement period of the Vedic people moving from the 
Saraswati River, which had dried up by 1900 B.C.,7 eastward to the fertile Ganges River basin, the geographical 
site of the Mahabharata story. The Mahabharata, like the Puranas, is a popularization of the teachings of the 
Vedas and the Vedic traditions, and the Bhagavad Gita best summarizes that vision of the core teaching. 

This set of books, called The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series, revolves around the Bhagavad Gita to teach the 
Sanskrit language and to expose the student to the core tradition of the culture in which this language 
flourished. The Bhagavad Gita is the most accessible prime example of the depth of cultural heritage that has 
allowed Indian culture to survive many times longer than any other culture of the past or present. 

The origins of  Sanskrit  
Many scholars, even till today, are slow in accepting the Indus-Saraswati civilization, also called the 

Harappian or the Indus Valley civilization, as the oldest known appearance of Vedic culture or Vedic literature 
and language. These things take time to be assimilated and accepted. Many of these scholars are beholding to a 
great deal of investment by themselves, their teachers, the institutions they work under, their funding sources, 
their nation’s empire builders, and even their religion in the so-called Aryan invasion theory and its varients, 
which claim the soon-to-be authors of the Vedas invaded, or at least migrated, into the Northwest Indian 
sub-continent around 1500 B.C. from parts unknown, but widely speculated from anywhere except the Indian 
sub-continent itself. 

Now indeed there is, so far, little direct physical evidence that the Indus-Saraswati civilization was in fact 
Vedic; however, there is no direct evidence that it was not Vedic. The reason it appears to be Vedic is that 

                                                      
4 Feuerstein et al., In Search of the Cradle of Civilization, p. 246-247. 
5 Danino, The Invasion That Never Was, p. 70-71. 
6 B. B. Lal, 1955 – Excavations at Hastinapura and Other Explorations in the Upper Ganga and Sublej Basins, 1950-52. Ancient India 
10-11:5-152. 
7 Danino, The Invasion That Never Was, p. 112. 
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there is at least some exemplary evidence for it, it can as well alternatively explain away the minimal and now 
largely discredited evidentiary claims of the invasion theorists, and it better fits what the Veda and supporting 
Purana and Epic literature itself tell us. 

Who better to turn to than the authors of the main evidence in question? The many authors within the 
Veda, with little dispute by scholars, describe the homeland of their ancestors as none other than the Indus-
Saraswati area, and they make no claims of them or their ancestors having invaded from or lived elsewhere. 
Plus the Purana and Epic literature confirm and in fact voluminously expound on this one homeland theme, 
quite out of tune with the supposed nomadic Aryan invaders, who were the imagined authors of the Vedas by 
the theorists. Some may claim that the Purana and Epic literature is myth, but they are myth intermeshed with 
historical fact. For example, Dwaraka, the supposed legendary home of our story’s hero Krishna said to have 
been submerged shortly after Krishna’s death in the Mahabharata, was recently found underwater extending 
out 700 meters off shore of present day Dwaraka. This ancient city was a thriving sea-port on the broad delta 
near where the Saraswati River would have emptied into the Arabian Sea. Its underwater ruins and relics date to 
1700-1600 B.C. This date has to be reconciled with the fact that the archaeological evidence shows that 
Dwaraka, the home of the eminent “Arya” Krishna, was a late development of the Indus-Saraswati civilization, 
that the city is located over 600 km south from the center of the civilization around the middle of the Saraswati 
river, that the Sanskrit spoken by Krishna in the Mahabharata is a much later development from the Sanskrit of 
the Vedas, and also that Dwaraka is a “recent” city first mentioned only in the Mahabharata, which postdates 
the Vedas, the Ramayana epic and many of the Puranas.8  

Now these are people natively gifted with tremendous memories. That is why we still have a vast amount of 
their literature today after many thousands of years, and better preserved than any comparable literature from 
anywhere else in the world that is more than even a couple hundred years old. Moreover, the vast bulk of their 
literature is spent in tracing their origin back to its divine source, so they were far from indifferent to 
recounting their past. Greek ambassadors to India told the Greek historians Pliny and Arrian of a list of 154 
Indian kings reported to go back to 6676 B.C.9 Moreover, the archeologically supported population shift from 
the Saraswati River area to the Ganges River area is also clearly reflected in the differences of the geographic 
descriptions present in the Veda from those in the later Brahmana and Purana literature. This shows that their 
literature did indeed reflect their history. That these people could have collectively forgotten their roots, 
forgotten from wherever else they supposedly came from, within, by most scholars reckoning, a matter of a 
few hundred years from the supposed invasion (1500 B.C.) and the supposed time (1200 B.C.) of the initial 
compositions of the Veda literature, is itself a self-contradicting, if not preposterous, supposition that the 
invasionist scholars must swallow.  

                                                      
8 Ibid., p. 70-71. 
9 Feuerstein et al., In Search of the Cradle of Civilization, p. 246. 
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Admitting that the old archeological studies, or rather their interpretations, used to prop up the invasion 
theory are shaky, some current scholars now rely on the matching old linguistic studies to keep the origin of the 
Vedic culture, or at least the source of the Vedic language, out of the geographical area of the Vedas. 
Linguistics shows how languages may be interlinked in their developments or may be broadly categorized as 
belonging to agrarian or pastoral cultures, but the science of linguistics has no tools to address the problem of 
locating any language in a geographical area at a point in time  only archeology can do this. Linguistics at best 
can be used to rationalize an already assumed geographical dispersion of a group, or family, of languages. 

Now, if human beings never move from their homeland and if language developed in only one place on 
earth and spread neighbor to neighbor from there, then linguistics alone, with knowledge of the geographical 
constraints within the area in question, could offer theories to where and how the language might have 
dispersed over time—but such is not the case. Human history is far too complicated for linguistic theory to 
claim the equal of a single concrete archeological fact. It should not be surprising then that by geographically 
locating the Vedic language and culture in the Indus-Saraswati area a couple, or several, thousand years before 
1500 B.C. and given the convincing facts that there were extensive contacts by sea and over land between these 
people and the rest of the old world, that this gives more than enough time for linguistic theory to equally, or 
better, explain how that civilization’s language influenced and was influenced by other languages scattered 
throughout Central Asia, Middle East and Europe—especially since the archeological evidence of these other 
languages in other areas date so far at the earliest to around 3000 B.C., allowing more than enough time for this 
interaction to have taken effect by then. 

The most likely scenario, which will forever remain unproven because systematic writing appears to be a 
recent invention and an ephemeral relic, is that groups of humans have separately initiated oral languages, some 
more complex than other, for tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of years, and have been exchanging these 
languages, in part and in total, through inter-marriage, migration, conquest, travel, trade and other cultural 
contacts from pre-historic times. That there is a similarity between languages within a geographically linked area 
as Euro-Asia should surprise no one, nor should it prove that there then had to have been some one 
mysterious nomadic tribe sprinkling its sole invention to the illiterate masses. Such an adamant fancy for the 
belief in a single, literate nomadic tribe befits only one who has an ulterior motive for its promulgation, as has 
been apply evidenced and admitted in the case of India by the European colonizers of India, the original 
inventors of the theory. 

The current reluctance of some Western and Indian scholars of today to impartially re-appraise the frailty 
and self-promoting circularity of the theory may rest not only on the investment reasons mentioned above, but 
even on their vehemence, for whatever reason, against what many call “Hindutva,” the current revival of the 
core religion of India—viewing the loss of this theory as some kind of victory for the so-called “Hindutva 
crowd.” 

Such is no excuse for not coming to grips with the facts as they present themselves. The fact is, the Vedas, 
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the Puranas and the Epics, which form the basis of what they called Sanatana Dharma and is now called 
Hinduism, uniformly present their culture and language as beginningless. That the core of this tradition, the 
Vedas, are maintained unmanifest through the mechanism of karma and later reintroduced to mankind (once 
they have the language to receive it) in succeeding creation cycles each lasting billions of years, again and 
again—in current terminology, big-bang after big-bang. Those who appreciate and own up to this heritage 
would see no “victory” in pushing back this cultural heritage’s so-called origins just a few thousand years within 
this present cycle. Religious and anti-religious sentiments, as well as politics, indeed play a role in directing or 
misdirecting the search for historical truth, but not in establishing the truth. 

A more fruitful and less speculative and contentious approach in this area may be to look at the movement 
of peoples within this region in the distant past, since migration and inter-marriage would have played at least 
some concrete role in the movement of cultures and languages. This is now possible with archaeogenetic 
evidence using genetic analysis. These studies have already been started and may in the future clear up some 
misconceptions in these regards. 

For further information about this topic, start with either of the two books: The Invasion That Never Was by 
Michael Danino or In Search Of The Cradle Of Civilization by Feuerstein, Kak and Frawley. Their thought-
provoking books will refer you to the available source materials on the subject. For a presentation by a top 
scholar in the archeological field on this topic see The Saraswati Flows On: the Continuity of Indian Culture by B.B. 
Lal. 

Vedic Sanskrit versus Classical Sanskrit 
Within the Vedic literature that has survived can be noticed subtle changes in grammatical forms and their 

usage from the earliest hymns to the concluding Upanishads (Vedanta). Various dialects and grammars of the 
language flourished in different regions and at different times within this Vedic period. Subsequent to the Vedic 
literature and Vyasa, grammar became formalized under Panini who lived at least two thousand years ago, and 
possibly even much earlier. Panini wrote a definitive grammar called the Panini Sutras, the oldest surviving 
grammatical work in the world. This work was so complete and influential that prior Sanskrit grammars, of 
which no fewer than sixty-four of their authors were mentioned, disappeared. The language had thus become 
formalized and has remained, for the most part, grammatically unchanged to the present—although some 
scholars have argued that the Sanskrit literature since the Vedic period, and even since Panini, has over time 
“suffered” a decline in grammatical richness. 

A few language scholars claim that this apparent grammatically frozen nature of Sanskrit means it became a 
dead language. This is synonymous to saying a youth who has reached puberty, after which there is no further 
significant changes, except decline into old age, is “dead.” If it can be argued that English, or any other national 
or international language, is currently losing grammatical precision or richness, does this mean that that 
language is now “dead?” 
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Others may try to resuscitate the claim by saying that what they mean by “dead” is that it is no longer a 
language “commonly” used. However this claim suffers in at least two ways. The first is that they can offer no 
one number of speakers of a language that could reasonably quantify what “commonly” means, which would 
disqualify Sanskrit now as a “living language,” yet retain many other accepted living languages of the present or 
of the past spoken in certain areas or by certain tribes of people all over the world throughout history. 
Secondly, if “commonly” means predominately used throughout the daily life of its speakers, or, in other 
words, it is living when people choose to converse and formulate ideas in it in preference to any other, then 
they would have to prove that Sanskrit was ever the predominate daily language of its speakers, after which it 
became non-predominate and hence “dead” according to them. But what scholars of the language know of its 
history is that is was from earliest times always described as one of several languages known to its speakers, just 
like in present day India where most people are multi-lingual, changing the language to suit the listener or the 
situation. 

Sanskrit was employed in several ways, such as for technical treatises, including scriptural treatises, where 
precision of expression is of utmost importance, for the language of the royal court, for the many daily rituals 
that occupied a substantial amount of the peoples time, and for a common language among a diverse linguistic 
audience. There are many different types of languages that are not the predominant language of anyone, such 
as legal language, various computer languages, mathematical languages, signal, code and sign languages, etc. 
These specialized languages we may call “dead” once they are no longer employed or known by anyone, but 
such is not the case with Sanskrit, of which quite a large number of people are currently skilled to varying 
degrees. I would venture to guess that more people are currently as skilled in Sanskrit, as those who are equally 
skilled in most any one of these other specialized languages, even though they are all simpler to learn than 
Sanskrit. In other words, “dead” just does not appear to be an objective, valid description of the language you 
are attempting to learn today. Now if “dead” is a valuation term meaning “useless”, then the fact that you are 
interested in this book shows, at least to your own satisfaction, that Sanskrit is not a dead language. 

Whatever the status or stage of the language now, most call the earlier form of the Sanskrit language found 
in the Vedas as “Vedic Sanskrit” and the form of the language that conforms to Paninian grammar as “classical 
Sanskrit.” In this book, the grammar described is of the later, referred herein as simply Sanskrit. 

If  Panini wrote the definitive grammar book, then why are we 
offering this work? 

Panini’s Sutras are in Sanskrit, so, if you don’t know the language and you wish to learn it, the Sutras 
themselves can’t help. Additionally, Panini himself addressed his grammatical work to those who were already 
familiar with the Sanskrit language and even speakers of that language, much like grammar is taught in all 
modern languages today to children who already are speakers of the language. Moreover, the Sutras are 
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extremely brief, like mathematical expressions, requiring extensive enfoldment by a scholar of the language. 
Existing scholarly commentaries are available, but they are also in Sanskrit. So eventually you are driven to 
finding a teacher for these Sutras. There are many available, but being totally dependent upon the teacher for 
this study, you must commit many years of regular study with that teacher. Moreover, the Sutras themselves are 
extremely analytical and exhaustive on each topic throughout, so you cannot cut short this period of study and 
still get a broad enough grammatical basis to understand the language. 

To address these issues many ancillary works are employed by teachers of the Sutras. These include a 
commentary on the Sutras, a book on verbal roots and their paradigm formations in verbal usage, a book on 
words and their paradigm formations into nominal and adjectival usages, a book of synonyms for basic 
vocabulary, a Sanskrit reader or examples from literature, sometimes (lately) a general Sanskrit dictionary, and 
often a simplified primer or handouts on some basic grammar topics. The problem with this massive collection 
is that a tremendous memory is required to retain and meld it, their vocabularies don’t match and the separate 
books don’t cross-reference or complement each other. Finally, this total package is best designed for a usage 
of the language that few beginning students will ever employ, namely to be full users of the language – readers, 
writers and speakers. Whereas, the vast majority of these students will only be readers of the Sanskrit language 
– quite a simpler skill. 

Colleges in the West, and high schools and colleges in India, where a more limited length of study is 
available, solve this by employing Western style grammar books and usually a Sanskrit reader or examples from 
literature, along with the obligatory dictionary. Here the problem is not so much the method, but the materials 
provided.  

The Sanskrit to English dictionaries for students that are chosen most in India are poorly printed editions 
that makes their use very frustrating. The readable dictionaries are expensive, and most are too complicated for 
the beginning student. The later also contain a mixture of Devanagari and English transliterated Sanskrit text 
that lowers their usability and hinders memory retention of what was just looked up. 

The Sanskrit readers or examples from literature have little connection with the vocabulary, contents, or 
layout of the grammar book. Grammar books are of two styles – lesson style and reference style. Some lesson 
style grammars don’t complete the full spectrum of grammar necessary for a reading proficiency to go beyond 
their simple lesson sentences. Others provide too many grammar rules for beginning students, such as giving a 
grammar rule for isolated, individual forms that the student is never likely to encounter and would be better off 
just having the finished form of the word as a vocabulary entry. In other words, they admittedly are meant to 
prep the student to pass some final exam, rather than providing him or her with just enough to enjoy reading 
Sanskrit. Their vocabulary and practice sentences are sometimes offensive to Indian culture, reflecting the 
ruling British attitude of their day, or are geared towards children, or are collections of statements out of 
context that make them too difficult to understand and may even distort the culture as it sees itself. They 
therefore have little application to the literature a mature adult would want to read today. These lessons also 
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break up the layout of the grammar and force the presentation order of the grammar to fit the lesson sentences, 
so that the grammar itself is disjointed and not nearly as effective as a unified, logical presentation would be. 

Most of these grammar texts are not well printed, making them difficult to read and unnecessarily 
frustrating to the beginning student. The reference style grammar texts are mostly around 100 years old. They 
employ a Devanagari script, and/or an English transliterated script, of Sanskrit that contains a handful of 
archaic characters that are no longer used in printed texts. Several employ so much transliterated text—
pandering too much to their students more interested in linguistic theories—that the student who simply wants 
to be able to read Sanskrit texts cannot relate it well to the literature in the Devanagari script with which he or 
she is faced. Practically all of them try to mimic or recreate every rule and exemption to the rule given in the 
major commentaries to Panini. 

The best of the reference style grammars is Arthur Macdonell’s A Sanskrit Grammar for Students, a very well 
planned, logical, and especially concise presentation. I have based the following grammar on its best elements. 

Lately there have cropped up teach yourself books. A perusal of them clearly shows that they present way 
too little grammar, and the grammar they present is usually so drowned in English prose explanations that the 
point of each topic is forgotten as the student turns the pages. Those books that don’t overwhelm the student 
with explanations fail in not explaining enough, or even any, of the grammar. They also employ too much of 
their Sanskrit text in English transliterated script, instead of the native Devanagari script, leaving the student ill 
prepared to even begin reading any useful or interesting Sanskrit text. There is one Indian teach yourself 
booklet series that uses the Devanagari script throughout by Dr. Pandit S. D. Satwalekar called Sanskrit Self 
Teacher. It avoids most problems of its genre, but its grammar presentation suffers many of the problems of the 
other lesson-style grammar books. I have based The Aruna Coursebook on its best elements. 

Why is this series better for learning Sanskrit? And to whom is 
this work intended? 

Why it is better is best addressed by describing the intended student. Firstly, if you are an Indian with a 
typical good memory for language, have an initial Sanskrit vocabulary provided by your native language and 
culture, and are young and have many years for study under a teacher, or are older and have the leisure time to 
study under a teacher for even more years, then use the Paninian method. This method has over thousands of 
years of perfection and can take you as far as you want to go in Sanskrit. However, if you are not one of the 
above or are one of the above and are older, you just might want to employ this work first. It will quickly get 
you to where you can experience the enjoyment of reading Sanskrit before undergoing the admitted stress of 
in-depth Paninian study. And it will get you to the proficiency in reading Sanskrit that Panini would have 
expected from his beginning students. 

More important to many of these types of students, as well as to others, will be the accomplishment of 
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knowing in great depth the Bhagavad Gita, the finest teaching on reality available anywhere in any language. 
The course should take from one to four years of daily attendance, depending on your starting background and 
the quality of effort put forth. This is a serious, academic work, even though in a self-teacher format, meant to 
provide the equivalent of two years of college-level Sanskrit study. You are encouraged to study two to three 
hours daily—short of this, it will take you longer to get through the material. The first one to two hours is 
(eventually) stress-free, daily reading of the Bhagavad Gita text. This practice has the added benefit of giving 
you a tremendous familiarity, if not memorization of the text. At the completion of the course you will know 
the Gita in the original better than any translation ever made, and that knowledge of Sanskrit and the Gita will 
be where it should be—in your head, instead of still in a book. 

The intended audience for these books ranges from the very beginning Sanskrit student to the advanced 
student wanting technical details and explanations on the Bhagavad Gita, and includes the non-Sanskritist who 
is willing to wade through a little Sanskrit in order to clearly know the Bhagavad Gita and its mature Vedic 
vision.  

The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series 
The first title in The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is The Aruna Sanskrit Grammar Reference. The Grammar 

Reference follows the reference style presentation of grammar. This will provide a logical, consistent and 
complete exposition of the grammar for reading-only proficiency. The grammar uses minimal wording and 
presents the material in outline and chart form as much as possible to maximize your visual memory of the 
information. This method also greatly assists review and re-review of the grammar, necessary to master the 
subject. Several of the charts have multiple forms within them that demonstrate simple, easy to remember 
patterns which are overlooked by many grammar books. This helps you to also logically remember the 
information. The grammar is presented in the Western style, which emphasizes analytic, reading skills, as 
opposed to the more difficult composition and speaking skills. As much as possible, the examples in the book 
are taken from the Bhagavad Gita, so your targeted vocabulary builds quickly. 

The second title in The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is The Aruna Sanskrit Grammar Coursebook: 64 Lessons 
Based on the Bhagavad Gita Chapter Two. The exercise in the first lesson of the Aruna Coursebook directs the student 
to the Script Reading Exercise, given in its appendix. This section provides the complete Bhagavad Gita second 
chapter in large-print Sanskrit with transliteration using the English alphabet under each line, followed with the 
entire chapter again with only the large-print Sanskrit to test your progress. The text and transliteration are 
broken down in two separate ways to show the separate syllables and then the individual words, thus 
progressively showing the student the proper methodology for correctly pronouncing the original Sanskrit text. 
This section should provide all the necessary practice material for the student to learn the Sanskrit script—
essential for proceeding through the rest of this work and any other Sanskrit work. For students who need help 
in pronunciation of Sanskrit words, I highly advise finding a teacher, a friend or someone in your community 
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who will surprise you with their readiness to assist you—knowledge of Sanskrit and its literature seems to 
nurture this helpful attitude. These people need not know the meaning of all the Sanskrit words, but they can 
read the Sanskrit script. Additionally, a tape or CD of the Bhagavad Gita is available through the Arsha Vidya 
Gurukulam (www.arshavidya.org).  

An alternative help for this Script Reading Exercise is the specially developed Sanskrit Reading Tutor: Read It, 
Click It, Hear It!, a uniquely formatted PDF file that has the alphabet sections from the Grammar Reference plus 
the Script Reading Exercise of the Grammar Coursebook. The special feature of the PDF is that one can click on any 
of the characters in the alphabet section to hear its pronunciation, and on any of the individual lines, quarter 
verses, or their syllables of Script Reading Exercise to hear their pronunciation. In this way one can have each 
of these script elements individually re-read to you over and over while you are seeing the script on your 
screen—a unique and invaluable tool for learning the script and its pronunciation. 

The rest of the lessons in the Aruna Coursebook give a relatively quick overview of the entire Grammar 
Reference—its layout, its methodology and how its grammar rules are to be understood. Enough explanation 
with little redundancy is provided to explain the outlined and charted grammar presented in the Grammar 
Reference so that you can learn on your own with little or no assistance from a teacher, assuming you can apply a 
post-high school aptitude towards this work. 

The examples and exercises in the Aruna Coursebook are drawn from the second chapter of the Bhagavad 
Gita, which is taught completely in prose format, then finally in verse format. In the Aruna Coursebook, 
vocabulary is presented by giving the English meaning of the individual words, their grammar and also their 
contextual use within expressions from the Gita. This should make it very easy to learn the vocabulary. By 
teaching the vocabulary of the verses in a consistent Sanskrit prose order, which is syntactically based, the 
student gains a quicker grasp of Sanskrit syntax. All exercise expressions and sentences are taken directly from 
the Gita—no extraneous material is presented. These words, expressions and sentences are repeated 
throughout the Aruna Coursebook in the lessons and exercises to assist your memory; nothing is taken for 
granted as you progress through the Aruna Coursebook. All the examples and lessons are cross-referenced to 
their specific verses in the Gita, so the context and the English translation given therein will provide an 
answer-key and guide for the student’s work. 

After knowing the prose order of all the verses of the second chapter, the student is then introduced to the 
analysis of verses so that he or she can quickly and confidently see the meaning of the Bhagavad Gita verses 
directly. Concepts presented in the Gita are expounded, so that non-Indian and Indian students alike can 
appreciate the depth of discussion within the Gita. 

The Aruna Coursebook forms a four to twelve month full-time course in itself, depending on the effort put 
forth and any previous exposure to this language or familiarity with other languages that may have affinity to 
the Sanskrit language. At the completion of The Aruna Coursebook you will be familiar with the entire range of 
Sanskrit grammar for reading proficiency and be able to sight read with understanding all the verses of the 
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second chapter of the Bhagavad Gita, which briefly presents the entire teaching of the Gita. 
The third title in The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is The Bhagavad Gita Dictionary. This is a Sanskrit to 

Sanskrit and English dictionary of the entire Bhagavad Gita. Many entries include reference citations to 
grammatical rules for their peculiar formations presented in Grammar Reference. The derivation of many words is 
included as appropriate. The entries also provide Sanskrit synonyms and/or meanings, plus contextual Sanskrit 
analysis of compound words, so that your vocabulary builds beyond the Gita with each use. The goal of this 
vocabulary building is to encourage you to start to think in Sanskrit while you read Sanskrit – a multiplying 
effect that greatly enhances learning and builds the skills necessary to progress to Panini and the full grasp of 
the Sanskrit language, if you so choose. 

The fourth title in The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is The Bhagavad Gita Reader: Sanskrit/English Parallel Text, 
consisting of all eighteen chapters of the Bhagavad Gita. It presents on each left-hand page the Gita verses, 
then on the opposing page the same verses in easier to understand prose order and an English translation of 
those verses, in columnar format. 

The purpose of this section and its design is three-fold. First, you are instructed to read Gita verses daily. 
Reading skills are encouraged and developed so that you can read Sanskrit text as effortlessly as your native 
language. By reading down each of the respective pages, the student can quickly read either the original verses, 
the prose version, or the English rendering—as well as relate these three by reading across the opposing pages. 
Later understanding of what you are reading follows and is greatly enhanced by this exercise. 

Secondly, the prose presentation of the verses quickly brings you to an understanding of the meaning of the 
verses, well before the difficult skill of unraveling the grammar packed into verse form. Breaking with tradition, 
all words in the prose are grammatically split apart, helping you see the individual words with their full 
grammatical form. Interspersed in the prose in parentheses are additional Sanskrit words necessary to help you 
comprehend the meaning and context of certain words, and to understand the not-so-obvious references of 
certain pronouns found in some verses. 

Thirdly, the English translation is given out-of-the-way in its own column to de-emphasize your 
dependence on English as a medium for understanding Sanskrit. This translation doubles as a quick answer-key 
to the Aruna Coursebook exercises, which are all cross-referenced to the matching verses. Additionally, 
contextual explanation is added in parentheses so as not to mislead the reader into confusing editorial 
commentary with the actual translation. This is a feature sorely lacking in existing translations that I have come 
across. Certain Sanskrit words that have a depth of technical and cultural meaning packed into them, or 
intentionally have multiple meanings, are well explained in the Aruna Coursebook and in The Bhagavad Gita 
Dictionary. After being initially translated, the original Sanskrit word is then used in the English translation of 
the following verses and is clarified, if necessary, only in parenthetical commentary. This makes for better 
readability of the translation, during this language study and especially after this study—once you realize that 
there are no equivalent, concise expressions in English for certain Sanskrit words, nor need they be 
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manufactured. 
The fifth title in The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series is The Bhagavad Gita Sanskrit Key: Verse-by-Verse Grammar 

& Vocabulary. The Gita Key also can be used as a quick answer-key to the Aruna Coursebook exercises. By 
collecting the vocabularies together, this becomes a marvelous tool to study the grammar, syntax and meaning 
of the verses of the entire Bhagavad Gita. 

The Aruna Sanskrit Language Series was arranged for the following reasons. The Grammar Reference and the 
Aruna Coursebook are meant to stand together as an introduction to Sanskrit, without needing the other three 
books. If the student wants to proceed in this learning of the Bhagavad Gita, then minimally the Gita Key is also 
required. The Gita Dictionary was separated from the other books as it is more convenient to have a separate 
dictionary that can be opened as a reference for the Aruna Coursebook, Gita Reader, and Gita Key, or as a 
reference tool apart from this series. If one is not interested in learning Sanskrit grammar and can read the 
Sanskrit script, yet wants to know the Bhagavad Gita and how its meaning is arrived, then just the Gita Key will 
more or less suffice, though its thousands of grammar rule references require the Grammar Reference. If one 
simply wants a very good translation of the Bhagavad Gita and can read the Sanskrit script, then the Gita Reader 
is complete in itself. If you cannot read the Sanskrit script, but still want to see this same good translation, then 
see this author’s The Bhagavad Gita: Victory Over Grief and Death. It has the same English translation of the entire 
Bhagavad Gita within it, with the number of Sanskrit words, in transliteration, retained in the translations 
greatly reduced from the Gita Reader version. 

Although not specifically designed as a classroom text, the various components of this work may be used as 
an aid or auxiliary to classroom instruction. On the other hand, this work specifically helps those who have 
students who are interested in learning Sanskrit, but who do not have the time, materials or expertise to teach 
the subject themselves, yet can act as an occasional or regular coach for these students. 

If the reader is already familiar with or knowledgeable in Sanskrit, then this series provides the benefits of a 
quick but thorough reference guide to the grammar of written Sanskrit for personal or teaching purposes, and 
an in-depth analysis of each word, each compound-word, each sentence, and each topic of the Bhagavad 
Gita—in accordance with the ancient core tradition, free from any new-age accretion. Therefore nothing stands 
between you and the original text. You will understand in English, what Arjuna heard in Sanskrit from Lord 
Krishna. 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 1 
The Alphabet 

The Sounds in the Sanskrit Language 
1.1: The script. Saṃskṛta is the actual name of the language, but commonly is called by the Anglicized Hindi 
word Sanskrit. Today, Saṃskṛta is generally written in the Devanāgarī script, although some texts employ a 
regional script; for example, a version of the Tamil script in the southern state of Tamil Nadu. The Devanāgarī 
script itself has varied over time (even within the past century). The character formations used in this book are 
the current standard. The Devanāgarī alphabet consists of 48 characters, for the basic 13 vowel and 35 
consonant sounds.  

1.2: The sounds. The ancient grammarian Pāṇani recognized all 48 of the Saṃskṛta sounds and scientifically 
grouped them under a number of classifications, depending on the purpose. One classification (listed in 1.3: using 
Western terminology) is the location of the sound as it is made by the human voice. Another classification is the 
effort of the contact within the mouth at that location (1.4:). 

1.3: The five locations of sound. 
Most characters have one location; some blend two locations; two (ḥ and ṃ) vary, depending on the sound that 
precedes them; and one of those two (ḥ) varies, depending on the sound that follows. 
Guttural Formed by contact of the base of the tongue against the back of the throat (kaṇṭha). 
Palatal Formed by contact of the middle of the tongue against the palate (tālu). The tip of the tongue 

touches near the front palatal ridge (the top of roots of upper front teeth, a half-inch above 
the top of the teeth). 

Cerebral Formed by contact of the tip of the tongue against the front of the downward hard dome (the 
mūrdha) at the middle of the palate. There is no good equivalent of this sound in English. 

Dental Formed by contact of the tip of the tongue against the base or root of the upper front teeth 
(danta).  

Labial Formed by contact of the lips (oṣṭha). 
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1.4: Five efforts of articulation and the characters that exhibit them. 
The efforts are the extent of contact, or the shape of the restriction, between the organs of articulation where 
the sound is generated. 

Touched The five classes of consonants (k − m in the alphabetical table, 1.5:). 
Slightly Touched The semivowels (y − v). 
Slightly Open The sibilants (ś − s), h, visarga (ḥ), and anusvāra (ṃ) (see next pages).  
Open The vowels except a (ā − au). 
Contracted The short vowel a. 

 
1.5: Devanāgarī alphabet with international transliteration, sound, and location. (Alphabetical order) 

Vowels Consonants (col. 1) 
Initial Medial Translit. Sounds Like Location Initial or 

Medial Translit. Sounds Like Location 

!ø  a  a o in son 
guttural 

:  b


ḥ half an h guttural or labial 

!øø ø ā o in bottle  
c ṃ n in French: bon conforms to preceding vowel 

" ù i e in be 
palatal 

¡¢ k ck in block 

guttural 
# û ī e in bee ¨ø kh ckh in 

blockhead 
$ ü u o in move 

labial 
ªø g g in log 

$¢ þ ū oo in moon ¬ø gh gh in 
log-hut 

& ; ṛ rh in rhythm 
cerebral 

®¯ ṅ ng in song 

( > ṝ rh -elongated ²ø c ch in catch 

Palatal 
(continued) 

_ ? ḷ le in table dental µ ch chh in  
catch him 

% + e a in tape guttural- 
palatal 

jø j ge in hedge 

%+ e ai y in my ºø jh geh in hedgehog 

!øø+  ø+ o oe in toe guttural- 
labial 

»ø ñ n in cringe 

!øøe  øe au ow in now  
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Consonants (continued, col. 2) Consonants (continued, col. 3) 
Initial or Medial Translit. Sounds Like Location Initial or Medial Translit. Sounds Like Location 

¾ ṭ t in but 

cerebral 
(1.3:) 

Þø y y in young palatal 

Á ṭh th in but how á /  â r r in drama cerebral 

® ḍ d in god æ  d l l in luck dental 

Ä ḍh dh in 
godhead éø v (w) v in avert/ 

w in Swami e 
labial-dental/ 

bilabial 
mø ṇ n in under íø / îø ś (sh) sh in ship palatal 

Çø t t in cat 

dental 

ðø ṣ (sh) sh in bushel cerebral 

Ëø th th in cat hair òø s s in sit dental 

Ì d d in mad ô  f h soft h in hum guttural 

Ðø dh dh in 
madhouse 

There is a tendency to slightly aspirate initial mutes, such 
as “k,” “t,” and “p” in English. In Saṃskṛta, initial 
nonaspirate mutes (1.9:) are more like these sounds at the 
end of isolated English words—where the aspiration is 
mostly cut off. 

Òø n n in numb 

Õø p p in loop 

labial 
Õø¢ ph ph in loop-

hole 
×ø b b in rob 

Ùø bh bh in rob him 

Ûø m m in much 

a. Noninitial short !ø a has no character, as it is inherent in every consonant from ¡¢ ka to ô ha. Consonants 
without any vowel after them are marked below with a stroke slanting left to right  } (called a virāma or halanta), 
as in ¡}¢ k. When so written, the consonant is referred to by the term –kāra. For example, ¡}¢ k is called ¡¢¡¢øá 
kakāra and ¨ø} kh is khakāra. Consonants by themselves without either a following or preceding vowel are 
considered not pronounceable. (We unknowingly admit the same in English. The letter b is pronounced “be,” f as 
“ef,” etc.) To pronounce each Saṃskṛta consonant in table 1.5:, a final !ø a is added (e.g., ¡¢ is read “ka,” but the 
description and classification there applies only to ¡}¢ kakāra). Sometimes when a single consonant (e.g., a mute or 
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Òø} n 1.9:) is at the end of a word with a pause afterward (e.g., at the end of a sentence), we add a short echo of the 
preceding vowel. For example, in ÇøÇø} tat, the !ø a is echoed: tata. 

b. Visarga (: ḥ) never occurs as a word initial. Like other consonants, visarga cannot be pronounced by itself 
without a preceding vowel; moreover, visarga cannot be joined in writing with a following vowel. Visarga 
corresponds to the second half (-h) of the hard aspirates ¨ø} k-h, µ} c-h, Ëø} t-h, and Õø}¢ p-h (1.9:). It is usually 
pronounced from the same position as its preceding vowel—as a short, hard blowing out of the breath. Before 
the gutturals ¡}¢ k and ¨ø} kh, the visarga is a guttural—a distinct, hard blowing with constriction at the base of the 
tongue—and is called jihvāmūlīya. Before the labials Õø} p and Õø}¢ ph, the visarga is a labial and has a distinct bilabial 
“f” sound called upadhmānīya. When at the end of a word with a pause afterward (e.g., at the end of a sentence), 
visarga is pronounced as a hard “h” followed by a short echo of the preceding vowel. For example, ¡;¢ðmø: kṛṣṇaḥ is 
pronounced kṛṣṇaḥa. When that vowel is %+ ai or !øøe au, the echo is of the component " i or $ u (2.3.a:), 
respectively. The optional visarga (before a sibilant, 2.28:) alphabetically occupies the place of the sibilant it 
replaces and is pronounced as the sibilant. For example, in !øÒÇø:òËø antaḥstha, the visarga has replaced the sibilant 
òø} s that was in the original !øÒÇøòòËø antasstha. 

c. Anusvāra (  ṃ) never occurs as a word initial. Its pronunciation is like the French nasalization of their vowels. 
For example, the French word bon in bon voyage would be written and pronounced in Devanāgarī as ×øø@ bāṃ. The 
optional anusvāra (before mutes and the nasals Òø} n and Ûø} m, 2.55:) alphabetically occupies the place of the class 
nasal it replaces. For example, compare íø@¡¢á śaṃkara and íøw£̄ á śaṅkara (where anusvāra replaces ®} ṅ) or—
incorrectly (1.10:)—¡@¢ùÕøÇø kaṃpita  and ¡¢úÛÕøÇø kampita (where anusvāra replaces the internal class consonant nasal 
Ûø} m). 

d. æ} l often interchanges with, or is derived from, á} r. 

e. éø} v is usually pronounced as a labial-dental “v,” made with the lower lip first slightly touching the upper front 
teeth. When preceded by a consonant in the same syllable, however, it is pronounced as a bilabial “w.” This has 
led to the popular transliteration of the conjunct éø} v as w in many Saṃskṛta words that were coined in another 
language. For example, òéøøÛøû should be pronounced and is popularly transliterated as Swāmī, instead of Svāmī, 
although the latter is technically correct. 

f. ô} h corresponds to and is derived from the second half (-h) of the soft aspirates ¬ø} g-h, ºø} j-h, Ðø} d-h, and Ùø} b-h 
(1.9:). It is pronounced from the same position as its following vowel. 
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1.6: Writing. When writing Devanāgarī, the distinctive part of each letter, occupying at least two-thirds of the 
height of the final letter, is normally written first, then the vertical line, and finally the top horizontal line. For 
example, the syllable Çø ta is written  , , . But, write in whatever order works for you. The top horizontal 
line is usually drawn after the rest of the word or phrase has been written. In fact, it was regularly missing in old 
manuscripts. 
1.7: Writing noninitial vowels. Each vowel is written in a different way, according to whether or not it is 
initial. There is no sign for the noninitial short !ø a (as noted in 1.5.a:). The noninitial short " i is written before 
the consonant after which it is pronounced (e.g., ù¡¢ ki). The rest of the noninitial vowels are written after, 
below, or above the consonants. An example is the letter ¡}¢ k with all its vowel signs: ¡¢ ka, ¡¢ø kā, ù¡¢ ki, ¡¢û kī, 
¡ü¢ ku, ¡þ¢ kū, ¡;¢ kṛ, ¡>¢ kṝ, ¡?¢ kḷ, ¡+¢ ke, ¡e¢ kai, ¡¢ø+ ko, and ¡¢øe kau. Certain consonants take certain vowel signs at the 
side instead of below. They are − ) ru, * rū, and / hṛ. When the consonant á} r precedes the vowel & ṛ, it is 
written as  â at the top of  & ṛ (e.g., as &â) and is pronounced before the vowel. Note that the vowel & ṛ is 
written as an initial vowel even though it’s medial (e.g., úÒø&âúÇø: nirṛtiḥ). The consonant íø} ś is often written as îø} 
when followed by the vowel & ṛ or ( ṝ (e.g., îø; śṛ, îø> śṝ) and sometimes by the vowel $ u or $¢ ū (e.g., îøü śu, îøþ 
śū). 
1.8: Sound classifications. The 48 characters of the Devanāgarī alphabet are classified by sound as guttural, 
palatal, cerebral, dental, or labial (see table 1.9:). They are further grouped as mute/nonmute, hard/soft, 
class/nonclass, consonant/vowel, aspirate/nonaspirate, nasal/semivowel/sibilant, simple/diphthong, and 
short/long (see Glossary). The consonants have an added !ø a for pronunciation purposes only (1.5.a:). 
Committing table 1.9: to memory is helpful for understanding sandhi (see chapter 2). Traditionally the consonants 
(and vowels) in table 1.9: are read alphabetically: Read the rows of the first five columns across (¡¢ ka, ¨ø kha, ªø ga, 
¬ø gha, ®¯ ṅa, ²ø ca, µ cha…). Read the next three columns down (Þø ya, á ra… ô ha). If in doubt, refer to table 1.5: 
for correct order. 

1.9: Devanāgarī alphabet classified by sound. 
 
 

Class 

Mute a NasalMute Nonmute 
Hard Soft Hard Soft Hard Soft 

Class Consonant Nonclass Consonant Vowel     
Non-
Aspir. Aspir. Non-

Aspir. Aspir. Nasal Semi-
vowel Sibilant Aspirate 

Simple 
Diphthong 

Short Long 

Guttural ¡¢ ¨ø ªø ¬ø ®¯   ô : c !ø !øø % %+ dPalatal ²ø µ jø ºø »ø Þø íø   " # 
Cerebral ¾ Á ® Ä mø á ðø   & (   Dental Çø Ëø Ì Ðø Òø æ òø   _  
Labial Õø Õø¢ ×ø Ùø Ûø éø b   : c $ $¢ !øø+ !øøe  
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a. A mute is a sound that begins with a complete stop of the passage of the breath (1.4: touched), also called a stop 
in phonetics. Nasals are not full mutes, but are oral mutes with a nasal continuant (Macdonell 1927), thus in the 
following rules the term “mute” will not include nasals unless indicated. 

b. éø va is labial-dental (1.5.e:). 
c. Visarga (: ḥ) may appear at the end of the last word in a sentence, before a sibilant, or before a hard guttural or 

labial. In the first two cases, : ḥ is pronounced in the location of the preceding vowel. In the latter case, : ḥ is 
pronounced in the location of the following guttural or labial (see 1.5.b:). 

d. The diphthongs % e and %+ ai are guttural-palatal. Diphthongs !øø+ o and !øøe au are guttural-labial, per their 
component sounds (a-i for % e and  %+ ai, and a-u for !øø+ o and !øøe au—see 2.3: and 2.3.a:). 

1.10: The anusvāra (  ṃ). Anusvāra, or “after-sound,” is a nonmute, unmodified nasal that follows a vowel. 
It is sounded only through the nose, not the mouth. For this reason it is not classified in table 1.9:. Anusvāra is 
sometimes written as  +, where it is then described as anunāsika (pronounced through both the nose and 
mouth). There can be a nasalized æ} l, written as æ-} © (2.51:). Anusvāra is properly found before the semivowels, 
sibilants, and ô} h (2.54:), and optionally before mutes or nasals (2.55:). But it is often incorrectly used within a 
word (i.e., not due to a general sandhi, as in 2.55:) in place of any of the five class-consonant nasals when they 
are followed by a mute or nasal, or at the end of a word or sentence (e.g., the incorrect !ø@ªø@ aṃgaṃ for !øw«¯Ûø} 
aṅgam). This usage does not affect the pronunciation of the correct corresponding class nasal. For more about 
anusvāra, see 1.5.c:. 

1.11: Common symbols. Saṃskṛta commonly uses these punctuation or stylized symbols. 
Symbol Purpose 

| Daṇḍa The single daṇḍa | is used at the end of a line of verse and at the end of a sentence. 
The double daṇḍa G is used at the end of a verse and (sometimes) at the end of a 
paragraph. G 

{ Avagraha Avagraha { optionally marks the dropping of a short !ø a at the beginning of a word due 
to a sandhi (phonetic combination) with a previous word (2.12:). If the !ø is nasalized, the 
anusvāra normally appears before the { avagraha. { is usually transliterated as an 
apostrophe (e.g., Çø+jøø+@{íø tejoṃ'śa for Çø+jøø+ !ø@íø tejo aṃśa). 

~ Abbreviation ~ marks the dropping of a contextually understood part of a word. For example, ªøÇø+Òø 
gatena is abbreviated ~Çø+Òø (ga)tena in a dictionary entry, where “ga” is understood. 

÷ Om ÷is a  stylized form of !øø+Ûø} Om, a name for brahman (reality). 

1.12: Conjunct consonants. If a consonant is followed immediately by one or more consonants—even when 
the consonants are divided between two words in a sentence—they are normally joined, after sandhi (chapter 
2), into a cluster called a conjunct consonant. For example, Çø} òø} t s are combined  into Çòø} ts. 
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The general principle in forming a conjunct consonant is to drop the right side vertical lines except in the last 
letter (e.g., Çø} t + òø} s + Þø ya is ÇòÞø tsya). When the first letter has no right-side vertical line, or when both letters 
have a right-side vertical line and the following consonant has room for the previous letter to anchor to its vertical 
line (above the distinctive portion of its character), then—in both cases—the letters are conjoined vertically, with 
the initial consonant on top. For example, ®}̄  ṅ + ªø ga becomes w«̄  ṅga and !ø»ø} añ + ²ø ca becomes !ø¼ǿ añca. There 
are also irregular formations (see tables 1.13:). 

1.13: Irregular forms in conjuncts. 
¡}¢ become } when (e.g.,) ¡}¢ + Çø →  Çøl k-ta 
Çø} } Çø} + Çø →  ÉÇø t-ta 
Çø} } Çø} + á →  Êø t-ra    (see below) 
Þø ß ªøã} + Þø →  ªøãß gr-ya 
Þø  Ì} + Þø →  Ï d-ya 
Þø à ¡ã}¢ + Þø →  ¡ã¢à kr-ya 
íø} îø} íø} + ²ø →  ïø ś-ca    (see also 1.7:) 

Irregular forms in conjuncts of á} r (called á+Õø¢ repha, instead of rakāra—1.5.a:). 

á} becomes ã when (e.g.,) ¡}¢ + á →  ¡ã¢ k-ra, when á} has a vertical line to attach to.

å  ¾} + á →  ¾å ṭ-ra, when á} has no vertical line to attach to. 
â  á} + Çø →  Çøâ r-ta, when á} precedes a consonant (or the vowel & 

zr), the mark is placed above the (conjunct) consonant and to the 
right of any following vowel marker (e.g., Òøeð¡¢ÛÞø+â naiṣkarmye, 
úÒø&âmø nirṛṇa). 

1.14: Special conjuncts. There are two conjunct consonants whose component letters within Devanāgarī are 
indistinguishable: ¦ø k-ṣa, and ¹ø j-ña. One common, current pronunciation of ¹ø j-ña, which is preferred by this 
author, has the component jø} j sound very slightly heard. For this sound, place the tongue and mouth in the 
palatal position to pronounce the jø} j, then pronounce the palatal »ø} ñ for the length of two consonants (»»ø} ññ). 
In some parts of India, another pronunciation is with the “j” component pronounced as the guttural sound 
“g”. Since the following nasal would tend to naturally sound as a guttural, then the conjunct ¹ø is pronounced as 
if ª®¯ gṅa. This latter pronunciation probably came in from a regional dialect, but you will hear it. 
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In Vedic grammar and phonetics, ¹ø falls under the Vedic rule that when a consonant is in conjunction with á} or 
a nasal, the Vedic meter demands that a very short vowel (a fraction of the length of a normal vowel, called a 
svarabhakti) be pronounced between them. Hence, ¹ø would have been pronounced as jaña, so it would seem 
that the initial jø} j would have had its proper palatal pronunciation. Other than this conjunct, unlike English, 
classical Saṃskṛta is normally pronounced as it reads. 
1.15: Printing consonants. In print, Devanāgarī conjunct consonants are presented in different ways. The 
differences are sometimes due to the inability of a particular Devanāgarī font to completely form a conjunct 
consonant. Other times they are due to an editorial preference. An editor may want to avoid using long or 
visually difficult conjunct consonants that challenge the reader. In these cases, one or more of the characters of 
the conjunct, usually the first character(s), are written with a virāma (1.5.a:). For example, ×øüÌ}×øüÌ bud-buda, 
instead of ×øüÌØüÌ budbuda.  
It is common, though, to avoid using the virāma in print wherever possible, even by joining a consonant-
ending word to a following vowel-initial word. For example, the three words !øíøø+²ÞøøÒø} !øÒéøíøø+²ø: ÇéøÛø} aśocyān 
anvaśocaḥ tvam would be written as !øíøø+²ÞøøÒøÒéøíøø+²øòÇéøÛø} aśocyānanvaśocastvam, where Òø} !ø n a join to become Òø 
na, and visarga before ÇéøÛø} tvam changes to òø} s  (see 2.27:) and joins with the following consonants into òÇéøÛø} 
stvam. Saṃskṛta was written on materials such as palm leaves, so the writing of the script needed to be 
compacted to fit the compactness of the media. Hence this natural avoidance of virāmas which leave gaps 
between words. 
1.16: Reading conjunct consonants. To read a conjunct consonant, read the component characters left to 
right and, within that, from top down (e.g., ÌêÒÌê d-va-n-d-va). The only exception is á} r at the beginning of a 
conjunct consonant (e.g., ¡¢ÇóøÓß+â kar-t-s-n-ye, in this example, á} r is written after the final vowel e but 
pronounced before the t—see table 1.13:).  
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1.17: Common conjunct consonants (in alphabetical order). Difficult conjuncts are shaded. Some conjuncts can 
be written in multiple ways (e.g., kka may be ¡£¢ or ¡¡¢ ); only one version is shown. 

¡£¢ k-ka ¡¨ø k-kha ¡²ø k-ca ¡mø k-ṇa Çøl k-ta ¡ÇÞø k-t-ya ¡Êø k-t-ra 

¡ÊÞø k-t-r-ya ¡Çéø k-t-va ¡Ó¢ k-na ¡Ó¢à k-n-ya ¡Ûø k-ma ¡Þø k-ya ¡ã¢ k-ra 

¡ã¢à k-r-ya ¡ç¢ k-la ¡éø k-va ¡éÞø k-v-ya ¦ø k-ṣa ¦Ûø k-ṣ-ma ¦Þø k-ṣ-ya 

¦éø k-ṣ-va ¨Þø kh-ya ¨øå kh-ra ªÞø g-ya ªøã g-ra ªøãß g-r-ya ¬øÓ gh-na 

¬øÓß gh-n-ya ¬Ûø gh-ma ¬Þø gh-ya ¬øã gh-ra w£¯ ṅ-ka w¥¯ ṅ-k-ta w£¯ß ṅ-k-ya 

w§¯ ṅ-k-ṣa w©¯ ṅ-kha w©¯ß ṅ-kh-ya w«¯ß ṅ-g-ya w¯ ṅ-gha w¯ß ṅ-gh-ya w±¯ ṅ-ṅa 

³ǿ c-ca ²µ c-cha ²µå c-ch-ra ³ø½ c-ña ²Ûø c-ma ²Þø c-ya µß ch-ya 

µå ch-ra oø¸ j-ja jºø j-jha ¹ø j-ña ¹Þø j-ñ-ya jÛø j-ma jÞø j-ya 

jøã j-ra jéø j-va ¼ø ́ ñ-ca »²Ûø ñ-c-ma ¼øß́ ñ-c-ya »µ ñ-cha ¼ø¸ ñ-ja 

¼øß̧ ñ-j-ya ¿À ṭ-ṭa ¾ß ṭ-ya Áå ṭh-ra ®ß ḍ-ya Äß ḍh-ya Äå ḍh-ra 

m¾ ṇ-ṭa mÁ ṇ-ṭha m® ṇ-ḍa m®ß ṇ-ḍ-ya m®å ṇ-ḍ-ra m®åß ṇ-ḍ-r-ya mÄ ṇ-ḍha 

mmø ṇ-ṇa mÛø ṇ-ma mÞø ṇ-ya méø ṇ-va Ç¡¢ t-ka Ç¡ã¢ t-k-ra ÉÇø t-ta 

ÉÇÞø t-t-ya ÇÊø t-t-ra ÉÇéø t-t-va ÇËø t-tha ÈøÓ t-na ÈøÓß t-n-ya ÇÕø t-pa 

ÇÕøã t-p-ra ÇÛø t-ma ÇÛÞø t-m-ya ÇÞø t-ya Êø t-ra ÊÞø t-r-ya Çéø t-va 

Çòø t-sa ÇóøÓ t-s-na ÇóøÓß t-s-n-ya ËÞø th-ya Í« d-ga Í«ä d-g-ra Í d-gha 
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1.17: Conjunct consonants. (continued) 

ÍÎ d-da ÍÎß d-d-ya pÑ d-dha pÑß d-dh-ya ÌÓ d-na ÌØ d-ba pÚ d-bha 

pÚß d-bh-ya ÍÜ d-ma Ï d-ya Ìã d-ra Ìãß d-r-ya Ìê d-va Ìêß d-v-ya 

ÐøÓ dh-na ÐøÓß dh-n-ya ÐÛø dh-ma ÐÞø dh-ya Ðøã dh-ra Ðøãß dh-r-ya Ðéø dh-va 

ÒÇø n-ta ÒÇÞø n-t-ya ÒÊø n-t-ra ÒÌ n-da ÒÌã n-d-ra ÒÐø n-dha ÒÐøã n-dh-ra 

Nø n-na ÒÕø n-pa ÒÕøã n-p-ra ÒÛø n-ma ÒÞø n-ya Òøã n-ra Òòø n-sa 

ÕÇø p-ta ÕÇÞø p-t-ya ÕøÓ p-na ÕÕø p-pa ÕÛø p-ma ÕÞø p-ya Õøã p-ra 

Õøç p-la Õéø p-va Õòø p-sa Õòéø p-s-va ×¬ø b-gha ×jø b-ja ×Ì b-da 

×Ðø b-dha ×øÓ b-na ××ø b-ba ×Ùø b-bha ×ÙÞø b-bh-ya ×Þø b-ya ×øã b-ra 

×éø b-va ÙøÓ bh-na ÙÞø bh-ya Ùøã bh-ra Ùéø bh-va ÛøÓ m-na ÛÕø m-pa 

ÛÕøã m-p-ra Û×ø m-ba ÛÙø m-bha ÛÛø m-ma ÛÞø m-ya Ûøã m-ra Ûæ m-la 

Ûéø m-va ÞÞø y-ya Þéø y-va è¡¢ l-ka èÕø l-pa èÛø l-ma èÞø l-ya 

èæ l-la èéø l-va èô l-ha éøÓ v-na éÞø v-ya éøã v-ra ééø v-va 

ïø ś-ca ïÞø ś-c-ya îøÓ ś-na íÞø ś-ya îøã ś-ra îøãß ś-r-ya îøç ś-la 

îøê ś-va îøêß ś-v-ya ííø ś-śa ñÀ ṣ-ṭa ñÀß ṣ-ṭ-ya ñÀå ṣ-ṭ-ra ñÀåß ṣ-ṭ-r-ya 

ñÀë ṣ-ṭ-va ñÂ ṣ-ṭha ðmø ṣ-ṇa ðmÞø ṣ-ṇ-ya ðÕø ṣ-pa ðÕøã ṣ-p-ra ðÛø ṣ-ma 

ðÞø ṣ-ya ðéø ṣ-va ò¡¢ s-ka ò¨ø s-kha òÇø s-ta òÇÞø s-t-ya òÊø s-t-ra 
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1.17: Conjunct consonants. (continued) 

òÇéø s-t-va òËø s-tha óøÓ s-na óøÓß s-n-ya òÕø s-pa òÕø¢ s-pha òÛø s-ma 

òÛÞø s-m-ya òÞø s-ya óøã s-ra òéø s-va òòø s-sa õ h-ṇa öÓ h-na 

öÜ h-ma öà h-ya öã h-ra öç h-la öê h-va  

 
1.18: Numerals.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a. Saṃskṛta is the original source for numerical writing in the West; therefore the number 2002 is familiarly written 
2002. 

1.19: Numerals as pronunciation indicators. The figure 2 after a word indicates that the word is repeated 
(e.g., !øôø+ 2 indicates !øôø+ !øôø+ aho aho). The figure 3 after a vowel indicates the pluta, or protracted lengthening, 
of the vowel to three mātrās. The pronunciation length of time (mātrā) of a short vowel, such as !ø a, is one 
mātrā. A long vowel, such as !øø ā, or a diphthong is two mātrās (twice as long as !ø a). !øø 3 indicates the vowel 
is three mātrās. The three-mātrā pronunciation is found only in the Veda, and there it is infrequent. The 
pronunciation length of one consonant is said to be a half mātrā. 

1.20: The syllable. Like in English, a phonological (or pronunciation) syllable, called an !ø¦øá akṣara (also 
called a ÛøøÊøø mātrā, but not to be confused with the pronunciation length of time in 1.19:), is the smallest unit 
that can have a meaning, and is the building block of words. 

1.21: Syllable structure. A syllable is centered on a vowel. 

With/without a preceding consonant 
or conjunct consonant + Vowel + 

With/without a following consonant or two (including 
anusvāra or visarga), to complete a meaningful 

component of a word. 
E.g., !øíøø+²ÞøøÒøÒéøíøø+²øòÇéø@ consists of eight syllables: a-śoc-yān anv-a-śoc-as tvaṃ. 

1.22: Quality of syllable. A syllable is heavy (ªøü) guru) if its vowel is long or a diphthong, or if its vowel is 
followed by an anusvāra, visarga, or conjunct consonant (even if the conjunct consonant is in the next word or 
the result of a sandhi with the next word within the same pāda 1.23:). Otherwise, the syllable is light (æ¬øü laghu). 
For example, the first syllables in the words bāl-a, bodh-i, duḥ-kha, and bud-dhi are heavy, and the second 
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syllables are light. The quality of syllables may determine how a grammatical rule is applied to form a word 
stem. It also helps determine the meter (1.24:) of a verse. 

1.23: The pāda. Much of Saṃskṛta literature is in verse form, and most verses are in the form of stanzas of 
four metrical quarters. A quarter is called a ÕøøÌ pāda (literally, “foot”). Two pādas make a metrical line. The end 
of a metrical line is treated in pronunciation and writing like an end of a sentence. In accentuation (1.25:) 
though, each pāda is treated like an independent sentence; for instance, an enclitic (see Glossary) can never 
begin a pāda (4.3.1:). 

1.24: Meter. The quality and the quantity of the syllables in a pāda determines the meter of the verse. The 
meter is the recurring pattern of the heavy and light syllables, forming a patterned rhythm. Anuṣṭubh, or Śloka, 
the most common meter in Saṃskṛta literature, is composed of two lines of two pādas, with eight syllables to a 
pāda. Occasionally three verses can arranged into two triplets (three lines each). Each verse is typically a 
complete sentence. It is a particularly flexible meter, because of its wide variety of metrical forms. A metrical 
form defines how the light and heavy syllables are patterned in a line. In the most common metrical form of 
Anuṣṭubh by far, called Pathyā, the 5th-6th-7th syllables of the first pāda are light-heavy-heavy, and of the second 
pāda they are light-heavy-light, all the rest of the syllables of the line can be either light or heavy (see Macdonell 
1975 Appendix II). 

1.25: Accent. Saṃskṛta in Vedic literature has a tonal accent, in which the accent of a vowel is in the form of 
a change in pitch: raised ($ÌøÉÇø udātta), lowered (!øÒøüÌøÉÇø an-udātta), or transitional (òéøùáÇø svarita—moving from a 
raised-tone semivowel y or v, indicating their original i and u vowel pronunciation, to the unaccented vowel 
that follows the y or v). Later Saṃskṛta is pronounced with a stress accent instead of a tonal accent. In a stress 
accent, the accent of a vowel is pronounced more forcefully or loudly relative to nearby, unaccented vowels. 
Whereas there are rules and text markings for the placement and nature of the tonal accent, there are no 
specific rules or text markings for the stress accent. Although the placement of the stress accent in a word is 
generally deduced from the rules regarding the Vedic raised tonal accent, the stress accent may have shifted, 
depending on the quality (heavy or light) of the syllables. In the case of the many new words introduced since 
Vedic literature, where the placement of the accent may not be clear from derivation, generally the accent falls 
on the last metrically heavy syllable within the word (e.g., Kalidā̍sa, Himā̍laya, kā̍rayati). The stress accent, like 
the Vedic tonal accent, may then disappear or move to another syllable, depending mostly on the word’s 
inflection (nominal declension—see Glossary and 3.3:—or verbal conjugation—see 5.3:), or placement in a 
sentence. Like in any other language, accent in Saṃskṛta is best learned by listening to an experienced, native 
speaker, but a few guidelines are as follows: 
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• The first finite verb in a main clause loses its accent, unless it begins the main clause or  pāda. 
Subsequent verbs in the same main clause retain their accent, being treated in accent as if beginning 
their own sentence. 

• A word in vocative case is treated as having no syntactical part of a sentence (i.e., as if it is a separate 
sentence unto itself). As a result, a finite verb that follows the initial vocative(s) in a sentence or pāda 
is treated as if it were at their beginning. A vocative is always accented on its first syllable (3.7:), but the 
vocative loses the accent unless the word is at the beginning of the sentence or pāda. 

• For the treatment of unaccented, enclitic words, see 4.3:. 
• In certain sections of this text, for example, when a grammatical tonal accent rule is specified, the 

accent is marked (cf. Macdonell 1979). Note that a stress accent may shift if the syllable is not heavy. 
For example, the causal verb kāra̍yati, with its tonal accent on the causal suffix a̍ya (5.40:), may 
instead have its stress accent on the preceding heavy syllable kā̍rayati. For a discussion of Vedic tonal 
accent, see the appendix of A Vedic Grammar for Students (Macdonell 1966). 

Now you have an understanding of the alphabet. 
If you have The Aruna Sanskrit Garmmar Coursebook: 64 Lessons 
Based on the Bhagavad Gita Chapter Two, it will help guide you 
through the study of the rest of this Grammar Reference. The 
Aruna Coursebook will direct you to the following chapters in 
this book as and when required. 
Alternatively, if you do not have the Aruna Coursebook but 
need further excercise help to better read Devanāgarī text, 
you can order The Sanskrit Reading Tutor. This CD has audio 
clips attached to the text so you can read it, click it and hear 
it. The text in the CD is the same as the Script Reading Exercise 
in the Aruna Coursebook appendix and covers the entire 
second chapter of the Bhagavad Gita. 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 2 
Rules of Sandhi 

The Rules for Phonetic Combination of  Letters 
2.1: Coalescence of adjacent sounds. In Saṃskṛta every sentence is treated as a continuously spoken 
sequence of sounds, written exactly as they are pronounced. The coalescence of these sounds when 
pronounced as a sequence is called sandhi. The purpose of sandhi is to facilitate smooth pronunciation, and to 
avoid a gap between vowels in separate syllables, called a hiatus by Western grammarians. Although several 
consecutive consonant sandhis may occur for easier pronunciation of a consonant cluster, only one vowel 
sandhi is applied between two adjoining vowels. Any hiatus in a finished Saṃskṛta text is either the result of 
only one vowel sandhi, in which case additional application of sandhi to avoid hiatus would render the original 
syllables unidentifiable, or the absence of any sandhi application at the end of a metrical line or the end of a 
sentence. Because of sandhi, generally the ends and sometimes the beginning of words will be written in a 
sentence as they orally sound in combination, and not as they may be found separately, e.g., as in a dictionary. 

a. The following sandhi rules, as well as many other grammar rules, are subject to occasional irregularities, of which 
only the common exceptions are noted herein. Not infrequent is the lack or irregular application of sandhi to 
maintain meter, such as retaining hiatus between two pādas (1.23:).    

2.2: Guṇa and vṛddhi. Vowels may strengthen by taking guṇa or vṛddhi. The simple liquid vowels (i.e., " #, 
$ $¢, & ( including _, theoretically), as well as these vowels as components of diphthongs (i.e., the non-simple 
liquid vowels), may also be changed into semivowels, or those semivowels may revert back to their liquid 
vowel, called samprasāraṇa. 

2.3: Strengthening of vowels. 
Simple vowels Guṇa (& components) Vṛddhi Semivowela Samprasāraṇa (weakening)a 

!ø   → !ø  !øø (= !ø + !ø)  
!øø → !øø (= !ø + !øø) !øø (= !ø + !øø)  
"  # → % (= !ø + "V#) %+ (= !ø + %) Þø} Þø → "
$  $¢ → !øø+ (= !ø + $V$¢) !øøe (= !ø + !øø+) éø} éø → $ 
&  ( → !øá}  (= !ø + &V() !øøá}  (= !ø + !øá}) á}  !øá} or á → &

_ → !øæ} (= !ø + _) (no vṛddhi for _)  
a. The simple liquid vowels (including the second half component " or $ of diphthongs % %+ or !øø+ !øøe respectively) 

may become (or strengthen to) Þø}, éø}, á} respectively. In reverse, these semivowels may weaken, called 
saṃprasāraṇa, to their respective simple liquid vowels. Notice that the semivowel’s following or preceding !ø is 
dropped in saṃprasāraṇa. 
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2.4: General and internal sandhi. There are two forms of sandhi: general sandhi between— 
Independent word + Independent word 
Word in a cmpd. + Next word in the cmpd. (6.29:), including verbal compounds (6.11:) 
Nominal stem + Secondary suffix beginning with any cons. except Þø} (6.27:) 

+ Pada declension terms. − ÙÞøøÛø}, úÙøòø}, ÙÞøòø}, òøü (3.2.a:) – First apply general sandhi 
rules 2.23: & .24:, then internal sandhi rules will apply. 

In other combinations, applicable specific internal sandhi rules apply first, then general sandhi rules. With the 
exception that finals of roots usually don’t change, nor generally would rule 2.23: apply. 

2.5: Reading sandhi charts. In the following sandhi charts, unless otherwise noted, the Preceding column’s 
letter(s) alone change. For example, rule 2.9: should read – when !ø !øø (i.e., !ø or !øø) precedes a guṇa vowel, then 
both (!ø and following guṇa vowel, or !øø and following guṇa vowel) are changed to the following’s component 
liquid vowel’s vṛddhi − in this case, the component liquid vowel being " or $ of the guṇa vowel % (=!ø+") or !øø+ 
(=!ø+$) per 2.3.a:, its vṛddhi would be %+ or !øøe (2.3:), respectively. Rule 2.14: should read − when guṇa vowel !øø+ 
precedes any vowel except !ø, then the preceding !øø+ is changed to !øéø} and, if it is between independent words, it 
usually further becomes !ø (i.e., the éø} drops). Notice how the same rows match across, e.g., !øø+ row matches !øéø} 
row, and certain rows are shared, e.g., “guṇa vowel” row is shared by both % row and !øø+ row. In these listings a 
later rule, if equally applicable, takes precedence over a prior and thus more general rule. In the following 
rules, the word “radical” means “belonging to a root or a substitute for a root”; this may apply to verbal roots 
made into nouns or into verbs. “May” and “usually” mean optionally infrequent or frequent change, 
respectively; “sometimes” and “often” mean in certain words this change is found. 

2.6: General vowel sandhi. 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.7: simple vowel 
(short or long) 

same simple vow. 
(short or long) both → long simple vowel 

2.8: 
!ø !øø 

simple liquid 
vowel (1.9: & 2.2:) both → the liquid vowel’s guṇa (2.3:) 

2.9: guṇa vowel both → the following’s component liquid vowel’s (2.3.a:) 
vṛddhi (2.3:) 2.10: vṛddhi vowel 

2.11: simple liquid vowel different vowel  → corresponding semivowel (2.3.a:) 
2.12: guṇa vowels % !øø+ !ø !ø → drops, often replaced with an avagraha { 
2.13: guṇa vowel % any vowel 

except !ø 
 → !øÞø}  if between 

indep. words 
(2.4:) 

usually  → !ø a 2.14: !øø+  → !øéø}
2.15: vṛddhi vowel %+ any vowel  → !øøÞø}  usually  → !øø a 2.16: !øøe  → !øøéø} rarely 

a. The resulting vowels − !øV!øø and following vowel normally remain separate, i.e., hiatus (2.1:) remains. 
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2.17: Special - general vowel sandhi. 
 Preceding Following Change 
2.18: final !ø !øø of prep. (6.11:) initial & of a root both → vṛddhi (instead of guṇa) 
2.19: prep. Õøã pp. $¢Ä both → ÕøãøeÄ “lifted up” (instead of guṇa)
2.20: past tense aug. !ø (5.5.c:) initial vow. of root both → vṛddhi (instead of guṇa) 

2.21: 
final vowel of interj. pcl. (6.21:)  

or  
final !øø+ made by ~!ø + pcl. $ (6.20:)  

vowel both → (no sandhi, hiatus remains) 
2.22: 

decl. or conj. du. terms. final  
# $¢ % (but not !ø " %+ !øøe)  

or final # of !øÛøû  
(masc. pl. nom. “those” 4.9:)  

2.23: Permitted finals. Except when á} precedes a ¡}¢ ¾} Çø} Õø}, which is at the end of a root (or a substitute for a root) 
and is not a suffix, no word may be permitted to end in more than one consonant. The final conjunct consonant 
must be reduced by dropping the last consonants until only one consonant (or ¦ø}) remains. Every final consonant 
(whether originally a conjunct or not) must be converted into one of the eight permitted final consonants 
according to the following chart (2.24:). Only after this conversion can the following rules (2.24.b:, & 2.25: to 2.62:) of 
general visarga and general consonant sandhi be applied. 
2.24: Permitted final consonants of a (conjugated, declined, or indeclinable) word. 
The consonants to the left of the arrow become the consonant to the right of the arrow. The column on the right 
indicates certain consonants which may become either of two different consonants.  
¡}¢ ¨ø} ªø} ¬ø}    ²ø} → ¡}¢ jø}  íø} ô} ¦ø} → ¡}¢ , or in certain words ¾} ¾} Á} ®} Ä}  ðø}  µ} → ¾}
Çø} Ëø} Ì} Ðø}     → Çø} a. These apply in general sandhi combinations, so they 

also include finals of nominal stems before certain 
terminations or suffixes, as defined in 2.4:. 
b. Before a pause, an original final mute (after these 
conversions) may optionally change to the permitted 
final’s respective soft nonaspirate consonant—but is rarely 
applied in manuscripts. 

Õø} Õø}¢ ×ø} Ùø}     → Õø}
    ®}̄ »ø}   → ®}̄ 
    Òø} Ûø}   → remain ( Òø} Ûø} )
      á} òø} → :
   ºø}mø} Þø}æ} éø}  are never finals 
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2.25: General visarga sandhi. 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.26: final : of 1st word in 
cmpd.  (6.11: & 6.29:) 

initial ¡}¢ ¨ø} Õø} Õø}¢ of 
2nd word in cmpd. 

in 
some 

cmpds. 
→ òø} (otherwise, see 1.5.b:) 

2.27: : hard  

palatal  ²ø} µ}  → palatal íø} 
cerebral ¾} Á}  → cerebral ðø} 
dental    Çø} Ëø}  → dental òø} 

2.28: : sibilant  íø} ðø} òø} may → íø} ðø} òø} resp. 
2.29: :  after vowel ex. !ø !øø soft letter 

 (i.e., vowel or cons.) 
: → soft á} (ex. if followed by á} per 2.35:) 

2.30: !øø: : → drops (hiatus remains) 
2.31: 

!ø: 

vowel except !ø : → drops (hiatus remains) 

2.32: !ø  → !øø+ and following !ø is dropped, usually replaced 
with avagraha { (2.12:) 

2.33: soft cons.  → !øø+ 
2.34: :  as an 

etymological á} after !ø !øø soft letter  → soft á} (exception to rules 2.30: to 2.33:)  

2.35: : á}  → drops & a preceding short vowel lengthens 
(exception to 2.29: & 2.33:) 

 
2.36: Special - general visarga sandhi. 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.37: masc. sg. nom.  
òø: “he,” %ðø: “this” (7.12:) any letter except !ø 

: → drops (hiatus remains) 
2.38: 

Ùøø+: “O your honor” an irreg. 
contraction of voc. sg. of ÙøéøÇø} (3.13.b:) 

or  
Ùøªøø+: “O virtuous one” an irreg. 
contraction of sg. voc. of ÙøªøéøÇø} 

soft letter 

2.39: :  as an 
etymological 

á} 

of radical noun stem 
(3.6.g:) pl. loc. term. òøü 

 → á}  (e.g., !øôÕøâúÇø:)  
2.40: of !øôá} “day” (3.21.a:) 

& òéøá} “heaven” ÕøúÇø “lord” in cmpd. 
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2.41: General consonant sandhi. The word initial (or init.) in the Following column of the below rules indicates 
that those rules could not be applied in situations where internal sandhi rules first apply.    
 Preceding Following Change 

2.42: soft mute cons. hard consonant  → its resp. hard non-aspir. cons. 
hard mute cons. soft mute cons.  → its resp. soft  non-aspir. cons. 

2.43: permitted hard final 
¡}¢ ¾} Çø} Õø} 

initial soft letter  → 
its resp. soft  non-aspir. cons. 
(i.e., ªø} ®} Ì} ×ø} resp.) , a following ô}} 
usually → resp. soft aspir. (2.58:) 

2.44: initial soft Òø} Ûø} usually → its resp. soft class nasal (else 2.43:) 

2.45: 

hard dental Çø} 

init. hard palatal ²ø} µ} íø}  → hard palatal ²ø}, a following íø} usually → µ} (by 
2.56:) 

soft palatal jø} ºø}  → soft palatal jø} 

2.46: hard cerebral ¾} Á}  → hard cerebral ¾} 
soft cerebral ®} Ä}  → soft cerebral ®} 

2.47: init. soft dental æ}  → soft Ì} → æ} 
2.48: soft gutt. ®}̄  init. hard sibi. íø} ðø} òø} may → interpose hard gutt. ¡}¢ 
2.49: 

soft dental Òø} 

init. hard òø} may → interpose hard dental Çø} 

2.50: init. 
hard palatal ²ø} µ} 

 →  anusvāra with resp. hard sibilant  (íø} ðø} òø}) 
 interposed hard cerebral ¾} Á} 

hard dental Çø} Ëø} 
2.51: init. æ}  → nasalized æ}, usually written as æ-} (1.10:) 

2.52: palatal soft jø} ºø}  
or sibilant íø}  → palatal nasal »ø}, a following íø} usually → µ} 

(2.56:) 
2.53: init. soft cerebral ®} Ä}  → cerebral nasal mø} 
2.54: 

labial Ûø} 
init. semiv., sibi., or ô}  →  (remains Ûø} if ô} followed by Ûø}) 

2.55: mute 
or nasal Òø} Ûø}  →  → resp. class nasal optionally 

(necessarily in internal sandhi) 

2.56: hard palatal ²ø} (2.45:) 
or soft palatal »ø} (2.52:) init. íø} followed by soft 

letter 

palatal íø} 
usually → hard aspir. palatal µ} 

2.57: hard ¡}¢ ¾} Õø} íø} may 
2.58: soft ªø} ®} Ì} ×ø} (2.43:) init. ô} ô} usually → resp. soft aspir. (to ¬ø}, etc.) 
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2.41: General consonant sandhi. (continued)    
 Preceding Following Change 

2.59: long vowel or 
diphthong init. µ} 

opt. µ} 
→ 

doubles (as ²µ} c-ch) (In the doubling of 
consonants,  an aspirate is doubled with its 
nonaspirate. Conj. aspir. before mute, sibi., or 
ô} is not allowed [2.76:, cf. 1.17:]) 

2.60: short vowel or 
particles !øø Ûøø µ} 

2.61: vowel µ} in middle of worda 
2.62: ®}̄  Òø} after short vowel  init. vowel ®}̄  Òø} → doubles (®}̄ ®}̄ , Nø}}) 

2.63: á} 
single cons., ex. òø} íø} ðø} 

ô}, in the middle of 
worda 

following 
single 
cons. 

→ 
in pronunciation is doubled,  
in writing is optionally doubled 
(e.g., éøÇøâÇø+ or éøÉÇøâÇø+, Ìû¬øâ or Ìûª¬øâ) 

2.64: 
mute preceded by 
nasal, or doubled 

mute joined with any 
cons. 

in the middle of worda 
1st of the 

conj. 
mutes 

→ optionally drops (e.g., Þøüú®}̄ ªÐø or ÞøüúÒÐø, ÇøÉÇéø or 
ÇøÇéø) 

a. Rule 2.61:, 2.63:, & 2.64: are actually internal sandhi, but for convenience are included in this consonant 
doubling/abbreviation section of rules. The doubling of a consonant in the middle of a word (2.63:) after á} is rarely 
followed in recent manuscripts; the abbreviation (2.64:) is not uncommon. 

2.65: Internal sandhis. Being difficult to grasp without a contextual reference, they may best be learned 
contextually in the subsequent chapters on declensions and conjugations, in which the rules are amply 
exemplified and referenced. After learning those chapters, then these charts may easily be understood. Here 
“s.f.” stands for either nominal stem final or verbal base final, as appropriate. 

2.66: Internal vowel sandhi (the most common). 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.67: 
s.f. " #, $ $¢, ( 

(esp. in monosyllabics 
or after conj. cons.) 

vowel often → "Þø}, $éø}, "á} resp. 
(instead of 2.7: & 2.11:) 

2.68: s.f. ( term. init. cons.  → #á}
2.69: s.f. ( after labial  → $¢á}
2.70: s.f. & after sing. 

cons. term. init. Þø} (5.37.3:)  → ùá

2.71: s.f. % %+ !øø+ !øøe term. init. vowel or Þø}  → !øÞø} !øøÞø} !øéø} !øøéø} resp. (compare & constrast 
2.13: to 2.16:) 
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2.72: Internal consonant sandhi (the most common). 
 Preceding Following Change 
2.73: 

s.f. cons. 

term. init. vow., semiv., 
nasal usually → follows internal, but not general sandhi 

2.74: term. init. ô}, sibi., mute usually → follows internal, then general sandhi 

2.75: final sing. cons. term. term. → drops (cf. 2.23:), final s.f. cons. then 
follows general sandhi 

2.76: s.f. aspirate ô}, sibi., mute, or via 2.24:  → aspiration is lost 
2.77: 

(lost) soft aspiration 
Ðéø} Ùø} òø} if possible → aspiration thrown back (cf. 2.79:) 

2.78: term. init. Çø} Ëø}  → aspiration thrown forward 
on softened Çø} Ëø} (i.e., Çø} Ëø} → Ðø}) 

2.79: initial ªø} Ì} ×ø} of radical 
syllable 

radical final is  
aspirate ¬ø} Ðø} Ùø} ô} 

if final 
aspir. is lost → initial ªø} Ì} ×ø} is aspirated (cf. 2.77:) 

2.80: s.f. palatal ²ø} 
hard or soft cons. usually 

→ gutt. hard ¡}¢ or soft ªø} resp. (cf. 2.24:) 

2.81: s.f. palatal jø} → hard ¡}¢ or soft ªø}, sometimes 
hard ¾}Vðø} or soft ®} resp. (cf. 2.24:) 

2.82: s.f. palatal ²ø} jø} vowel, semiv., nasal sometimes → gutt. ªø} (cf. 2.24: & 2.42:), sometimes ¡}¢ 

2.83: s.f. palatal µ} 
of Õøãµ} “ask” cons., ex. pada terms.   → íø}  (then 2.84 to 2.86: may apply)  

2.84: 
s.f. palatal íø} 

hard nom. òø}, or a soft Ðø} 
or pada terms.   → hard ¾} or soft ®}, sometimes 

hard ¡}¢ or soft ªø} resp. (cf. 2.24:) 
2.85: Çø} Ëø}  → ðø}, and then both → ñÀ} or ñÂ} resp. (2.88:) 
2.86: òø} of conj. terms.  → ¡}¢ (cf. 2.24:), and then both → ¦ø} (2.101:) 
2.87: s.f. palatal ²ø} jø} Òø} Òø} → palatal »ø} (cf. 2.73:) 
2.88: s.f. cerebral hard or soft dental 

class cons. dental → hard or soft cerebral resp. (cf. 2.73:) 

2.89: s.f. cerebral ðø} 
hard or soft decl. term. 

init. cons.,  
or Ðø} conj. term. init  

 → hard ¾} or soft ®} resp. (cf. 2.24: & 2.42:),  
a following dental → cerebral (2.88:) 

2.90: conj. term. init. òø}  → ¡}¢, and then both → ¦ø} (2.101:) 
2.91: root final ¦ø} term. init. mute or sibi. ¡}¢ → drops, leaving ðø} to combine as above  
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2.72: Internal consonant sandhi (cont.). 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.92: 

cerebral & ( á} ðø} 
(w/wo an interveninga 
vowel, guttural incl. ô}, 

labial incl. éø}, Þø}, or 
anusvāra) 

Òø}, if followed by a vowel or 
Òø} Ûø} Þø} éø} Òø} → 

mø} (a following conj. Òø} Ûø} also → mø}). 
(This rule also applies between many 
cmpd. words 6.29: (ex. only sometimes 
when Òø} is in conjunct with preceeding 
gutt. or labial cons.), including between 
all prefixes and verbal forms or nouns 
6.11:)

2.93: root final Òø} òø}  
→  anusvāra (cf. 2.54:) 2.94: Òø} at end of, or inserted 

in (3.2.b:), stem òø}  ðø}  ô}  
2.95: Òø} mute  → resp. class nasal 
2.96: òø} of éøòø} “dwell” &  

¬øòø} “eat” init. òø} of conj. term.  
→ Çø}, softening it to Ì} before soft Ùø} 

2.97: s.f. òø} of redup. perf. 
(3.19:) 

term. init. Ùø} or òø}, and neut. 
sg. nom. acc.  

2.98: òø}  between mutes   → drops 

2.99: prep. $Ì} (in ext. sandhi) roots òËøø “stand” & òÇøÛÙø} 
“support” òø}  → 

drops (2.98:), $Ì} changes to hard $Çø} 
(2.42:) 

2.100: òø}  soft dental  → ðø} → drops,  
following dental may → cerebral (2.88:) 

2.101: 

vowels ex. !ø !øø b 
(w/wo intervening 

 anusvāra or 
: visarga), or 

¡}¢ or á} 

òø} if followed by vowel or Çø} 
Ëø} Òø} Ûø} Þø} éø}. But a following 
root or derivative with á} or 
&, whatever its position, 

usually blocks the change.  

òø} → 

ðø}, the following dental Çø} Ëø} Òø} becoming 
cerebral also. 
(This rule also applies between many 
compound words 6.29:, including 
between all prefixes and verbal forms or 
nouns 6.11:) 

2.102: 
Ûø} 

term. init. éø}  → Òø} 
2.103: semi-vowels Þø} á} æ}  → remains Ûø} (not → anusvāra per 2.54:) 
2.104: sibilant or ô} in the middle of 

a word  →  anusvāra (2.54:) 

2.105: soft ô} òø}  → 
¬ø} (cf. 2.24:), then both → ¦ø} (2.76:, 2.42:, 
2.101:) 

2.106: final ô} of roots w/initial 
Ì} term. init. Çø} Ëø} Ðø}  → ¬ø} (then 2.76: to 2.78:) 

2.107: final ô} of roots wo/init. 
Ì} 

term. init. dental 
Çø} Ëø} Ðø}  → Ä} (cf. 2.24:) → drops, & dental → asp. Ä} 

(2.78: & 2.88:), w/preceding vow. → long 
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2.72: Internal consonant sandhi (cont.). 
 Preceding Following Change 

2.108: úóøÓô} “be oily” & some- 
times Ûøüô} “be confused” pp. term. Çø ô} → ¬ø}, then both → ªÐø} (2.76:, 2.78:) 

2.109: ô} of éøô} “convey” & òøô} 
“endure” 

term. init. dental 
 Çø} Ëø} Ðø}  → 

Ä} → drops, and dental → asp. Ä} (2.78: & 
2.88:), with preceding !ø → !øø+ 

2.110: root éøô} “convey” 
pp. term. Çø both → 

$¢Ä (by saṃprasāraṇa 2.3.a: & 2.107:)
2.111: root Ì;ô} “be strong” Ì;Ä (2.107:)
2.112: root Òøô} “bind” ÒøpÑ

a. Cerebralization (2.92:) of a distantly following Òø} (nasals being very susceptible to change of 
location/pronunciation-position) is allowed to occur when no intervening sound either “satisfies the need” to 
follow up the preceding non-touched (1.4:) cerebral (i.e., by an intervening cerebral mute) or moves the front 
part of the tongue out of position to cerebralize the nasal (i.e., by an intervening dental, sibilant or palatal − 
except the weak, i.e., slightly touched [1.4:] palatal Þø}). 

b. The sound ðø} hardly occurs of its own in words, apart from application of this rule (2.101:) and, to a lesser extent, 
rules 2.81:, 2.85: and 2.86:. In other words, if you see a ðø}, suspect it was a òø}. 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 3 
Declension of Nouns 

The Inflection of  Nominal Stems by Means of  Case Terminations 
3.1: Inflection. The inflection of nouns (including adjectives), numerals and pronouns is called declension 
(úéøÙøúÇøl). In Saṃskṛta declensions there are− 

a. Three genders (úæw«̄ Ys): masculine, feminine and neuter (Õøü@ òÊøû ÒøÕøü@òø¡¢ respectively, abbreviated as Õøü@~ òÊøû~ ÒøÕøü@~). See 
6.26: − 6.28: for examples of noun stems and gender. 

b. Three numbers (éø²øÒøYs): singular, dual and plural (%¡¢ ùÌê ×øôü respectively, abbreviated as %~ ùÌê~ ×ø~). See 7.4: & 
7.5: for discussion of number. 

c. Eight cases (úéøÙøúÇølYs): nominative, vocative, accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative, genitive and locative. This is 
also the native grammarian order except that vocative, which, not being considered a proper case by them, is 
ordered at the end. I have followed the non-native order, since this shows how closely the vocative follows the 
nominative, making it easier to remember. The native grammarians name these seven cases − ÕøãËøÛøø ùÌêÇøûÞøø Çø;ÇøûÞøø ²øÇøüËøûâ 
Õø¼ǿÛøû ðøñÂû òøÕÇøÛøû i.e., 1st – 7th, see 4.26:, abbreviated as Õøã~ ùÌê~ Çø;~ ²ø~ Õø~ ðø~ òø~. They call the vocative òøÛ×øø+ÐøÒø (òø@~). See 7.7: 
− 7.13: for discussion of the cases. 

3.2: Normal Case Terminations. This table forms the basis for nominal declensions of most words. 
Generally only in the first three cases do the neut. terms. differ from the masc. and fem., hence they are shown 
separately below only for those first three cases. The terminations are added to a nominal stem, called a 
ÕøãúÇøÕøøùÌ¡¢, to form a declined word fit to be employed in a sentence. Hyphens (−) indicate an absence of a 
termination, and hence, in those declined cases, there would appear no distinction from their ÕøãúÇøÕøøùÌ¡¢. 

 
%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 

Õøü@ M. òÊøû~ F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@ M. òÊøû~ F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@ M. òÊøû~ F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
Õøã~ N. òø}

− !øøe # !øòø} " bòø@~ V. − 
ùÌê~ A. !øÛø}
Çø;~ I. !øø

ÙÞøøÛø}  a
úÙøòø}

²ø~ D. %
ÙÞøòø}

Õø~ Ab. 
!øòø}

ðø~ G. 
!øø+òø} !øøÛø}

òø~ L. " òøü
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a. ÙÞøøÛø} úÙøòø} ÙÞøòø} òøü are called pada terminations. 
b. N. pl. nom. voc. acc. insert Òø} before a single final mute (changing to resp. class nasal 2.95:), sibilant or ô} (2.94:) 

of a consonant-ending stem, and insert Òø} after a vowel-ending stem. Inserted dental Òø} can become mø} due to 2.92. 
3.3: Accent. In declension, accents follow the below general rules. 

1. Vocative case is always accented on the first syllable. 
2. Monosyllabic stems have their accent move to the weak (3.17:) or middle (pada) terminations. 

• Root-words in long # $¢ (ī̍ ū̍) as final of cmpd. (6.24: & 6.38:) retain their accent throughout. 
3. Accent of some polysyllabic stems ending in consonant moves to the weak termination. 

• Present participle stems ending in accented !øÇø} a̍t (3.12:). 
• When the accented vowel in the final suffix is dropped, such as by syncopation (3.20.b:). 
• A few other sporadic instances. 

4. Polysyllabic stems ending in an accented vowel shift the accent to a vowel-initial termination, if the 
accented stem vowel is lost by replacement with a semi-vowel (2.2:, 2.67:–2.71:). 
• The genitive pl. term. !øøÛø} (3.29:, 3.30:, 3.38:) may also take the accent even though the nasal Òø} is 

inserted between it and the short accented " $ & (ı̍ u̍ or ṛ̍). 
3.4: Consonant-ending Stems. Nouns end in either consonants or vowels. The consonant-ending 
declensions are more regular than the vowel-ending, so we will present them first. Consonant-ending nouns 
can be divided into unchangeable stems and changeable stems. Although native grammarians for memorization 
teach recitation across the row (sg. du. pl. nom.), the visual and logical patterns go down the column (nom. voc. 
acc…). 

3.5: Unchangeable Stem − Dental ~Çø}  
 

Ûø)Çø} (maru̍-t) m. “wind” 
jøªøÇø} (ja̍ga-t) n. “world”

Ûø)~ 
jøªø~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@ òÊøû~ M. F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@ òÊøû~ M. F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@ òÊøû~ M. F. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~Çø} uòø}v a
~Çø} u−v ~Çøøe u!øøev ~Çøû u#v ~Çø: u!øòø}v ~úÒÇø u"v dòø@~ V. ~Çø} u−v

ùÌê~ A. ~ÇøÛø} u!øÛø}v
Çø;~ I. ~Çøø u!øøv

~pÚßøÛø} uÙÞøøÛø}v c
~úpÚ: uúÙøòø}v

²ø~ D. ~Çø+ u%v
~pÚß: uÙÞøòø}v

Õø~ Ab. 
~Çø: u!øòø}v b

ðø~ G. 
~Çøø+: u!øø+òø}v ~ÇøøÛø} u!øøÛø}v

òø~ L. ~úÇø u"v ~Çòøü uòøüv
a. Rule 2.23:, final cons. ( òø} ) after another cons. drops, hence Ûø)Çø} + òø} = Ûø)Çòø} becomes Ûø)Çø}. 
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b. Rule 2.24:, the final òø} becomes : (visarga). 
c. ÙÞøøÛø} being a pada term. (3.2.a:), general (2.4:) sandhi rule 2.43: applies, hence Çø} is softened. 
d. Rule 3.2.b:, Òø} is inserted b/4 a single final mute ( Çø} ) in n. pl. nom. voc. acc., ∴ jaga-n-t-i. 

3.6: The rest of the unchangeable stems. It is only necessary to show four forms that exemplify the various 
formations during declension. The rest of the forms can be easily extrapolated from these four, adding the 
appropriate normal case terms. Exceptional forms are green/lightly shaded. 
Ending Example (as final) 

Sg. Nom. 
(w/vow. term.) 

Pl. Nom. 
(w/soft pada) 

Pl. Inst. 
(w/hard pada) 

Pl. Loc. 
Dental 
(cont.) ~ÛøËø} -ma-th in cmpd. a.  “-

 
~Çø} (t) a ~Ëø: m.f., ~úÒËø n. ~úpÚ: (d) ~Çòøü (t)

òøü/Ì} suhṛ-d m. “friend” ~Çø} (t) ~Ì: ~úpÚ: (d) ~Çòøü (t) 
~éø;Ðø} -vṛ-dh in cmpd. a. “-

 
~Çø} (t) ~Ðø: m.f., ~úÒÐø n. ~úpÚ: (d) ~Çòøü (t)

Palatal éøø²ø} vā̍-c f. “speech” ~¡}¢ (k) b ~²ø: ~úªÙø: (g) ~¦øü (kṣ) c 
!øòø;jø} a̍sṛ-j n. “blood” ~¡}¢ (k) ~ú¼ø̧ (ñj) d ~úªÙø: (g) ~¦øü (kṣ) 
)jø} ru-j f. “disease” ~¡}¢ (k) ~jø: ~úªÙø: (g) ~¦øü (kṣ) 
òøÛøãøjø} samrā̍-j m. “sovereign” ~¾} (ṭ) e ~jø: ~ú®}Ùø: (ḍ) ~¾}òøü (ṭ) 
ùÌíø} dı̍-ś f. “cardinal point” ~¡}¢ (k) ~íø: ~úªÙø: (g) ~¦øü (kṣ) 
úéøíø} vı̍-ś m. “settler” ~¾} (ṭ) ~íø: ~ú®}Ùø: (ḍ) ~¾}òøü (ṭ) 

Cerebral ùÌêðø} dvı̍-ṣ m. “enemy” ~¾} (ṭ) ~ðø: ~ú®}Ùø: (ḍ) ~¾}òøü (ṭ) 
Labial ÐøÛøâªøüÕø} dharma-gu-p m. “guardian of 

dharma” ~Õø}  ~Õø: ~ú×Ùø: (b) ~Õòøü 

¡¢¡ü¢Ùø} kaku̍-bh f. “region” ~Õø} (p) ~Ùø: ~ú×Ùø: (b) ~Õòøü (p) 
Semiv. 
(only á} ) 

Ìêøá} dv-ā̍r f. “gate” ~!øø: (ḥ) ~!øøá: ~!øøúÙøâ: f ~!øøðøüâ (rṣ) g 
úªøá} g-ı̍r f. “voice” ~#: (īḥ) h ~"á: ~#úÙøâ: (īr) ~#ðøüâ (īrṣ) 
Õøüá} p-u̍r f. “town” ~$¢: (ūḥ) ~$á: ~$¢úÙøâ: (ūr) ~$¢ðøüâ (ūrṣ) 

Stems in òø} Þøíøòø} yaś-a̍s n. “fame” ~!ø: (ḥ) ~!øø@úòø (āṃs) i ~!øø+úÙø: (o)j ~!ø:òøü (ḥ) k 
ôúéøòø} hav-ı̍s n. “oblation” ~": (ḥ) ~#@úðø (īṃṣ) ~"úÙøâ: (r) ~":ðøü (iḥṣ) 
!øøÞøüòø} ā̍y-us n. “life” ~$: (ḥ) ~$¢@úðø (ūṃṣ) ~$úÙøâ: (r) ~$:ðøü (uḥṣ) 
òøüÛøÒøòø} suma̍n-as a. “cheerful” ~!øø: m.f. (āḥ) i 

~!ø: n. (aḥ)
~!øòø: m.f. 
~!øø@úòø n. (āṃs) ~!øø+úÙø: (o) ~!ø:òøü (ḥ) 

!øøúíøòø} āś-ı̍s f. “blessing” ~#: (īḥ) l ~"ðø: (iṣ) ~#úÙøâ: (r) ~#:ðøü (īḥṣ) 
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3.6: Unchangeable Stems (cont.) 
Ending Example (as final) 

Sg. Nom. 
(w/vow. term.) 

Pl. Nom. 
(w/soft pada) 

Pl. Inst. 
(w/hard pada) 
Pl. Loc. 

Stems in ô} ~Ìüô} -duh in cmpd. a. 
“-milking” ~Ðøü¡}¢ (dhuk)m ~Ìüô: m.f., ~Ìü@ùô n. ~ÐøüúªÙø: (g)m ~Ðøü¦øü (kṣ) m 

~úæô} -li-h in cmpd. a. 
“-licker” ~¾} (ṭ) ~ô: m.f., ~@ùô n. ~ú®}Ùø: (ḍ) ~¾}òøü (ṭ)

a. Rule 2.23:, final conjunct reduces to initial cons., hence ~ÛøËø} + òø} = ~ÛøËòø} becomes ~ÛøËø}, then rule 2.24:, final Ëø} 
becomes Çø}. 

b. Rule 2.24:, final ²ø} and sometimes íø} becomes ¡}¢. 
c. Rule 2.24.a:, final ²ø} becomes ¡}¢, then rule 2.101:, because of preceding ¡}¢, òø} of òøü becomes ðø}, and they both are 

written ¦ø}. 
d. Rule 2.95:, inserted Òø} (3.2.b:) before the soft palatal mute (jø}) in n. pl. nom. becomes palatal »ø}. 
e. Rule 2.24:, final jø} íø} ô} in certain words becomes ¾}. 
f. Rule 2.34:, visarga (:) representing etymological á} after !ø or !øø reverts back to á}. 
g. Rule 2.39:, final á} is retained before pl. loc. term. òøü, the latter then becoming ðøü (2.101:). 
h. Stems in "á} and $á} lengthen the preceding " or $ in sg. nom. and before pada terms. 
i. Stems in òø} are almost all from the primary nominal suffixes !øòø} "òø} $òø}, chiefly neuters. They lengthen their 

final vowel before the inserted nasal (changed to anusvāra 2.94:) in n. pl. nom. voc. acc., but not before 
other vowel initial terms. e.g., n. sg. inst. Þøíøòøø, ôúéøðøø, !øøÞøüðøø (2.101:), etc. The masculine and feminine are nearly 
all adjectival compounds as well as proper names like !øúw«̄ áòø}; those in !øòø} lengthen the !ø in m.f. sg. nom. 

j. Rule 2.33:, !ø plus visarga (:) change to !øø+ before a soft consonant. 
k. Rule 2.28:, Þøíø:òøü may also be written Þøíøòòøü. 
l. !øøúíøòø} lengthens its " (like stems in "á} above 3.6.h:) in sg. nom. and before pada terminations. 
m. Rule 2.24:, final ô} usually becomes ¡}¢, and this lost aspiration is thrown on root initial ªø} Ì} ×ø} (2.79:). 

Consonant-ending Changeable Stems 
3.7: Changeable stems. They also take the normal case-endings. The stems exhibit a strong, a weak and 
sometimes a third form, called middle. The stems having been usually accented in the strong cases preserved 
their full form, but were shortened in the weak cases by the accent often falling on the terminations. Similarly, 
if the strong stem has a long vowel within it, that long vowel is regularly shortened (i.e., weakened) in sg. 
vocative because of the accent shifting in that case to the first syllable. The consonant-ending changeable stems 
are generally listed with their middle (or weak) form (the form before the pada terminations), which is the form 
normally employed in compounds (6.29:) and listed in dictionaries. Whereas, the unchangeable consonant-
ending stems as well as the vowel-ending stems, introduced later in this chapter, show their ÕøãúÇøÕøøùÌ¡¢ form (3.2:) 
in dictionary and in compounds. 
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3.8: General Rules for Changeable Stems 
1. The vowel of the suffix is lengthened in the strong m. sg. nom., except in the stems ~!øÇø} and ~!ø²ø}. 

2. The changeable stems that originally end in Òø} drop it in m. sg. nom. The other changeable stems 
insert a Òø} in their strong stem, but in m. sg. nom. via rule 2.23: that inserted Òø} remains as the final. 

3. All changeable stems which lengthen their vowel in the strong m. sg. nom. or because of 3.8.1:, in 
the vocative keep it short and always retain the Òø} of that strong stem. 
• In other changeable stems, the vocative differs from the nominative only in having the accent 

always on the first syllable. 

3.9: Feminines of changeable stems. are formed by adding # to the weakest form of the stem retaining 
the final consonant, and are declined like the polysyllabic ÒøÌû (3.36:). 
• For example, ÌÌÇøû dad-at-ī, xîøã+Þøòøû śre-yas-ī, ÐøúÒøÒøû dhan-in-ī (strong), úéøÌüðøû vid-uṣ-ī, áø¹øû rāj-ñ-ī, ÒøøÛøÓû nām-n-ī, 

ÕøãÇøû²øû prat-īc-ī. 
Also, the feminines of the uncommon unchangeable consonant adjectival stems, except of bare roots 
(6.24:) and stems in ~òø} (3.6.i:) (e.g., the adjectives ~ÛøËø} and òøüÛøÒøòø} in 3.6:), are formed by adding #, and are 
declined like the polysyllabic ÒøÌû. 

a. The feminine of pr. pt. active, and usually the simple fut. pt. active, (stems in ~!øÇø} see 6.4:) differ when formed from 
first conj. roots (5.2:), where they add the # to the strong form of the stem, i.e., ~!øÒÇøû. 

b. The few adjectives in ~éøÒø} (3.22:) form their feminine in ~éøáû. The feminine of the irreg. ÞøüéøÒø} “young” (3.23:) is 
ÞøüéøúÇø or ÞøüéøÇøû. 

3.10: Two-Form Stems with the Normal Case Terminations. The strong cases are blue/darkly shaded; 
the rest are weak, and have the same terminations as in 3.2:. 

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. òø}
− !øøe # !øòø}

"òø@~ V. − 
ùÌê~ A. !øÛø} !øòø}

a. Forming an exception to this are the stems in ~"Òø}, ~úÛøÒø}, and ~úéøÒø} (3.15:). There, all the cases are strong, except 
those of the weak pada terms. and the n. sg. nom. acc. and optionally the voc. 
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3.11: Two-Form Stems 
Part of speech Para.# Suffix Strong Form Weak Form 
Pr. & Fut. Pt. act. (6.4:) 3.12: ~!øÇø} ~!øÒÇø} ~!øÇø}
Poss. Adj. & Subst. (6.27:) 3.13: ~ÛøÇø} ~ÛøÒÇø} ~ÛøÇø}
Poss. Adj. & Subst. (6.27:) and Past Active Pt. (6.7:) 3.13: ~éøÇø} ~éøÒÇø} ~éøÇø}
Comparative (6.25:) 3.14: ~u#vÞøòø} ~u#vÞøø@òø} ~u#vÞøòø}

Poss. Adj. & Subst. (6.27: & ~"Òø} 6.26:) 3.15: 

~"Òø} ~"Òø} ~"
~úÛøÒø} ~úÛøÒø} ~úÛø
~úéøÒø} ~úéøÒø} ~úéø

 
3.12: Two-Form Stems − ~!øÇø}   

Pr. & Fut. Pt. act. 
(strong ~!øÒÇø} a  weak ~!øÇø} ) 

(pr. pt. act. w/strong in ~!øÇø} 6.4: if redup. decline like ~Çø} 
3.5:, opt. inserting n. pl nom. voc. acc. Òø} 3.2.b:) 

ªø²µÇø} (gacch-at) a. “going”
ªø²µ}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 

Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
Õøã~ N. ~!øÒø} uòø}v b

~!øÇø} u−v ~!øÒÇøøe u!øøev ~!øÇøû u#v ~!øÒÇø: u!øòø}v
~!øúÒÇø u"vòø@~ V. ~!øÒø} u−v c

ùÌê~ A. ~!øÒÇøÛø} u!øÛø}v ~!øÇø: u!øòø}v d
Çø;~ I. … … ~!øúpÚ: uúÙøòø}v

… 
òø~ L. … … ~!øÇòøü uòøüv

a. ÛøôÇø} “great,” originally a pr. pt., declines like 3.12: ex. forms strong stem in ~!øøÒÇø}, sg. voc. is ~!øÒø} (3.7:). 
b. Rule 3.8.1:, the stem in ~!øÇø} is an exception to this rule of lengthening the vowel in the strong m. sg. nom. 
c. Rule 2.23:, final Çø} of strong stem ~!øÒÇø} is dropped. 
d. The rest of the weak forms can be easily determined from the example in weak m. pl. acc. 
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3.13: Two-Form Stems − ~ÛøÇø} V ~éøÇø} 
Possessive Adj. & Subst. (~ÛøÇø} V ~éøÇø} ) 

& Past Active Pt. (~éøÇø} ) 

(s. ~ÛøÒÇø}V~éøÒÇø}  w. ~ÛøÇø}V~éøÇø} ) 
ÐøûÛøÇø}  (dhī-m-at)   a. “intelligent” 
ÙøªøéøÇø} (bhaga-v-at) m. “the Lord”

Ðøû~ 
Ùøªø~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~ÛøøÒø}V~éøøÒø} uòø}v a ——————— the rest like uÛø}~Véø}~v !øÇø} (3.12:) ——————— 

a. Rule 3.8.1:, the vowel is lengthened in the strong m. sg. nom. 
b. ÙøéøÇø} (bha̍v-at), as pr. pt. of √Ùøþ (i.e., the root Ùøþ ), meaning “being” is declined like ~!øÇø} (3.12:). As a pronoun 

meaning “your honor,” it declines like ~éøÇø} (cf. 4.18:), i.e., m. sg. nom. ÙøéøøÒø}, du. ÙøéøÒÇøøe, etc. 
c. ù¡¢ÞøÇø} (ki-yat) “how much?” and "ÞøÇø} (i-yat) “so much” (4.18:) decline like ~éøÇø}, e.g., m. sg. nom. ù¡¢ÞøøÒø}, du. ù¡¢ÞøÒÇøøe, 

etc. 

3.14: Two-Form Stems − ~u#vÞøòø}  a 
Comparative 

(s. ~u#vÞøø@òø}  w. ~u#vÞøòø} ) 
îøã+Þøòø} (śre̍-yas) comparative “better”

îøã+~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~u#vÞøøÒø} uòø}v
~u#vÞø: u−v ~u#vÞøø@òøøe u!øøev ~u#vÞøòøû u#v ~u#vÞøø@òø: u!øòø}v

~u#vÞøø@úòø u"vòø@~ V. ~u#vÞøÒø} u−v
ùÌê~ A. ~u#vÞøø@òøÛø} u!øÛø}v ~u#vÞøòø: u!øòø}v
Çø;~ I. … … ~u#vÞøø+úÙø: uúÙøòø}v

… 
òø~ L. … … ~u#vÞø:òøü uòøüv

a. # of ~#Þøòø} (see 6.25:) is a connecting vowel that is sometimes dropped when forming the stem, e.g., îøã+Þøòø} śre̍-yas. 
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3.15: Two-Form Stems − ~"Òø} V ~úÛøÒø} ~úéøÒø} 
Possessive. Adj. & Subst. 

(s. ~"Òø} V~úÛøÒø} V úéøÒø} w. ~"V ~úÛøV ~úéø ) 
ÐøúÒøÒø} (dhan-in) a. “wealthy” 
òéøøúÛøÒø} (svā-m-in) m. “master”

ÐøÒø}~ 
òéøøYÛø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~# uòø}v a ~" u−v
~"Òøøe u!øøev ~"Òøû u#v ~"Òø: u!øòø}v ~#úÒø u"v còø@~ V. ~"Òø} u−v ~"Òø}V~" u−v b

ùÌê~ A. ~"ÒøÛø} u!øÛø}v ~" u−v
Çø;~ I. ~"Òøø u!øøv

~"ÙÞøøÛø} uÙÞøøÛø}v
~"úÙø: uúÙøòø}v

²ø~ D. ~"Òø+ u%v
~"ÙÞø: uÙÞøòø}v

Õø~ Ab. 
~"Òø: u!øòø}v

ðø~ G. 
~"Òøø+: u!øø+òø}v

~"ÒøøÛø} u!øøÛø}v
òø~ L. ~"úÒø u"v ~"ðøü uòøüv

a. Rule 3.8.1:, stem vowel is lengthened in m. sg. nom. Rule 3.8.2:, in m. sg. nom. Òø} is dropped for stems ending in 
Òø}. 

b. Refer to 3.10.a: for this irreg. distribution of strong and weak forms. The n. sg. voc. has an alternate weak form, 
like the n. sg. nom. acc. 

c. These stems in n. pl. nom. voc. acc., like m. sg. nom., lengthen the stem vowel. 

3.16: The irregular word !øÕø}  f. “water(s)” has a strong and a weak form, and only declines in plural.
 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøã~  N.   

!øøÕø: u!øòø}v a
òø@~ V.   
ùÌê~ A.   !øÕø: u!øòø}v
Çø;~  I.   !øúpÚ: uúÙøòø}v b
… 

òø~ L.   !øÕòøü uòøüv
a. The strong pl. nom. voc. lengthen the !ø. 
b. Substitute Çø} for final Õø} before terminations in Ùø}, which then softens (2.42:). 
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3.17: Three-Form Stems with the Normal Case Terminations. The strong cases are blue/darkly 
shaded; the middle (before pada terms. and n. sg. nom. voc. acc.) are green/lightly shaded; the rest are 
weak. 

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. òø}
− !øøe # !øòø}

"òø@~ V. − 
ùÌê~ A. !øÛø} !øòø}
Çø;~ I. !øø

ÙÞøøÛø}
úÙøòø}

²ø~ D. %
ÙÞøòø}

Õø~ Ab. 
!øòø}

ðø~ G. 
!øø+òø} !øøÛø}

òø~ L. " òøü
 
3.18: Three-Form Stems 

Part of speech Para.# Suffix Strong 
Form 

Middle 
Form 

Weak  
Form 

Redup. Past Active Pt. (6.4:) 3.19: ~éøòø} ~éøø@òø} ~éøÇø} ~$ðø}
Mostly masc. agent nouns (6.26:) 3.20: ~!øÒø} ~!øøÒø} ~!ø ~Òø}
Mostly neuter action nouns (6.26:) 3.22: ~ÛøÒø} ~ÛøøÒø} ~Ûø ~ÛøÓ}
Possessive adj. (6.27:) and  

masc. & neuter subst. (6.26:) 3.22: ~éøÒø} ~éøøÒø} ~éø ~éøÓ}
Adj. expressing “-ward,” formed 

by cmpd. with root !ø¼ǿ} “bend” 3.24: ~!ø²ø} ~!ø¼ø´} ~!ø²ø}  ~#²ø}  after Þø} a 
~$¢²ø} after éø}

a. Some words with the stem ~!ø²ø} only have two forms − a strong and weak, the weak taking the form of ~!ø²ø}. Like 
with the two-form stems, the weak form is taken by all cases that are not strong. 
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3.19: Three-Form Stems − ~éøòø} 
Reduplicative Perfect Participle 

(s. ~éøø@òø} m. ~éøÇø}  (2.97:) w. ~$ðø} a ) 
úéøÌêòø} (vid-va̍s) (5.28: & 6.4:) a. “wise”

úéøÌ}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~éøøÒø} uòø}v
~éøÇø} u−v ~éøø@òøøe u!øøev ~$ðøû u#v ~éøø@òø: u!øòø}v

~éøø@úòø u"vòø@~ V. ~éøÒø} u−v
ùÌê~ A. ~éøø@òøÛø} u!øÛø}v ~$ðø: u!øòø}v b
Çø;~ I. … … ~éøúpÚ: uúÙøòø}v

…
òø~ L. … … ~éøÇòøü uòøüv

a. The éø is weakened to $, called saṃprasāraṇa (2.3.a:). Then rule 2.101:, under influence of preceding liquid vowel 
(or ¡}¢ á}), òø} becomes ðø}. 

b. Certain of these participles insert a connecting vowel " before the suffix ~éøòø}. In the weak form, where the stem 
turns to ~$ðø}, instead of a further confusion of the original by application of vowel sandhi between " and $ (→Þøü), 
the preceding " is dropped, e.g., ÇøúòËøéøòø} (tasth-i-va̍s) “that which has stood” in the weak cases would be ÇøòËøüðø}~ 
(tasth-uṣ) plus the weak vowel terminations. 

3.20: Three-Form Stems − ~!øÒø}  
Mostly masc. agent nouns 

(s. ~!øøÒø} m. ~!ø w. ~Òø} ) (optional weak ~!øÒø} ) 
áøjøÒø} (rā̍j-an) m. “king”

áøjø}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M.  Õøü@~ M. Õøü@~ M. 

Õøã~ N. ~!øø uòø}v a
~!øøÒøøe u!øøev ~!øøÒø: u!øòø}v

òø@~ V. ~!øÒø} u−v
ùÌê~ A. ~!øøÒøÛø} u!øÛø}v áø¹ø: u!øòø}v b
Çø;~ I. … … ~!øúÙø: uúÙøòø}v

… 

òø~ L. áøú¹ø b or  áøjøúÒø c u"v … ~!øòøü uòøüv
a. Rule 3.8.1:, stem vowel is lengthened in m. sg. nom. Rule 3.8.2:, in m. sg. nom. Òø} is dropped for stems ending in Òø}. 
b. Rule 2.87:, in the weak forms of áøjøÒø}, the preceding palatal jø} converts the weak Òø} to palatal »ø}, both written with 

the conjunct ¹ø}. If the original !øÒø} was accented (a̍n), then the lost accent in weak form is thrown forward onto 
the termination (3.3.3:). 

c. In weak sg. loc, instead of ~Òø}, the optional stem ~!øÒø} may be applied. 
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3.21: Irregular forms of ~!øÒø} 
 Strong Stem Middle Stem Weak Stem 

!øôÒø} (a̍h-an) n. “day” (6.26:) ~!øøÒø} ~!øòø}  a ~Òø}
ÕøÒËøÒø} (pa̍nth-an) m. “path” ÕøÒËøøÒø}  b ÕøúËø ÕøËø} 
îøêÒø} (ś-v-a̍n) m. “dog” ~éøøÒø} ~éø ~$Òø}
~ôÒø}  c (-h-an) a. at end of cmpd. “destroyer” ~ôÒø} ~ô ~¬øÓ}

a. !øôÒø} has the normal distribution of three-form stems in neuter (3.17:), hence the middle forms would be sg. nom. 
voc. acc. !øô:, pl. inst. !øôø+úÙø: (2.24: & 2.33:) etc., and pl. loc. !øô:òøü (2.24:). This middle stem !øôòø} indicates that 
!øôÒø} is actually a defective stem, needing to borrow that form from another word, !øôá}V!øôòø} which also means 
“day,” to complete its full declension. As a prior member of a compound, where the middle stem is normally 
employed (6.29:), this ~!øòø} is almost always treated as ~!øá}, e.g., !øôáô: (ahar-ahaḥ 2.34:) “day by day.” 

b. Rule 3.8.2: applies to the m. sg. nom. of this and the following two irregular stems where final Òø} is dropped. For 
ÕøÒËøÒø}, after dropping final Òø}, the sg. nom. and the sg. voc. then add òø} to form ÕøÒËøø:. Only the strong form retains 
the medial nasal. 

c. ôÒø} is a root used at the end of a cmpd. (6.24:), but is declined similar to a stem in ~!øÒø}. It also takes long vowel in 
sg. nom. only (~ôø ) and allows the optional stem ôÒø} h-an in weak sg. loc. 

3.22: Three-Form Stems − ~ÛøÒø} V ~éøÒø}  
Mostly neuter action nouns (~ÛøÒø} ) 

& Possessive a., m.& n. subst. (~éøÒø} ) 

(s. ~ÛøøÒø}V~éøøÒø} m. ~ÛøV~éø w. ~ÛøÓ}V~éøÓ} , opt. w. ~ÛøÒø}V~éøÒø} ) 
!øøÇÛøÒø} (āt-ma̍n) m. “self” 
ÒøøÛøÒø} (nā̍-man) n. “name”

!øøÇø}~ 
Òøø~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. u!øøÇÛøÒø}v ÒøÕøü@~ N. uÒøøÛøÒø}v Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~Ûøø uòø}v a ~Ûø u−v

~ÛøøÒøøe u!øøev ~ÛøÓû or ~ÛøÒøû b u#v ~ÛøøÒø: u!øòø}v
~ÛøøúÒø u"vòø@~ V. ~ÛøÒø} u−v ~Ûø or ~ÛøÒø} b 

 u−v
ùÌê~ A. ~ÛøøÒøÛø} u!øÛø}v ~Ûø u−v ~ÛøÓ: or ~ÛøÒø: c u!øòø}v
Çø;~ I. ~ÛøÓø  or ~ÛøÒøø c u!øøv … ~ÛøúÙø: uúÙøòø}v

… 

òø~ L. ~úÛøÓ  or ~ÛøúÒø b u"v … ~Ûøòøü uòøüv
a. Rule 3.8.1:, stem vowel is lengthened in m. sg. nom. Rule 3.8.2:, in m. sg. nom. Òø} is dropped for stems ending in Òø}. 
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b. Similar to 3.20.c:, In weak m.n. sg. loc, in weak n. du. nom. voc. acc., and in middle n. sg. voc. the optional 
stem ~ÛøÒø}V~éøÒø} may be applied. The rest of the weak forms do not take the optional stem ~ÛøÒø}V~éøÒø} unless required 
by 3.22.c: below. 

c. The weak forms of ~ÛøÒø}V~éøÒø}, when preceded by a consonant, as in the example here ( !øøÇø}YÛøÒø} ), do not drop 
the stem vowel, thus here avoiding the conjunction of three consonants, here of Çø} t with ÛøÓ} mn. So they 
necessarily take the optional stem ~ÛøÒø}V~éøÒø}. 

3.23: Irregular forms of  ~éøÒø} 
 Strong Stem Middle Stem Weak Stem 

Ûø¬øéøÒø} (magh-a̍a-van) m. “a name of Indra” ~!øéøøÒø} ~!øéø ~!øø+Òø} b
ÞøüéøÒø} (y-u̍a-van) m. “youth” ~$éøøÒø} ~$éø ~$¢Òø} c

a. The vowel before the ~éøÒø} becomes involved in the declension, so I have included it in the paradigm. Rule 3.8.2:, 
in sg. nom. Òø} is dropped for these irregular stems ending in Òø}. 

b. The weak stem ~!øø+Òø} is formed by saṃprasāraṇa (2.3.a:) where éø weakens to $, which then combines with the 
preceding !ø into !øø+ (2.8:). 

c. The weak stem ~$¢Òø} is formed similar to 3.23.b:, where éø weakens to $, which then combines with the preceding 
$ into $¢ (2.7:). 

3.24: Three-Form Stems − ~!ø²ø}  
Adj. “-ward,” formed by cmpd. with verb !ø¼ǿ} “bend” 

(s. ~!ø¼ǿ} m. ~!ø²ø} w. ~#²ø} or ~$¢²ø} )a 
ÕøãÇÞø²ø} (prat-ia-a̍c) a. “backward, westward”

ÕøãÇø}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Õøã~ N. ~Þø®}¯ uòø}v b
~Þø¡}¢ u−v c ~Þø¼ø´øe u!øøev ~#²øû u#v d ~Þø¼ø´: u!øòø}v

~Þøú¼ø´ u"v fòø@~ V. ~Þø®}¯ u−v
ùÌê~ A. ~Þø¼ø´Ûø} u!øÛø}v ~#²ø: u!øòø}v
Çø;~ I. … … ~ÞøúªÙø: uúÙøòø}v e

… 

òø~ L. … … ~Þø¦øü uòøüv e
a. These adjectives normally have a Þø} (=") or a éø} (=$) before ~!ø²ø}. In this example the first member is the 

preposition ÕøãúÇø “back.” This " or $ becomes involved in the declension, so it has been included in the paradigm. 
For those with $ b/4 ~!ø²ø}, m. sg. nom. would be ~éø®}̄ , etc. 

b. ÕøãÇÞø»²òø} is reduced to ÕøãÇÞø»ø} by 2.23: and then is changed to permitted final ÕøãÇÞø®}¯ by 2.24:. 
c. The middle stem ÕøãÇÞø²ø} is changed to permitted final ÕøãÇÞø¡}¢ by 2.24:. 
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d. The Þø} or éø} before ~!ø²ø} weakens to ~#²ø} or ~$¢²ø} respectively in the weak cases. 
e. The middle stem final ²ø} is changed to permitted final ¡}¢ before pada term., then is softened to ªø} by 2.43: before 

soft cons. or combined with hard cons. òøü term. to ¦øü by 2.101:. 
f. Rule 2.95:, inserted nasal Òø} changes to corresponding nasal of the class consonant ²ø}. 

3.25: Similarly declined ~!ø²ø} stems 

 Strong Stem Middle Stem Weak Stem 

!øÒéø²ø} (an-v-a̍c) “following” ~éø¼ǿ} ~éø²ø} ~$¢²ø}
ÒÞø²ø} (n-y-a̍c) “downward” ~Þø¼ø´} ~Þø²ø} ~#²ø}
úéøðéø²ø} (vı̍ṣ-v-ac) “all-pervading” ~éø¼ǿ} ~éø²ø} ~$¢²ø}
òøÛÞø²ø} (sam-y-a̍c) “going together” ~Þø¼ø´} ~Þø²ø} ~#²ø}
$Ì²ø} (u̍d-ac) “upward, northern” ~!ø¼ø´} ~!ø²ø} ~#²ø} a
úÇøÞøâ²ø} (tir-y-a̍c) “traverse” ~Þø¼ø´} ~Þø²ø} ~!øïø} b
Exceptions with only two-form stems (3.18.a:) − 
!øéøø²ø} (a̍v-a-ac) “downward, southern” ~!øø¼ǿ} ~!øø²ø}
Õøáø²ø} (pa̍r-a-ac) “turned away” ~!øø¼ǿ} ~!øø²ø}
Õøãø²ø} (pr-a̍-ac) “forward, eastern” ~!øø¼ǿ} ~!øø²ø}

a. This word has no Þø} but still takes ~#²ø} as if it did. 
b. The unusual weak form is actually closer to the original first member of the cmpd., úÇøáòø} “trans-,” the òø} becoming 

palatal íø} due to palatal ²ø} (2.24: and 2.27:). 

3.26: Irregular noun with a three-form stem 

 Strong Stem Middle Stem Weak Stem 

ÕøüÛø@òø} or Õøü@òø} (pu̍-maṃs) m. “man” ÕøüÛøø@òø}  a ÕøüÛø}  b Õøü@òø}
a. Sg. nom. ÕøüÛøøÒø} (anusvāra reverting to Òø} ), sg. voc. ÕøüÛøÒø} (3.8.3:). 
b. Pl. inst. ÕøüúÛÙø:, pl. loc. Õøü@òøü (2.54:). 

Vowel-ending Noun Stems 
3.27: Vowel-ending noun stems. Nouns (including adjectives) ending in vowels are the most common 
words in Saṃskṛta. They do not take the full set of normal case terminations (3.2:), but rather a modified subset 
of these terminations. Even within the various vowel-ending stems, there is as much deviation as there is 
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affinity between them. The deviation is so much that it is hardly worth trying to remember each of the 
termination sets in isolation, apart from the vowel stem to which they attach. Therefore I have chosen to 
present the full (sandhi applied) final form of the declensions with both the final stem vowel and the 
terminations as a unit. In this way it is a bit easier to remember and much easier to apply to their intended 
stems. Another device I have used to simplify the charts is to show just those forms in neuter and feminine 
that differ (noted with the mathematical symbol ∆, called “delta” − meaning “difference”) from the masculine 
(or polysyllabic from mono- in 3.36:), and therefore need to be remembered. For example, ~!ø ending n. voc. sg. 
would be ~!ø, the same as m. voc. sg.; ~!øø ending f. nom. pl. would be ~!øø:, the same as m. nom. pl.  

3.28: Nominal Vowel Stems − ~!ø V ~!øø a  
(exceptions to the normal case terms. 3.2: or the common 
pronominal terms. 4.4: are in bold) 

áøÛø (rām-a) m. “Lord Rāma” 
Õø¢æ (pha̍l-a) n. “fruit” 
òøûÇøø (sīt-ā)   f. “Sītā, wife of Rāma”

áøÛø}}~ 
Õø¢æ}}~ 
òøûÇø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
!ø !øø !ø !øø !ø !øø 

Õøü@~ M. 
 

ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

òÊøû~ F. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

Õøü@~ M. 
 

ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

òÊøû~ F. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

Õøü@~ M. 
 

ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

òÊøû~ F. 
(∆ fr. M.) 

Õøã~ N. ~!ø: ~!øÛø} ~!øø
~!øøe

 ~% c ~% c ~!øø:
~!øøúÒø c & e … c 

òø@~ V. ~!ø … ~% b
ùÌê~ A. ~!øÛø} … ~!øøÛø} c ~!øøÒø} c ~!øø: c
Çø;~ I. ~%Òø c … ~!øÞøø c

~!øøÙÞøøÛø} c … … 
~%+: c … ~!øøúÙø: c

²ø~ D. ~!øøÞø … ~!øøÞøe d
~%ÙÞø: c … ~!øøÙÞø: c

Õø~ Ab. ~!øøÇø} … 
~!øøÞøø: d

ðø~ G. ~!øòÞø c … 
~!øÞøø+: c … … ~!øøÒøøÛø} f … … 

òø~ L. ~% … ~!øøÞøøÛø} d ~%ðøü c & f … ~!øøòøü c
a. These terminations are for nouns and adjectives. There are other sets of terms. (ch. 4) for numerals and pronouns, 

including pronominal adjs. (4.16:) − many of which also end in !ø or !øø. 
b. The f. voc. of !øÛ×øø “mother” is the simpler !øÛ×ø (the first word a child learns), instead of !øÛ×ø+ (perhaps an 

indication that Saṃskṛta was once a natural language of the people). 
c. These terms. are based on the common pronominal terms. (4.4:). M.n. pl. inst. ~%+: term. is from m.n. of the 

pronoun ÇøÌ} (4.6:), and f. pl nom. voc. ~!øø: is from fem. of ÇøÌ} (4.6:). 
d. These terms. are based on the common feminine terms. %+ !øøòø} !øøÛø} taken by feminine stems in !øø " # $ $¢, 

including pronominal stems (4.4:). 
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e. The lengthening of the !ø and insertion of Òø} before the n. pl. nom. voc. acc. " has affinity with the strong 
changeable stems in neuter (3.2.b:). 

f. Dental Òø} of ~!øøÒøøÛø} is susceptible to 2.92, e.g., áøÛøømøøÛø}. Loc. òøü becomes ðøü because of preceding vowel (2.101:). 

3.29: Vowel Stems − ~" 
(exceptions to the normal case terms. are in bold) 

ôùá (ha̍r-i)  m. “Lord Hari (Viṣṇu)” 
éøøùá (vār-i) n. “water” − similarly neut. ~Çø; (3.40:) 
ÛøúÇø (mat-ı̍) f. “thought”

ôá}}~ 
éøøá}}}~ 
ÛøÇø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøã~ N. ~":

~" a
… 

~#
 ~"Òøû … ~!øÞø:

~#úÒø … 
òø@~ V. ~% … 
ùÌê~ A. ~"Ûø} … ~#Òø} ~#:
Çø;~ I. ~"Òøø … ~Þøø

~"ÙÞøøÛø} … … 
~"úÙø: … … 

²ø~ D. ~!øÞø+ ~"Òø+ a ~Þøe or ~!øÞø+ b
~"ÙÞø: … … 

Õø~ Ab. 
~%: ~"Òø: a ~Þøø: or ~%: b

ðø~ G. 
~Þøø+: ~"Òøø+: a … ~#ÒøøÛø} … … 

òø~ L. ~!øøe c ~"úÒø a ~ÞøøÛø} or ~!øøe b ~"ðøü … … 
a. Neuter adjectives (not substantives) in ~", ~$ or ~Çø; (3.40:) may be declined like masculine throughout (ex. sg. 

du. pl. nom. voc. acc.) (−neut. ~Çø; declining like masc. ~Çø;, not masc. ~"). But neuter adjs. and subst. in ~", ~$ 
also may be declined like masculine in rare sg. voc. 

b. Feminine adjectives and substantives in ~" or ~$ may be declined like masculine in sg. dat. abl./gen. loc., 
in place of the common feminine terminations. 

c. Apart from this vṛddhi of $ instead of ", stems in ~" are declined similar to stems in ~$. 
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3.30: Vowel Stems − ~$ 
 

ªøü) (gur-u̍)    m. “teacher” 
ÛøÐøü (ma̍dh-u) n. “honey” 
Ðø+Òøü (dhen-u̍)   f. “cow” c

ªøüá}~ 
ÛøÐø}~ 
Ðø+Òø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøü@~ M. 

 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
òÊøû~ F. 

(∆ fr. M.) 
Õøã~ N. ~$:

~$ a
… 

~$¢ ~$Òøû … 
~!øéø:

~$¢úÒø
… 

òø@~ V. ~!øø+ … 
ùÌê~ A. ~$Ûø} … ~$¢Òø} ~$¢:
Çø;~ I. ~$Òøø … ~éøø

~$ÙÞøøÛø} … … 
~$úÙø: … … 

²ø~ D. ~!øéø+ ~$Òø+ a ~éøe or ~!øéø+ b
~$ÙÞø: … … 

Õø~ Ab. 
~!øø+: ~$Òø: a ~éøø: or ~!øø+: b

ðø~ G. 
~éøø+: ~$Òøø+: a … ~$¢ÒøøÛø} … … 

òø~ L. ~!øøe ~$úÒø a ~éøøÛø} or ~!øøe b ~$ðøü … … 
a. See 3.29.a:. 
b. See 3.29.b:. 
c. Fem. adjs. in ~$ denoting a quality, e.g., Ûø;Ìü adj. “soft,” optionally add fem. suffix ~# (→~éøû 2.11:), declining like ÒøÌû. 
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3.31: There are several irregular declensions of certain common words in ~" and ~$. 

3.32: ÕøúÇø (pa̍t-i) m., when it means “husband” (not “lord”) and is not at the end of a cmpd., declines 
irregularly in sg. inst. dat. abl. gen. loc. as follows. Otherwise, like ôùá. 

ÕøÇø}~ %~ Singular 
Õøü@~ M.  

Çø;~ I. ~Þøø
²ø~ D. ~Þø+
Õø~ Ab. 

~Þøü:
ðø~ G. 
òø~ L. ~Þøøe

 
3.33: òøú¨ø (sa̍kh-i) m., “friend,” when not at the end of a cmpd., declines irregularly like ÕøúÇø in sg. inst. dat. 
abl. gen. loc.. 
Also, like the changeable stems, it has a strong stem formed with vṛddhi − òø¨øøÞø} (sa̍kh-āy). 
When at the end of a cmpd. it is irregular only in exhibiting this strong stem, the rest is like ôùá. 
Feminine is òø¨øû, declined like ÒøÌû.

òø¨ø}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. Õøü@~ M. Õøü@~ M. 

Õøã~ N. ~!øø
~!øøÞøøe

 
~!øøÞø:

òø@~ V. ~%
ùÌê~ A. ~!øøÞøÛø} … 
Çø;~ I. ~Þøø

… 
… 

²ø~ D. ~Þø+
… 

Õø~ Ab. 
~Þøü:

ðø~ G. 
… … 

òø~ L. ~Þøøe … 
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3.34: The neuter words !øú¦ø (a̍kṣ-i) “eye,” !øúòËø (a̍sth-i) “bone,” ÌúÐø (da̍dh-i) “curd” and òøú¡Ëø  
(sa̍kth-i) “thigh” are irregular in the weak cases (vowel initial terms) for inst. through loc., in which they 
decline similar to the weak form of the three-form stem ~!øÒø} (3.20:), the " of the stem being replaced with the 
below, e.g., sg. inst. !ø¦møø a akṣ-ṇā. Shown are just the irregular forms.

!ø¦ø}~ %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
ÒøÕøü@~ N. ÒøÕøü@~ N. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 

Çø;~ I. ~Òøø 
… 

… 
²ø~ D. ~Òø+

… 
Õø~ Ab. 

~Òø:
ðø~ G. 

~Òøø+: ~ÒøøÛø}
òø~ L. ~úÒø or ~!øúÒø … 

a. Rule 2.92:, Òø} will become mø} after !ø¦ø}, e.g., !ø¦møø. 

3.35: Ïü (dyu̍) m., “sky,” is irregular in that it takes vṛddhi in sg. nom. voc. and takes the normal case 
terminations in the rest, assuming the stem ùÌéø} before an initial vowel term. 

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. Õøü@~ M. Õøü@~ M. 

Õøã~ N. 
Ïøe:

Dual does not occur in the 
literature.

ùÌéø:òø@~ V. 
ùÌê~ A. ùÌéøÛø}
Çø;~ I. ùÌéøø ÏüúÙø:
²ø~ D. ùÌéø+

ÏüÙÞø:
Õø~ Ab. 

ùÌéø:
ðø~ G. ùÌéøøÛø}
òø~ L. ùÌúéø Ïüðøü 
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3.36: Vowel Stems − ~# V ~$¢  
Feminine nouns and adjectives − including adj. cmpds. in 
any gender (mono/polysyllabic distinction pertaining only 
to the final cmpd. member only)  

monosyllabic Ðøû (dh-ī̍)      f. “thought” 
Ùøþ (bh-ū̍)       f. “earth”

polysyllabic ÒøÌû (nad-ī̍)   f. “river”  
éøÐøþ (vadh-ū̍) f. “woman”

Stems in ~# and ~$¢ are similarly declined, but differ between monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems, except 
in the pada terminations. 

Monosyllabic stems before vowel terms. change #V$¢ to "Þø}V$éø}  (2.67:). 
Polysyllabic stems   before vowel terms. change #V$¢ to Þø}Véø}      (2.11:). 

All take the normal case terminations, with a few highlighted exceptions.  
Ðø}~VÙø}~ 
ÒøÌ}~V 
éøÐø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
monosyll. polysyll. monosyll. polysyll. monosyll. polysyll. 

# $¢ # $¢ # $¢ # $¢ # $¢ # $¢ 
Õøã~ N. 

~#: a ~$¢: a ~# c ~$¢:
~"Þøøe ~$éøøe ~Þøøe ~éøøe ~"Þø: ~$éø:

~Þø: ~éø:
òø@~ V. ~" a ~$ a
ùÌê~ A. ~"ÞøÛø} ~$éøÛø} ~#Ûø} d ~$¢Ûø}  d ~#: d ~$¢: d
Çø;~ I. ~"Þøø ~$éøø ~Þøø ~éøø

~#ÙÞøøÛø} ~$¢ÙÞøøÛø} … … 

~#úÙø: ~$¢úÙø: … … 

²ø~ D. 
~"Þøe  b 
or ~"Þø+

~$éøe  b 
or ~$éø+ ~Þøe ~éøe

~#ÙÞø: ~$¢ÙÞø: … … 
Õø~ Ab. ~"Þøø: b 

or ~"Þø:
~$éøø: b 
or ~$éø: ~Þøø: ~éøø:

ðø~ G. 
~"Þøø+: ~$éøø+: ~Þøø+: ~éøø+:

~"ÞøøÛø} ~$éøøÛø} ~#ÒøøÛø} ~$¢ÒøøÛø}

òø~ L. 
~"ÞøøÛø} b 
or ~"úÞø

~$éøøÛø} b 
or ~$úéø ~ÞøøÛø} ~éøøÛø} ~#ðøü ~$¢ðøü … … 

a. The monosyllabic stems use the nom. form in sg. voc., instead of normal case term. Polysyllabic stems shorten 
the vowel in sg. voc. 

b. The monosyllabic stems may optionally take the common feminine term. (but note the resulting identity between 
the pl. gen. and the optional sg. loc.), the polysyllabic must. 

c. The polysyllabic ~# in sg. nom. drops the normal case term. òø}, however it is retained in sg. nom. æ¦Ûøû: “goddess 
Lakṣmī” and ÇøÒÊøû: “string,” and optionally retained in ÇøÒÌãû a. “sloth.” 

d. Polysyllabic sg. pl. acc. do not change #V$¢ to Þø}Véø}, but instead drop the vowel of normal case terms. !øÛø} !øòø} to Ûø} 
òø}, respectively. 
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3.37: òÊøû (str-ī̍) f. “woman” is irregularly declined in that, although it takes the monosyllabic stem 
~"Þø} before vowel terms. (opt. in sg. pl. acc.), it otherwise takes the polysyllabic ÒøÌû terms., naturally taking 
only (not optionally) the three feminine terms. The pl. gen. form does not take ~"Þø} before the inserted Òø}, and by 
sandhi (2.92:) converts it to mø}. 

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
òÊøû~ F. òÊøû~ F. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N. òÊøû
úòÊøÞøøe úòÊøÞø:

òø@~ V. úòÊø
ùÌê~ A. úòÊøÞøÛø} or òÊøûÛø} úòÊøÞø: or òÊøû:
Çø;~ I. úòÊøÞøø

òÊøûÙÞøøÛø}
òÊøûúÙø:

²ø~ D. úòÊøÞøe
òÊøûÙÞø:

Õø~ Ab. 
úòÊøÞøø:

ðø~ G. 
úòÊøÞøø+: òÊøûmøøÛø}

òø~ L. úòÊøÞøøÛø} òÊøûðøü
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3.38: Vowel Stems − ~&  
Agent nouns or Names of relations 

(unusual forms in bold) 

Agent:      ÌøÇø; (dā̍t-ṛ)  m. “giver” 
Relation:  ùÕøÇø; (pit-ṛ̍)  m. “father”

Mostly Çø; suffix (6.26:), originally a 
cons. stem in ~!øá} (cognate to English 
-er), declines similar to three-form 
stems in ~!øÒø} (3.20:). 

Strong Middle Weak 
~!øøá} (vṛddhi) m. names of agents  

or 
~!øá} (guṇa) m.f. names of relations 

~& ~á}V~(

ÌøÇø}~ 
ùÕøÇø}~ 

%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Agent Relation Agent Relation Agent Relation 

Õøã~ N. ~!øø 

~!øøáøe ~!øáøe
~!øøá: ~!øá:

òø@~ V. ~!øá} 

ùÌê~ A. ~!øøáÛø} ~!øáÛø} ~(Òø} ~(Òø} m.  
if fem. ~(: a

Çø;~ I. ~áø
~&ÙÞøøÛø}

~&úÙø:
²ø~ D. ~á+

~&ÙÞø:
Õø~ Ab. 

~$á} (e.g., ÌøÇøü: )
ðø~ G. 

~áø+: ~(møøÛø}
òø~ L. ~!øùá ~&ðøü

a. Feminine relations differ from masculine only in pl acc. 

3.39: Irregular forms of ~& 
ÒøÕÇ}ø; (na̍pt-ṛ)   m. “grandson” 
ÙøÇø;â (bhar-tṛ̍)  m. “husband” 

Though relations, decline like agents. 

òéøòø; (sva̍s-ṛ)  f.  “sister” Though relation, declines like agent. However, f. pl acc. remains 
òéøòø>:. 

Òø; (nṛ̍)              m. “man” Declines like relations. However, pl. gen. opt. takes ~&møøÛø}. ( in 
Veda, sg. dat. Òøá+ and sg. gen. Òøá: ). 

¡ã¢ø+ñÀ< (kroṣ-tṛ̍)  m. “jackal” (lit. “yeller”) Takes ~$, instead of ~&, in middle form, ∴ pl. inst. ¡ã¢ø+ñÀýúÙø:.  
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3.40: The suffix ~Çø; in other genders 
Neuter form of stems in ~Çø; Decline like n. éøøùá (3.29:), replacing the vowel " with &, e.g., ÌøÇø; “giver” 

in n. sg. nom. is ÌøÇø;, sg. inst. is ÌøÇø;møø. See also 3.29.a:, where it optionally 
declines like masc. ~Çø; in the inst. through loc. cases. 

Feminine form of agent stems in ~Çø; Add feminine suffix # (cf. 3.9:), e.g., ÌøÇø; “giver” in f. sg. nom. is ÌøÊøû 
(2.11:) and declines like ÒøÌû (3.36:). 

 
3.41: Vowel Stems − ~%+ V ~!øø+ V ~!øøe  − only four common words end in diphthongs
All are single syllables and take the normal case terminations, except sg. voc. declines like sg. nom. 
áe (r-aı̍)    m “wealth” Before consonants áø, before vowels áøÞø} (2.71:). 
Òøøe (n-au̍) f. “ship” Before consonants Òøøe, before vowels Òøøéø} (2.71:). Declines like áe. 
ªøø+ (g-o̍) m.f. “bull, cow” Before consonants ªøø+, before vowels ªøéø} (2.71:). 

   In strong cases b/4 cons. ªøøe, b/4 vowels ªøøéø} Y ªøø in sg. pl. acc. 
   Sg. abl. gen. ªøéøòø} contracts to ªøø+òø}. 

Ïø+ (dy-o̍) f. “sky” Ïø+ (dy-o) declines like ªøø+ (g-o), i.e., Ïøe: (dy-auḥ), Ïøéøøe, Ïøéø:, etc.. 

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
áe Òøøe ªøø+ Ïø+ áe Òøøe ªøø+ Ïø+ áe Òøøe ªøø+ Ïø+ 

Õøã~ N. 
áø: Òøøe: ªøøe: … 

áøÞøøe Òøøéøøe ªøøéøøe … áøÞø: Òøøéø: 
ªøøéø: … 

òø@~ V. 
ùÌê~ A. áøÞøÛø} ÒøøéøÛø} ªøøÛø} … ªøø: … 
Çø;~ I. áøÞøø Òøøéøø ªøéøø … 

áøÙÞøøÛø} ÒøøeÙÞøøÛø} ªøø+ÙÞøøÛø} … 
áøúÙø: ÒøøeúÙø: ªøø+úÙø: … 

²ø~ D. áøÞø+ Òøøéø+ ªøéø+ … 
áøÙÞø: ÒøøeÙÞø: ªøø+ÙÞø: … 

Õø~ Ab. 
áøÞø: Òøøéø: ªøø+: … 

ðø~ G. 
áøÞøø+: Òøøéøø+: ªøéøø+: … 

áøÞøøÛø} ÒøøéøøÛø} ªøéøøÛø} … 
òø~ L. áøúÞø Òøøúéø ªøúéø … áøòøü Òøøeðøü ªøø+ðøü … 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 4 
Pronouns and Numerals 

4.1: Pronouns. Pronouns function as a substitue for other nouns, denoting a person or thing previously 
specified or understood in the context. Like in English, they can be classified as personal, demonstrative, 
relative, and interrogative—declined in òø@ò¡;¢Çø differently from other nouns and adjectives. Additionally, there 
are reflexive, possesive, and adjectival pronouns, where some decline like pronouns, others like regular nouns 
or adjectives, while a few are indeclinables. For the syntax of pronouns see 7.6:. 

4.2: Personal pronouns. !øôÛø} (1st person, “I”) and ÇéøÛø} (2nd person, “you”). The 3rd person (personal) pronoun, “he, 
she, it,” is not often expressed (7.6.B:), but, if expressed, it is represented by the demonstrative pronouns (4.6:−4.10:). 

 As 1st member in cmpd. Three basic stem forms in declension 
Sg. Pl. Singular Dual Plural 

!øôÛø} “I, we, us, mine” ÛøÌ} !øòÛøÌ} Ûø !øøéø !øòÛø
ÇéøÛø} “you, yours” ÇéøÌ} ÞøüðÛøÌ} Çéø Þøüéø ÞøüðÛø

!øôÛø} and ÇéøÛø} have no gender distinctions. Both personal pronouns commonly are also represented by what are 
called defective (not declined in all cases), enclitic (unaccented) forms, i.e., Ûøø, Çéøø etc., only in acc., dat., and gen. 
(the even numbered − although there are scattered instances, prior to Panini, of their use in all the oblique [all 
except nom. and voc.]) cases. As with all pronouns, there is no vocative case and the sg. abl. and gen. differ. For 
just the personal pronouns, the pl. dat. and abl. also differ. 

 
%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 

Ûø stem Çéø stem !øøéø stem Þøüéø stem !øòÛø stem ÞøüðÛø stem
Õøã~ N. !øôÛø}  ÇéøÛø}  

!øøéøøÛø}  
ÞøüéøøÛø}  éøÞøÛø}  ÞøþÞøÛø}  

ùÌê~ A. ÛøøÛø} Ûøø ÇéøøÛø} Çéøø Òøøe éøøÛø} !øòÛøøÒø} Òø: ÞøüðÛøøÒø} éø: 
Çø;~ I. ÛøÞøø  ÇéøÞøø  

!øøéøøÙÞøøÛø}
 

ÞøüéøøÙÞøøÛø}
 !øòÛøøúÙø:  ÞøüðÛøøúÙø:  

²ø~ D. ÛøöàÛø} Ûø+ ÇøüÙÞøÛø} Çø+ Òøøe éøøÛø} !øòÛøÙÞøÛø} Òø: ÞøüðÛøÙÞøÛø} éø: 
Õø~ Ab. ÛøÌ}  ÇéøÌ}    !øòÛøÌ}  ÞøüðÛøÌ}  
ðø~ G. ÛøÛø Ûø+ Çøéø Çø+ 

!øøéøÞøø+: Òøøe 
ÞøüéøÞøø+: éøøÛø} !øòÛøø¡¢Ûø} a Òø: ÞøüðÛøø¡¢Ûø} a éø: 

òø~ L. ÛøúÞø  ÇéøúÞø    !øòÛøøòøü  ÞøüðÛøøòøü  
a. The pl gen. !øòÛøø¡¢Ûø} ÞøüðÛøø¡¢Ûø} are properly n. sg. possessive adjectives meaning “belonging to us/our  you/your,” 

respectively. 
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4.3: Enclitics, because they are unaccented (and unemphasized), are not allowed to be placed: 
1. At beginning of a sentence, subordinate clause, or pāda (1.23:). 
2. After vocatives (which are unaccented, except as first word in sentence—in which case, since 

vocatives are treated as not part of the sentence, an enclitic could not follow, as it would then violate 
4.3.1: above). 

3. Before unaccented particles ²ø “and,” éøø “or,” and ô (an exclamation), or the accented particle %éø 
“only” − which all give emphasis to a preceding word. 

  
4.4: Common Pronominal Terminations (except for the personal pronouns). The cases left blank tend to vary 
for the following pronouns, and for adjectives which decline like pronouns. The initial vowel of these 
terminations replaces the pronominal stem’s final !ø vowel, but otherwise is replaced by the stem’s vowel with the 
stem employing its long vowel form before long term. initial vowels.

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N.  
 

 
!øøe %

% 
!øøúÒø !øøòø}

ùÌê~ A. !øÛø} !øøÛø} !øøÒø}
Çø;~ I. %Òø Þøø 

!øøÙÞøøÛø} 
 !øøúÙøòø} 

²ø~ D. òÛøe òÞøe
%ÙÞøòø} !øøÙÞøòø}

Õø~ Ab. òÛøøÇø}
òÞøøòø}

ðø~ G. òÞø
Þøø+òø}

%ðøøÛø} !øøòøøÛø}
òø~ L. úòÛøÒø} òÞøøÛø} %ðøü !øøòøü

 
4.5: Relative proximity may be contrasted or contextually expressed by demonstrative pronouns: 

%ÇøÌ} “this” Immediate ( òøÛøûÕøÇøáÛø} ) 
"ÌÛø}V%ÒøÌ} “this” (sometimes, relatively, “that”) Near ( òøúNø¡;¢ñÀÛø} ) 

!øÌòø} “that” Remote ( úéøÕøã¡;¢ñÀÛø} ) 
ÇøÌ} “that” Out of sight ( Õøáø+¦øÛø} ) 
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4.6: Demonstrative Pronoun − ÇøÌ} (ta̍-d) “that, those” (also the personal pronouns “he, him, his, it, its, she, her, 
hers, they, them” 4.2:). Has stem in Çø. This and the rest of the following pronouns as 1st member in cmpd. take 
the neuter sg. nom. form, e.g., ÇøÌ}~. The forms in bold are those for which no pronominal termination is common.

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N. òø:
ÇøÌ}

òøø
Çøøe Çø+

Çø+
ÇøøúÒø Çøø:

ùÌê~ A. ÇøÛø} ÇøøÛø} ÇøøÒø}
Çø;~ I. Çø+Òø ÇøÞøø

ÇøøÙÞøøÛø}
Çøe: ÇøøúÙø:

²ø~ D. ÇøòÛøe ÇøòÞøe
Çø+ÙÞø: ÇøøÙÞø:

Õø~ Ab. ÇøòÛøøÇø}
ÇøòÞøø:

ðø~ G. ÇøòÞø
ÇøÞøø+:

Çø+ðøøÛø} ÇøøòøøÛø}
òø~ L. ÇøúòÛøÒø} ÇøòÞøøÛø} Çø+ðøü Çøøòøü

 
4.7: Demonstrative Pronoun − %ÇøÌ} (e-ta̍-d) “this, these” (“he,” etc.). Has stem in %Çø. Forms by compounding 
%~ to the pronoun stem Çø. Declines exactly like ÇøÌ} above, e.g., m. n. f. sg. nom. %ðø: %ÇøÌ} %ðøø…%Çø+ðøü %Çøøòøü.
 
4.8: Demonstrative Pronoun − "ÌÛø} (i-d-a̍m) “this/that, these/those” (“he,” etc.) (refers to what immediately 
preceded, or is obvious, in the context) Has stems in !ø, !øÒø, ", and "Ûø, with the stem final !ø or " disappearing 
before !øø~ %~ initial terminations. Both !ø and " stems, thus making little or no appearance in declension forms 
below, are considered stem forms due to their appearance in the sense of “this” before adverbial suffixes 
common to other pronoun stems (6.19:).

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N. !øÞøÛø} "ÌÛø} "ÞøÛø} "Ûøøe "Ûø+ "Ûø+ "ÛøøúÒø "Ûøø:
ùÌê~ A. "ÛøÛø} "ÛøøÛø} "ÛøøÒø}
Çø;~ I. !øÒø+Òø !øÒøÞøø

!øøÙÞøøÛø}
%úÙø: !øøúÙø:

²ø~ D. !øòÛøe !øòÞøe %ÙÞø: !øøÙÞø:
Õø~ Ab. !øòÛøøÇø} !øòÞøø:
ðø~ G. !øòÞø !øÒøÞøø+: %ðøøÛø} !øøòøøÛø}
òø~ L. !øúòÛøÒø} !øòÞøøÛø} %ðøü !øøòøü 
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4.9: Demonstrative Pronoun − !øÌòø} (a-da̍-s) “that, those” (“he,” etc.). Has stems in !øÛøü !øÛøþ !øÛøû. The forms 
in bold either have no common pronominal terminations or, mostly because $¢~ replaces !øø~, differ from those 
teminations. Note that !øòøøe is unusually the same for both masc. and fem. sg. nom., and that !øÛøþ is unusually the 
same in dual nom./acc. for all genders.

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N. !øòøøe !øÌ: !øòøøe !øÛøþ !øÛøû !øÛøþúÒø !øÛøþ:
ùÌê~ A. !øÛøüÛø} !øÛøþÛø} !øÛøþÒø}
Çø;~ I. !øÛøüÒøø !øÛøüÞøø

!øÛøþÙÞøøÛø}
!øÛøûúÙø: !øÛøþúÙø:

²ø~ D. !øÛøüðÛøe !øÛøüðÞøe !øÛøûÙÞø: !øÛøþÙÞø:
Õø~ Ab. !øÛøüðÛøøÇø} !øÛøüðÞøø:
ðø~ G. !øÛøüðÞø !øÛøüÞøø+: !øÛøûðøøÛø} !øÛøþðøøÛø}
òø~ L. !øÛøüúðÛøÒø} !øÛøüðÞøøÛø} !øÛøûðøü !øÛøþðøü

 
4.10: Demonstrative Pronoun − %ÒøÌ} (ena-d) unaccented enclitic, and defective “this, these” (“him,” etc.). Forms 
stem in %Òø. These pronoun forms are considered optional forms for %ÇøÌ} and "ÌÛø} above, and are substituted for them 
especially in the sense of “the afore mentioned” (rendered by the personal pronouns “him, her, it,” etc.). Declines 
only in the following oblique (4.14:) cases as shown. The rest do not occur.

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

ùÌê~ A. %ÒøÛø} %ÒøÌ} %ÒøøÛø} %Òøøe %Òø+ %ÒøøÒø} %ÒøøúÒø %Òøø:
Çø;~ I. %Òø+Òø %ÒøÞøø   
ðø~ G.  

%ÒøÞøø+:
 

òø~ L.    
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4.11: Relative Pronoun − ÞøÌ} (ya̍-d) “which.” Has stem in Þø. Declines like ÇøÌ} (Çø).
 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 

Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 
Õøã~ N. Þø: ÞøÌ} Þøø Þøøe Þø+ Þø+ ÞøøúÒø Þøø:
ùÌê~ A. ÞøÛø} ÞøøÛø} ÞøøÒø}
Çø;~ I. Þø+Òø ÞøÞøø

ÞøøÙÞøøÛø}
Þøe: ÞøøúÙø:

²ø~ D. ÞøòÛøe ÞøòÞøe Þø+ÙÞø: ÞøøÙÞø:Õø~ Ab. … … 
 
4.12: Interrogative Pronoun − ù¡¢Ûø} (kı̍-m) “who, which, what?” Has stem in ¡¢. Declines like ÇøÌ}  
(Çø), except in n. sg. nom. acc. ù¡¢Ûø}.

 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. 

Õøã~ N. ¡¢: ù¡¢Ûø} ¡¢ø ¡¢øe ¡+¢ ¡+¢ ¡¢øúÒø ¡¢ø:
ùÌê~ A. ¡¢Ûø} ¡¢øÛø} ¡¢øÒø}
Çø;~ I. ¡+¢Òø ¡¢Þøø

¡¢øÙÞøøÛø}
¡e¢: ¡¢øúÙø:

²ø~ D. ¡¢òÛøe ¡¢òÞøe ¡+¢ÙÞø: ¡¢øÙÞø:Õø~ Ab. … … 
4.13: In word derivation (6.19: & 6.22:–6.27:) the interrogative pronominal stems ¡¢ ù¡¢ ¡ü¢ are used. 
• For example, ¡¢Ìø ka-dā̍ “when?”, ù¡¢ÞøÇø} kı̍-yat “how great?”, ¡ü¢Êø ku̍-tra “where?” 

In compound (6.29:) the stem ù¡¢Ûø} or sometimes ¡ü¢ is used. 
• For example, ù¡¢Ûøø²øøá kim-ācāra “of what conduct?”, sometimes having a negative connotation − ù¡@¢*Õø kiṃ-

rūpa “of what form?” or “ugly,” ¡ü¢¡¢ÛøâÒø} ku-karman “wrong deed.” 
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4.14: Reflexive pronouns, even though in the singular, may express any person in any number, e.g., “myself,” 
“himself,” “yourselves.” When used as such, if and when declined, they are in the singular oblique cases (all 
cases except nom. and voc.).  
Words that can take on rhe sense of a reflexive pronoun Reflexive prounoun usage  
!øøÇÛøÒø} “self” Masculine noun in ~ÛøÒø} (3.22:) In singular oblique cases can be used as a 

reflexive pronoun. òéø m.n.V òéøø f. “own” Possessive adj. declined per 4.16.3: 
òéøÞøÛø} “itself” Indeclinable. When not used as a 

reflexive, it means “spontaneously.” 
As reflexive, can have the sense of nom., inst., 
or sometimes gen. 

 
4.15: The Possessive pronouns are adjectives with the sense òéø “(one’s) own.” Decline per !øV!øø (3.28:). 
úÒøjø a. “inborn, native,” can be used in the sense of “(one’s) own.” 

~#Þø  
suffix

With stems of 
personal pronouns 

and with ÇøÌ} 

ÛøÌ} stem → ÛøÌûÞø “my” sg. !øòÛøÌ} stem → !øòÛøÌûÞø “our” pl.
Çéø}Ì stem → ÇéøÌûÞø “your” sg. ÞøüðÛøÌ} stem → ÞøüðÛøÌûÞø “your” pl.
ÇøÌ} → ÇøÌûÞø “his, hers, its, theirs”

With ÙøéøÇø} (3.13.b:)→ ÙøéøÌûÞø “your” (in respectful address)
~¡¢  

suffix
With genitives ÛøÛø → ÛøøÛø¡¢ “my” Çøéø → Çøøéø¡¢ “your”

With ÙøéøÇø} → ÙøøéøÇ¡¢ “your” (in respectful address)
 
4.16: Pronominal adjectives, some of which are derived from pronominal stems, follow pronominal 
declensionsa Çø (òø: ÇøÌ} òøø, etc.) in total or in part, e.g., m. n. f. sg. nom. !øÒÞø: !øÒÞøÌ} !øÒÞøø. Unlike pronouns, they 
may take voc., which differs from nom. only in the sg. − m. n. voc. òøéøâ  f. òøéø+â, except as noted. 

1. Follow pron. decl. (Çø), thus taking Ì} in n. sg. nom. voc. acc. 
!øÒÞø “other” in 

n. sg. 
nom., 
voc., 
acc.: 

!øÒÞøÌ} 
!øÒÞøÇøá “either” !øÒÞøÇøáÌ} 
"Çøá “other” "ÇøáÌ} 
%¡¢ÇøÛø “one (of many)” %¡¢ÇøÛøÌ} 
¡¢ÇøÛø “which of many?” ¡¢ÇøÛøÌ} 
¡¢Çøá “which of two?” ¡¢ÇøáÌ} 

2. Follow pron. decl. (Çø), taking Ûø} (like in "ÌÛø}) in n. sg. nom. acc. (w/voc. as above in 4.16:) 
$ÙøÞø “both” (sg. pl. only)b   in 

n. sg. 
nom., 
acc.: 

$ÙøÞøÛø} 
%¡¢ “one” %¡¢Ûø} 
%¡¢Çøá “either” %¡¢ÇøáÛø} 
òøéøâ “every, all” òøéøâÛø} 
úéøîøê “every, all” úéøîøêÛø} 
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4.16: Pronominal adjectives (continued) 
3. Follow pron. decl. (Çø), like òøéøâ taking Ûø} in n. sg. nom. acc. , and also may follow nominal decl. !øV!øø 

(3.28:) in m. n. sg. abl. loc. and in m. pl nom. (thus making their decl. identical to !øV!øø throughout 
in  m. n. f. sg. du. pl. nom. voc. acc.) 
!øÐøá “inferior, western” in 

n. sg. 
nom., 
acc.: 

!øÐøáÛø} in 
m. n. 

sg. loc.  

!øÐøáúòÛøÒø} V !øÐøá+
!øÒÇøá “inner” !øÒÇøáÛø} !øÒÇøáúòÛøÒø} V !øÒÇøá+
!øÕøá “other, inferior” !øÕøáÛø} !øÕøáúòÛøÒø} V !øÕøá+
!øéøá “posterior, western” !øéøáÛø} !øéøáúòÛøÒø} V !øéøá+
$ÉÇøá “subsequent, northern” $ÉÇøáÛø} $ÉÇøáúòÛøÒø} V $ÉÇøá+
Ìú¦ømø “southern” Ìú¦ømøÛø} Ìú¦ømøúòÛøÒø} V Ìú¦ømø+
Õøá “subsequent, other” ÕøáÛø} ÕøáúòÛøÒø} V Õøá+
Õøþéøâ “prior, eastern” ÕøþéøâÛø} ÕøþéøâúòÛøÒø} V Õøþéø+â
òéø “own” òéøÛø} òéøúòÛøÒø} V òéø+

4. Decline like ordinary adjs., except may follow pron. decl. (Çø) in oblique cases (other than nom. & 
voc.) of the singular. 
ùÌêÇøûÞø “second” in m. sg. 

loc. 
ùÌêÇøûÞø+ V ùÌêÇøûÞøúòÛøÒø}

Çø;ÇøûÞø “third” Çø;ÇøûÞø+ V Çø;ÇøûÞøúòÛøÒø}
5. Decline like ordinary adjs., except may follow pron. decl. (Çø) in m. pl. nom. 4.16: 

!øÐøâ “half” in m. pl. 
nom.: 

!øÐøøâ: V !øÐø+â 
!øèÕø “little” !øèÕøø: V !øèÕø+ 
¡¢úÇøÕøÞø “some” ¡¢úÇøÕøÞøø: V ¡¢úÇøÕøÞø+ 
²øáÛø “last” ²øáÛøø: V ²øáÛø+ 
ÌêÞøVùÌêÇøÞø “twofold” ÌêÞøø: ùÌêÇøÞøø: V ÌêÞø+ ùÌêÇøÞø+ 
ÕøãËøÛø “first” ÕøãËøÛøø: V ÕøãËøÛø+ 
and similar words in the stems ~Þø and ~ÇøÞø 

a. Any of these pronominal adjectives at the end of a bahuvrīhi (adjectival) compound (6.39:), e.g., !øÌ;ñÀYÕøþéøâ adj. 
“not seen before” (lit. “whose prior was not seen”), decline like ordinary adjectives. 

b. For dual, use $Ùø (declined in dual only) m. du. nom. acc. $Ùøøe, n. f. du. nom. acc. $Ùø+. 
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4.17:  Pronominal stems + Ì;íø}, Ì;íø or  Ì;¦ø (“look” or “appearance”) 
1. ~Ì;íø} − Feminine is the same as masc. & neut. Decline like ùÌíø} (3.6:) 

ÇøøÌ;íø} m.f.n. “like that”, “such” ¡¢ûÌ;íø} m.f.n. “like what?” 
ÞøøÌ;íø} m.f.n. “like which” ÛøøÌ;íø} m.f.n. “like me” 
#Ì;íø} m.f.n. “like this” ÇéøøÌ;íø} m.f.n. “like you” 

2. ~Ì;íø − Feminine is formed with #. Decline like áøÛø (3.28:), ÒøÌû (3.36:) 
ÇøøÌ;íø m.n. “like that” ÇøøÌ;íøû  f.
ÞøøÌ;íø m.n. “like which” ÞøøÌ;íøû  f.
#Ì;íø m.n. “like this” #Ì;íøû  f.
¡¢ûÌ;íø m.n. “like what?” ¡¢ûÌ;íøû  f.
ÛøøÌ;íø m.n. “like me” ÛøøÌ;íøû  f.
ÇéøøÌ;íø m.n. “like you” ÇéøøÌ;íøû  f.

3. ~Ì;¦ø − Feminine is formed with !øø. Decline like áøÛøVòøûÇøø (3.28:) 
ÇøøÌ;¦ø m.n. “like that” ÇøøÌ;¦øø f.
#Ì;¦ø m.n. “like this” #Ì;¦øø f.
¡¢ûÌ;¦ø m.n. “like what?” #Ì;¦øø f.

 
4.18:  Pronominal stems + ~éøÇø} or ~ÞøÇø} (“much”), decline like ~éøÇø} (3.13:), the fem. forms with #. 
 ÇøøéøÇø} m.n. “that much” ÇøøéøÇøû f.

%ÇøøéøÇø} m.n. “this much” %ÇøøéøÇøû f. 
ÞøøéøÇø} m.n. “as much” ÞøøéøÇøû f. 
"ÞøÇø} m.n. “this much” "ÞøÇøû f. 
ù¡¢ÞøÇø} m.n. “how much” ù¡¢ÞøÇøû f. 

 
4.19: Pronominal stems + ~úÇø, decline only in pl. oblique cases like stems in ~" (3.29:).  
 ÇøúÇø m.f.n. “that many” ¡¢úÇø m.f.n. “how many?” 

ÞøúÇø m.f.n. “as many”   
 
4.20: Pronominal stem ¡¢ + ú²øÌ} ²øÒø or !øùÕø make indefinite pronouns “some, someone.” With negative particle Òø 

“no one.” The pron. stem can be declined in any gender, number or case before adding the particles (ú²øÌ}, etc.). 
 ¡¢úïøÌ} m. ù¡¢ú¼ǿÌ} n. ¡¢øú²øÌ} f. 

¡¢ïøÒø m. ù¡¢¼ǿÒø n. ¡¢ø²øÒø f. 
¡¢ø+{ùÕø (2.32:) m. ù¡¢ÛøùÕø n. ¡¢øùÕø f. 
Similarly some adverbs are made into indefinite adverbs. 
¡¢Ìø “when?”    → ¡¢Ìøú²øÌ} V ¡¢Ìø²øÒø V ¡¢ÌøùÕø  “sometime or other,” “once,” with Òø “never” 
¡ê¢    “where?” → ¡ê¢ú²øÌ} V ¡ê¢²øÒø V ¡ê¢øùÕø “somewhere or other,” with Òø “nowhere” 
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4.21: Relative pronoun preceding an interrogative pronoun makes it indefinite, e.g., 
 Þø: ¡¢: m.    “whosoever” Þø: ¡¢úïøÌ} m.    “whoever” 

ÞøòÞø ¡¢òÞø m.n. “of whomever”   
 
4.22: Relative pronoun when doubled takes on a distributive meaning (7.6.B.2.e:). 
 Þøø+ Þø: m. “whoever,” “whatever in each case” 

Cardinals 
4.23: Cardinals − the numerals 0, 1, 2, etc. 

0 0 íøþÒÞø    n. 10 10 ÌíøÒø}        a. n. 20 úéø@íøúÇø  f. 30 ùÊø@íøÇø}  f. 40 ²øÇéøøùá@íøÇø} f. 50 Õø¼ǿøíøÇø}  f.
1 1 %¡¢     a. mnf. a 11 11 %¡¢øÌíøÒø} a. n.b 21 %¡¢~ 31 %¡¢~ 41 %¡¢~ 51 %¡¢~
2 2 Ìê         a. mnf., 

ùÌê~      in cmpd.
12 12 ÌêøÌíøÒø}     a. n.c22 Ìêø~ 32 Ìêø~ 42 Ìêø~ or ùÌê~ e 52 Ìêø~ or  ùÌê~

3 3 ùÊø        a. mn. 
úÇøòø;     a. f.

13 13 ÊøÞøø+ÌíøÒø}  a. n.d23 ÊøÞøø+~ 33 ÊøÞøòø}~ 43 ÊøÞøíø}~ or ùÊø~ 53 ÊøÞø:~ or ùÊø~

4 4 ²øÇøüá}   a. mn.,  
²øÇøüòø;   a. f.

14 14 ²øÇøüÌâíøÒø}  a. n. 24 ²øÇøüá}~ 34 ²øÇøüòø}~ 44 ²øÇøüíø}~ 54 ²øÇøü:~

5 5 Õø¼ǿÒø}    a. n. 15 15 Õø¼ǿÌíøÒø}  a. n. 25 Õø¼ǿ~ 35 Õø¼ǿ~ 45 Õø¼ǿ~ 55 Õø¼ǿ~
6 6 ðøðø}       a. n. 16 16 ðøø+®íøÒø}   a. n.d 26 ðø®}~ 36 ðø¾}~ 46 ðø¾}~ 56 ðø¾}~
7 7 òøÕÇøÒø}   a. n. 17 17 òøÕÇøÌíøÒø}  a. n. 27 òøÕÇø~ 37 òøÕÇø~ 47 òøÕÇø~ 57 òøÕÇø~
8 8 !øñÀÒø} or !øñÀøe a. n. 18 18 !øñÀøÌíøÒø}  a. n. 28 !øñÀø~ 38 !øñÀø~ 48 !øñÀø~ or !øñÀ~ 58 !øñÀø~ or !øñÀ}~
9 9 ÒøéøÒø}     a. n. 19 19 ÒøéøÌíøÒø}    a. n. 29 Òøéø~ 39 Òøéø~ 49 Òøéø~ 59 Òøéø~

 
60 ðøúñÀ    f. 70 òøÕÇøúÇø   f. 80 !øíøûúÇø  f. 90 ÒøéøúÇø   f. 100 íøÇø        n.…  …  …  …  
62 Ìêø~    or  ùÌê~ 72 Ìêø~    or  ùÌê~ 82 Ìêß}~ 92 Ìêø~    or  ùÌê~ 101 %¡¢íøÇø   n.
63 ÊøÞø:~ or  ùÊø~ 73 ÊøÞø:~ or  ùÊø~ 83 ÊÞø}~ 93 ÊøÞø:~ or  ùÊø~ 102 ùÌêíøÇø     n. dvı̍-śata f
64 ²øÇøü:~ 74 ²øÇøü:~ 84 ²øÇøüá}~ 94 ²øÇøüá}~ 103 ùÊøíøÇø     n. trı̍-śata…  …  …  …  
66 ðø¾}~ 76 ðø¾}~ 86 ðø®}~ 96 ðømmøéøúÇø 104 ²øÇøü:íøÇø  n. catu̍ḥ-śata
…  …  …  …  …  
68 !øñÀø~ or  !øñÀ~ 78 !øñÀø~ or  !øñÀ~ 88 !øñÀø~ 98 !øñÀø~ or  !øñÀ~ 130 ùÊø@íø²µÇø n. triṃśa̍c-chata 
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4.23: Cardinals (continued) 
200 ùÌêíøÇø     n. dvi-śata̍ f or  Ìê+ íøÇø+ 1,000 òøôóøã  n. or  Ìíø íøÇøøúÒø      (lit. 10  100’s) 
300 ùÊøíøÇø     n. tri-śata̍ or  Êøûúmø íøÇøøúÒø 10,000 !øÞøüÇø  n. or  Ìíø òøôóøãøúÒø 
400 ²øÇøü:íøÇø  n. catuḥ-śata̍ or  ²øÇéøøùá íøÇøøúÒø 100,000 æ¦ø  m.n.( = one lac ) 
500 Õø¼ǿíøÇø   n. pañca-śata̍ or  Õø¼ǿøúÒø íøÇøøúÒø 1,000,000 úÒøÞøüÇø  n. or  Ìíø æ¦øøúÒø 
 10,000,000 ¡¢ø+ú¾   f. ( = one crore ) ( = 107 ) 
 
108 !ø×øüâÌ    n. 1013 íøw£ý¯     m.
109 !ø×jø    n. 1014 jøæúÐø  m.
1010 ¨øéøâ      m.n. 1015 !øÒÇÞø   n.
1011 úÒø¨øéøâ  m.n. 1016 ÛøÐÞø     n.
1012 ÛøôøÕøÍÜ  m. 1017 ÕøáøÐøâ    n. − the highest number designation 

a. 1-4 are adjectives taking all three genders; 5-19 are adjectives in neuter only; 20-99 are fem. substantives; and 100 
onward are substantives of various genders (mostly neuter). 

b. The form %¡¢ø~ is used only for 11, the rest − 21, 31, etc. take %¡¢~. 
c. Ìêø is an old dual form, ÌêøÌíøÒø} lit. means “two and ten.” 
d. ÊøÞøø+~ is from ùÊø in m. pl. nom., ÊøÞø: (4.25:). But ðøø+®íøÒø} shows phonetic changes similar to 2.100: and 2.109:, except 

there is no lost aspiration that would transfer to the following dental. 
e. Alternate forms ùÌê~ ùÊø~ !øñÀ~ are used for 40’s-70’s, and 90’s − the alternates only for 80’s. 
f. 200, etc. differ from 102, etc. only by accent. íøÇø śata̍ in compound is accented if 200, otherwise the added 

number (ùÌê~ dvı̍-) is accented for 102 (the same as for 11 – 99). 

4.24: Alternate Cardinal Designations 
$¢Òø a. “less” $¢Òøúéø@íøúÇø:  “twenty less (an understood one)” = 19 

ÊÞøþÒøùÊø@íøÇø}    “thirty less three (ùÊø)”= 27  
!øúÐø¡¢ a. “plus” %¡¢øúÐø¡@¢ íøÇøÛø}  “hundred plus one” = 101, ÌêßúÐø¡¢íøÇøÛø}  = 102 
Addition w/wo ²ø Òøéø ÒøéøúÇøïø  or ÒøéøúÇøá} Òøéø  “ninety and nine” = 99 
Multiplication by 
prefixed cardinal 

ùÊøÌíøÒø} tri-daśa̍n “three times ten” = 30, the accent moving to the 2nd member of cmpd – 
but in unaccented texts this is in some cases ambiguous with the simple addition of the 
two members, e.g., !øñÀíøÇø may mean 108 (aṣṭa̍-śata) (4.23.f:) or 800 (aṣṭa-śata̍). An 
alternative to doubling or tripling a number is to use the dual or plural form of the 
number. 
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4.25: Declension of Cardinals 

%¡¢ mn. %¡¢ø f. adj. “one” Singular only, although its plural is used in an indefinite sense of “some,” 
“certain ones.” Declines like pronominal adj. òøéøâ (4.16.2:). 

Ìê mfn. adj. “two” Dual only, declines like stems in !øV!øø (3.28:). 
ùÊø mn. úÇøòø; f. adj. “three” 
²øÇøüá} mn. ²øÇøüòø; f. adj. “four” 

Plural only, see declension below. Feminine ²øÇøüòø; declines like fem. úÇøòø;. 

Õø¼ǿÒø}  “5” − ÒøéøÌíøÒø}  “19” n. adj. Except in gen., those ending in Òø} decline like ÒøøÛøÒø} (3.22:) and ðøðø} “six” decline 
like cerebral stems (3.6:), and are all plural neuter only, except sg. (in form 
only) in nom. voc. acc. See declensions below. The alternative form !øñÀøe “8” is 
also as below. These cardinals are employed like adjectives taking the same case 
as the numbered noun, although retain the neuter gender. 

úéø@íøúÇø  “20” and above Singular substantives, occasionally in plural as if used adjectively, e.g., íøÇøøúÒø 
“hundreds of __.” Their numbered noun in a sentence is in plural and takes the 
same case as this cardinal; or the numbered noun is in the genitive, as in the 
expression “a hundred of __ (gen.).” These cardinals decline regularly like other 
nouns of their same gender ending in the same respective consonant (3.5:) or 
vowel. 

 ×ø~ Plural 
 “three” “four” “six” “five” – “nineteen” “eight” 

ùÊø tr-ı̍ úÇøòø; tis-ṛ̍ ²øÇøüá} cat-u̍r ðøðø} ṣa̍-ṣ Õø¼ǿÒø} pa̍ñc-an − ~ÌíøÒø} -da̍ś-an Also has older alternative 
!øñÀøe aṣṭ-a̍u 

Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. òÊøû~ F. Õøü@~ M. ÒøÕøü@~ N. ÒøÕøü@~ N. ÒøÕøü@~ N. ÒøÕøü@~ N. 
Õøã~ N. ~!øÞø: ~#úmø ~á: ~éøøá: ~éøøùá ~¾} ~!ø ~!øøeòø@~ V. 
ùÌê~ A. ~#Òø} ~$á:
Çø;~ I. ~"úÙø: ~&úÙø: ~$úÙøâ: ~ú®}Ùø: ~!øúÙø: ~!øøúÙø:
²ø~ D. ~"ÙÞø: ~&ÙÞø: ~$ÙÞøâ: ~®}ÙÞø: ~!øÙÞø: ~!øøÙÞø:Õø~ Ab. 
ðø~ G. ~!øÞøømøøÛø} ~&møøÛø} ~$møøâÛø} ~mmøøÛø} ~!øøÒøøÛø} ~!øøÒøøÛø} 
òø~ L. ~"ðøü ~&ðøü ~$ðøüâ ~¾}òøü ~!øòøü ~!øøòøü
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Ordinals 
4.26: Ordinals are generally adjs. from cardinals having the sense of “__parts,” “__fold,” “containing__.” 
They are mostly derived from a small set of suffixes given below and declined in all genders like nominal stems 
in !øV!øø. Feminine is formed with #, except 1st through 4th in !øø. 
Fractions may be distinguished from ordinals only by their accent shifting to the first syllable, e.g., Çø;ÇøûÞø tṛtī̍ya 
“third” means “one-third” by moving the accent to first syllable tṛ̍tīya. 

1st ÕøãËøÛø or !øøÏ These are not true ordinals, but have same meaning. 
2nd ùÌêÇøûÞø ~#Þø. For their declension see 4.16.4:.
3rd Çø;ÇøûÞø
4th ²øÇøüËøâ ~Ëø. Feminine in #.

  or  ÇøüáûÞø V ÇøüÞøâ Or ~#ÞøV~Þø. Feminine in !øø.  
These are likely an abbreviated form by dropping initial ²ø. 

5th Õø¼ǿÛø ~Ûø.
6th ðøñÂ ~Ëø (becomes ~Á after ðø} − rule 2.88:). 

7th − 10th òøÕÇøÛø − ÌíøÛø ~Ûø.
11th − 19th %¡¢øÌíø − ÒøéøÌíø Same form as cardinal, except dropping the final Òø} (hence declined 

different) and accent moving to last syllable. 
20th − 99th úéø@íø, ùÊø@íø, ðøñÀ, etc. Same as cardinal, shortening the cardinal until it ends in final !ø (20-

59) or replacing final " with !ø (60-99). 
or  ùÊø@íøÉÇøÛø − ÒøéøúÇøÇøÛø Or simply by adding ~ÇøÛø to the full form of the cardinal. 

100th, 1000th íøÇøÇøÛø, òøôóøãÇøÛø ~ÇøÛø.
101st, etc. %¡¢íøÇø, etc. The in-between ordinals (101st, 102nd, etc.) take same form as 

cardinal, with accent moving to last syllable. Hence, the 
pronunciation and declension of 200 (4.23.f:) and 102nd, etc. would 
be identical, apart from the cardinal being a neuter substantive 
while the ordinal an adjective in any gender. 

or  %¡¢íøÇøÇøÛø, etc. Or simply by adding ~ÇøÛø. 

Numerical Adverbs and Derivatives 
4.27: Multiplicative adverbs 
 òø¡;¢Çø} “once” (lit. “one making”) 

ùÌêòø} “twice” 
ùÊøòø} “three times” 
²øÇøüòø} “four times” 
~¡;¢Çéøòø} “__times,” e.g., Õø¼ǿ¡;¢Çéø: “five times.” 
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4.28: Adverbs of manner 
 ~Ðøø “in __way(s)”, e.g., %¡¢Ðøø “in one way,” ðøø+Äø (cf. 2.100:, 2.109:) “in six ways,” etc. 

4.29: Distributive adverbs 
 ~xíøòø} “by __,” e.g., %¡¢íø: “singly,” ùÌêíø: “by twos,” etc. 

4.30: Aggregative adjectives and nouns 
 ÌêÞø as adj. “twofold,” as a neut. noun “a pair.” 

ÊøÞø as adj. (fem. in #) “threefold,” as a neut. noun “a triad” (group of three things). 
~ÇøÞø “_fold,” e.g., ùÊøÇøÞø (same meanings as ÊøÞø); 

²øÇøüñÀÞø ca̍tuṣ-ṭaya (2.24:, 2.27:, 2.101:) as adj. “fourfold,” as a neut. noun “a tetrad,” etc. 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 5 
Conjugation of Verbs 

Inflection of  Verbal Roots by Means of  Tense and Mood Terminations 

5.1: The inflection of verbal roots is called conjugation. In conjugating òø@¡;¢Çø verbal roots there are− 

1. Three persons (Õøü)ðøYs):  third (“he, she, it”), second (“you”), first (“I”) (In the order recited they are 
called ÕøãËøÛø “prior,” ÛøÐÞøÛø “middle,” $ÉÇøÛø “last” respectively, abbrev. as Õøã~ Ûø~ $~). 

2. Three numbers (éø²øÒøYs): singular, dual, plural (like for nouns, abbrev. as %~ ùÌê~ ×ø~) (7.4:). 

3. Two categories of verbal terminations: ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ (úÇø Çøòø} !øúÒÇø…)and !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ (Çø+ #Çø+ !øÒÇø+…), abbreviated 
as Õøá~ !øø~. These signify transitive (or active, lit. “for another”) and reflexive (or middle, lit. “for 
oneself”) terminations, respectively − adhered to less in the later literature. However, causal verb forms 
still nearly always respect this distinction. 

4. Ten tenses and moods divided into two groups (see 7.21: – 7.27: for their syntax): 
a. òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs the verbal base tenses and moods (also called the present system or the conjugational 

tenses and moods). Consisting of− 
• Two tenses 

• Present tense, éøÇøâÛøøÒø+ æ¾}. 
• Imperfect (past) tense, !øÒøÏÇøÒøÙøþÇø+ æ®}¯. 

• Two moods 
• Imperative mood, !øø¹øøÞøøÛø} æø+¾}. 
• Potential mood, úéøúÐøYúæ®}¯. 

b. !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs the root tenses and moods (also called the non-conjugational tenses and moods). 
Consisting of− 

• Four tenses 
• Perfect and Periphrastic Perfect (past) tense, Õøáø+¦øÙøþÇø+ úæ¾}. 
• Aorist (past) tense, !øÏÇøÒøÙøþÇø+ or òøøÛøøÒÞøÙøþÇø+ æü®}̄ . 
• Simple future, òøøÛøøÒÞøÙøúéøðÞøÇ¡¢øæ+ æ;¾}. 
• Periphrastic future, !øÒøÏÇøÒøÙøúéøðÞøÇ¡¢øæ+ æü¾}. 
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5.1.4.b: !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs the root tenses and moods (continued) 
• Two moods 

• Benedictive mood, !øøíøûá}Yúæ®}¯. 
• Conditional mood, ù¡ã¢ÞøøúÇøÕøÉÇøøe æ;®}̄ . 

5. Four derivative formations: Causative (úmøjøÒÇø), Desiderative (òøNøÒÇø), Intensive or Frequentive 
(Þø®¯ÒÇø), and Denominative  (ÒøøÛøÐøøÇøü). 

6. Three constructions (ÕøãÞøø+ªøYs): active (¡¢Çøâùá), passive (¡¢Ûøâúmø) and impersonal (Ùøøéø+). 

5.2: Roots. Roots are called ÐøøÇøüYs. They are the assumed basic unit of all verbs and participles, and most 
nominal stems. There is a listing of 2,200 roots, of which less than 500 are commonly used as verbs and 
participles. A root may be first made into a derivative form (5.39: - 5.43:), then that form is treated as a root 
taking one of the ten tenses or moods. 

Terminations. When a root, or a root derivative, takes one of the !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs (the root tenses and moods) 
it undergoes a transformation unique to that tense or mood, and then takes a verbal termination. Except for 
the Perfect tense, which has its own set of terminations, the other tenses and moods generally take one or the 
other of the Present or Imperfect set of terminations from either the 1st or the 2nd conjugation. For this 
reason, in order to give them a generic name not tied to the Present or Imperfect tense, the Present tense 
terminations are also called the primary terminations, while those of the Imperfect are called the secondary 
terminations.   

Verbal base. When a root, but not a root derivative, takes one of the òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs (the four common verbal 
base tenses and moods) it is made into a stem − called a verbal base (!øw«¯) consisting of a root plus a sign. Most 
roots form their base in only one of ten different ways. 

Conjugational groups. To help distinguish which ways these bases are formed, all the roots have been 
grouped into ten different classes (ªømøYs). Some roots have more than one base configuration, and therefore 
are placed in more than one class. These ten classes are arranged into two groups, the 1st conjugation 
(comprising the 1st, 4th, 6th and 10th class), otherwise known as the “!ø” ªømøYs or those classes whose base ends 
in !ø, and the 2nd conjugation (comprising the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th class) or those classes whose base does 
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not end in !ø. The first group’s base is unchangeable when the terminations are applied; the second group’s 
bases are changeable into strong and weak forms, similar to nominal stems in declension. 

Verbal constructions. The roots in the commonly used active (¡¢Çøâùá) construction take one or the other of 
the two categories of terminations, ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ or !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ, although ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ is the more common. Because of this, 
these roots are also called ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ or !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ roots. Certain of these roots normally take only one of the 
categories of terminations, but may in composition take a termination from the other category due to meaning 
(5.1.3:), and occasionally due to meter or due to exceptional usage. Some roots take either of these sets of 
terminations and are therefore called $ÙøÞøÕøÌ (lit. “word for both”) roots. The other two constructions, passive 
(¡¢Ûøâúmø) and impersonal (Ùøøéø+), force the root, no matter what its natural tendencies in active construction, to 
form a unique stem called a passive base which then takes the !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ terminations of the 1st conjugation. 

Verbal conjugation is a difficult part in learning the òø@ò¡;¢Çø language. We will greatly simplify this process, 
however, because in this grammar we are just learning how to read the òø@ò¡;¢Çø language. Our general assumption 
is that whoever wrote the text knows how to correctly construct the verb. We simply need to recognize which 
construction it is. Thankfully, these constructions follow a few recognizable patterns, so our job is not nearly as 
hard as it would seem. Your task, like it was in nominal declensions, is to grasp the patterns in the following 
charts. Take as much time as you wish to go through this—depending on whether you just want to get the 
general idea, memorize the most general features, or memorize most of it. So relax and let’s begin. 

5.3: The Verbal Bases of the Ten Classes (ªømøYs) when forming the òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs 
1st Conjugation (unchangeable base) 
 Class Qty.a Nameb Root Sign Wherec Accentd Example 

 1st 173 Ùøþ Y!øøùÌ ªøümø of fin. vow. (w/sandhi 2.71:) 
or light medial vow. e 

!ø end root ÙøéøúÇø bha̍v-a-ti (2.71:) “he 
exists”

 4th 54 ùÌéø} Y!øøùÌ  Þø end root ÌûéÞøúÇø dī̍v-ya-ti 
(5.16.1:) “he plays”

 6th 35 ÇøüÌ} Y!øøùÌ  !ø end sign ÇøüÌúÇø tud-a̍-ti 
“he strikes” 

 
10th 110 ²øüá} Y!øøùÌ éø;úpÑ of fin. vow. (w/sandhi 2.71:), 

ªøümø of light medial vow. 
(!ø usually lengthens) 

!øÞø 
a̍ya 

end sign ²øø+áÞøúÇø cor-a̍ya-ti 
“he steals”
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5.3: The Verbal Bases of the Ten Classes (ªømøYs) when forming the òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs (continued) 
2nd Conjugation (changeable base) 

 Class Qty. Name 
Strong Form Weak Form 

Example g Root Sign Where Accent Root Sign Where Accent 

 
2nd 50 !øÌ} Y!øøùÌ ªøümø   root    term. s. !øúÉÇø a̍t-ti (2.42:) 

w. !øÌúÒÇø ad-a̍nti 
 “he/they eat” 

 
3rd 11 ôü Y!øøùÌ Redup.f 

& ªøümø 
  root Redup   term. jøüôø+úÇø ju-ho̍-ti  

jøüöêúÇø ju-hv-a̍ti (2.11:) “he/they 
offer” 

 
5th 15 òøü Y!øøùÌ  Òøø+ h end sign  Òøü h end term. òøüÒøø+úÇø su-no̍-ti 

òøüÒéøúÒÇø su-nv-a̍nti 
“he/they press” 

 

7th 14 )Ðø} Y!øøùÌ  Òø h b/4 
root 
final 
cons. 

sign  Òø} h b/4 root 
final 
cons. 

term. )møúpÑ ru-ṇa̍-d-dhi 
(2.92:, 2.76:, 2.78:) 
)ÒÐøúÒÇø ru-n-dh-a̍nti 
“he/they oppose” 

 
8th 10 ÇøÒø} Y!øøùÌ  !øø+ end sign  $ end term. ÇøÒøø+úÇø tan-o̍-ti 

ÇøÒéøúÒÇø tan-v-a̍nti 
“he/they stretch” 

 
9th 23 ¡ã¢û Y!øøùÌ  Òøø h end sign  Òøû hb/4 cons. 

terms. 
term. ¡ã¢ûmøøúÇø krī-ṇā̍-ti 

¡ã¢ûmøúÒÇø krī-ṇ-a̍nti 
“he/they buy” 

Òø} h b/4 vow. 
terms. 

a. Number of commonly found roots within each class, as listed in Dhaturupamanjari. 
b. Name given by grammarians. It takes the 1st entry in each class plus the word “etc.” (!øøùÌ). 
c. This lists where the class sign is placed − either at the end of the verbal base, before the final consonant of the root, 

or either before a consonant or vowel initial verbal termination. 
d. The accent may fall on the root, the class sign, or the termination. When it falls on the root or class sign, there is 

often strengthening or lengthening of the vowel therein. Accent is the only difference between the 4th class verbal 
base and a passive stem (5.37:), and between a 10th class verbal base and some denominative stems (5.43:).  

e. A light medial vowel refers to a metrically light syllable, where the vowel must be short and the following 
consonant within the root is a single (non-conjunct) consonant (see 1.22:). 

f. Reduplication is an easy feature to recognize, but difficult to construct. See its rules in 5.7:. 
g. The examples take the namesake root of each class in present tense 3rd person sg. and, for the 2nd conjugation roots 

to show both the strong & weak form, also the 3rd person pl. (5.6:). 
h. 5th, 7th and 9th class root penultimate nasal drops before adding the nasal class sign. 
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5.4: òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs − The Four Verbal Base Tenses and Moods. The below terminations and their 
footnotes (5.5: and 5.6:) apply also to the !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs and to derivative stems. 
5.5: Terminations taken by the 1st Conjugation Classes of Roots. 
Final !ø of verbal base joined to termination is shown in bold, in parenthesis is the actual term.  
  ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ 
 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
 Present (éøÇøâÛøøÒø+ æ¾})                      Verbal base  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd !øúÇø u~úÇøv !øÇø: u~Çøòø}v !øúÒÇø u~!øúÒÇøv !øÇø+ u~Çø+v %Çø+ u~#Çø+v !øÒÇø+ u~!øÒÇø+vb 
 Ûø~ 2nd !øúòø u~úòøv !øËø: u~Ëøòø}v !øËø u~Ëøv !øòø+ u~òø+v %Ëø+ u~#Ëø+v !øÐéø+ u~Ðéø+v
 $~ 1st !øøúÛø u~úÛøva !øøéø: u~éøòø}v !øøÛø: u~Ûøòø}v % u~%v !øøéøô+ u~éøô+v !øøÛøô+u~Ûøô+v
 Imperfect (!øÒøÏÇøÒøÙøþÇø+ æ®}¯)            Augment !ø c +  verbal base  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd !øÇø} u~Çø}v !øÇøøÛø} u~ÇøøÛø}v !øÒø} u~!øÒø}v !øÇø u~Çøv %ÇøøÛø} u~#ÇøøÛø}v !øÒÇø u~!øÒÇøv
 Ûø~ 2nd !ø: u~òø}v !øÇøÛø} u~ÇøÛø}v !øÇø u~Çøv !øËøø: u~Ëøøòø}v %ËøøÛø} u~#ËøøÛø}v !øÐéøÛø}u~ÐéøÛø}v
 $~ 1st !øÛø} u~!øÛø}v !øøéø u~éøv !øøÛø u~Ûøv % u~"v !øøéøùô u~éøùôv !øøÛøùôu~Ûøùôv
 Imperative (!øø¹øøÞøøÛø} æø+¾})             Verbal base  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd !øÇøü u~Çøüv !øÇøøÛø}u~ÇøøÛø}v !øÒÇøü u~!øÒÇøüv !øÇøøÛø}u~ÇøøÛø}v %ÇøøÛø} u~#ÇøøÛø}v !øÒÇøøÛø}u~!øÒÇøøÛø}v
 Ûø~ 2nd !ø u−vd !øÇøÛø} u~ÇøÛø}v !øÇø u~Çøv !øòéø u~òéøv %ËøøÛø} u~#ËøøÛø}v !øÐéøÛø}u~ÐéøÛø}v
 $~ 1st !øøúÒø u~!øøúÒøv !øøéø u~!øøéøv !øøÛø u~!øøÛøv %+ u~%+v !øøéøôe u~!øøéøôev !øøÛøôeu~!øøÛøôev
 Potential (úéøúÐø úæ®}¯)                    Verbal base  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd %Çø} u~#Çø}v %ÇøøÛø} u~#ÇøøÛø}v %Þøü: u~#Þøüòø}v %Çø u~#Çøv %ÞøøÇøøÛø}u~#ÞøøÇøøÛø}v %áÒø} u~#áÒø}v
 Ûø~ 2nd %: u~#òø}v %ÇøÛø} u~#ÇøÛø}v %Çø u~#Çøv %Ëøø: u~#Ëøøòø}v %ÞøøËøøÛø}u~#ÞøøËøøÛø}v %ÐéøÛø}u~#ÐéøÛø}v
 $~ 1st %ÞøÛø} u~#ÞøÛø}v %éø u~#éøv %Ûø u~#Ûøv %Þø u~#Þøv %éøùô u~#éøùôv %Ûøùô u~#Ûøùôv

a. Final !ø of the verbal base or stem is lengthened before terms. beginning with Ûø}~ éø}~ (see 1st person). 
b. Final !ø of the verbal base or stem is dropped before terms. beginning with !ø~ !øø~ (including %~ %+~, because their 

first component is !ø). 
c. An accented augment !ø is put (after any prefix and) before the root, see 6.2:, in all forms of imperfect, aorist, 

and the conditional. This augment causes root initial µ}~ to double (2.61:).This augment with an initial vowel 
takes éø;úpÑ, instead of ªøümø (2.20:). The augment is dropped in imperfect and aorist (both then taking an imperative 
meaning instead) after the negative particle Ûøø “not” (7.22.4:).   

d. Imperative Õøá~ 2nd sg. term. is absent (like sg. voc. term. of ~!ø declension, e.g., áøÛø ªø²µ “Go, Rāma!” 
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5.6:  Terminations taken by the 2nd Conjugation Classes of Roots. The few terminations that differ 
from those of the 1st conjugation classes of roots are in bold. The blue/darkly shaded inflections are strong, 
the rest are weak, and take strong/weak form bases per 5.3:. 
  ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ 
 %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 
 Present (éøÇøâÛøøÒø+ æ¾})             Strong/weak stem  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd úÇø Çøòø} !øúÒÇøV!øúÇø c Çø+ !øøÇø+ g !øÇø+ b
 Ûø~ 2nd úòø Ëøòø} Ëø òø+ !øøËø+ Ðéø+
 $~ 1st úÛø éøòø} Ûøòø} % éøô+ Ûøô+
 Imperfect (!øÒøÏÇøÒøÙøþÇø+ æ®}¯)  Augment !ø  +  strong/weak stem  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd Çø} ÇøøÛø} !øÒø}V$òø} d Çø !øøÇøøÛø} !øÇø b
 Ûø~ 2nd òø} h ÇøÛø} Çø Ëøøòø} !øøËøøÛø} ÐéøÛø}
 $~ 1st !øÛø} éø Ûø " éøùô Ûøùô
 Imperative (!øø¹øøÞøøÛø} æø+¾})   Strong/weak stem  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd Çøü ÇøøÛø} !øÒÇøüV!øÇøü c ÇøøÛø} !øøÇøøÛø} !øÇøøÛø} b
 Ûø~ 2nd úÐøV!øøÒø,ùôV−a ÇøÛø} Çø òéø !øøËøøÛø} ÐéøÛø}
 $~ 1st !øøúÒø !øøéø !øøÛø %+ !øøéøôe !øøÛøôe
 Potential (úéøúÐø úæ®}¯)          Weak stem  +  termination 
 Õøã~ 3rd ÞøøÇø} yā̍-t e ÞøøÇøøÛø} yā̍-tām Þøüòø} y-u̍s e #Çø #ÞøøÇøøÛø} #áÒø}
 Ûø~ 2nd Þøøòø} yā̍-s ÞøøÇøÛø} yā̍-tam ÞøøÇø yā̍-ta #Ëøøòø} #ÞøøËøøÛø} #ÐéøÛø}
 $~ 1st ÞøøÛø} yā̍-amf Þøøéø yā̍-va ÞøøÛø yā̍-ma #Þø #éøùô #Ûøùô

a. Imperative Õøá~ 2nd sg. term. becomes— 
• ~úÐø after stem final consonants 

 2nd class final lost aspiration will not be thrown back, if possible (2.79:). 
 9th class roots take ~!øøÒø instead of ~úÐø, without adding class sign Òøû. 

• ~ùô after stem final vowels, except— 
 5th and 8th class roots with a single cons. before the final $ of their class sign drop the term. ~ùô. 

b. The !øø~ 3rd pl. have no Òø} in the terms. of present, imperfect and imperative. 
c. The 3rd class roots, and some other reduplicated stems, drop the Òø} in the present and imperative Õøá~ 3nd pl. terms. 
d. $òø} is taken instead of !øÒø} in imperfect Õøá~ 3nd pl.— 

• By 3rd class roots. Before which, a final simple liquid vowel takes ªøümø (% !øø+ becoming !øÞø} !øéø} per 2.13: & 
2.14:). 

• By the roots úéøÌ} “know” and ùÌêðø} “be displeased.” 
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e. Õøá~ Potential terms. are essentially the same as Þøø + 2nd conj. Imperfect terms. (cf. Benedictive 5.32:), in the 3rd 
pl. the Þøø is reduced to Þø} before ~$òø}. 

f. All accented weak terms. are accented on the first syllable of the termination. 
g. Stem final vowels before all vowel initial terms. follow General Vowel Sandhi rules, except— 

• 2nd class weak stem final " #, $ $¢ before vowel initial terms. become "Þø} $éø} (2.67:). 
• 3rd class weak stem final " $ of polysyllabic reduplicated stem after conj. cons. (e.g., öãû “be ashamed”) and 

before vowel initial terms. become "Þø} $éø} (2.67:). 
h. A dental mute final of root may drop before imperfect 2nd sg. term. òø} instead of the term. per 2.24:, thus 

preserving the term. in the final verb form. Often, though, the preservation is by inserting a vowel between them, 
e.g., 5.19.4: & 5.19.6:. 

5.7: Reduplication is taken by five different verbal formations, all take the General Rules.  

5.8: General Rules of Reduplication. There are exceptions to both General and Specials Rules. 
The resulting first syllable of the reduplicated stem is below called the reduplicating syllable. 

 

1. The first syllable ([cons.]+vowel) of root is reduplicated. ×øüÐø} → ×øü×øüÐø} bu-budh
2. Aspirated letters lose aspiration. úÙøÌ} → ú×øúÙøÌ} bi-bhid
3. Gutturals become corresponding palatals, and the guttural ô} 

becomes jø}. 
¡¢Ûø} → ²ø¡¢Ûø} ca-kam
ªøÛø} → jøªøÛø} ja-kam
ôü → jøüôü ju-hu

4. Conjunct cons. are reduced to the 1st letter. òÞøÒÌ} → òøòÞøÒÌ} sa-syand
a.  But sibilant + hard cons. reduce to the latter. òËøø → ÇøòËøø ta-sthā (5.8.6:)

5. Simple initial vowel is doubled. !øòø} → !øøòø} a-as
6. The following vowel in reduplicating syllable, if long, is shortened. Ùøþ → ×øüÙøþ bu-bhū
7. Non-final % %+ replicates with its 2nd component ", 

!øø+ !øøe with $ (cf. 2.2:) 
òø+éø} → úòøðø+éø} si-ṣev
æø+¡}¢ → æüæø+¡}¢ lu-lok

8. Final diphthong vowel is treated as if !øø, for this and all following 
formations, e.g., perf., ps., pp., etc.  

ªøe → (ªøø) → jøªøe ja-gai 

5.9: Special Reduplication Rule for 3rd Class Roots (5.3:) 

 
1. The vowels & ( become ". Ùø; → ú×øÙø; bi-bhṛ

& → "Þø; iy-ṛ  (2.67:) 
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5.10: Special Reduplication Rules for Reduplicated Perfect (5.27:) 

 

1. The vowels & ( _ become !ø. ¡;¢ → ²ø¡;¢ ca-kṛ
2. Initial " $, if ªøümø or éø;úpÑ in final form, insert Þø} éø} (2.67:). "ðø} → st. 1st sg. "Þø+ðø iy-e̍ṣ-a, 

wk. 3rd pl. #ðøü: i-iṣ-u̍ḥ
3. Roots with Þø éø, and liable to saṃprasāraṇa, replicate with " $. éø²ø} → st. 3rd sg. $éøø²ø u-vā̍c-a, 

wk. 3rd pl. $¢²øü: u-uc-u̍ḥ
4. Roots with initial !ø + conjunct cons. or initial & + cons. 

replicate with !øøÒø}. 
!ø²ø̀ → !øøÒø²ø̀ ān-arc
&jø} → !øøÒø;jø} ān-ṛj

5.11: Special Reduplication Rules for Reduplicated Aorist (5.30.2.c:)

 

1. The vowels !ø !øø & ( _  become ". jøÒø} → (újøjøÒø} ji-jan, see 5.11.2:)
2. Reduplicating vowel is lengthened if the syllable is metrically 

light. The resulting metrical syllables of a redup. aorist are 
thus light-heavy-light (1.22:). 

jøÒø} → 3rd sg. !øjøûjøÒøÇø} a̍-jī-jan-at
ªøãô} → 3rd sg. !øújøªøãôÇø} a̍-ji-grah-at

5.12: Special Reduplication Rules for Desiderative (5.41:) The reduplicating syllable is accented.

 

1. The vowels !ø !øø & (but not after labials which first change & 
to $¢á}) replicate with ". 

òËøø → úÇøñÂø tı̍-ṣthā
Ùø; → (Ùøþá}) → ×øüÙøþá} bu̍-bhūr

2. Vowel initial roots replicate vowel-cons. and replace 
reduplicated vowel with ". 

!øíø} → !øúíøíø} a̍ś-iś
#¦ø} → #ú²ø¦ø} ī̍c-ikṣ
%Ðø} → %ùÌÐø} e̍d-idh

5.13: Special Reduplication Rules for Intensives (or Frequentives) (5.42:)

 

1. Reduplicating syllable takes ªøümø, !ø will lengthen. úæô} → æ+úæô} le-lih
ÇøÕø} → ÇøøÇøÕø} tā-tap

2. 
 

Roots ending in !øÛø} (sometimes other cons.) insert final 
cons., instead of lengthening !ø. 

ªøÛø} → jøw«̄ Ûø} ja-ṅ-gam (2.55:)
²øæ} → ²øè²øæ} ca-l-cal

3. Roots containing & insert # after reduplicating syllable. Ûø; → ÛøáûÛø; mar-ī-mṛ (5.13.1:)
¡;¢ðø} → ²øáû¡;¢ðø} car-ī-kṛṣ
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5.14: Irregular Verbal Bases in òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs − The Four Verbal Base Tenses and Moods 
for 1st Conjugational Classes of Roots 

5.15: Irregular 1st Class (ÙøþY!øøùÌ) − ªøümø of fin. vow. or light medial vow.; class sign is !ø; accented root. 

 

1. Lengthen vowel instead of ªøümø ¡ã¢Ûø} “step” → ¡ã¢øÛø krā̍m-a 
!øø + ²øÛø}“sip” → !øø²øøÛø ā-cā̍m-a 

ªøüô} “conceal” → ªøþô gū̍h-a 
úñÂéø} “spit” → ñÂûéø ṣṭhī̍v-a 

2. éø;úpÑ of vowel, instead of ªøümø Ûø;jø} “cleanse” → Ûøøjøâ mā̍rj-a 
3. Substitutes # for !ø òøÌ} “sink” → òøûÌ sī̍d-a 
4. Reduplicate with " (originally 3rd class roots) ¬øãø “smell” → újø¬øã jı̍-ghr-a 

Õøø “drink” → ùÕø×ø pı̍-b-a 
òËøø “stand” → úÇøñÂ tı̍-ṣṭh-a 

5. Drop nasal Ì@íø} “bite” → Ìíø da̍ś-a 
ÛøÒËø} “churn” → ÛøËø ma̍th-a 
òø¼ø̧} “adhere” → òøjø sa̍j-a 

6. Substitute for root ªøÛø} “go” → ªø²µ ga̍cch-a (2.61:) 
Ì;íø} “see” → ÕøíÞø pa̍śy-a
ÐÛøø “blow” → ÐøÛø dha̍m-a
ÛøÓø “study” → ÛøÒø ma̍n-a
ÞøÛø} “restrain” → Þø²µ ya̍cch-a

5.16: Irregular 4th Class (ùÌéø}Y!øøùÌ) − class sign is Þø ; accented root.

 

1. Lengthen vowel ÇøÛø} “languish” → ÇøøÛÞø tā̍m-ya 
ÌÛø} “tame” → ÌøÛÞø dā̍m-ya
ùÌéø} “play” → ÌûéÞø dī̍v-ya 
ÙøãÛø} “roam” → ÙøãøÛÞø bhrā̍m-ya 
ÛøÌ} “rejoice” → ÛøøÏ mā̍d-ya 
íøÛø} “cease” → íøøÛÞø śā̍m-ya 
îøãÛø} “be weary” → îøãøÛÞø śrā̍m-ya 

2. Drops nasal Ùøã@íø} “fall” → ÙøãíÞø bhra̍ś-ya 
á¼ø̧} “crave” → ájÞø ra̍j-ya 

3. Saṃprasāraṇa (2.3:) éÞøÐø} “pierce” → úéøÐÞø vı̍dh-ya 
4. Substitutes for root jøÒø} “be born” → jøøÞø jā̍-ya
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5.17: Irregular 6th Class (ÇøüÌ}Y!øøùÌ) − class sign is !ø ; accented sign.

 

1. Insert nasal ¡;¢Çø} “cut” → ¡;¢ÒÇø kṛnt-a̍ 
Ûøü²ø} “loosen” → Ûøü¼ǿ muñc-a̍ 
úæÕø} “paint” → úæÛÕø limp-a̍ 
æüÕø} “break” → æüÛÕø lump-a̍ 
úéøÌ} “find” → úéøÒÌ vind-a̍ 
úòø²ø} “sprinkle” → úòø¼ǿ siñc-a̍ 

2. Saṃprasāraṇa (2.3:) Õøãµ} “ask” → Õø;²µ pṛcch-a̍ 
Ùøãoø̧} “fry” → Ùø;oø̧ bhṛjj-a̍ 
éøãïø} “cut” → éø;ïø vṛśc-a̍ 

3. Substitute for root "ðø} “wish” → "²µ icch-a̍
& “go” → &²µ ṛcch-a̍

 
5.18: Irregular Forms in òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs − The Four Verbal Base Tenses and Moods 

For 2nd Conjugational Classes of Roots 
 
5.19: Irregular 2nd Class (!øÌ}Y!øøùÌ) − ªøümø with accented root in strong. 
 1. éø;úpÑ of roots ending with $ in strong b/4 cons. 

terms., and of Ûø;jø} “cleanse” in all strong forms.
e.g., òÇøü → pr. 3rd sg. òÇøøeúÇø sta̍u-ti 

 Ûø;jø} → pr. 3rd sg. ÛøøúñÀâ (2.81:)mā̍rś-ti 
 2. íøû takes ªøümø in weak; 

inserts á} b/4 !ø~ terms. in pr. impf. impv. 3rd pl. 
íøû “sleep”→ pr. 3rd sg. íø+Çø+ śe̍-te 

 → pr. 3rd pl. íø+áÇø+ śe̍-r-ate 
 3. éøíø} takes saṃprasāraṇa in weak. éøíø} “desire”→ pr. 3rd pl. $íøúÒÇø uś-a̍nti 
 

4. !øòø} drops initial !ø in pot. and weak of pr. & 
impv., drops final òø} b/4 pr. 2nd sg. ~úòø ; 
substitutes % in impv. 2nd sg.; inserts # b/4 òø} Çø} 
of Õøá~ impf. 2nd 3rd sg. (5.6.h:). 

!øòø} “be”→ pot. 3rd sg. òÞøøÇø}  
pr. 3rd pl. òøúÒÇø 

s-yā̍t 
s-a̍nti 

 → impv. 2nd sg. %úÐø e-dhı̍ 
 → impf. 3rd sg. !øøòøûÇø} a̍-as-ī-t 
 5. ôÒø} drops Òø} b/4 Çø}~ Ëø}~ terms. in weak; 

weakens to ¬øÓ} in pr. impf. impv. 3rd pl.; 
weakens to jø in impv. 2nd sg. 

ôÒø} 
“destroy”

→ pr. 2nd pl. ôËø ha-tha̍ 
 → pr. 3rd pl. ¬øÓúÒÇø ghn-a̍nti 
 → impv. 2nd sg. jøùô ja-hı̍ 
 6. Roots !øÒø} “breathe,” jø¦ø} “eat,” )Ì} “weep,” îøêòø} 

“breathe,” òéøÕø} “sleep”− 
insert " b/4 cons. terms. except Þø~ ; 
insert # or !ø b/4 òø} Çø} of Õøá~ impf. 2nd 3rd sg. 

e.g., îøêòø} → pr. 3rd sg. îøêúòøúÇø śva̍s-i-ti 

 
→ impf. 3rd sg. 

!øîøêòøûÇø}   
or  !øîøêòøÇø} 

 
a̍-śvas-ī-t 
a̍-śvas-a-t 
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5.19: Irregular 2nd Class (!øÌ}Y!øøùÌ) − ªøümø with accented root in strong (continued) 

 7. #®} “praise” and #íø} “rule” insert " b/4 !øø~ cons. 
initial terms. in òø}~ Ðø}~. 

e.g., #íø} → pr. 2nd sg. #úíøðø+ ī̍ś-i-ṣe 

 8. ×øãþ inserts # in strong b/4 cons. terms. ×øãþ “speak”→ pr. 1st sg. ×øãéøûúÛø bra̍v-ī-mi 
 9. !øúÐø + √" “read” inserts Þø} b/4 vow. terms. in pr. 

& impf. (2.67:), with aug. !ø becoming %+Þø} (ai-y). 
!øúÐø + " → pr. 1st sg. !øÐøûÞø+ adhi-i-y-e̍ 

 → impf. 1st sg. !øÐÞøeúÞø adhy-a̍i-y-i 
 10. ²ø¡¢øòø} “shine,” jø¦ø} “eat,” jøøªø; (ªøümø b/4 $òø}) “wake,” 

íøøòø} “teach,” and ÌùáÌãø (final !øø drops b/4 weak 
terms., inserts " b/4 weak cons. terms.) “be 
poor” take 3rd class terms. !øúÇø $òø} !øÇøü pr. impf. 
impv. 3rd pl. (5.6.c: & 5.6.d:). 

e.g., jøøªø; → pr. 3rd pl. jøøªøãúÇø jā̍gr-ati 
 → impf. 3rd  pl. !øjøøªø): a̍-jāgar-uḥ 

 
ÌùáÌãø → s. pr. 3rd sg.ÌùáÌãøúÇø 

w. pr. 3rd du.ÌùáùÌãÇø: 
w. pr. 3rd pl.ÌùáÌãúÇø 

daridrā-ti 
daridr-i-taḥ 
daridr-ati 

 11. íøøòø} takes weak base úíøðø} b/4 cons. terms. (2.101:), 
ex. b/4 impv. 2nd sg. term. ~úÐø where òø} drops 
(2.100:); takes !øíøøÇø} as impf. 3rd sg. & opt. as 2nd sg. 

íøøòø} 
“teach”

→ pr. 3rd du. úíøñÀ: śiṣ-ṭa̍ḥ 
 → impv. 2nd sg. íøøúÐø śā[s]-dhı̍ 
 → impf. 2nd /3rd sg. !øíøøÇø} a̍-śā[s]-t 
 12. !øÌ} inserts !ø b/4 òø} Çø} of Õøá~ impf. 2nd 3rd sg. !øÌ} “eat” → impf. 3rd sg. !øøÌÇø} a̍-ad-a-t 
 
5.20: Irregular 3rd Class (ôüY!øøùÌ) − Reduplicate; ªøümø with accented root in strong. 
 1. Ìø substitutes ÌÌ} in weak; impv. 2nd sg. Ì+ùô. Ìø “give”→ pr. 3rd sg. ÌÉÇø+ dat-te̍ 
 2. Ðøø substitutes ÌÐø} in weak, becoming ÐøÇø} b/4 Çø}~ Ëø}~ 

terms. (2.76: & 2.79:); impv. 2nd sg. Ðø+ùô. 
Ðøø “place”→ pr. 3rd pl. ÌÐøÇø+ da̍dh-ate 

 → pr. 3rd sg. ÐøÉÇø+ dhat-te̍ 
 3. Ûøø “measure,” ôø “move” in !øø~ take úÛøÛøû újøôû as 

redup. base, drop the # b/4 vowels. 
e.g., ôø 
(!øø~) 

→ pr. 2nd sg. újøôûðø+ jı̍-hī-ṣe 
 → pr. 1st sg. újøô+ jı̍-h-e 
 4. ôø “abandon” in Õøá~ takes jøôû in weak; 

drops the # b/4 vowels and Þø}~ terms. 
ôø (Õøá~) → pr. 3rd du. jøôûÇø: ja-hī-taḥ 

 → pr. 3rd pl. jøôúÇø ja-h-ati 
 5. ôü takes impv. term. úÐø instead of ùô. ôü “sacrifice”→ impv. 2nd sg. jøüôüúÐø ju-hu-dhı̍ 
  
5.21: Irregular 5th Class (òøüY!øøùÌ) − accented Òøø+ in strong; unaccented Òøü in weak. 
 1. Roots ending in vowels opt. drop $ of weak Òøü 

b/4 labial Ûø}~ éø}~ terms. 
e.g., òøü 

“press out” 
→ pr. 1st du. òøüÒéø:  

           or òøüÒøüéø:
su-n[u]-va̍h 
or su-nu-va̍ḥ 

 2. Roots ending in cons. insert éø} b/4 vowel 
terms. (2.67:) 

e.g., íø¡}¢ 
“be able”

→ pr. 3rd pl. 
íø¡Óü¢éøúÒÇø 

śak-nu-v-a̍nti 

 3. îøãü replaces ) with & to become îø;. îøãü “hear” → pr. 3rd sg. îø;møø+úÇø śṛ-ṇo̍-ti 
 4. Ðøþ shortens to Ðøü. Ðøþ “shake”→ pr. 3rd sg. ÐøüÒøüÇø+ dhu-nu-te̍  
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5.22: Irregular 8th Class (ÇøÒø}Y!øøùÌ) − accented !øø+ in strong; unaccented $ in weak. 
 1. ¡;¢ takes strong base in ¡¢áø+ (kar-o); 

takes weak base in ¡ü¢) (kur-u); 
weak $ is dropped b/4 labial Ûø}~ éø}~ and Þø}~ terms. 

¡;¢ “do” → pr. 1st sg. ¡¢áø+úÛø kar-o̍-mi 
 → pr. 3rd du. ¡ü¢)Çø: kur-u-ta̍ḥ 
 → pr. 1st pl. ¡ü¢Ûøâ: kur-[u]-ma̍ḥ 
 2. Other roots opt. drop weak $ b/4 labial Ûø}~ éø}~ 

terms. 
e.g., ÇøÒø} 

“stretch”
→ pr. 1st du. 

ÇøÒéø: or ÇøÒøüéø: 
tan-[u]-va̍ḥ 
or tan-u-va̍ḥ 

 3. ¡;¢ with prefixes Õøùá or òøÛø}, and sometimes with 
$Õø, inserts òø} between (6.12:). 

òøÛø} + ¡;¢ 
“put together” 

→ pr. 3rd sg. 
òø@ò¡ü¢)Çø+ 

saṃ-s-kur-u-te̍ 

 
5.23: Irregular 9th Class (¡ã¢ûY!øøùÌ) − accented Òøø in strong; unaccented Òøû b/4 cons. terms. or Òø}  b/4 

vow. terms. in weak. 
 1. Ûøû “destroy,” æû “adhere,” Ðøþ “shake,” Õøþ “purify,” 

æþ “cut” shorten their vowel. 
e.g., Ðøþ → pr. 1st sg. ÐøüÒøøúÛø  dhu-nā̍-mi 

 2. ¹øø “know,” jÞøø “grow old,” ªøãô} “seize” shorten 
to jøø, újø, ªø;ô}. 

e.g., ¹øø → pr 3rd sg. jøøÒøøúÇø  jā-nā̍-ti 

 3. Roots ending in ( shorten to & b/4 cons. sign. e.g., ªø> → pr. 3rd sg. ªø;ÒøøúÇø gṛ-nā̍-ti 

!øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs The Root Tenses and Moods 
5.24: For the !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs (5.1.4.b:), the special verbal base (5.3:) of the 1st and 2nd conjugational classes 
of roots is not formed. Because of this, there is then no distinction here of the 10 classes of roots. Instead, the 
roots undergo general modifications unique to each one of these tenses and moods.  

5.25: The Perfect tense ( Õøáø+¦øÙøþÇø+ úæ¾} ) expresses an action of the remote past, not witnessed by the speaker. As 2nd 
& 1st person are thus rarely found, then, in the following, the 3rd person is highlighted. 

5.26: There are two types of Perfect tense 
Reduplicative Perfect for primary (non-derivative) 

roots. 
Formed by replication (5.8: & 5.10:), and appending the 
Perf. terms. to the Perf. stem. 

Periphrastic Perfect for derivative stems (mostly 
in ~!øÞø), and for a few roots. 

Formed into abstract fem. noun in sg. acc. and adding 
the Perf. of !øòø} “be” Ùøþ “be” or ¡;¢ “do” (cf. 6.13: & 
6.14:). 
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5.27: Reduplicative Perfect. The Perfect terminations, with blue/darkly shaded strong, are as follow. 
Accent is on root in strong; and on terminations in weak. 
 
 

ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ 
%~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural %~ Singular ùÌê~ Dual ×ø~ Plural 

Õøã~ 3rd !ø !øÇøüòø} $òø} % !øøÇø+ "á+
Ûø~ 2nd u"vËø 1 !øËøüòø} !ø u"vòø+ !øøËø+ u"vÐéø+
$~ 1st !ø u"véø u"vÛø % u"véøô+ u"vÛøô+

1. Connecting vowel "  (shown in parenthesis above) is inserted before cons. terms., except:  
 For the roots in $ : Ìãü “run” îøãü “hear” òÇøü “praise” óøãü “flow” 
  in & : ¡;¢ “do” Ùø; “bear” éø; “choose” òø; “go” 
 Before Õøá~ 2nd sg. Ëø, the " is often dropped, especially: 
  For roots ending in &, except & “go” and éø; “cover” 
  Optionally for roots ending in vowel other than &. 
  Optionally for roots with a penultimate !ø, e.g., ÕøÇø} “fall” → ÕøÕøÇËø or ÕøÕøúÇøËø. 

2. ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ Strong Stem formation 3rd sg. 2nd sg. 1st sg. 

 

a. Metrically light medial liquid vowel ªøümø ªøümø ªøümø 
b. Medial !ø followed by sing. cons. éø;úpÑ !ø Opt. éø;úpÑ 
c. Final vowel éø;úpÑ ªøümø éø;úpÑ or ªøümø 
d. Final !øø or diphthong plus termination (2nd 
sg. opt. acting as if weak, inserting " see below) 

!øøe !øøËø or "Ëø (final vowel drops) !øøe 

3. Weak Stem formation 

 

Before vowel terms. 
     Final " # or & 

 
preceded by sing. cons. → Þø} or á}, respectively. 
preceded by conjunct cons. → "Þø} (2.67:) or !øá}, respectively. 

     Final $ $¢ or ( always become $éø} (2.67:) and !øá}, respectively. 
Most roots in which !ø is preceded and followed by a sing. cons. and the reduplicating syllable is the 
same as the root syllable, then contract the two into one syllable replacing !ø with %, e.g., ÕøÇø} “fall” → 
ÕøÕøÇø} pa-pa-t → weak stem Õø+Çø} pe-t. 
This change also occurs in strong form 2nd sg., only when " is inserted, e.g., Õø+úÇøËø or ÕøÕøÇËø. 
The medial !ø roots − ¨øÒø} “dig,” ªøÛø} “go,” ¬ø@òø} “eat,” jøÒø} “be born,” ôÒø} “destroy” weaken by dropping the 
vowel, e.g., ªøÛø} → jøªøÛø} → weak stem jøªÛø}. 
Roots in éø~ followed by single cons. and √Þøjø} “worship,” which replicate with $ " further weaken the 
following radical éø Þø by samprasāraṇa to $ ", contracting to a long vowel,  

e.g., éø²ø} “speak” → $éø²ø} → weak stem $¢²ø}. 
Roots with final !øø or diphthong (5.8.8:) drop the vowel in the weak forms, 

e.g., ªøe “sing” → strong jøªøø, weak jøªø} (cf. in 2nd sg. 5.27.2.d:). 
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5.27. 4: Examples (in 3rd sg. du. pl. Õøá~ and !øø~) 

 

!øòø} “be” !øøòø a-a̍s-a !øøòøÇøü: a-as-a̍tuḥ !øøòøü: !øøòø+ !øøòøøÇø+ !øøúòøá+ 
¡;¢ “do” ²ø¡¢øá ca-kā̍r-a ²ø¡ã¢Çøü: ca-kr-a̍tuḥ ²ø¡ãü¢: ²ø¡ã+¢ ²ø¡ã¢øÇø+ ²øù¡ã¢á+
ªøÛø} “go” jøªøøÛø ja-gā̍m-a jøªÛøÇøü: ja-gm-a̍tuḥ jøªÛøü: jøªÛø+ jøªÛøøÇø+ jøúªÛøá+
ÇøüÌ} “strike” ÇøüÇøø+Ì tu-to̍d-a ÇøüÇøüÌÇøü: tu-tud-a̍tuḥ ÇøüÇøüÌü: ÇøüÇøüÌ+ ÇøüÇøüÌøÇø+ ÇøüÇøüùÌá+
ÐÛøø “blow” ÌÐÛøøe da-dhma̍u ÌÐÛøÇøü: da-dhm-a̍tuḥ ÌÐÛøü: ÌÐÛø+ ÌÐÛøøÇø+ ÌúÐÛøá+
Ùøþ “be” irreg. ×øÙøþéø ba-bhū̍-v-a ×øÙøþéøÇø: ba-bhū-v-a̍tuḥ ×øÙøþéøü: ×øÙøþéø+ ×øÙøþéøøÇø+ ×øÙøþúéøá+
éø²ø} “speak” $éøø²ø u-vā̍c-a $¢²øÇøü: u-uc-a̍tuḥ $¢²øü: $¢²ø+ $¢²øøÇø+ $¢ú²øá+

 
5.28: Irregular Forms of Perfect 

 

Contract two dissimilar syllables with % in weak. Êøòø} “tremble” → ÇøÊøòø}  → Êø+òø} 
Ùøjø} “share” → ×øÙøjø} → Ùø+jø} 
ÙøãÛø} “wander” → ×øÙøãÛø}  → Ùøã+Ûø} 
áøjø}  “shine” → ááøjø}  → á+jø} 

No saṃprasāraṇa, and contract with % in weak. ÞøÛø} “reach” → ÞøÞøÛø}  → Þø+Ûø} 
éøÛø} “vomit” → éøéøÛø}  → éø+Ûø} 

éøòø} “wear” neither saṃprasāraṇa, nor contracts. éøòø} “wear” → éøéøòø} 
Change radical consonant to guttural. ú²ø “gather” → ú²øù¡¢ 

újø “conquer” → újøúªø 
ôÒø} “destroy” → jø¬øÒø} 
ùô “impel” → újøú¬ø

!ø@íø} “reach” reduplicates with !øøÒø} (5.10.4:), and drops 
radical nasal in weak. 

!ø@íø} “reach” → strong !øøÒø@íø} 
weak   !øøÒøíø}

Ùøþ “be” reduplicates with !ø; and $¢ is unchanged, 
inserting éø} b/4 vowels, úéø (v-i) b/4 cons. (5.27.1:)  

Ùøþ “be” → 3rd pl. ×øÙøþéøü:  ba-bhū-v-u̍ḥ 
1st pl. ×øÙøþúéøÛø ba-bhū-v-i-ma̍ 

 
!øô} “say” is defective, taking only 3rd sg. du. pl. and 2nd 
sg. du. (where ô} becomes Çø} before Ëø term.); often retains 
present meaning. 

!øô} “say” → 3rd pl.   !øøôü:  a-ah-u̍ḥ 
2nd sg. !øøÇËø  a-a̍t-tha

 úéøÌ} “know” doesn’t reduplicate; 
retains present meaning. 

úéøÌ} “know” → strong éø+Ì}, weak úéøÌ}; 
éø+Ì ve̍d-a “he/she/it knows” 
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5.29: Periphrastic Perfect is formed generally from a verbal stem that does not lend itself to reduplication, 
such as derivatives ending in !øÞøVÞø (10th class stems, causatives and denominatives), the already reduplicated 
desideratives and intensives, and a few primary roots noted below. 

Verbal stem made by ªøümø of final or short 
medial vowel is made into an abstract 

feminine noun in accusative with ~!øøÛø}. 
+ 

Reduplicated Perfect form of 
!øòø} “be” (3rd sg. !øøòø, etc.) or, exceptionally,  

Ùøþ “be” (3rd sg. ×øÙøþéø, etc.) or ¡;¢ “do” (3rd sg. ²ø¡¢øá, etc.) 
Example: Ì;íø} “see” → ÌíøâÞø causal stem  →  Par. 3rd sg. ÌíøâÞøøÛøøòø    darś-aya-ām a-a̍s-a 

Par. 3rd pl.  ÌíøâÞøøÛøøòøü:  darś-aya-ām a-as-u̍ḥ 
The original form of the Periphrastic Perf. was with transitive verb ¡;¢, hence the acc. in formation even for the 
intransitive !øòø} and Ùøþ. 
The primary roots taking Periphrastic Perfect, instead of Reduplicated Perfect are the following (shown in 3rd 
sg.) (to show formation the components are hypenated as if compounded words, but they should be written as 
a single word retaining the accent only of the abstract fem. noun): 
Metrically heavy 
initial vowel 

!øøòø} “sit” !øøòøø@Y²ø¡ã+¢
#¦ø} “see” #¦øø@Y²ø¡ã+¢
$jºø} “forsake” $jºøø@Y²ø¡¢øá
%Ðø} “thrive” %Ðøø@Y×øÙøþéø

Already 
reduplicated 

²ø¡¢øòø} “shine” ²ø¡¢øòøø@Y²ø¡¢øá
jøøªø; “awake” jøøªøáøÛø}Y!øøòø

Optionally a few 
other roots, e.g. 

Òøû “lead” ÒøÞøøÛø}Y!øøòø, or redup. perf. úÒøÒøøÞø 
Ùø; “bear” ú×øÙøáø@Y×øÙøþéø (3rd class roots redup. b/4 ~!øøÛø}), or redup. perf. ×øÙøøá 
öê+ “call” öêÞøøÛø}Y!øøòø, or redup. perf. jøüôøéø 
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5.30: Aorist (!øÏÇøÒøÙøþÇø+ æü®}̄ ) takes seven forms in two types. All forms take the accented augment !ø a̍ (5.5.c:) 
causing éø;úpÑ to initial vow. (2.20:), but is dropped when used in imperative sense with Ûøø “not.” 
1. Sibilant Aorist inserts a sibilant between the root and 2nd conjugational Imperfect terms. Before !øø~ 2nd pl. 
ÐéøÛø} the final sibilant (òø} or ~ðø}) of suffix converts Ðø} to Ä} (2.88:) then the sibilant drops. 
 a.  òøYAorist is taken by a few roots ending in íø} or ô} (both combining with òø → ¦ø kṣa 2.86:, 2.105:) and 

containing the vowels " $ or &. 
 Unmodified root + suffix òø sa + 2nd conj. Impf. terms. ex. 1st conj. term. 

 !øø~ 3rd pl. !øÒÇø. 
Final !ø treated as per 5.5.a: & 5.5.b:. 

b.  òø}YAorist is taken by roots ending in cons. or in vowels other than !øø. 
 Õøá~: éø;úpÑ of final / medial vow. 

!øø~: ªøümø of final vow., ex. &. 
+ suffix òø} s + 2nd conj. Impf. terms. ex. Õøá~ 2nd sg. #òø} 

Õøá~ 3rd sg. #Çø} 
Õøá~ 3rd pl. $òø}. 

c.  "ðø}YAorist (like òø}YAorist) is taken by roots ending in cons. or in vowels other than !øø. 
 Õøá~: éø;úpÑ of final vowel, 

        ªøümø of medial vowel. 
!øø~: ªøümø of final / medial vow. 

+ suffix "ðø}  
i-ṣ (2.101:) 

+ same terms. as 2nd  Form, except 
suffix "ðø} drops before Õøá~ 2nd 3rd sg. #òø} #Çø} 
(likely replacements for iṣ-s and iṣ-t). 

d.  úòøðø}YAorist is mostly taken by six roots ending in !øø, inflected only in ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ. 
 Unmodified root + suffix úòøðø}  

  s-i-ṣ 
+ terms. same as 2nd  Form, except "ðø} of suffix úòøðø} 
drops before Õøá~ 2nd 3rd sg.  #òø} #Çø}. 

2. Simple Aorist adds to the root w/wo connecting !ø the 1st conjugational Imperfect terms. 
 a.  !øYAorist is taken by several roots, mostly Õøá~, ending in cons. 

 Unmodified root + suffix !ø a + 1st conj. Impf. terms., final !ø treated as per 5.5.a: & 
5.5.b:. 

b.  Root-Aorist is taken by a few roots ending in !øø, and by the Õøá~ root Ùøþ “be.” 
 Unmodified root - no suffix - 

 
+ 1st conj. Impf. terms., ex. 2nd conj. Õøá~ 3rd pl. $òø}, 
before which a radical final !øø is dropped. 

c.  Reduplicated-Aorist is taken by 10th class roots and the primary roots Ìãü “run” úîøã “go,” and may give 
causal meaning to Aorist verb (e.g., Òøû “lead” → !øÒøûÒøÞøÇø} a̍-nī-nay-a-t “caused to lead”). 
 Redup. root (5.8: & 5.11:) + suffix !ø a + inflects like !øYAorist (5.30.2.a:). 
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5.31: Examples of Aorist 
1. Sibilant Aorist 
 a.  òøYAorist 

 ùÌíø} “point” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øùÌ¦øÇø} a̍-dik-ṣa-t 2.86:,   3rd pl. !øùÌ¦øÒø} a̍-dik-ṣ[a]-an (5.5.b:) 
                       !øø~ 3rd sg. !øùÌ¦øÇø a̍-dik-ṣa-ta,          3rd pl. !øùÌ¦øÒÇø a̍-dik-ṣ[a]-anta 
Ìüô} “milk”    → Ìüô} + òø → Ðøü¡}¢ + ðø 2.105:, 2.77:, & 2.101:, e.g., 3rd sg. !øÐøü¦øÇø} a̍-dhuk-ṣa-t 

b.  òø}YAorist 
 úµÌ} “cut off” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !ø²µeÇòøûÇø}  a̍-cchait-s-īt 2.77: & 2.42:, 3rd pl. !ø²µeÇòøü:   a̍-cchait-s-uḥ 

                         !øø~ 3rd sg. !øú²µÉÇø    a̍-cchit-[s]-ta 2.98:,            3rd pl. !øú²µÇòøÇø a̍-cchit-s-ata 
îøãü “hear”       → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øîøãøeðøûÇø}   a̍-śrau-ṣ-īt 2.101:,               3rd pl. !øîøãøeðøÇø   a̍-śrau-ṣ-ata 

  Resulting sandhi applications with the Aorist suffix òø} before and after other consonants− 
Before suffix òø} final radical Òø} 2.93: and Ûø} 2.104: become anusvāra, e.g., ÛøÒø} “think” → !øÛø@òÇø a̍-maṃ-s-ta 
Before suffix òø} final radical òø} becomes dental Çø} 2.96:, e.g., éøòø} “dwell” → !øéøøÇòøûÇø} a̍-vāt-s-īt 
Suffix òø} before soft dental ÐéøÛø} cerebralizes latter to Ä}éøÛø}, then drops 2.100:, e.g., !ø¡;¢Ä}éøÛø} a̍-kṛ-[ṣ]-ḍhvam 
Ìô} “burn” + òø} → Ðø¡}¢ + ðø} 2.105:, 2.77:, & 2.101:, e.g., !øÐøø¦øûÇø} a̍-dhāk-ṣ-īt 
Ìô} + òø} + (Çø} or Ëø}) → Ìªø} + [òø}] + Ðø} = ÌªÐø} 2.76:, 2.78:, & 2.98:, e.g., 

Õøá~ 2nd du. !øÌøªÐøÛø} a̍-dāg-dham, !øø~ 2nd sg. !øÌªÐøø: a̍-dag-dhāḥ 
)Ðø} “hinder” + òø} → )Ì} + òø} 2.76: → )Çø} + òø} 2.42: = )Çòø}, e.g., !ø)ÇòøÇø a̍-rut-s-ata 
)Ðø} + òø} + (Çø} or Ëø}) → )Ì} + òø} + Ðø} 2.76: & 2.78: → )Ì} + [òø}] + Ðø} 2.98: = )pÑ}, e.g., 2nd du. !øáøepÑÛø} a̍-raud-dham
Irregular Forms of  òø}YAorist 
¡;¢ “do” in !øø~ 3rd 2nd sg. drops the Aorist òø} suffix, i.e., !ø¡;¢Çø a̍-kṛ-[s]-ta !ø¡;¢Ëøø: a̍-kṛ-[s]-thāḥ 
Roots Ìø “give,” Ðøø “place,” òËøø “stand” weaken vowel to " in !øø~, e.g., 3rd sg. !øùÌÇø a̍-di-ta 
Roots Ì;íø} “see,” òø;jø} “create,” òÕø;íø} “touch” take éø;úpÑ (!øøá}) transposed to áø in Õøá~, e.g., 

3rd sg. !øÌãø¦øûÇø} a̍-drāk-ṣ-īt (2.86:) 
éøòø} “stay” becomes éøøÇø} before the Aorist òø} suffix, e.g., Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øéøøÇòøûÇø} a̍-vāt-s-īt (2.96:) 

c.  "ðø}YAorist 
 Õøþ “purify” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øÕøøéøûÇø} a̍-pāv-[iṣ]-īt (2.71:),  3rd pl. !øÕøøúéøðøü: a̍-pāv-iṣ-uḥ 

                     !øø~ 3rd sg. !øÕøúéøñÀ a̍-pav-iṣ-ṭa,               3rd pl. !øÕøúéøðøÇø a̍-pav-iṣ-ata 
éÞøËø} “be afraid” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øéÞøËøûÇø} a̍-vyath-[iṣ]-īt,           3rd pl. !øéÞøúËøðøü: a̍-vyath-iṣ-uḥ 
                             !øø~ 3rd sg. !øéÞøúËøñÀ a̍-vyath-iṣ-ṭa (2.88:),   3rd pl. !øéÞøúËøðøÇø a̍-vyath-iṣ-ata 
Irregular Forms of "ðø}YAorist 
Medial vowel !ø of the roots ending in á} and æ} (e.g. ²øá} and ²øæ}), as well as the roots ÛøÌ} “be exhilarated,” éøÌ} 
“speak,” and éøãjø} “move” takes éø;úpÑ in Õøá~, e.g., 3rd sg. !øÛøøÌûÇø} a̍-mād-[iṣ]-īt, 3rd pl. !øÛøøùÌðøü: a̍-mād-iṣ-uḥ 

d.  úòøðø}YAorist 
 Þøø “go” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øÞøøòøûÇø} a̍-yā-s[iṣ]-īt, 3rd pl. !øÞøøúòøðøü: a̍-yā-siṣ-uḥ 
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5.31.2: Examples of Simple Aorist 5.31.2: 
 a.  !øYAorist 

 íøü²ø} “grieve” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øíøü²øÇø} a̍-śuc-a-t,        3rd pl. !øíøü²øÒø}  a̍-śuc-[a]-an 
                        Õøá~  1st sg. !øíøü²øÛø} a̍-śuc-[a]-am,  1st pl. !øíøü²øøÛø a̍-śuc-ā-ma (5.5.a:) 
                       !øø~  3rd sg. !øíøü²øÇø a̍-śuc-a-ta,      3rd pl. !øíøü²øÒÇø a̍-śuc-[a]-anta 
Irregular Forms of !øYAorist 
¨Þøø “tell” drops !øø (cf. 5.30.2.b:), e.g., 3rd sg. !ø¨ÞøÇø} a̍-khy[ā]-a-t, 3rd pl. !ø¨ÞøÒø} a̍-khy[ā]-[a]-an 
Ì;íø} “see” takes ªøümø, e.g., 3rd sg. !øÌíøâÇø} a̍-darś-a-t 
!øòø} “throw” adds Ëø} to root, e.g., 3rd sg. !øøòËøÇø} a̍-asth-a-t (2.20:) 
Roots ÕøÇø} “fall,” éø²ø} “speak” form contracted reduplicated Aorist, 

e.g., 3rd sg. !øÕøÕÇøÇø} a̍-pa-pt-a-t, !øéøø+²øÇø} a̍-voc-a-t 
b.  Root-Aorist 
 Ìø “give” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øÌøÇø} a̍-dā-t, 3rd pl. !øÌü: a̍-d[ā]-uḥ 

Irregular Form of Root-Aorist 
Ùøþ “be” inserts éø} before vowel terms., and 3rd pl. term. is 1st conj. !øÒø}, 

e.g., Õøá~ 1st sg. !øÙøþéøÛø} a̍-bhū-v-am, 3rd pl. !øÙøþéøÒø} a̍-bhū-v-an 
 c.  Reduplicated-Aorist

 Ûøü²ø} “release” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øÛøþÛøü²øÇø} a̍-mū-muc-a-t,   3rd pl. !øÛøþÛøü²øÒø}  a̍-mū-muc-[a]-an 
                         !øø~ 3rd sg. !øÛøþÛøü²øÇø a̍-mū-muc-a-ta, 3rd pl. !øÛøþÛøü²øÒÇø a̍-mū-muc-[a]-anta 
Irregular Forms of Reduplicated-Aorist 
éÞøÐø} “pierce” takes saṃprasāraṇa (Þø to ") to maintain the prevailing ∪−∪ rhythm, 

e.g., 3rd sg.!øéøûúéøÐøÇø} a̍-vī-vidh-at 
Roots áøÐø} “succeed” shortens radical syllable to produce the prevailing ∪−∪ rhythm, 

e.g., 3rd sg. !øáûáÐøÇø} a̍-rī-radh-at 
However, roots ÌûÕø} “shine,” Ûøûæ} “blink” do not maintain the prevailing rythym (5.11.2:), keeping the 
reduplicating syllable short and the radical vowel long, e.g., 3rd sg. !øùÌÌûÕøÇø} a̍-di-dīp-at, !øúÛøÛøûæÇø} a̍-mi-mīl-at 

 
5.32: Benedictive mood (!øøíøûá} úæ®}̄ ) inflects only in ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ. It is essentially formed by inserting òø} between the 
Þøø and the unique personal endings of the 2nd conj. Pot. terms. (5.6.e:). 
Unmodified root + Þøø yā̍ 

accented 
+ òø} s + 2nd Conj. Imperfect terms. The 3rd pl. being Þøøòøüòø}, also the òø} 

drops before 2nd 3rd sg. terms. òø} Çø} (cf. 5.30.1.c:), being then identical 
with the 2nd conj. Potential. 

E.g., ×øüÐø} “awake” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. ×øüÐÞøøÇø} budh-yā̍-[s]-t, 3rd pl. ×øüÐÞøøòøü: budh-yā̍-s-uḥ 
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5.33: Simple Future (òøøÛøøÒÞøÙøúéøðÞøÇ¡¢øæ+ æ;¾}) 
ªøümø of final vowel and metrically light medial. 
10th class roots retain 1st conj. base with !øÞø 

+ u"vòÞø sya̍ or i-ṣya̍ 
both accented 

+ 1st Conj. Present terms. 

Roots that take connecting vowel " − 
 Most ending in cons. (only 100 do not), some optionally. 

All ending in long $¢ (→ cons. ending !øéø}), or in & ( (ªøümø → cons. ending !øá}). 
Only 12 roots ending in other vowels. 
All derivatives (including 10th class), where !øÞø drops final !ø → !øÞø} (a cons.) (+ "). 

Examples 
¡;¢ “do” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. ¡¢ùáðÞøúÇø  kar-i-ṣya̍-ti,   3rd pl. ¡¢ùáðÞøúÒÇø kar-i-ṣy[a]-a̍nti (5.5.b:)  
                 Õøá~ 1st sg. ¡¢ùáðÞøøúÛø  kar-i-ṣyā̍-mi, 1st pl. ¡¢ùáðÞøøÛø:  kar-i-ṣyā̍-māḥ (5.5.a:) 
                !øø~ 3rd sg. ¡¢ùáðÞøÇø+   kar-i-ṣya̍-te,   3rd pl. ¡¢ùáðÞøÒÇø+  kar-i-ṣy[a]-a̍nte 
" “go” →  Õøá~ 3rd sg. %ðÞøúÇø    e-ṣya̍-ti,          3rd pl. %ðÞøúÒÇø    e-ṣy[a]-a̍nti 
Ùøþ “be” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. ÙøúéøðÞøúÇø bhav-i-ṣya̍-ti (2.71:) 
Irregular Forms 
ªøãô} “seize” (and opt. roots with final () inserts # instead of connecting vowel ", 
e.g., Õøá~ 3rd sg. ªøãôûðÞøúÇø grah-ī-ṣya̍-ti (cf. 6.6: Irreg. i-ta) 
Most medial & roots opt. transpose guṇa !øá} to á b/4 òÞø; a few necessarily, e.g. Ì;íø} “see” and òø;jø} “emit” (cf. 
5.31.1.b: Irreg. Forms), e.g., Ì;íø} → Õøá~ 3rd sg. Ìã¦ÞøúÇø drak-ṣya̍-ti (2.86:)   
Roots Òøíø} “be lost” and Ûøoø̧} “sink,” instead of ªøümø, optionally strengthen with a nasal before òÞø, e.g., 

 Òøw§̄ ßúÇø naṅk-ṣya̍-ti or ÒøúíøðÞøúÇø naś-i-ṣya̍-ti, Ûøw§̄ ßúÇø maṅk-ṣya-ti (2.81:) or Ûøúoø̧ðÞøúÇø majj-i-ṣya-ti 
éøòø} “dwell” changes its òø} to Çø} before òÞø, e.g., éøÇòÞøúÇø vat-sya̍-ti (2.96:) 
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5.34: Periphrastic Future (or Second Future) ( !øÒøÏÇøÒøÙøúéøðÞøÇ¡¢øæ+ æü¾} ) in ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ only. 
Root takes 
ªøümø, like in 
Simple Fut. 

+ u"vÇø; in masc. nom. (even 
if the agent is fem. or neut.), 
i.e., u"vÇøø (i)tā̍ accented 

+ in 3rd person: sg. du. pl. nom. of agent noun ~Çø; (3.38:), or 
in 2nd or 1st person: 2nd Conj. Õøá~ Pr. tense of !øòø} “be” (5.19.4:), 

the agent noun ~Çø; remains in sg. even with du. and pl. !øòø}. 
Roots that take connecting vowel " − 

Same roots as Simple Fut. òÞø, except: the roots ªøÛø} “go,” ôÒø} “destroy,” and roots ending in & do not insert ". 
Examples 
Ùøþ “be” → Õøá~ 3rd sg. ÙøúéøÇøø     bhav-i-tā̍,          3rd pl. ÙøúéøÇøøá:  bhav-i-tā̍r-aḥ 
                 Õøá~ 2nd sg. ÙøúéøÇøøúòø bhav-i-tā̍-asi,     2nd pl. ÙøúéøÇøøòËø bhav-i-tā̍-stha 
                 Õøá~ 1st sg. ÙøúéøÇøøúòÛø bhav-i-tā̍-asmi,  1st pl. ÙøúéøÇøøòÛø: bhav-i-tā̍-smaḥ 
ªøÛø} “do” → 3rd sg. ªøÒÇøø gan-tā̍ (2.55:), 2nd sg. ªøÒÇøøúòø gan-tā̍-asi, 1st sg. ªøÒÇøøúòÛø gan-tā̍-asmi 
¡;¢ “do”  → fut. stem ¡¢ùáðÞø kar-i-ṣya̍, but Peri. Fut. Õøá~ 1st sg. ¡¢ÇøøâúòÛø kar-tā̍-asmi
 
5.35: Conditional ( ù¡ã¢ÞøøY!øúÇøÕøÉÇøøe æ;®}¯ ) is rare.  It has, as its formation reveals, a “past-future” meaning of 
“would have.” 
Accented Augment !ø a̍ + Simple Future stem u"vòÞø + 1st Conj. Imperfect terms. 
Examples 
Ùøþ “be” → ÙøúéøðÞø → 
             fut. stem 

Õøá~ 3rd sg. !øÙøúéøðÞøÇø} a̍-bhav-i-ṣya-t,    3rd pl. !øÙøúéøðÞøÒø} a̍-bhav-i-ṣy[a]-an                                             
!øø~ 3rd sg. !øÙøúéøðÞøÇø a̍-bhav-i-ṣya-ta,  3rd pl. !øÙøúéøðÞøÒÇø a̍-bhav-i-ṣy[a]-anta 

" “go” → fut. stem %ðÞø → Õøá~ 3rd sg. %+ðÞøÇø} a̍-e-ṣya-t, 3rd pl. %+ðÞøÒø} a̍-e-ṣy[a]-an 

Passive Formations 
5.36: Passive formations. In passive ( ¡¢Ûøâúmø ) and impersonal ( Ùøøéø+ ) construction, the verb takes the passive 
formation. The passive is formed generally in one of two ways− 

a. For the six !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øá root tenses and moods, the !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ terminations are able to assume a passive 
sense, as well as an active sense. For those forms that are only in ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ (e.g., Benedictive), they may also 
contextually assume the sense of the passive. The 3rd sg. Aorist, however, assumes a special form explained 
later.  

b. For the four òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øá verbal base tenses and moods, instead of the roots taking the usual verbal base (5.3:) 
when forming the òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs, a special passive base, no matter what the class of the root, is formed as 
follows. 
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5.37: Passive in òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs 
The root is modified in this way− 

1. Final !øø or diphthong (5.8.8:) remains or becomes #, 
depending on the root. 

2. Final " or $ is lengthened. 
3. Final & after single cons. becomes ùá (2.70:), after 

conjunct cons. becomes !øá}. 
4. Final ( becomes #á} (2.68:), after labial $¢á} (2.69:). 
5. Nasal preceding a final cons. is dropped. 
6. Saṃprasāraṇa, if the root is susceptible, is taken. 
7. Derivative (and 10th class) stems in !øÞø drop it, 

keeping the strong vowel of the derivative 
(including inserted Õø} of causal 5.40:). 

+ Þø ya̍ 
accented 

+ 1st Conj. !øø~ terms. (regardless 
of the class of the root) of the 
appropriate òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øá verbal 
base tense or mood 

Examples 
Ùøþ “be”           → Present  3rd sg. ÙøþÞøÇø+ bhū-ya̍-te 3rd pl. ÙøþÞøÒÇø+ bhū-y[a]-a̍nte 

Imperfect 3rd sg. !øÙøþÞøÇø a̍-bhū-ya-ta 3rd pl. !øÙøþÞøÒÇø a̍-bhū-y[a]-anta 
Imperative 3rd sg. ÙøþÞøÇøøÛø} bhū-ya̍-tām 3rd pl. ÙøþÞøÒÇøøÛø} bhū-y[a]-a̍ntām 
Potential 3rd sg. ÙøþÞø+Çø bhū-ya̍-ita 3rd pl. ÙøþÞø+áÒø} bhū-ya̍-iran 

Ðøø “support”→ Present 3rd sg. ÐøûÞøÇø+ dhī-ya̍-te 3rd pl. ÐøûÞøÒÇø+ dhī-y[a]-a̍nte 
îøãü “hear”      → Present 3rd sg. îøãþÞøÇø+ śrū-ya̍-te 3rd pl. îøãþÞøÒÇø++ śrū-y[a]-a̍nte 
¡;¢ “do”        → Present 3rd sg. ù¡ã¢ÞøÇø+ kri-ya̍-te 3rd pl. ù¡ã¢ÞøÒÇø+ kri-y[a]-a̍nte 
×øÒÐø} “bind”   → Present 3rd sg. ×øÐÞøÇø+ badh-ya̍-te 3rd pl. ×øÐÞøÒÇø+ badh-y[a]-a̍nte 
éø²ø} “speak”  → Present 3rd sg. $²ÞøÇø+ uc-ya̍-te 3rd pl. $²ÞøÒÇø+ uc-y[a]-a̍nte 
¡;¢ “do”        → Causal Pr. 3rd sg. ¡¢øÞøâÇø+ kār-[aya]-ya̍-te 3rd pl. ¡¢øÞøâÒÇø+ kār-[aya]-y[a]-a̍nte 
Irregular Forms 
íøøòø} “rule”     →  Pr. 3rd sg. íøøòÞøÇø+ śās-ya̍-te   or  úíøðÞøÇø+ śiṣ-ya̍-te (cf. 5.19.11:) 
¨øÒø} “dig”      →  Pr. 3rd sg. ¨øÒÞøÇø+ khan-ya̍-te or  ¨øøÞøÇø+ khā-ya̍-te 
ÇøÒø} “stretch” →  Pr. 3rd sg. ÇøÒÞøÇø+ tan-ya̍-te    or  ÇøøÞøÇø+ tā-ya̍-te 
éø+ “weave”    →  Pr. 3rd sg. $¢ÞøÇø+ ū-ya̍-te 
öê+ “call”         →  Pr. 3rd sg. ôþÞøÇø+  hū-ya̍-te 
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5.38: Aorist 3rd sg. Passive takes a single special form (5.36.a:).  
Augment !ø a̍ 

accented 
 

+ Strengthened root− 
1. éø;úpÑ of final vowel. 
2. Final !øø inserts Þø} before the term. ". 
3. ªøümø of metrically light medial vowel, with !ø lengthened. 
4. Derivative !øÞø drops (5.37.7:) before the term. ". 

+ the special 3rd sg. term. " 

Examples 
îøãü “hear” → !øø~ 3rd sg. !øîøãøúéø a̍-śrāv-i 
¹øø “know” → !øø~ 3rd sg. !ø¹øøúÞø a̍-jñā-y-i 
Ûøü²ø} “release” → !øø~ 3rd sg. !øÛøø+ú²ø a̍-moc-i 
ÕøÌ} “go” → !øø~ 3rd sg. !øÕøøùÌ a̍-pād-i 
)ô} “sprout” → causal stem áø+ÕøÞø → !øø~ 3rd sg. !øáø+ùÕø a̍-ro-p-[aya]-i
áÙø} “seize” inserts a nasal, e.g., !øáúÛÙø a̍-rambh-i 
Õø> “fill” strengthens ( after labial to $¢á} (as per 5.37.4:), e.g., !øÕøþùá a̍-pūr-i 
Roots ªøÛø} “go,” á²ø} “fashion,” éøÐø} “slay” do not lengthen their !ø, e.g., !øªøúÛø a̍-gam-i 

Derivative Formations 
5.39: Derivative formations. The prior verbal stem formations we have seen were for the most part unique 
for either the ten classes of roots in the òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs, or for each one of the !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs, although the 
10th class root stem appears also in some of the latter tenses and moods (and may thus be arguably considered 
like a derivative stem). Now the following secondary verbal stem formations, also called derivatives, differ 
in that the same stem formation, with its own meaning attached, can then be used in any of these tenses 
and moods, and even for forming nouns and adjectives.  
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5.40: Causatives 
Same strengthening as  
10th class roots− 
1. éø;úpÑ of final vow. (2.71:) 
2. ªøümø of light medial vow. 

(!ø usually lengthens) 

+ !øÞø a̍-ya  
accented 

(Most roots 
ending in !øø 

insert Õø} b/4 !øÞø) 

+ òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs 1st Conj. Õøá~ or !øø~ terms., regardless of 
natural tendencies of the root  

or 
For !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs, the strengthened ~!øÞø stem is treated as a root 
by the Paraphrastic Perfect, and in the other tenses and moods 
replacing !øÞø with !øúÞø, (the Benedictive Par. dropping the !øÞø). 
However, the Reduplicated-Aorist itself can provide the causal 
sense for Aorist. 

The passive accepts the strengthened causal stem, but drops the causal suffix !øÞø. 
Verbal nouns and adjectives may also be formed from the strengthened causal stem, with !øÞø (usually !øúÞø) or 
without. 
Examples 
¡;¢ “do” → ¡¢øáÞø~ “cause to do” → pr. 3rd sg. ¡¢øáÞøúÇø kār-a̍ya-ti, ps. 3rd sg. ¡¢øÞøâÇø+ kār-[aya]-ya̍-te 
òøÌ} “sink” → òøøÌÞø~ “destroy”    → pr. 3rd sg. òøøÌÞøúÇø sād-a̍ya-ti, pot. 3rd sg. òøøÌÞø+Çø} sād-a̍y[a]-et 
Ì;íø} “see” → ÌíøâÞø~ “show” → impv. 2nd sg. ÌíøâÞø darś-a̍ya, peri. perf. 3rd sg. ÌíøâÞøøÛøøòø darś-a̍ya-ām-ās-a 
òËøø “stand” → òËøøÕøÞø~ “stop” → pr. 3rd sg. òËøøÞøÞøúÇø sthā-p-a̍ya-ti, impv. 2nd sg. òËøøÕøÞø sthā-p-a̍ya 
Ðø; “hold” → ÐøøáÞø~ “sustain” → pr. 3rd sg. ÐøøáÞøúÇø dhār-a̍ya-ti, impv. 2nd sg. ÐøøáÞø dhar-a̍ya 
Irregular Forms 
Roots ¹øø “know,” ªæø “languish,” Ûæø “fade,” óøÓø “wash” opt. shorten vowel b/4 ÕøÞø, e.g., ¹øøÕøÞø~ or ¹øÕøÞø~ 
Some roots not ending in !øø also take Õø} before 
!øÞø, and show final vowel irregularity, e.g., 

újø “conquer”      → jøÕøÞø~ ja-p-a̍ya 
!øúÐø + " “study” → !øÐÞøøÕøÞø~ adhy-ā-p-a̍ya “teach” 
& “go”               → !øÕøâÞø~ ar-p-a̍ya 

)ô} “grow” opt. takes Õø}, dropping the ô}, b/4 !øÞø, i.e., áø+ôÞø roh-a̍ya or áø+ÕøÞø~ ro[h]-p-a̍ya “raise”  
Õøø “drink” takes Þø}, instead of Õø}, b/4 !øÞø, i.e., ÕøøÞøÞø~ pā-y-a̍ya 
Roots Ðøþ “shake,” Õøãû “love” strengthen with a nasal, i.e., ÐøþÒøÞø~ dhū-n-a̍ya, ÕøãûmøÞø~ prī-ṇ-a̍ya 
æÙø} “take” strengthens medial vowel with an inserted nasal, i.e., æÛÙøÞø~ lambh-a̍ya 
Ì@íø} “bite,” drops nasal in Present tense ÌíøúÇø 5.15.5:, but retains it in causal stem Ì@íøÞø~ daṃś-a̍ya. 
Ùøû “fear” forms the optional stem ÙøûðøÞø~ bhīṣ-a̍ya (possible denominative), or ÙøøÞøÞø~ bhāy-a̍ya 
ôÒø} “destroy” forms the stem ¬øøÇøÞø~ ghāt-a̍ya (possible denominative)  
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5.41: Desideratives 
Reduplicated root 

(5.8: & 5.12:), the 
reduplicating (1st) 

syllable is accented 

+ u"vòø 
sa or i-ṣa 

+ 1st Conj. Terms. for òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs tenses and moods in  
Õøá~ or !øø~, appropriate to the root. 
Otherwise, the stem drops its final !ø and is treated as a root for− 

Periphrastic Perfect 
"ðø} Aorist 
Both Futures and Conditional, with connecting vowel " 
Passive 
Causative 
Adjective and noun formation 

Before reduplication and adding òø, final " $ are lengthened, final & ( become #á}, and after labials $¢á}. 
The connecting vowel " is added as in Simple Future òÞø (5.33:), except− 

Roots ending in short & and long $¢ ( mostly do not take ". 
Roots & “go,” Ì; “hold,” Õøþ “purify,” do take ". 

Before "ðø, final # $ (, and medial & take ªøümø. 
Adjectives are formed with $, e.g., ¹øø → újø¹øøòøü jı̍-jñā-s[a]-u “desiring to know” (5.8.4: & 5.12.1:) 
Nouns are formed with feminine !øø, e.g., ¹øø → újø¹øøòøø jı̍-jñā-s[a]-ā “the desire to know”  
Examples 
×øüÐø} “know”    → Õøá~ 3rd sg. ×øüÙøüÇòøúÇø  bu̍-bhut-sa-ti (2.76: & 2.77:), 3rd pl. ×øüÙøüÇòøúÒÇø bu̍-bhut-s[a]-anti 
jøûéø} “live”      → des. stem újøjøûúéøðø~ jı̍-jīv-i-ṣa- 
!øøÕø} “obtain” → des. stem #Õòø~       ı̍-ip-sa- (contracted from ip-ip, 5.12.1:) 
¡;¢ “do”          → des. stem ú²ø¡¢ûðøâ~    cı̍-kīr-ṣa- (5.8.3:) 
¬øòø} “eat”        → des. stem újø¬øÇòø~    jı̍-ghat-sa- (2.96:) 
Irregular Forms 
ªøÛø} “go” lengthens medial !ø, i.e., újøªøø@òø~ jı̍-gāṃ-sa (2.54:) 
ÛøÒø} “think” lengthens medial !ø and reduplicating vowel, i.e., ÛøûÛøø@òø~ mī̍-māṃ-sa (5.12.1:) 
ôÒø} “destroy” lengthens medial !ø and reverts ô} to guttural, i.e., újø¬øø@òø~ jı̍-ghāṃ-sa 
Some roots with palatal, e.g., ú²ø “gather,” újø “conquer,” may revert to guttural, i.e., ú²ø¡¢ûðø~ cı̍-kī-ṣa (or ú²ø²øûðø~), 
újøªøûðø~ jı̍-gī-ṣa 
Roots ªøãô} “seize,” Õøãµ} “ask,” òéøÕø} “sleep” take saṃprasāraṇa, 

i.e., újø¬ø;¦ø~ jı̍-ghṛk-ṣa (2.79: & 2.105:), ùÕøÕø;ú²µðø~ pı̍-pṛcch-i-ṣa (2.61:), òøüðøüÕòø~ su̍-ṣup-sa 
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5.41: Desideratives Irregular Forms (continued) 
Seven roots contract the reduplicated root to one consonant after the reduplicating syllable 
 Ìø “give” → ùÌÌøòø → ùÌÇòø~ dı̍-t-sa 
 Ðøø “place” → ùÌÐøøòø → úÐøÇòø~ dhı̍-t-sa (2.76: & 2.77:)  
 Ûøø “measure” → úÛøÛøøòø → úÛøÇòø~ mı̍-t-sa 
 ÕøÌ} “go” → ùÕøÕøÇòø → ùÕøÇòø~ pı̍-t-sa 
 áÙø} “grasp” → ùááÕòø → ùáÕòø~ rı̍-p-sa 
 æÙø} “take” → úææÕòø → úæÕòø~ lı̍-p-sa 
 íø¡}¢ “be able” → úíøíø¦ø → úíø¦ø~ śı̍-k-ṣa 
Five roots conjugate as desideratives, but have no obvious desiderative sense 
 ú²øÇø} “know”  → 3rd sg. ú²øù¡¢ÇòøúÇø “he/she cures” 
 ªøüÕø} “protect”  → 3rd sg. jøüªøüÕòøÇø+ “he/she despises/guards against” 
 úÇøjø} “be sharp” → 3rd sg. úÇøúÇø¦øÇø+ “he/she forbears,” úÇøúÇø¦øø f. “forbearance” 
 ×øøÐø} “repel” → 3rd sg. ×øûÙøÇòøÇø+ “he/she abhors” 
 ÛøÒø} “think” → 3rd sg. ÛøûÛøø@òøÇø+ “he/she considers/analyses,” ÛøûÛøø@òøø “analysis” 

 
5.42: Intensives (or Frequentives) 
This rare form is taken by 60 monosyllabic roots, only a few beginning with a vowel.  
First Form (mostly Vedic) − 
Reduplicated root (5.8: & 
5.13:) 

+ # opt. inserted before 
cons. initial strong 
terminations. 

+ 2nd Conj. Õøá~ terms. and accenting like 3rd 
class roots w/ªøümø in strong form (5.3:), ex. accent 
on 1st syllable in strong and no ªøümø of medial root 
vowel before vowel initial terminations or before 
the opt. #. 

Second Form− 
Reduplicated root (5.8: & 
5.13:) 

+ Þø ya̍ accented  
(a final vowel of root treated 
like before the passive ~Þø)  

+ 1st Conj. !øø~ terms. only 
or 

For !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs, the reduplicated ~Þø stem is 
treated as a root, with connecting vowel " as per 
the simple root’s conjugation. No instance of a 
Perfect is found, but likely Periphrastic Perfect 
would be used.  

Examples 
úéøÌ} “know” → 1st Form s. éø+éø+Ì}~, w. éø+úéøÌ}~ →  Õøá~ 3rd sg. éø+éø+úÉÇø ve̍-vet-ti or éø+úéøÌûúÇø ve̍-vid-ī-ti 

Õøá~ 3rd pl. éø+úéøÌúÇø ve-vid-a̍[n]ti (5.6.c:) 
úæô} “lick” → 2nd Form æ+úæöà~ → !øø~ 3rd sg. æ+úæöàÇø+ le-lih-ya̍-te, 3rd pl. æ+úæöàÒÇø+ le-lih-y[a]-a̍nte  
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5.42: Intensives (or Frequentives) (continued) 
Irregular Forms 
ªø; “awake” replicates with !øø (as if from ªøá}) forming jøøªø; which seems to have replaced ªø; as the 2nd class form 
of the root (5.19.10:). 
Roots Ìô} “burn,” jøÙø} “snap at”  

replicate with nasal → 
ÌÒÌôûúÇø da̍-n-dah-ī-ti and ÌÒÌöàÇø+ da-n-dah-ya̍-te, 
jø¼ø̧ÙÞøÇø+ ja-ñ-jabh-ya̍-te 

²øá} “move” replicates with nasal and replaces radical vowel !ø with $¢ → ²ø¼ǿþÞøâÇø+ ca-ñ-cūr-ya̍-te 
ÕøÌ} “go” also inserts # after the replicative nasal → ÕøÒøûÕøÏÇø+ pa-n-ī-pad-ya̍-te (cf. 5.13.3:) 
Ìãø “run” replicates as if from vowel & and inserts a short " → ÌùáÌãøúÇø da̍r-i-drā-ti (cf. 5.13.3:) 

 
5.43: Denominatives are verbal stems derived from nouns and inflected like 1st conj. roots. 
Modified noun− 

1. Final !ø often is lengthened, sometimes becomes #. 
2. Noun stems in !øÒø} are treated like stems in !ø. 
3. Final " $ are lengthened. 
4. Final & becomes áû. 

+ Þø ya̍ 
accented 
 

+ 1st Conj. terms. 

The !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs are 
extremely rare. 

or 
Final vowel of noun is replaced by !ø a, e.g., !øòøþÞøúÇø asūy[ā]-a-ti fr. !øòøþÞøø f. 

Denominatives in short !ø which have the causative accent (a̍-ya) are considered roots of the 10th class, e.g., 
ÛøÒÊøÞø~ (10th class ÛøÒÊø}) “take counsel (ÛøÒÊø),” and ¡¢ËøÞø~ (10th class ¡¢Ëø}) “tell how (¡¢ËøÛø}),” etc. 
Denominatives express relations to the noun, depending on context, in these senses− 
“be or act like,” “treat as,” “desire,” e.g., ùÕøÊøûÞø~  “be like (treat like) a father (ùÕøÇø;).” 

áøjøøÞø~  “act like a king (áøjøÒø}).” 
ÕøüÊøûÞø~   “treat like (or desire) a son (ÕøüÊø).” 

“make,” and similar meanings, e.g., íø×ÌøÞø~  “make a noise (íø×Ì).” 
Ìü:¨øøÞø~  “suffer misery (Ìü:¨ø).” 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 6 
Formation of Words 

6.1: Parts of Speech. As verbs are formed from roots, similarly most other words in òø@ò¡;¢Çø are formed from 
roots. Built clearly from verbal roots and maintaining the verbal meaning of those roots, are participles and 
infinitives. To these may be added prepositions, either prefixed or unattached. These prepositions, not 
derived from roots, may also be added to verbs, as well as to many other words. Those prepositions that can 
remain unattached make up a small portion of a larger group of words called indeclinables. Indeclinables 
include some participles, infinitives, and other words used as particles, connectives, and adverbs, which are 
also not usually derived from roots. Even certain declined forms of nouns and adjectives used adverbially are 
considered indeclinables. A few indeclinables are also employed more like as adjectives (e.g., úÛøËÞøø “apparent”) 
or even as substantives (e.g., òéøá} “heaven”). Finally most nouns and adjectives are considered to be derived 
from roots often preceded by prefixes − some of these roots being obvious from the meaning of the word, 
some not so obvious. In forming many of these words, a set of suffixes (roughly distinguished into primary and 
secondary, see 6.22:) have been identified, and many are presented in the following pages. Proper names are 
nouns that are mostly adjectives employed as names, hence most names in òø@ò¡;¢Çø are descriptive. 

Paninian grammar provides a vast set of rules and a number of technical signs attached to the suffixes and the 
roots for developing a word formation mechanism. This was important for protecting the integrity of the 
language and it regulated the bounds of its usage for future generations of authors and speakers. Being 
beginners to this language, though, we will learn more like the way children learn the language. We will work on 
identifying the suffixes as they are seen in actual usage. Like the child, our job here is to recognize these 
suffixes as forming a pattern of usage when joined with words in a sentence. Recognizing the suffix helps us 
identify the part of speech and some of the meaning of these words, then our accumulated vocabulary and 
grasp of syntax and context need to take over to provide the complete meaning to the sentences. 

6.2: Formation of verbs, where the optional components are in normal print, the necessary components in bold. 

Prefix(s) Augment Root or verbal base 
Tense, mood, and/or 
derivative suffix(es). 

Completing the verbal stem. 
Conjugation termination 

 
6.3: Formation of uncompounded nouns, pronoun, adjectives, participles and indeclinables, where the 
optional components are in normal print, the necessary components in bold. 

Prefix(s) 
(Root or verbal stem)  

+ primary suffix Secondary suffix(es). 
Completing the nominal stem Declension termination 

Non-root stem 
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Participles and Infinitives 
6.4: Active (ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ) Participles 
!øÇø}Present Participle (active) (pr. pt.) (“_ing” for meaning see 7.16:) 

 Strong stem formed from Pr. Õøá~ 3rd pl. ~!øúÒÇø, dropping the " → !øÒÇø}.  3rd class- and some other 
reduplicated roots (5.19.10:) have 3rd pl. ~!øúÇø (5.6.c:), ∴ their strong stem is !øÇø}. 

Future Participle (active) (fut. pt.) (“will be _ing”) 
 Strong stem from Simple Fut. Õøá~ 3rd pl. ~!øúÒÇø, dropping the " → !øÒÇø}. 
Weak stem for both is formed by dropping, if there, the Òø} → !øÇø}. 
For declension see 3.12:; those with st. stem in !øÇø} decline like dental ~Çø} (3.5:) with inserted n. pl. nasal 
(3.5.d:) opt. dropping. For feminine see 3.9: & 3.9.a:.  
Examples 
Root 3rd pl. Pr. Pt. strong Fut. 3rd pl. Fut. Pt. strong 
Ùøþ 1st “be” ÙøéøúÒÇø bha̍v-anti ÙøéøÒÇø}  bha̍v-ant ÙøúéøðÞøúÒÇø bhav-iṣy-a̍nti ÙøúéøðÞøÒÇø} bhav-iṣy-a̍nt
!øòø} 2nd “be” òøúÒÇø    s-a̍nti òøÒÇø}     s-a̍nt (Ùøþ is substituted for !øòø} in !øøÐøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øáYs) 
ôü 3rd “offer” jøüöêúÇø    ju̍hv-ati jøüöêÇø}  ju̍hv-at ôø+ðÞøúÒÇø     ho-ṣy-a̍nti ôø+ðÞøÒÇø}     ho-ṣy-a̍nt
¹øø 9th “know” jøøÒøúÒÇø jān-a̍nti jøøÒøÒÇø} jān-a̍nt ¹øøòÞøúÒÇø    jñā-ṣy-a̍nti ¹øøðÞøÒÇø}     jñā-ṣy-a̍nt

éøòø}Reduplicated Perfect Participle (active) (redup. perf. pt.) (“has_ or had_” 7.17: & 7.22:) is rare. 
Weak stem from Redup. Perf. Õøá~ 3rd pl. ~$òø}, replacing with accented $ðø} u̍ṣ (2.101: in declension). 
Middle & strong stem from weak by dropping $ðø}.  

Final vowel of root, if any, is restored from semivowel (due to $ðø}), 
if resulting stem is monosyllabic, insert ", then− 

Middle stem adds accented éøÇø} va̍t (éøòø} → éøÇø} b/4 pada terms. 2.97:). 
Strong stem adds accented éøø@òø} vā̍ṃs. 

For declension see 3.19:; for feminine see 3.9:. 
Examples 
Root 3rd pl. Weak Stem Middle Stem Strong Stem 
¡;¢ “do” ²ø¡ãü¢:   cakr-u̍ḥ ²ø¡ãü¢ðø}    cakr-u̍ṣ ²ø¡;¢éøÇø}  cakṛ-va̍t ²ø¡;¢éøø@òø} cakṛ-vā̍ṃs
Ùøþ “be” ×øÙøþéøü: babhūv-u̍ḥ ×øÙøþéøüðø} babhūv-u̍ṣ (2.73:) ×øÙøþéøÇø}   babhū-va̍t ×øÙøþéøø@òø} babhū-vā̍ṃs
ÇøÒø} “stretch” Çø+Òøü:    ten-u̍ḥ Çø+Òøüðø}    ten-u̍ṣ (3.19.b:) Çø+úÒøéøÇø}  ten-i-va̍t Çø+úÒøéøø@òø} ten-i-vā̍ṃs
Þøjø} “worship” #jøü:     īj-u̍ḥ #jøüðø}     īj-u̍ṣ #újøéøÇø}  īj-i-va̍t #újøéøø@òø} īj-i-vā̍ṃs
Irregular 
úéøÌ} “know” úéøÌü:   vid-u̍ḥ úéøÌüðø}    vid-u̍ṣ úéøÌêÇø}     vid-va̍t úéøÌêø@òø}   (no "  inserted)  
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6.5: Middle (!øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ) Participle (for meanings see 7.16:) 
ÛøøÒøPresent Middle (1st conj.) or Future Middle Participles, and Present Passive Participle 

 fr. Present or Future or Passive of !øø~ 3rd pl. ~!øÒÇø+, replacing the ÒÇø+ with ÛøøÒø māna. 
!øøÒøPresent Middle (2nd conj.) Participle 

 fr. Present !øø~ 3rd pl. ~!øÇø+, replacing it with !øøÒø āna. !øøòø} “sit” → irreg. !øøòøûÒø ās-īna 
Perfect Middle Participle (Vedic) 
 fr. Perfect !øø~ 3rd pl. ~"á+, replacing it with accented !øøÒø āna̍. 

Examples 
Ùøþ  1st “be” → Pr. 3rd pl.  ÙøéøÒÇø+ bha̍v-ante → Pr. Mid. Pt.  ÙøéøÛøøÒø bha̍v-a-māna 

Fut. 3rd pl.  ÙøúéøðÞøÒÇø+ bhav-iṣy-a̍nte → Fut. Mid. Pt.  ÙøúéøðÞøÛøøÒø bhaviṣya̍-māna 
Ps. 3rd pl.  ÙøþÞøÒÇø+ bhū-y-a̍nte → Pr. Ps. Pt.  ÙøþÞøÛøøÒø bhūya̍-māna 

ôü  3rd “offer” → Pr. 3rd pl.   jøüöêÇø+ ju̍hv-ate → Pr. Mid. Pt.   jøüöêøÒø ju̍hv-āna 
Ùøþ  “be” → Perf. 3rd pl.  ×øÙøþúéøá+ babhūv-ı̍re → Perf. Mid. Pt.  ×øÙøþéøøÒø babhūv-āna̍ 
 
6.6: Past Participle (passive) (pp.) (“_ed” see 7.17: & 7.22: for meaning) has three forms. 

Òø Accented Òø na̍ added directly to the root, and taken only by primary roots. 
Many roots ending in long vowels !øø (sometimes weakening to # or "), or  

# $¢ ( (( becoming #á} or $¢á}, cf. 2.68: & 2.69:). 
Many roots ending in Ì} (Ì} treated as a nominal stem final changing to Òø}, 2.24: & 2.44:). 

"Çø Accented "Çø i-ta̍ added to the full form of the root, and taken by − 
Many primary roots−  Ending in conjunct consonants. 

Ending in cons. not easily combined with Çø, such as − 
     Cerebrals, mute aspirates, persistent semivowels, and æ}. 

All derivative stems, dropping their final !ø or !øÞø. 
Çø The most common form, an accented Çø ta̍ added to the weakened root. 

Saṃprasāraṇa, if liable, is taken. 
Final !øø sometimes weakens to # or even ". 
Final and penultimate nasal often drops. 
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6.6: Past Participle (passive) (pp.) (continued) 
Examples of  Òø 
ôø “abandon”  → ôûÒø  hī-na̍ 
Õø> “fill”  → Õøþmøâ  pūr-ṇa̍  (cf. 5.37.4:) 
úÙøÌ} “separate”  → úÙøNø bhin-na̍ 
Roots ÒøüÌ} “push,” úéøÌ} “find” opt. take Çø, e.g., úéøNø vin-na̍ or úéøÉÇø vit-ta̍.
Irregular 
Roots Ùø¼ø̧} “break,” Ùøüjø} “bend,” Ûøoø̧} “sink,” úéøjø} “tremble” revert jø} to guttural (2.82:), e.g., Ùø¼ø̧} → ÙøªøÓ bhag-na̍. 
Examples of  "Çø 
¡¢øw§}̄  “desire”  → ¡¢øúw§̄ Çø kāṅkṣ-i-ta̍ 
jøûéø} “live”  → jøûúéøÇø jīv-i-ta̍ 
Ùøþ “be”  → cs. ÙøøéøÞø~ bhāv-a̍ya → ÙøøúéøÇø bhāv-[aya]-i-ta̍ 
)ô} “grow”  → cs. áø+ôÞø~ roh-a̍ya or áø+ÕøÞø~ ro[h]-p-a̍ya → áø+ùôÇø roh-i-ta̍ or áø+ùÕøÇø ro[h]-p-i-ta̍ 
!øøÕø} “obtain”  → des. #Õòø~ īp-sa̍ (5.12.1:)→ #úÕòøÇø īps[a]-i-ta̍ 
Irregular 
Roots éøÌ} “speak,” éøòø} “dwell” take saṃprasāraṇa → $ùÌÇø ud-i-ta̍, $úðøÇø uṣ-i-ta̍
ªøãô} “seize” takes saṃprasāraṇa and lengthens connecting vowel " → ªø;ôûÇø gṛh-ī-ta̍ 
Examples of  Çø 
Òøíø} “be lost”  → ÒøñÀ    naṣ-ṭa̍ (2.85:) (causal ÒøøúíøÇø nāś-i-ta̍)  
éø²ø} “speak”  → $Çøl   uk-ta̍ (2.80:) 
òËøø “stand”  → úòËøÇø sthi-ta̍ 
ªøÛø} “go”  → ªøÇø   ga[m]-ta̍ 
Ùøã@íø} “err”  → ÙøãñÀ   bhra[ṃ]ṣ-ṭa̍ (2.85:) 
Roots like úòøÐø} “succeed,” Ìô} “burn,” Ì;ô} “be strong” throw aspir. forward 2.76: & 2.78: → úòøpÑ, ÌªÐø, Ì;Ä (2.111:). 
Irregular 
Ðøø “put” weakens both cons. and vowel → ùôÇø hi-ta̍ 
Ìø 3rd “give” takes its weak òøøéøâÐøøÇøü¡¢Yæ¡¢øá stem 5.20.1: → ÌÉÇø dat-ta̍ (2.42:) 

with prep. !øø !øÒøü Õøã, Õøùá ÕøãúÇø (last two lengthen final ") ÌÉÇø contracts to ÉÇø, e.g., ÕøáûÉÇø parī-t-ta̍ 
Some roots ending in !øÛø} lengthen !ø and retain the nasal, e.g., íøÛø} “be tranquil” → íøøÒÇø śān-ta̍ (2.55:) 
ÐéøÒø} “sound” also lengthens !ø and retains the nasal → ÐéøøÒÇø dhvān-ta̍ 
Some roots in !øÒø} lengthen !ø and drop nasal, e.g., jøÒø} “be born” → jøøÇø jā[n]-ta̍, ¨øÒø} “dig” → ¨øøÇø.  
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6.7: Past Active Participle (past act. pt.) “having _,” often used in place of a finite verb 7.17:) 
u"vÇøéøÇø} The éøÇø} vat suffix added to the pp. (")Çø, converts a passive meaning to active. 

It has its strong stem in éøÒÇø} and weak stem in éøÇø}. 
For declension see 3.13:; for feminine see 3.9:.  
Example 
¡;¢ “do” → pp. ¡;¢Çø → past act. pt. strong ¡;¢ÇøéøÒÇø} kṛ-ta̍-vant, weak ¡;¢ÇøéøÇø} kṛ-ta̍-vat  

 
6.8: Potential Passive Participle (pot. ps. pt.) (“to be _” 7.18:) has three forms. 

Þø Orig. from Vedic “ia.” Þø is added to the strengthened root. 
Final−   !øø     becomes %. 

" #    takes ªøümø. 
$ $¢  takes ªøümø or éø;úpÑ. 
& ( takes éø;úpÑ. 

Light medial " $ generally takes ªøümø, 
!ø sometimes lengthens. 

Derivative suffix !øÞø is dropped. 
u"vÇøéÞø Originally from Vedic “tu” plus “ia.” The root takes ªøümø. 

Connecting vowel " is added like for periphrastic future (5.34:). 
Derivative suffix !øÞø is retained as !øÞø}. 

!øÒøûÞø Originally fr. primary suff. “ana” plus secondary suff. “ī̍ya” (6.26: & 6.27:). Root takes ªøümø. 
Derivative suffix !øÞø is dropped. 

Examples of  Þø ya (ia) 
!øøÕø} “attain” → !øøÕÞø  ā̍p-ya 
¹øø “know” → ¹ø+Þø    jñe-ya 
újø “conquer” → jø+Þø    je-ya or (Vedic) jøÞÞø ja̍y-ya (2.71:) 
Ìãü “move” → ÌãéÞø   drav-ya (2.71:)  and Ùøþ “be” → ÙøøéÞø bhāv-ya (2.71:) 
¡;¢ “do” → ¡¢øÞøâ  kār-ya̍ 
ù¡ç¢Ì} “become wet” → ¡ç+¢Ï   kled-ya 
Ìô} “burn” → Ìøöà  dāh-ya  but  ªøÛø} “attain” → ªøÛÞø gam-ya 
Irregularly, some roots weaken, e.g., Þøjø} saṃprasāraṇa → "jÞø ij-ya, íøøòø} 5.19.11: → úíøðÞø śiṣ-ya 
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6.8: Potential Passive Participle (pot. ps. pt.) (continued) 
Example of  ÇøéÞø tavya (tu-ia) 
ªøÛø} “go” → ªøÒÇøéÞø   gan-tavya (2.55:)  
Þøjø} “worship” → ÞøñÀéÞø    yaṣ-ṭavya (2.81: & 2.88:)  
Þøüjø} “unite” → Þøø+ÇøléÞø  yok-tavya (2.81:)  
úéøÌ} “know” → éø+ùÌÇøéÞø ved-i-tavya 
Ûøøªøâ m. “path” → den. Ûøøªøâ~ (5.43:) with prefix Õøùá~ → ÕøùáÛøøúªøâÇøéÞø pari-mārg-i-tavya “to be sought” 
Example of  !øÒøûÞø anī̍ya (ana-ī̍ya) 
ÕøÌ} “go” → ÕøÌÒøûÞø  pad-anī̍ya “to be attained” 
ÛøüÌ} “rejoice” → Ûøø+ÌÒøûÞø mod-anī̍ya 
Ùøþ “be” → Causative stem ÙøøéøÞø~ bhāv-a̍ya → ÙøøéøÒøûÞø bhāv-[aya]-anī̍ya “to be supposed” 
 
6.9: Indeclinable Participle (in. pt.) (or also called Gerund) (“having _” 7.19:) has four forms. 
u"vÇéøøAccented Çéøø tvā̍ (originally an old sg. inst. of stem in Çøü) added to weakened root w/o prefix. 

Formed usually by replacing pp. suffix (")Çø or Òø with (")Çéøø. 
Derivative suffix !øÞø is usually retained as !øÞø}, unlike before pp. (")Çø. 

Þø Unaccented Þø ya added to roots in cmpd. with prefix, etc. (6.12: – 6.14:) (ex. negative prefix pcl. !ø~ !øÒø}~). 
Formed by adding Þø to accented, but generally weakened root, with root final − 

!øø      sometimes     → #.  
" + Þø sometimes     → #Þø or !øÞÞø, (or "YÇÞø below). 
$ + Þø sometimes     → $¢Þø             (or $YÇÞø below). 
(      usually           → #á} or $¢á} (cf. 2.68: & 2.69:) 

Penultimate nasal usually drops. 
Roots ending in !øÒø} or !øÛø}, which drop the nasal before pp. (")Çø, may opt. drop 

the nasal and take ÇÞø below, instead of Þø. 
Derivative suffix !øÞø is retained as !øÞø} if derivative stem vowel remains short 

(i.e., if the derivative strengthing is not noticable), otherwise !øÞø} is dropped. 
ÇÞø Unaccented ÇÞø t-ya (6.26.a:) added to prefixed roots (like Þø above), if root ends in a short vowel. 
!øÛø} A rare indeclinable participle. 

Formed by replacing the unaugmented Aorist Passive 3rd sg. term. " (5.38:) with !øÛø}. 
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6.9: Indeclinable Participle (in. pt.) (continued) 
Examples of  Çéøø 
éøòø} “stay” → pp. $úðøÇø uṣ-i-ta̍ → $úðøÇéøø uṣ-i-tvā̍ 
ôÒø} “destroy” → pp. ôÇø  ha-ta̍ → ôÇéøø ha-tvā̍ 
òËøø “stand” → pp. cs. òËøøùÕøÇø sthā-p-[aya]-i-ta̍ → cs. òËøøÕøúÞøÇéøø sthā-p-ay-i-tvā̍ 
Examples of  Þø 
!øúÐø + òËøø “wield” → !øúÐøñÂøÞø adhi-ṣṭhā-ya 
!øø + Õø> “fill” → !øøÕøþÞøâ     ā-pūr-ya 
ÕøãúÇø + òËøø cs “set up”  → Causal ÕøãúÇøñÂøÕÞø prati-ṣṭhā-p-[aya]-ya 
Examples of  ÇÞø 
$Õø +!øø + úîøã “follow” → $ÕøøúîøãÇÞø upa-ā-śri-tya 
$Ì} +!øø + / “say” → $Ìø/ÇÞø  ud-ā-hṛ-tya 
Õøã +" “die” → Õøã+ÇÞø     pra-i-tya 
Example of !øÛø} 
îøãü “hear” → Aorist Ps. 3rd sg. !øîøãøúéø a̍-śrāv-i → îøãøéøÛø} [a-]śrāv-am 
 
6.10: Infinitive (inf.) is another indeclinable participle (“to _” 7.20:) 
u"vÇøüÛø} Formed like ÇøéÞø 6.8: by replacing Periphrastic Fut. 5.34: stem suffix Çøø with ÇøüÛø} (originally an old sg. 

acc. of a verbal noun in Çøü). Occasionally derivative suffix !øÞø is dropped. 
Examples 
¡;¢ “do”  → ¡¢ÇøüâÛø}   ka̍r-tum 
Ì;íø} “see”  → ÌãñÀýÛø}    dra̍ṣ-ṭum (see Irreg. Simple Fut. 5.33:)  
ÞøüÐø} “fight” → Þøø+pÑüÛø}     yod-dhum 2.76: & 2.78: 
úéøÌ} “know” → éø+ùÌÇøüÛø} ve̍d-i-tum 
ôÒø} “destroy” → ôÒÇøüÛø}   ha̍n-tum 

The acc. term. (Ûø}) drops when the infinitive, as an initial word, is formed in a adjectival cmpd. (6.39:) with ¡¢øÛø 
“desire” or ÛøÒøòø} “mind,” e.g., Þøø+pÑü¡¢øÛø yoddhu-kāma “having a desire to fight.”     
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Verbal Compounds, Prepositions, Adverbs and Particles 
6.11: Verbal Compounds. A root can combine with prepositions (which are then called prefixes, when so 
attached), adjectives, substantives and a few adverbs. These modify (“color in various ways”) the meaning of 
the root. The compounded root may be conjugated like a simple verb, or joined with a primary suffix to form a 
nominal stem that may be declined. The accents of these compound components shown in the following lists 
are as found un-compounded in Veda, but, when they are compounded, then their own accent may shift 
elsewhere in the compound. 

6.12: Prefixes. The following are a few of senses these prefixes may add to or modify a root’s meaning. 
Depending on the root and even on the contextual usage of the verbal compound, sometimes the prefix does 
not add to or modify the roots meaning. 

!øúÇø a̍ti “beyond, over” 
!øúÐø a̍dhi “upon, above, over” 
!øÒøü a̍nu “after; towards; along; over” 

!øÒÇøá} anta̍r “between, within, amidst, out of” 
!øÕø a̍pa “away, off” 
!øùÕø a̍pi “on, close, by, to, within, before” 
!øúÙø abhı̍ “against, towards, unto; near, into; for the sake of, concerning; over, above” 
!øéø a̍va “down, off” 
!øø ā̍ “near; back; a little, slightly, scarcely; till, as far as; from; towards” 
$Ì} u̍d “up, upwards; forth, out, beyond” 
$Õø u̍pa “up to, to, near, within”; also expressing inferiority 
úÒø nı̍ “down; in, within; back” 
úÒøòø} nı̍s “out of, away from” 
Õøáø pa̍rā “away, off, forth; backward” 
Õøùá pa̍ri “around, about; against, opposite to; beyond, above, more than” 
Õøã pra̍ “forth, forward, onward, away; fore; very, much, greatly” 

ÕøãúÇø pra̍ti “towards, against, opposite; before, near, on, by, at; in; again, back, in return” 
úéø vı̍ “asunder, apart, away, out”; also expressing division or distance 
òøÛø} sa̍m “together, along with; fully; well” 
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6.12: Prefixes (continued) 
Irregular prefixing 
The initial !ø of certain prefixes is sometimes 
dropped with certain roots. 

!øúÐø with òËøø         → e.g., úÐøúñÂÇø [a]dhi-ṣṭhita̍ 
!øùÕø with Òøô} or Ðøø  → e.g., ùÕøùôÇø [a]pi-hita̍ 
!øéø with ªøøô}          → e.g., éøªøøöà [a]va-gāhya 

The final vowel, especially ", is sometimes 
lengthened, e.g., 

ÕøãÇøû¡¢øá pratī-kāra m. “reaction” 
Õøãø¹ø     prā-jña̍     m. “intelligence” 

Sometimes after the prefix $Õø Õøùá or òøÛø}, before √¡;¢, 
a òø} is inserted, e.g.,  

òø@ò¡;¢Çø saṃ-s-kṛta̍  a. “well made,”  
 n. “the Sanskrit language” 

 
6.13: Verbal compound of certain roots with adverbs 

úÇøáòø} tira̍s “across,” “aside” with ¡;¢  “make”       → “abuse” 
Ðøø  “put”            → “conceal” 
Ùøþ  “be”              → “disappear” 

Õøüáòø} pura̍s “in front” with ¡;¢ or Ðøø               → “honor” 
!øøúéøòø} āvı̍s “openly” with ¡;¢                       → “show” 

!øòø} “be” or Ùøþ     → “appear” 
!øæÛø} a̍lam “enough” with ¡;¢                       → “adorn” 
îøãÌ} śra̍d “with heart/mind” with Ðøø                       → “trust” 
ÒøÛøòø} na̍mas “bowing” with ¡;¢                       → “surrender” 
!øòÇøÛø} a̍stam “at home” with "  “go”               → “set” (of the sun) 

 
6.14: Verbal compound of the roots ¡;¢ Ùøþ with adjectives or substantives. 
The adj. or subst. final !ø !øø " becomes #, final $ becomes $¢, e.g., 
éøíø m. “control” with ¡;¢  → éøíøû¡;¢  “take control” 

with Ùøþ  → éøíøûÙøþ   “be controlled” 
áÈøÓ n. “jewel” with Ùøþ  → áÈøÓûÙøþ    “turn into a jewel” 
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6.15: Prepositions 
There are seven independent prepositions in use since the Vedas. These are noninflected particles. They are 
nearly all used as postpositions, placed in prose sentence order after words in the below specific case-endings, 
that is, they govern the case of those other words. Most of these are also used as prefixes 6.12:. 
Case Preposition Meaning 
Accusative !øÒøü   a̍nu “after” 

!øúÙø  abhı̍ “against” 
ÕøãúÇø   pra̍ti “towards, about” 

Ablative !øø    ā̍ (used before the ablative) “from, up to” 
Genitive Õøüáòø}   pura̍s “before” 
Locative !øúÐø  a̍dhi “over” 

!øÒÇøá} anta̍r (rarely also with genitive)  “within, between” 
 
6.16: Prepositional Adverbs 
There are some adverbs used as prepositions, which also govern the following case of other words made into 
a phrase with them. These cannot be used as verbal prefixes. 
Case Adverb Meaning 
Accusative 

 
!øÒÇøáø    antarā̍ 
!øÒÇøá+Òø   a̍ntarena (also “regarding”) 

“between, without” 
     " 

!øúÙøÇøòø}  abhı̍-tas, 
òøéøâÇøòø}   sarva̍-tas, 

ÕøùáÇøòø}    parı̍-tas 
òøÛøÒÇøÇøòø} sam-anta-tas 

“around”  
     " 

$ÙøÞøÇøòø}  ubhaya̍-tas “on both sides of” 
úÒø¡¢ðøø    ni-kaṣā,    òøÛøÞøø    sam-a̍yā “near” 
Õøá+mø      pa̍reṇa “beyond” 
ÞøøéøÇø}     yā̍-vat (also with abl.) “during, up to, till” 

Instrumental úéøÒøø      vı̍nā (also with acc., rarely abl.) “without, except” 
òøô       saha̍, 
òøø¡¢Ûø}    sa-aka̍m,                      

òøÛøÛø}  sama̍m 
òøøÐøâÛø} sa-ardham 

“(together) with”  
     " 
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6.16: Prepositional Adverbs (continued) 
Ablative !øÒøÒÇøáÛø} an-antaram, 

ÕøáÇøòø}    para-tas,  
Õøá+mø     pa̍reṇa, 

$¢ÐéøâÛø} ūrdhva̍m 
ÕøáÛø}   param 
ÕøãÙø;úÇø  pra-bhṛti 

“after [of time]”  
     " 
     " 

!øÒÞøÊø    anya̍-tra 
&Çø+      ṛte (also with acc.) 

“apart from”  
     " 

!øéøøâ¡}¢   arvā̍k, 
ÕøþéøâÛø}     pū̍rvam, 

Õøüáø purā̍ 
Õøãø¡}¢ pra-a̍k 

“before [of time]”  
     " 

×øùôòø}    bahı̍s “outside, out of” 
Genitive !øªøã+      a̍gre,                 

ÕøüáÇøòø}    pura-tas, 
ÕøãÇÞø¦øÛø}   praty-akṣam, 

!øªøãÇøòø} agra-ta̍s 
ÕøüáòÇøøÇø} pura̍s-tāt 
òøÛø¦øÛø} sam-akṣa̍m 

“before, in presence of”  
     " 
     " 

!øÐøòø}     adha̍s,             !øÐøòÇøøÇø} adha̍s-tāt “below” 
$Õøùá     upa̍ri (“with regard to”; also w/acc.)  
$ÕøùáñÀøÇø} upa̍riṣ-ṭāt 

“above, over, upon”  
     " 

¡;¢Çø+      kṛte “for the sake of” 
ÕøáÇøòø}    para-tas, ÕøáòÇøøÇø} para̍s-tāt “beyond” 
ÕøïøøÇø}    paś-cā̍t “after, in the rear of” 

 
6.17: Indeclinable participles used as prepositions accompany/govern the following cases. 
Case Indeclinable participle  Meaning 
Accusative 

 
!øúÐø¡;¢ÇÞø adhi-kṛ-tya (lit. “putting at the head”) “with reference to, about” 
!øúÐøñÂøÞø  adhi-ṣṭhā-ya, 
!øøúîøãÇÞø  ā-śri-tya, 

!øéøæÛ×Þø ava-lamb-ya  
!øøòËøøÞø  ā-sthā-ya 

“by means of”  
     " 

$ùÍÎíÞø    ud-diś-ya (lit. “pointing at”) “towards, about, at, for” 
ÒøûÇéøø     nī-tvā (lit. “leading”) “with” 
Ûøü¡Çéøø    muk-tvā,          ÕøùáÇÞøjÞø pari-tyaj-ya 
éøjøâúÞøÇéøø varj-ay-i-tvā (lit. “putting aside”) 

“except”  
     " 

Ablative !øøáÙÞø    ā-rabh-ya (lit. “beginning from”) “since” 
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6.18: Nouns used as prepositions 
Nouns meaning “proximity” accompany/govern the genitive, and, when declined in the following cases, take 
the following prepositional meanings. 
Case Nouns meaning “proximity,” e.g.,  Declined in Meaning 
Genitive !øúÒÇø¡¢ anti-ka̍, $Õø¡¢mÁ upa-kaṇṭha, 

úÒø¡¢¾ ni-kaṭa, Õøøîøêâ pārśva̍, òø¡¢øíø sa-kāśa, 
òøúNøúÐø san-ni-dhi, òøÛøûÕø sam-īpa. 

Accusative “towards, to , near” 
Ablative “from” 
Locative “near, in the presence of” 

 
6.19: Adverbs formed with suffixes that have a sense generally related to the following cases. 
Case Suffix Adverb 
Instrumental Ëøø uËø, ËøÛø}v Adverbs of manner, especially from pronominal stems. 

!øËø   a̍-tha “then, thereupon” 
!øÒÞøËøø  anya̍-thā “in another way” 
"ÇËøø i-t-thā̍ “thus” 
&ÇøüËøø  ṛtu-thā̍ “regularly” 
¡¢ËøÛø} ka-tha̍m “in what way?” 
ÇøËøø  ta̍-thā “in that way” 
ÕøþéøâËøø  pūrva̍-thā “formerly” 
ÞøËøø  ya̍-thā “in which way” 
úéøîøêËøø  viśva̍-thā “in every way” 

Ðøø uÐø, ôv Adverbs of manner (see also 4.28:). 
%¡¢Ðøø eka-dhā̍ “singly” 
¡¢úÇøÐøø kati-dhā̍ “how many times?” 
ùÌêÐøø dvı̍-dhā “in two ways” 
×øôüÐøø bahu-dhā̍ “in many ways” 
Adverbs from nouns, adverbs, pronouns. 
òøÐø sa-dha “in one way, together” 
òøô sa-ha̍ “with” 
"ô i-ha̍ “here” 

éø uéøÛø}v Adverb expressing similarity of manner. 
"éø  i-va “like, as” 
%éø  e-va̍  or  %éøÛø}  e-va̍m  “thus” 
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6.19: Adverbs formed with suffixes (continued) 
Case Suffix Adverb 
Instrumental 

(cont.) 
éøÇø} Adverbs meaning “like”, from subst. and adj., e.g., 

!øøïøÞøâéøÇø}  āścarya-vat “like a wonder” 
¡;¢ÇóøÓéøÇø}  kṛtsna-vat “as though complete” 

íøòø} Adverbs of manner with distributive sense (see also 4.29:), e.g., 
úÒøÇÞøíøòø}  nitya-śas “continually, always” 
úéøÙøøªøíøòø}  vibhāga-śas “according to the division” 
úéøòÇøáíøòø} vistara-śas “in detail” 
íøÇøíøòø}  śata-śa̍s “by the hundreds” 
òøôóøãíøòø}  sahasra-śa̍s “by the thousands” 

òø} Forms multiplicative adverbs, and other adverbs (see also 4.27:). 
!øÐøòø}  adha̍-s “below” 
!øéøòø}  ava̍-s “downwards” 
ùÊøòø}  trı̍-s “three times” 
ùÌêòø}  dvı̍-s “twice” 
~Ïüòø} dyu̍-s  in  !øÒÞø+Ïüòø}  anye-dyu̍-s “next day” 

Ablative Çøòø} Adverbs in ablative sense (including those bordering on instr., gen. and 
loc. senses) from pronouns, nouns, prep., e.g., 
!øªøãÇøòø} agra-ta̍s “in front” 
!øÇøòø}  a̍-tas “from this, hence” 
!øúÙøÇøòø}  abhı̍-tas “from both sides” 
"Çøòø}  i-ta̍s “from this, from here” 
$ÕøøÞøÇøòø}  upāya-tas “by [proper] means” 
ªøümøÇøòø}  guṇa-tas “according to disposition” 
ÇéøÉÇøòø}  tvat-tas “from you” 
Õø;ñÂÇøòø}  pṛṣṭa-ta̍s “from behind, behind” 
òøéøâÇøòø}  sarva̍-tas “from all sides, everywhere” 

ÇøøÇø} (An old ablative of “that”) forms adverbs with ablative sense. 
!øÐøòÇøøÇø}  adha̍s-tāt “from below, below” 
ÕøáòÇøøÇø} par-a̍s-tāt “from above, beyond” 
ÕøüáòÇøøÇø}  pura̍s-tāt “in or from the front” 
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6.19: Adverbs formed with suffixes (continued) 
Case Case Case 
Locative !øòø} Adverbs of local or temporal sense. 

úÇøáòø}  tir-a̍s (Vedic, ex. 6.13:) “across” 
úÛøËøòø}  mith-a̍s “mutually, privately, in secret” 
Õøáòø}  par-a̍s (Vedic, ex. ÕøáòÇøøÇø}) “far, beyond” 
Õøüáòø}  pur-a̍s “before” 
òøÏòø}   sa-dy-a̍s “to-day” 
îøêòø}  śv-a̍s “to-morrow” 
öàòø}  hy-a̍s “yesterday” 

Êø Adverbs with local sense, mostly from pronominal stems, e.g., 
!øÊø  a̍-tra “here” 
!øÒÞøÊø  anya̍-tra “elsewhere” 
!øÛøüÊø amu̍-tra “in that, in that (other world)” 
ÇøÊø  ta̍-tra “in that, there, then” 
ÞøÊø  ya̍-tra “in this” 
òøéøâÊø  sarva̍-tra “everywhere, at all times” 

Ìø uÌøÒøûÛø} ÌÛø}v Adverbs of time, mostly from pronominal stems, e.g., 
"ÌøÒøûÛø} i-dā̍-nīm “at this moment, now” 
¡¢Ìø  ka-dā̍ “when?” 
ÇøÌø  ta-dā̍  or  ÇøÌøÒøûÛø} ta-dā̍-nīm   “at that time, then” 
ÞøÌø  ya-dā̍ “at which time” 
úéøîøêÌøÒøûÛø}  viśva-dā̍-nīm “always” 
òøÌø sa̍-dā “always” 
òøéøâÌø  sarva-dā̍ “always”  
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6.20: Conjunctive and Adverbial Particles with their common meanings in various idioms. See dictionary 
for a fuller treatment of some of these. All are indeclinable; several of these are indeclinable forms of the 
pronominal adjectives found in 4.16: and 4.18:. 
!øw«̄  aṅga̍ “Just,” “only,” an expletive; an exhortative “please.” 
!øËø a̍-tha “Now,” often introducing something new at the beginning of a sentence, section, chapter or 

book, or introducing an immediate succession meaning “thereafter.” Can connect clauses in 
a sentence in sense of “and” or “if.” !øËø éøø “or else.” 

!øËøø+ a̍tho “Then.” 
!øÒÞø¼ǿ anyañ ca “And besides.” 
!øÕøáÛø} aparam “Moreover.” 
!øùÕø a̍pi “And,” “also,” “even,” “only.” Connects (like ²ø) parts of a sentence. Always follows the 

word to which it belongs. But at beginning of sentence is used as an interrogative particle. 
!øæÛø} a̍lam “Enough (with).” Used with instrumental, indeclinable participle or infinitive to express 

prohibition. 
!øøôø+ ā̍ho “Or.” 
"úÇø ı̍ti Used at the end of a direct or indirect quotation either spoken, or thought but not uttered − 

“thus” (= end quote). 
"éø iva Enclitic, following the word it modifies − “like, as if, almost.” 
$ u “And”; ù¡¢Ûøü kim-u “how much less/more,” !øËøø+ atha-u “then,” Òøø+ na-u “not.”  
$Çø uta̍ “And”; expletive at end of a line; ÕøãÇÞøüÇø prati-uta “on the contrary,” ù¡¢ÛøüÇø kim-uta “how much 

more/less.” 
%éø eva̍ “Only,” “just,” “exactly,” a restrictive particle following the word to which it belongs, or 

sometimes merely for stress or to fill meter; constituent of ÇøËøeéø tatha-eva “likewise,” Òøeéø na-
eva “not at all.” 

%éøÛø} eva̍m “Thus, so.” 
¡¢ú³ǿÌ} ka̍c-cid “I hope” (Vedic neut. of interrogative − ka-d + cid 2.45:). 
¡¢øÛøÛø} kāma-m “At will,” “gladly”; or concessive particle “certainly,” “granted.” 
ù¡¢Ûø} kı̍-m “How?” “why?”, or simply rendered as “?”; ù¡¢¼ǿ kim-ca “moreover”; ù¡¢ÒÇøü kim-tu “but”; 

ù¡¢úÛøúÇø kim-iti, ù¡¢úÛøéø kim-iva “wherefore?”; ù¡@¢éøø kim-vā “perhaps?”; ù¡@¢úòéøÌ} kim-svid “why, 
pray?”; ù¡¢ÛøùÕø kim-api “very”; ù¡¢Ûøü kim-u, ù¡¢ÛøüÇø kim-uta, ù¡¢ÛÕøüÒø: kim-punaḥ “how much 
less/more.” 

ù¡¢æ kı̍la “Indeed,” following the word it emphasizes; stress only; “they say,” “we are told.” 
¡;¢ÇøÛø} kṛ-ta-m “Have done with,” like !øæÛø} is used with instrumental. 
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6.20: Conjunctive and Adverbial Particles (continued) 
¡+¢éøæÛø} kevala-m “Only.” 
¡ê¢ ku̍-a “Where?”; expresses incompatibility if repeated with another question. 
¨øæü kha̍lu “Indeed,” or simply stresses preceding word, “please,” with in. pt. “enough of.” 
²ø ca Enclitic, “and,” placed after each connected word or phrase or placed only after the last in 

the list, with connected phrases it is more often placed after the first word of each phrase or 
only once with the last phrase; ²ø ²ø “both_ and_.”  

²ø+Ì} ce̍d “If,” never begins a sentence or pāda (like enclitic), unlike ÞøùÌ; !øËø ²ø+Ì} “but if”;  
Òø ²ø+Ì}, Òøø+ ²ø+Ì} “if not, otherwise”; "úÇø ²ø+Nø iti ced na “if you say then no.” 

jøøÇøü jātu “Ever, perhaps, once.” 
ÇøÇøòø} ta̍-tas “Then.” 
ÇøËøø ta̍-thā “Thus,” “also,” “yes”; ÇøËøø ²ø “similarly,” ÇøËøøùÕø “nevertheless,” ÇøËøø ùô “in that way indeed,” 

“so for instance”; ÇøËø+úÇø tathā iti “yes.”  
ÇøÌ} ta̍-d (Neut. pronoun of “that” used as an adverb) “then,” “therefore.” 
ÇøøéøÇø} tā̍-vat “So long” (with correlative ÞøøéøÇø} “how long, till”); “in the first place,” “merely,” “at least,” 

“indeed” (concessively), “quite,” or simply add stress. An indeclinable form of the 
pronominal adjective given in 4.18:. 

Çøü tu̍ Never begins a sentence or pāda (like enclitic), “but,” “whereas”; ÕøáÒÇøü “however.” 
Òø na̍ “Not,” “no”; if repeated the double negative amounts to an emphatic positive; ÒøøùÕø na api 

“not even”; Òø+éø na eva “not at all.” 
ÒøÒøü na-nu̍ “Not?” in questions expecting an affirmative answer; with interrogative pronouns and 

imperatives = “pray”; in argumentation = “is it not the case that?”, “it may be objected 
that.” 

ÒøøÛø nā̍ma “By name,” “indeed,” “perhaps”; with imperatives = “granted”; !øùÕø ÒøøÛø at beginning of a 
sentence with a potential = “perhaps”; ÒøÒøü ÒøøÛø “surely.” 

Òøü nu̍ “Now”; Òøü − Òøü “either − or.” 
ÒøþÒøÛø} nū-na̍-m “Undoubtedly,” usually the first word in the sentence. 
Òøø+ na̍-u “Not.” 
ÕøáÛø} pa̍ra-m “Entirely,” “very,” “only”; “but.” 
ÕøüÒøá} pu̍nar “Again,” “on the other hand,” “but”; by itself or repeated “again and again.” 
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6.20: Conjunctive and Adverbial Particles (continued) 
ÕøãøÞøòø} prā̍y-as “For the most part,” “generally,” “as a rule.” 

     " 
     " 

ÕøãøÞøíøòø} prāya-śas 
ÕøãøÞø+mø prāyena 
×øøÄÛø} bāḍha̍-m “Certainly, very well, yes.” 
Ûøø mā̍ “Not”; with an unaugmented aorist or impf. as a prohibitive impv.; Ûøø òÛø “not.” 
Ûøüôüá} mu̍h-ur “Every moment,” “repeatedly” (often as ÛøüôüÛøüâôü:); “on the contrary.” 
ÞøÇøòø} ya̍-tas “From which,” “because.” 
ÞøÊø ya̍-tra “Where,” “if,” “when,” “since.” 
ÞøËøø ya̍-thā “As,” “like,” “in order that”; ÇøÏËøø “thus for instance.” 
ÞøÌ} ya̍-d “That” introducing a direct assertion; “in order that,” “because,” “if.” 
ÞøùÌ ya̍d-i “If”; ÞøùÌ éøø “or rather,” “or”; ÞøÏùÕø “even if,” “although.” 
ÞøøéøÇø} yā̍-vat “While,” “as long as,” “as soon as” (with correlative ÇøøéøÇø}); “meanwhile.” An indeclinable 

form of the pronominal adjective given in 4.18:. 
Þø+Òø ye̍na “In which manner,” “as” (with correlative Çø+Òø); “by which,” “because.” 
éøáÛø} Òø vara-m na “The better thing [is] − [and] not,” “better − than.” 
éøø vā Enclitic following the word to which it belongs. “Or”; sometimes “as it were” (="éø); éøø − éøø 

“either − or.” 
éøe va̍i Expletive. 
òøÇÞøÛø} satya-m “Truly, rightly, true, it is so.” 
ô ha Enclitic, a slight expletive. 
ùô hı̍ Never begins a sentence or pāda (like enclitic); conjunctive “because”; expletive “indeed,” 

often employed to avoid a hiatus or obtain a long vowel for meter. 
 
6.21: Interjections – all are indeclinable. 
!øúÞø ayi “Friend,” used with or replaces vocative. 
!øÞø+ aye “Ah!”, = !øúÞø. 
!øá+ are “Ho!”, exclamation of address. 
!øôô ahaha Expressing joy, “ha!”, expressing sorrow “alas!” 
!øôø+ aho Exclamation of any emotion − “oh!” 
!øø ā “Ah!” 
!øøòø} ās Expressing joy or indignation − “ah.” 
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6.21: Interjections (continued) 
¡¢ñÀÛø} kaṣṭa-m “Woe!”, “alas!” 
ùÌñÀßø diṣṭyā (Lit. “by good destiny”) “thank heaven!” 
úÐø¡}¢ dhik “Fie!”, “woe!” 
×øÇø bata “Ah!”, “alas!” 
Ùøø+òø} bhos “Sir!”, an address of any gender or number. 
òøøÐøü sādhu̍ “Well done!” 
òéøúòÇø sv-astı̍ “Welcome!”, “hail!”, “farewell!” 
ôÒÇø ha̍nta Exclamation of exhortation − “come,” “look”; expresses grief “alas!”, or joy “ah!”. 
ôø hā “Ah!”, “alas!” 
ô+ he “O” generally before vocative. 

Nominal Stem Formation 
6.22: Nominal stem formation. Declinable stems may consist of bare roots, but mostly (including some 
indeclinable stems) are formed by means of suffixes added to a root or stem. The suffix is primary (¡;¢Ì}Y!øÒÇø) if 
it is added directly to roots (or to their derivative forms, and sometimes to their conjugational form), which 
may be strengthened or weakened as we have seen in the participial primary suffixes, or secondary (ÇøÌ}YùÐøÇø) if 
it is added to stems already formed with a suffix (even pronomial stems and some indeclinables), which stems 
may be strengthened usually on the first syllable. The distinction is not always clear. As mentioned before, we 
will just concern ourselves with the final form of the suffix. For example, !ø will be shown as a primary and a 
secondary suffix, yet the grammar of Pāṇini will have about 17 different suffixes for the final form !ø. This is 
because roots and stems before !ø undergo a wide variety of (17 or more) modifications, variations in meaning, 
variation in accent, and so on. The suffixes here are only the still visible forms of the suffixes after they has 
been joined to roots or stems, not the multiple suffixes found in the grammar of Pāṇini. 

Only a few suffixes govern definite modifications and meanings − these are mostly the suffixes forming 
participles, etc. that we have already seen, a few primary suffixes that make agent nouns and adjectives, and 
several of the secondary suffixes. Often, after a grammarian shows the root and suffix, just how the actual 
meaning of the word is derived from either remains quite in doubt, especially to the beginner. The final form 
and meaning of any word in òø@ò¡;¢Çø is derived from how it is spoken and employed in the literature, i.e., its 
conventional usage, not solely because of grammar rules, i.e., its etymological form and meaning. Grammar is 
descriptive of language; it only appears prescriptive for beginners. With this in mind we will present just the 
general modifications a root or stem may undergo and the general shades of meaning it may assume, when 
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joined with the more common of these suffixes. For example, in presenting the meanings of the primary 
suffixes, there are three possible applications of the root action.  

• Active sense as the ¡¢Çø;âVagent of action (and/or equally as the ¡¢ámøVinstrument by which is done the 
action, in passive 7.7:), i.e., the nom. or inst. case relation. E.g., ÐøÛøâ is “that which supports” or “that 
by which (a person or the world) is supported.” 

• The ÙøøéøVaction itself, i.e., the abstract or concrete noun of that action. E.g., jÞøø+úÇø is “shining” or 
“light” from a root meaning “shine.” 

• Passive sense as the ¡¢ÛøâVobject acted upon (or sometimes unto/from/in which object is done the 
action), i.e., the acc., dat., abl. or loc. case relation. E.g., îøãüúÇø is “that which is listened to,” òøÛøøúÐø is 
“that in which (everything) is resolved.” 

Overview. Some primary suffixes display one (usually the agent sense is ever the only sense of a suffix) or two, 
or sometimes all three of these senses when joined with different roots and the resulting words used in 
different literary contexts. Exceptions to the below generalizations will abound. 

6.23: Overview of a few common suffixes (those in bold have just the one sense) 
Primary Suffixes Form abstract or concrete action nouns, e.g., 

!ø !øÒø !øòø} "òø} " $Òø $òø} úÇø Çøü Ëø Ëøø Òø Òøø úÒø Òøü Ûø ÛøÒø} úÛø Ûøû Þøü 
Form concrete agent/instrument nouns used as adjectives or substantives, e.g., 

!ø !øÒø} !øÒø !øòø} " "Òø} "òø} $ $Òø $òø} $¢ úÇø Çøü Çø; Êø Êøø Òø Òøø úÒø Òøü Ûø ÛøÒø} úÛø Ûøû Þøü á ) éø éøÒø} 
Form concrete object nouns used as adjectives or substantives, e.g., 

!ø !øÒø $ $¢ úÇø Çøü Òø Òøø úÒø Òøü Ûø úÛø Ûøû Þøü
Secondary Suffixes Mean related or connected to, e.g., !ø Þø 

Mean modification or part of, e.g.,   ÛøÞø 
Mean possessing, e.g., "Òø} ÛøÇø} ÛøÞø éøÇø} éøÒø} úéøÒø} 
Mean comparative or superlative, e.g.,  ÇøÛø Çøá Ûø á 
Mean diminutive, e.g., ¡¢ æ 
Form patronymic, e.g., !øøÞøÒø " Þø 
Form abstract substantive, e.g., Çøø Çéø Þø 
Form an adverb, e.g., !øòø} Çøòø} ÇøøÇø} Êø Êøø Ëøø Ìø Ðøø éø éøÇø} íøòø} òø} 
Form an adjective, e.g., #Òø #Þø ¡¢ ÇøÒø ÇÞø Ëø Ûø Þø á æ 
Form a noun, e.g.,                              ÇÞø Ùø 
Form the feminine, e.g.,                     !øø !øøÒøû #  
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6.24: Bare Roots 
As a declinable stem, these words usually remain unchanged, e.g., ùÌêðø} m. “enemy” (lit. “hater”). The stems 
often have the sense of the agent of the root’s action, or sometimes the sense of the action itself. 
Many of the stems are used only as the last member of a compound. Where final − 

1. !øø shortens to !ø, e.g., !øúÐøÕø adhi-pa (fr. √Õøø). 
2. Short vowels " $ & always add a following Çø} (cf. 6.26.a:), e.g., ÕøøÕø¡;¢ÉÇøÛø pāpa-kṛ-t-tama. 
3. Final nasal drops, e.g., ¡¢Ûøâjø karma-ja (fr. √jøÒø}).  

 
6.25: Primary and secondary suffixes forming degrees of comparison 
Comparative and superlative pairs are formed with either primary or secondary adjectival suffixes. 
The primary suffixes − (#)Þøòø} and "ñÂ − generally cause ªøümø of the stem, which is accented. 
The stem, per Paninian grammar being derived from adjectives called the comparison’s “positive,” is formed by 
reducing the positive to one syllable through dropping its suffixes then adding either of these comparison 
suffixes as the primary suffix. Sometimes there appeared to be no positive form matching a comparative and 
superlative pair in use, so a synonym is chosen as the assumed positive. 
Comparatives and superlatives were more common in Vedic literature, and were frequently derived there from 
accented and often ªøümø strengthened verbal roots. Not being able to derive some of these forms, which survived 
into the classical language, from existing adjectives in the classical language, Paninian grammarians resorted to 
describing them as having assumed positives from synonyms. 
The secondary suffixes − Çøá and ÇøÛø − are added to the weak or middle stem of the positive adjective or 
substantive. See also the secondary suffixes á and Ûø (6.27:). 
E.g., 
Positive (or Root) Comparative (“-er, more”) Superlative (“-est, most”) 

Primary suffix ~u#vÞøòø} ~"ñÂ 
!ømøü “subtle” 

(or √!ømø} “breathe”) 
!ømøûÞøòø}  a̍ṇ-ī-yas “subtler, smaller” !øúmøñÂ  a̍ṇ-iṣṭha “subtlest, smallest” 

ªøü) “honorable” 
(or √ªø> “invoke”) 

ªøáûÞøòø}  ga̍r-ī-yas “greater” ªøùáñÂ  ga̍r-iṣṭha “greatest” 

×øôüæ “abundant” 
(or √×ø@ô} “increase”) 

×ø@ôûÞøòø}  ba̍ṃh-ī-yas “more abundant” ×ø@ùôñÂ  ba̍ṃh-iṣṭha “most abundant” 
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6.25: Primary and secondary suffixes (continued) 
Positive (or Root) Comparative (“-er, more”) Superlative (“-est, most”) 

Primary suffix ~u#vÞøòø} ~"ñÂ 
éø;pÑ “old” 

(or √jÞøø “overpower”) 
jÞøøÞøòø} jyā̍-yas “elder, superior” jÞø+ñÂ  jyā̍-iṣṭha “most superior” 

ùÕøãÞø “pleasant” 
(or √Õøãû “please”) 

Õøã+Þøòø}  pre̍-yas “more pleasing” Õøã+ñÂ  pre̍-[i]ṣṭha “most pleasing” 

éø;pÑ “old” 
(or √éø;ðø} Ā “be virile”) 

éøðøûâÞøòø}  va̍rṣ-ī-yas “older” éøúðøâñÂ  va̍rṣ-iṣṭha “oldest” 

ÕøãíøòÞø “praiseworthy” 
(or √úîøã “seek”) 

îøã+Þøòø}  śre̍-yas “better” îøã+ñÂ  śre̍-[i]ṣṭha “best” 

Secondary suffix ~Çøá ~ÇøÛø
íøüú²ø   “bright” íøüú²øÇøá  śuci-tara “brighter” íøüú²øÇøÛø  śuci-tama “brightest” 
Õøãø²ø}    “forward” ÕøãøÇølá  prāk-tara “more forward” ÕøãøÇølÛø  prāk-tama “most forward” 
 
6.26: Primary suffixes ¡;¢ÌÒÇøYs (some important and useful suffixes) 
Some suffixes we have already seen (6.4: through 6.10:) − 
 !øÇø} Present and Future Participles (active) 
 éøòø} Reduplicated Perfect Participle (active) 
 ÛøøÒø Present and Future Middle Participles, Present Passive Participle 
 !øøÒø Present Middle (2nd conj.) Participle and (Vedic) Perfect Middle Participle 
 Òø "Çø Çø Past Participle (passive) 
 éøÇø} Past Active Participle − actually (")ÇøéøÇø} 
 Þø u"vÇøéÞø !øÒøûÞø Potential Passive Participle 
 u"vÇéøø Þø ÇÞø !øÛø} Indeclinable Participle 
 u"vÇøüÛø} Infinitive  
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6.26: Primary suffixes ¡;¢ÌÒÇøYs (cont.) 
!ø Agent/Object adj. and m. subst.; Action nouns, e.g., 

 ~¡¢øá kār-a m. “doer, doing” 
 òøªøâ sa̍rg-a m. “manifestation” (lit. “what is emitted”) 
 ùÕøãÞø priy-a̍ a. “pleasing” (2.67:) 

!øÒø} Agent m. nouns and a few defective n. stems, e.g., 
 áøjøÒø}  rā̍j-an m. “king” 
 !øôÒø}  ah-an n. “day” (3.21.a: and cf. 3.34:) 

!øÒø Action/Agent/Object n. nouns, e.g., 
 ÌíøâÒø  da̍rś-ana n. “seeing, eye, sight” 
 !øÞøÒø  a̍y-ana n. “going, course, goal” 

!øòø} "òø} 
$òø}

Action/Agent n. nouns, e.g., 
 éø²øòø} va̍c-as n. “speech” 
 jÞøø+úÇøòø} jyo̍t-is n. “light” 
 ÐøÒøüòø} dha̍n-us n. “bow” 

" Action f. nouns; Agent adj. and nouns, and a few n., e.g., 
 ÏüúÇø  dyut-i f. “brilliance” 
 Ûøùô  ma̍h-i a. “great” 
 Õøøúmø  pāṇ-ı̍ m. “hand” 
 !øú¦ø  a̍kṣ-i n. “eye” 

"Òø} Agent adj. and m. nouns; also (usually when root lacks a prefix) “having the habit of−,” e.g., 
 òø@ÞøúÛøÒø} saṃyam-in a. “who excercises authority” 
 òø+úéøÒø} sev-in a. “who has the habit of serving” 

$ Agent/Object adj. and m. nouns, a few f. and n., e.g., 
 ÇøÒøü  tan-u̍ a. “thin” 
 ×øøôü  bāh-u̍ m. “arm” 
 "ðøü  ı̍ṣ-u f. “arrow” 

$Òø Action/Agent adj. and m. or n. nouns, e.g., 
 Ðø)mø dhar-u̍ṇa a. “supporting,” m. “supporter,” n. “support” 

$¢ Agent/Object fem. of $ above, and a few other f. nouns, e.g., 
 ÇøÒøþ  tan-ū̍ f. “body” (grammatically fem., i.e., made of mother nature)  
 ²øÛøþ  cam-ū̍ f. “army”  
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6.26: Primary suffixes ¡;¢ÌÒÇøYs (cont.) 
úÇø Action f. nouns; Agent/Object nouns, e.g., 

 jøøúÇø  jā-ti f. “birth” (jøø is a conjugational form of √jøÒø} 5.16.4:) 
 îøãüúÇø  śru̍-ti f. “listening, teaching, ear” 

Çøü Besides the Infinitive ÇøüÛø}; a few Agent/Object/Action m. and n. subst., e.g., 
 ô+Çøü  he-tu̍ m. “cause” 
 &Çøü  ṛ-tu̍ m. “season” 

Çø; Agent adj. and m. nouns; names of relationships m. and f., e.g., 
 ¡¢Çø;â  kar-tṛ̍ m. “doer” 
 ÛøøÇø;  mā-tṛ̍ f.  “mother” 

Êø Êøø Besides making indeclinables w/ loc. sense 6.19:; expresses the Instrument of means, e.g., 
 ÛøÒÊø  ma̍n-tra m. “sacred verse” 
 ÛøøÊøø  mā̍-trā f.  “measure” 

Ëø Ëøø Action nouns of all genders, often with concrete sense, e.g., 
 !øËøâ  a̍r-tha m. “goal” 
 ªøøËøø  gā̍-thā f.  “song” (ªøø is a conjugational form of √ªøe 5.8.8:) 

Òø Òøø Besides past participle; Action/Agent/Object adj. and subst., e.g., 
 ¡;¢ðmø  kṛṣ-ṇa̍ a. “dark”; m. “Lord Kṛṣṇa” 
 éømøâ  va̍r-ṇa m. “color” 
 Çø;ðmøø  tṛ̍ṣ-ṇā f.  “thirst” 

úÒø Action/Agent/Object m. and f. nouns, e.g., 
 éøúöÓ  va̍h-ni m. “fire” (lit. “conveyer”) 
 ôøúÒø  hā-ni f.  “abandonment” 

Òøü Action/Agent/Object m. and f. nouns, e.g., 
 ÙøøÒøü  bhā-nu̍ m. “light” 
 Ðø+Òøü  dhe-nu̍ f.  “cow” 

Ûø Action m. nouns; Agent/Object m. adj. and subst., e.g., 
 ÐøÛøâ  dha̍r-ma m. “tradition” (lit. “that which supports”) 
 ÕøÍÜ  pad-ma m. “lotus” 
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6.26: Primary suffixes ¡;¢ÌÒÇøYs (cont.) 
ÛøÒø} Action n., some m., nouns; a few Agent m. nouns with accent on the suffix, e.g., 

 ¡¢ÛøâÒø}  ka̍r-man n. “action” 
 !øøÇÛøÒø}  āt-ma̍n m. “self” 
 ×øãöÜÒø}  bra̍h-man n. “Veda,” “reality”; brah-ma̍n m. “priest,” “Lord Brahmā” 

úÛø Ûøû Action/Agent/Object m. and f. nouns, e.g., 
 áúíÛø raś-mı̍ m. “ray” 
 ÙøþúÛø bhū̍-mi  f. (or ÙøþÛøû bhū-mī  f.) “earth” 

Þøü Action/Agent/Object m. nouns, e.g., 
 Ûø;ÇÞøü mṛ-ta-yu̍ m. “death” 

á Agent adj. and a few subst., e.g., 
 $ªøã ug-ra̍ a. “terrible” 
 "ÒÌã ı̍nd-ra m. “Lord Indra” 

) Agent adj. and n. subst., e.g., 
 Ùøû) bhī-ru̍ a. “timid” 
 !øîøãü a̍ś-ru n. “tear drop” 

éø Agent adj. and m. subst., e.g., 
 òøéøâ sa̍r-va a. “all” 
 !øîøê a̍ś-va m. “horse” 

éøÒø} Agent adj. and subst., e.g., 
 ÕøûéøÒø} pī̍-van a. “fat” 
 ÞøjéøÒø} ya̍j-van m. “worshipper” 

a. A Çø} is sometimes added after a short final vowel before following Þø} or éø}, cf. 6.9: ~ÇÞø and also 6.24:. 

6.27: Secondary suffixes ÇøúpÑÇøYs (some important and useful suffixes) 
Some adverbial suffixes we have already seen (6.19:)− 

Ëøø Ëø ËøÛø}, Ðøø Ðø ô, éø éøÛø}, éøÇø} íøòø} òø} Instrumental sense 
Çøòø} ÇøøÇø} Ablative sense 
!øòø}, Êøø Êø, Ìø ÌøÒøûÛø} ÌÛø} Locative sense  
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6.27: Secondary suffixes ÇøúpÑÇøYs (cont.) 
!ø Forms adj. mostly with initial éø;úpÑ expressing relation or connection, many of these become m. 

subst. and n. abstracts. Adj. take # in fem., e.g., 
 áøjøòø  rājas-a a. “predominately of the ájøòø} mental disposition” 
 !øøeðøÐø  auṣadh[i]a-a n. “food” (lit. “made from plants !øø+ðøúÐø”) 

!øø Forms fem. of adjectives, whose m. n. stem end in !ø, e.g., 
 òéøø sv[a]-ā f. “one’s own” 

!øøÒøû Forms fem. of names of deities ending in !ø, e.g., 
 "ÒÌãømøû  indr[a]-āṇī̍ f. “wife of Lord "ÒÌã” 

!øøÞøÒø Forms masc. patronymics with initial éø;úpÑ, e.g., 
 !øøîøêæøÞøÒø  āśval[a]-āyana m. “descendent of !øîøêæ” 

" Forms masc. patronymics with initial éø;úpÑ, e.g., 
 òøøeÛøÌúÉÇø  sauma-datt[a]-i m. “son of òøø+ÛøÌÉÇø” 

"Òø} Forms adj. in sense of “possessing” from subst. in !ø, e.g., 
 ÇÞøøúªøÒø}  tyāg[a]-in a. “renouncing” (ÇÞøøªø m. “renunciation”) 

# Forms fem. of m. stems (adj. or noun) ending in cons., Çø;, $, and sometimes !ø (always when m. 
stem is formed with initial éø;úpÑ), e.g., 
 Þøø+úªøÒøû  yog[a]-in-ī f. “a woman who follows a dedicated life of Þøø+ªø” 
 Õø;Ëéøû  pṛthv-ī̍ f. “earth” (Õø;Ëøü a. “broad”) 
 áøjøòøû  rājas[a]-ī f. adj. “predominately of the ájøòø} mental disposition” 

#Òø Forms adj. chiefly expressive of direction, and from stems in !ø²ø} (3.24:), e.g., 
 Õøãø²øûÒø  prāc-ī̍na a. “eastern” (Õøãø²ø} a. “eastward”) 

¡¢ Forms adj. and diminutives; added to adj. and nouns often without changing meaning (in this sense 
also are accounted the pri. suff. ~!ø¡¢ ~$¡¢ and sec. suff. ~!ø¡¢ ~"¡¢ in the grammar of Pāṇini, see also 6.39:); 
fem. derivatives often in "¡¢ø, e.g., 
 !øúÐø¡¢  adhi-ka a.  “better” 
 !øôeÇøü¡¢ a-haitu-ka a. “illogical” 
 ÒøøÞø¡¢ nāy-a-ka m. “leader” 
 ÕøüÊø¡¢ putra-ka m. “little son”; ÕøüùÊø¡¢ø putr[a]-ikā f. “little daughter” 

ÇøÒø Forms adj. with temporal meaning, e.g., 
 ÕøüáøÇøÒø  purā-tana a. “ancient” 
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6.27: Secondary suffixes ÇøúpÑÇøYs (cont.) 
ÇøÛø Besides superlatives; forms ordinals, e.g., 

 íøÇøÇøÛø śata-tama̍ a. “hundredth” 
Çøø Çéø Forms abstract subst. in the sense of “-ness”, ~Çøø being fem., ~Çéø being neut., e.g., 

 Ì+éøÇøø deva̍-tā f.  “deity” 
 !øÛø;ÇøÇéø a-mṛta-tva̍ n. “immortality” 

ÇÞø Forms adj. and m. or n. nouns from prepositions and adverbs, e.g., 
 úÒøÇÞø nı̍-tya a. “eternal” 
 !øÕøÇÞø a̍pa-tya n. “offspring” 

Ëø Besides adverbs; forms some ordinals from cardinals, e.g., 
 ²øÇøüËøâ catur-tha̍ a. “fourth” 

Ùø Forms the m. names of some animals, e.g., 
 &ðøÙø ṛṣa-bha̍ m. “bull,” in cmpd. −~ “prominent among−” 

Ûø Forms some superlatives mostly from prepositions (see á); and some ordinals, e.g., 
 !øéøÛø ava-ma̍ a. “lowest” 
 !øÐøÛø adha-ma a. “lowest” (!øÐøòø} in. “below”) 
 Õø¼ǿÛø  pañca[n]b-ma̍ a. “fifth” 

ÛøÇø} Forms adj. in sense of “possessing” from subst. (ex. ending in !ø, see "Òø}), e.g., 
 ÌûúÕÇøÛøÇø}  dīpti-mat a. “possessing brilliance, brilliant” 

ÛøÞø ÛøÞøûForms adj. in senses of “preceding from, preponderance of, consisting of”, e.g., 
 Çø+jøø+ÛøÞø tejo-maya a. “mostly of brilliance, brilliant” (Çø+jøòø} n. “brilliance”) 

Þø Orig. in many cases “ia,” forms adj. in the sense of “relating to,” m. patronymics, n. abstracts − all 
with éø;úpÑ; and ordinary adj. without éø;úpÑ; (in these senses also are accounted the sec. suff. ~"Þø ~#Þø ~%Þø 
in the grammar of Pāṇini), e.g., 
 %+îøêÞøâ aiśvar[a]-ya a. “relating to the Lord” (#îøêá m. “Lord”) 
 ¡¢øÕøâmÞø kārpaṇ[a]-ya n. “miserliness” (¡;¢Õømø m. “miser”) 
 Ûøü̈ Þø mu̍kh[a]-ya a. “foremost” (Ûøü̈ ø n. “face”) 
 "úÒÌãÞø indr[a]-i-ya̍ a. “belonging to Lord Indra”; n. “a sense organ” 
 ~!øËøûâÞø ar-th[a]-ī-ya a. in cmpd. −~ “intended for” 
 !øòÛøÌûÞø asmad-ī-ya a. “our” 
 ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø kaunt[ī]-e-ya m. “son of ¡ü¢ÒÇøû” 
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6.27: Secondary suffixes ÇøúpÑÇøYs (cont.) 
á Forms comparatives from prepositions (see Ûø); and forms adj., e.g., 

 !øéøá  a̍va-ra a. “lower” 
 Ðøûá dhī̍-ra a. “discerning” (Ðøû f. “thought”) 

æ Forms adj. (sometimes interchangeable with á); and a few m. diminutives, e.g., 
 ÛøÐøüæ  madhu-la̍ (and ÛøÐøüá madhu-ra)  a. “sweet” 
 ×øôüæ bahu-la̍ a. “abundant” 
 éø;ðøæ vṛṣa-la̍ m. “little man” (éø;ðø m. “[potent] male”) 

éøÇø} Besides adverbial sense of “like” (6.19:); forms adj. in sense of “possessing,” e.g., 
 ¹øøÒøéøÇø} jñāna-vat a. “having knowledge” 

éøÒø} Forms adj. and subst. in the sense of “possessing,” e.g., 
 Ûø¬øéøÒø} magha̍-van a. “bountiful,” m. an epithet for Lord "ÒÌã. 

úéøÒø} Forms adj. in the sense of “possessing,” e.g., 
 ÇøÕøúòéøÒø}  tapas-vı̍n a. “who has/does prayerful discipline” 

a. Before secondary suffixes beginning with a vowel or Þø} (equivalent to "), final !øV!øø "V# of stem are regularly 
dropped and final $V$¢ of stem usually takes guṇa becoming !øéø} (2.71:). 

b. Before secondary suffixes, final Òø} of stem is treated variously: retained, dropped, dropped along with 
preceding !ø, or retained with preceding !ø dropped. 

c. Occassionally either of the above two rules (a. & b.) may also occur with some primary suffixes. 

6.28: Gender for many nouns was pointed out in 6.26: & 6.27:, but may be summarized as follows. 
Generally the stems ending in −  
!øø # $¢ Feminine 
!ø Çø} Òø} òø} (!øòø} masc. only if name of a person) Masculine or Neuter 
" $ Any gender 

Nominal Compounds 
6.29: Nominal Compounds. Two or more words can combine into a single word called a compound 
(òøÛøøòø), lit. “thrown together.” In a òøÛøøòø all the members generally, except the last, show their uninflected stem 
(some Vedic compounds retain their prior member’s inflection). The stem normally is as before the pāda 
terminations (ÙÞøøÛø}, etc. 3.2.a:), i.e., either the weak or the middle. Additionally, in a sentence, adjectives as 1st 
member in compound do not take on a feminine suffix (~!øø ~#). Only the final member, as an adjective or as an 
adjectival compound final, would take on a feminine suffix. Between the members in a compound, with a few 
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Vedic exceptions, general sandhi rules apply. Some words as 1st or last member of a cmpd. take on a special 
meaning or form − experience and a dictionary are helpful. For example, sometimes at the end of a compound 
a stem final Òø} will drop, an " or # will change to !ø, or an !ø will be added to the end of some consonant ending 
finals, a final $¢ (→$éø) or diphthong (→!øéø, etc.). 

The òø@ò¡;¢Çø analysis of the meaning of a òøÛøøòø is called a úéøªøãôYéøø¡Þø. This analysis will break out each member of 
the compound separately showing its inflected form (or, in commentaries, shows the nominative form of the 
member with a well known synonym or an explanation followed by a demonstrative pronoun that restates that 
member in the appropriate case and number), and the order of the breakout of the individual members is 
generally from left to right, as it is in keeping with òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose order (7.2:). The analysis usually proceeds by 
relating two members of the òøÛøøòø at a time, then taking that pair and relating it to a third member, and so on. 
For English speakers just starting to learn òø@ò¡;¢Çø, since òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose order is still new to him or her, it is often 
helpful to initially start at the back of the compound and work through the pairs from right to left, as this 
generally yields the resulting English prose order of the most common form of òøÛøøòø, called ÇøÇÕøü)ðøYòøÛøøòø; the 
final member also has the case termination for the whole compound which helps place its meaning within the 
context of the sentence. 

Depending on the relationship between these member pairs, òøÛøøòøYs have been categorized by grammarians into 
three main types and several sub-types, with a forth type distinguished by how the whole òøÛøøòø is employed in a 
sentence. Several of the names for these òøÛøøòøYs given by grammarians are in fact examples of the òøÛøøòø being 
categorized. Within a single compound made up of three or more members, different compound types of pair-
relationships may be exhibited; the whole compound, however, is categorized by the compound type of its last 
member pair, i.e., normally the last word or self-contained compound word with the rest of the compound. 
Often which type of compounding is being employed cannot be determined apart from the context within a 
sentence. The isolated examples given here assume the most obvious relationship for the pairing. 

Mostly because in compounding there is loss of inflection and therefore loss of important syntactical 
information, which then has to be easily filled in by the listener, compounding is not freely allowed between 
just any two words in any order in a sentence. There is a pattern of which words and how the words can be 
joined in the literature, so the grammarians have set down specific rules for forming each of the types of 
compounds, and even for forming compounds with specific words. Again, since we are here concerned with 
reading skills, only those compositional rules for compounds which assist recognizing the òøÛøøòøYs or assist in 
understanding their meanings, are given. 
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6.30: Types of òøÛøøòø 
ÇøÇÕøü)ðø − One member qualifies the other, and a final noun usually determines the gender. 

úéøÙøúÇølYÇøÇÕøü)ðø − 1st member is in oblique case relationship with the 2nd member.  
Òø»ø}YÇøÇÕøü)ðø (often pronounced as nañj-tatpuruṣa)− Negative as 1st member. 
¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞø − Both members are in apposition (=òøÛøøÒøøúÐø¡¢ámø “reference the same object”). 

ùÌêªøü − Numeral 1st member and cmpd. is not used in naming something. 
ÕøãøùÌ − Preposition as 1st member, noun or non-verbal adj. is 2nd member. 
ªøúÇø − Verbal indeclinable as 2nd member. 
$ÕøÕøÌ − Where 2nd member’s stem formation depends on the 1st member. 

×øôüéøãûùô − A substantive ÇøÇÕøü)ðø employed as an adjective in a sentence.
ÌêÒÌê − Listing of nouns, where the separated members could be conjoined with ²ø, sometimes éøø. 
!øéÞøÞøûÙøøéø − Indeclinable 1st member and the pair treated like-an-indeclinable (= “!øéÞøÞøûÙøøéø”). 
 
6.31: Accent in òøÛøøòøYs 
Accent varies a great deal, even for cmpds. of the same type. Here are the most general rules starting with the 
most numerous accent occurrences− 

1. Cmpd. accent is that belonging to the 1st member (the 2nd member’s accent being dropped), 
especially− 

a. Most ×øôüéøãûùô. 
b. Most ÇøÇÕøü)ðø cmpds.− 

 With past participle in (")Çø or Òø as 2nd member (∴ as an adjective). 
 Beginning with negative !ø~ or !øÒø}~, which takes the accent. 

2. Cmpd. accent is that of 2nd member, especially− 
a. Cmpds. with verbal noun or adj. as 2nd member. 
b. Cmpds. beginning with ùÌê~ ùÊø~ or òøü~ Ìüòø}~. 

3. Cmpd. takes on an accent of its own on its final syllable− 
a. Most ÌêÒÌê. 
b. ÇøÇÕøü)ðø with noun as 2nd member. 
c. ×øôüéøãûùô beginning with negative !ø~ or !øÒø}~. 

4. Cmpd. exceptionally and sporadically take an altered accent from that of one of its members. 
5. Both members retain their own accent, usually 1st member also retains its case term. (e.g., 6.40: Vedic ÌêÒÌêYs).  
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6.32: úéøÙøúÇølYÇøÇÕøü)ðøYòøÛøøòø Oblique case compound 
There are six sub-types for the six oblique cases (2nd through 7th). 
Sometimes the 1st member retains its case term., e.g., ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ parasmai-pada “word for another.” 
At the end of a cmpd. ~!øËøâ m. “goal” often in the acc. (sometimes in dat. or loc.) is employed adverbially 
meaning “for the sake of, on account of,” e.g., !øÒøü¡¢ÛÕøøËøâÛø} “out of compassion.” 

2nd The 2nd member is often an adj. of a verbal nature, like a participle, e.g., 
ªøümøøÇøûÇø: → ªøümøøÒø} !øÇøûÇø: “transcending the constituents of the universe (ªøümøøÒø}).” 

3rd ÛøøòøÕøþéøâ: → Ûøøòø+Òø Õøþéøâ: “earlier by a month (Ûøøòø+Òø).” 
4th ÕøøÌø+Ì¡¢Ûø} → ÕøøÌøÙÞøøÛø} $Ì¡¢Ûø} “water for the feet (ÕøøÌøÙÞøøÛø}).” 
5th $ÙøÞøúéøÙøãñÀ: → $ÙøøÙÞøø@ úéøÙøãñÀ: “fallen from both ($ÙøÞøøÙÞøøÛø}).” 
6th By far the most common type. ÇøÇÕøü)ðø: → ÇøòÞø Õøü)ðø: “his (ÇøòÞø) man.” 
7th ÛøÒøø+ªøÇø: → ÛøÒøúòø ªøÇø: “arisen in the mind (ÛøÒøúòø).” 

 
6.33: Òø»ø}YÇøÇÕøü)ðøYòøÛøøòø [nañ(j)-tatpuruṣa-samāsa] Negative compound 
The 1st member is the negative particle !ø before consonants or !øÒø} before vowels, and rarely Òø. 
!øíøø+²Þø: → Òø íøø+²Þø: “(what is) not to be grieved.” 
 
6.34: ¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞøYòøÛøøòø Same case compound 
Here the 1st member is descriptive of, or in apposition to, the 2nd member. The type of analysis can vary if 
the 1st member is an adjective or a noun. 
1st member is an adjective, even with adverbial meaning; rarely, the order of the members is reversed − 
$ÉÇøáøÞømøÛø} → $ÉÇøá@ ²ø ÇøÌÞømø@ ²ø “northern course (!øÞøÒøÛø})” (both words in òøÛøøÒøøúÐø¡¢ámøVsame case). 
îøê+ÇøáÇølÛø} → îøê+Çø@ ²ø Çø@ áÇø@l ²ø “white and red (áÇølÛø}),” both members are adj. describing same object. 
Two past participles in cmpd. express consecutive actions− 
òøüÕÇøø+úÇËøÇø: → Õøþéøâ@ òøüÕÇø: ÕøïøøÌüúÇËøÇø: “(first) asleep (then) awakened ($úÇËøÇø:).”
!øÒÞøø+ÒÞø and ÕøáòÕøá both adj. meaning “one another” are irregular in that the 1st member (!øÒÞøòø}, Õøáòø}) is a frozen 
masc. nom. so that the cmpd. in fem. would still be !øÒÞøø+ÒÞøøÛø}. 
ÛøôÇø} “great” as 1st member becomes Ûøôø, e.g., Ûøôøíøw©̄ : “huge conch.” 
At the end of a cmpd. áøjøÒø} “king,” !øôÒø} “day” become áøjø, !øô, resp.; 
                                   òøú¨ø “friend,” áøùÊø f. “night” become òø¨ø, áøÊø n., resp.  
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6.34: ¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞøYòøÛøøòø (continued) 
1st member is a noun − 
áøjøúðøâ: → áøjøø ²ø òø &úðøïø “royal sage (&úðø:),” lit. “He is a king and a sage.” 
In naming  úéøÒÐÞøúªøùá: → úéøÒÐÞø: "úÇø úªøùá: “Vindhya mountain range.” 
In restricting ¡¢Ûøâ×øÒÐø: → ¡¢Ûøâ %éø ×øÒÐø: “bondage which is but ¡¢ÛøâÒø}.” 
In comparisons  jøæÌíÞøøÛø adj. → jøæÌ: "éø íÞøøÛø “dark as a cloud (jøæÌ:)” (2nd member is adj.). 

When 2nd member is also a noun, the $ÕøÛø+Þø (the thing compared) is put before the 
$ÕøÛøøÒø (the comparison), e.g., 
¹øøÒøÌûÕø: m. → ÌûÕø: "éø ¹øøÒøÛø} “knowledge which is like a lamp (ÌûÕø:).” 

Quasi-adjectival áøjøúéøÏø → úéøÏøÒøø@ áøjøÒø} “kingly-knowledge” or “king of (all) knowledge”
Assumed middle íøø¡¢ÕøøúËøâéø: → íøø¡¢ùÕøãÞø: ÕøøúËøâéø: “a king (ÕøøúËøâéø:) (liking/ùÕøãÞø:) vegetables (íøø¡¢øúÒø),” where there is 

an assumed word, here ùÕøãÞø:, to connect the 1st & 2nd member. This dropping of the middle 
word is called ÛøÐÞøÛøÕøÌæø+Õø (“middle-word-dropping”).

 
6.35: ùÌêªøüYòøÛøøòø Numerical compound 
ùÌêªøü, lit. “two-cow(s),” is a sub-type of ¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞøòøÛøøòø where the 1st member is a numeral and the cmpd. is not 
used in naming (which then restricts it to a ¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞø above). They are generally neuters or feminines in # 
expressing well known aggregates (òøÛøøôøáYs) and therefore are singular. Hence they are exceptions to the 
general rule that the final noun of a ÇøÇÕøü)ðøòøÛøøòø determines the gender of the compound. 
ùÊøæø+¡¢Ûø} → ÊøÞøømøø@ æø+¡¢øÒøø@ òøÛøøôøá: “[All] the three worlds (æø+¡¢ø: m.).”
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6.36: ÕøãøùÌYòøÛøøòø Prepositional compound 
Where a preposition or an indeclinable ¡ü¢, Ìüòø}, úÒøòø} or òøü is the 1st member and the 2nd member is a noun or 
non-verbal adjective (e.g., ÕøãúÇø¡;¢Çø, since ¡;¢Çø is a pp. adj. from √¡;¢, is not a ÕøãøùÌ). When analyzed the preposition 
is replaced with an appropriate adverb or adjective and the noun may be in any of the cases. When the 2nd 
member noun is analyzed in one of the oblique cases to the adjective replacing the preposition, then the cmpd. 
naturally becomes an adjective. Some of these adjectival compounds are thus considered to be ×øôüéøãûùôYs (6.39:) by 
grammarians for complicated technical reasons, nevertheless the classification of these compounds is trivial 
since the adjectival meanings of these compounds, no matter which classification, are obviously identical. 
Many of the compounded prepositions have gained specific meanings within ÕøãøùÌòøÛøøòøYs, in addition to their 
normal meanings. 

!øúÇø  “excess” 
!øúÐø  “superiority, primary” 
!øúÙø  “intensive” 
!øø    “somewhat or up to” 
$Õø    “accessory or secondary” 

Õøùá     “excess” 
ÕøãúÇø    “opposition” 
úéø      “variation” 
òøÛø}    “completeness” 

Õøãø²øøÞøâ:  m. → ÕøãªøÇø: !øø²øøÞøâ: “eminent teacher (!øø²øøÞøâ:).” 
úéøªøümø:  a. → ªøümø+Òø áùôÇø: “without virtue (ªøümø+Òø).”
ÕøÞøâÐÞøÞøÒø:  a. → !øÐÞøÞøÒøøÞø ÕøùáªæøÒø: “too tired to study (!øÐÞøÞøÒøøÞø).”
 
6.37: ªøúÇøYòøÛøøòø Indeclinable compound 
Verbal indeclinable as 2nd member. Mostly certain particles, adverbs (6.13:), onomatopoeias (sound-effect 
words), and a few nouns (6.14:) compounded with indeclinable participles ~¡;¢ÇÞø, ~ÙøþÞø, etc., e.g., 
!øæ@¡;¢ÇÞø     “adorning” 
!øòÇø@ªøÇÞø    “setting” 
íøü¡ç¢û¡;¢ÇÞø   “turning white” 
 
6.38: $ÕøÕøÌYòøÛøøòø Non-independent compound 
When the 2nd member’s stem formation only exists when at the end of a cmpd. or compounded only after a 
certain word (that 1st word thus being called the $ÕøÕøÌ, lit. “adjoining word”) and is not found independently. 
Mostly these are the bare roots (6.24:) at end of cmpd., in which case the conjugated or participial form of the 
root is used in the analysis. 
Þøø+ªøòËø: → Þøø+ªø+ úÇøñÂúÇø "úÇø “one who is steadfast in Þøø+ªø.”
¡¢Ûøâjø:  → ¡¢ÛøâÙÞø: jøøÇø:  “arising from actions.”
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6.39: ×øôüéøãûùôYòøÛøøòø Adjectival compound 
Any of the above varieties of ÇøÇÕøü)ðøYòøÛøøòøYs, including the ÌêÒÌê, with a substantive (or having a substantive sense) 
as the 2nd member, when employed as an adjective in a sentence and inflected in agreement with a separate 
word expressed or understood, is called a ×øôüéøãûùô, lit. “having much rice.” These compounds often have the sixth 
case sense of “having or possessing” whatever is the meaning of the ÇøÇÕøü)ðøYòøÛøøòø or ÌêÒÌê, although the other 
oblique case senses are also found. When analyzed this sense is usually expressed by the relative pronoun ÞøÌ} in the 
appropriate case of the cmpd. 
One clue that a cmpd. is a ×øôüéøãûùô is that the gender of the cmpd. is not the gender of its final subst. (e.g., final 
fem. !øø becomes m.n. !ø in cmpd.), otherwise the context has to yield the fact of it being used as an adjective. 
Like most other compounds, a ×øôüéøãûùô cmpd. may also be placed in the beginning, middle or end inside of 
another compound, although these placements are not common. 
úéøÙøúÇølYÇøÇÕøü)ðøYs used as a ×øôüéøãûùô are usually of 6th or 7th case, and sometimes the word order is reversed (i.e., 2nd 
member is in case relationship to the 1st member, cf. 6.30:) − 
ÌûÕÇøøÒøæø¡â¢ÏüúÇø: → ÌûÕÇøøÒøæø¡¢øeâ ÇøÞøø+: "éø ÏüúÇø: ÞøòÞø òø: “whose (ÞøòÞø òø:) brilliance (ÏüúÇø f.) is (like that) of a blazing fire or 
the sun.”
íøòÊøÕøøúmø: → íøòÊø@ Õøømøøe ÞøòÞø òø: “having (ÞøòÞø òø:) a sword in hand (Õøømøøe 3.29:).”
Òø»ø}YÇøÇÕøü)ðøYs used as a ×øôüéøãûùô −
!øªøÇøøòøü: → Òø ªøÇø: !øòøü: ÞøòÞø òø: “whose life-breath (!øòøü) is not [yet] gone.”
¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞøYs are very commonly used as a ×øôüúéøãùô − 
ªøÇøøòøü: → ªøÇø: !øòøü: ÞøòÞø òø: “whose life-breath is gone (ªøÇø).”
¡;¢ÇøúÒøïøÞø: → ¡;¢Çø: úÒøïøÞø: Þø+Òø òø: “by whom (Þø+Òø òø:) resolve (úÒøïøÞø) is formed.”
ÕøãøùÌYs used as a ×øôüéøãûùô −
úéøáøªø: → úéøªøÇø: áøªø: ÞøòÛøøÇø} òø: “from whom (ÞøòÛøøÇø} òø:) requiring (áøªø:) is gone.”
Some compounds by their own structure and meaning can only be ×øôüéøãûùôYs −  
òøÞø¹ø: → Þø¹ø+Òø òøô Þø: éøÇøâÇø+ òø: “who is (Þø: òø:) with ritual (Þø¹ø+Òø),” i.e., “whose duty it is to do ritual.”
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6.39: ×øôüéøãûùôYòøÛøøòø (continued) 
Peculiarities of the ×øôüéøãûùô 
A ×øôüéøãûùô adjective may come to be used as a substantive or a proper name, e.g., 
òøü/Ì}     su-hṛd            “good-hearted” becomes m. subst. “friend.” 
Ðø;ÇøáøñÀå  dhṛta-rāṣṭra “by whom the kingdom is seized” becomes the name of a person. 
A ×øôüéøãûùô with past participle 1st member is often used like an in. pt. or a loc. absolute (7.14.1:), e.g., 
ÇÞøÇølÒøªøá: lit. “by whom the city was left” can mean Òøªøá@ ÇÞø¡Çéøø “having left the city” or 

    Òøªøá+ ÇÞøÇø+l   “once the city was left.” 
A ×øôüéøãûùô with a ¡¢ÛøâÐøøáÞø of nouns in comparison reverses the order of the $ÕøÛø+Þø − $ÕøÛøøÒø (6.34:), e.g., 
¡¢ÛøæÕøøÊøø¦ø: “whose two eyes are like lotus-petals (¡¢ÛøæYÕøÊø)” (the order is $ÕøÛøøÒø − $ÕøÛø+Þø). 
At the end of a ×øôüéøãûùô − 
The words ¡¢èÕø “manner,” ÕøãøÞø “chief part” mean “like, almost” resp., e.g., 

!øÛø;Çø¡¢èÕø a. “ambrosia-like”; òøÛøøÕÇøÕøãøÞø a. “mostly finished.” 
The words Õøá or ÕøáÛø adj. “highest” used as subst. “the chief thing” mean “engrossed in,” e.g., 

òéøªøâÕøá a. “engrossed in (getting into) heaven,” lit. “having heaven as the ultimate.” 
The word ÛøøÊøø f. “measure” is used in the sense of “only,” e.g., 

úÒøúÛøÉÇøÛøøÊø a. “as merely an instrument.” 
The words !øøùÌ n. and ÕøãÙø;úÇø f. “beginning” mean “and the rest” or “etcetera,” e.g., 

íø×ÌøÌÞø: a. pl. “(sense-elements starting with) sound, etc.”; "ÇÞøøùÌ iti-ādi a. “…etc.” 
The possessive suffixes "Òø} and (")¡¢ are sometimes redundantly added to the end of a ×øôüéøãûùô for clarity of 
meaning or for meter, the later suffix is added especially to unusual finals, e.g., 
!øÇøÕøò¡¢ a-tapas-ka̍ “who has no prayerful discipline.”  
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6.40: ÌêÒÌêYòøÛøøòø List compound 
Listing of two or more nouns (rarely adj. or adverbs) connected in sense by “and,” sometimes “or.” 
When expressive of individuals, it takes the number of the sum of its members, du. or pl., and gender of 
the last member e.g., úòøpÑßúòøpÑû du. → úòøúpÑïø !øúòøúpÑïø “success and failure,” “success or failure.” 
When expressive of an aggregate of which some or all members are listed or described, it takes singular 
neuter, e.g., 
ÕøüÊøÕøøeÊøÛø} → ÕøüÊøøïø ÕøøeÊøøïø “children and grandchildren,” i.e., “(all) offspring.”
Vedic ÌêÒÌêYs retained in later literature may consist of names of deities where the 1st member is a frozen nom. 
dual and separately accented, e.g., 
ÏøéøøÕø;úËøéÞøøe dyā̍vā-pṛthivyau̍ du. nom./voc./acc. → Ïøeïø Õø;úËøéøû ²ø “Heaven (Ïøéøø Vedic du.) and Earth.” 
ÏøéøøÕø;úËøéÞøø+: du. gen./loc. → Ïøeïø Õø;úËøéøû ²ø ÇøÞøø+: “of Heaven (usually remaining du. nom.) and Earth.” 
"ÒÌãøéø)møøe du. nom./voc./acc. → "ÒÌãïø éø)møïø “Lord "ÒÌã (~!øø is Vedic du. nom./voc./acc.) and Lord éø)mø.”
ÛøøÇø; “mother” and ùÕøÇø; “father” as 1st member of relationship ÌêÒÌê assume sg. nom. form, e.g., 
ùÕøÇøøÕøüÊøøe pitā-putrau → ùÕøÇøø ²ø ÕøüÊøïø “father and son.”
The masc. of relation pair may be used in dual to include the female, e.g., 
ùÕøÇøáøe “parents,” ÙøãøÇøáøe “brother (ÙøãøÇø;) and sister” − these forms are analyzed like ÌêÒÌêYòøÛøøòøYs.
 
6.41: !øéÞøÞøûÙøøéøYòøÛøøòø Indeclinable-like compound 
Where the 1st member is usually an indeclinable (!øéÞøÞø), the 2nd member is a noun, and the cmpd. is in the 
neuter sg. nom. and treated “like an indeclinable” (!øéÞøÞøûÙøøéø), e.g., 
!øúÐøôùá adhi-hari “in Lord Hari”
!øÒÇøúªøâùá antar-giri “in a mountain” 
$Õø¡;¢ðmøÛø} upa-kṛṣṇam “near Lord Kṛṣṇa” 
úÒøjøâÒøÛø} nir-janam “without people,” i.e., “in a quiet place” 
Þøøéøoø̧ûéøÛø} yāvaj-jīvam (2.45:) “while alive” 
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Sanskrit Grammar – 7 
Syntax 

7.1: Forming words into sentences. Due in large part to the medium of oral transmission and the 
importance placed on memorizing texts, the òø@ò¡;¢Çø literature is often in verse form. This brings the charm to the 
language, as well as the challenge to the student of the language. As much of the syntax is built into the sense 
of the inflections of the words themselves, a comparatively great freedom is allowed the author to arrange the 
order of the words to best fit the harmony of the sounds and meter of a verse. Additionally, there is a rich store 
of vocabulary and technical expressions—developed over thousands of years and addressed to a very savvy 
audience able to understand the author’s nuances and allusions. So understanding these texts requires a 
methodical approach, of which not just vocabulary but also syntax plays a crucial role. 

7.2: òø@ò¡;¢Çø !øÒéøÞø 
To properly understand a verse, the student should reorder the words into written òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose order, called 
!øÒéøÞø. The following is the typical !øÒéøÞø of a òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose sentence. 
1–Vocatives − The first vocative, or another word, heading a sentence should be accented (4.3:). 
2–Relative clause − A correlative word heads the clause, which follows the same order as a main clause. 
3–Connective to previous sentence − If enclitic, it follows first non-enclitic word of the sentence or clause. 
Main clause 
 4–Correlative, if employed, heads the clause. 

Subject 
 5–Subject pronoun. 

6–Subject adjective − Including noun in genitive case related to the subject noun. 
7–Subject noun (or passive voice Agent in instrumental). 

Predicate 
 8–Predicate pronoun. 

    Predicate adjective/noun (7.7.1:) − May proceed the subject if the copula “is” is omitted. 
Or    

9–Adjective of the predicate object − And nouns in oblique cases related to the predicate object. 
     Predicate object (or passive voice object in nom.) − Indirect-obj. then direct-obj. 
10–Adverb − Sometimes (including interrogatives) placed at or near the beginning of the sentence. 
11–Verb. 
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7.2: òø@ò¡;¢Çø !øÒéøÞø (continued) 
For Example (using the English words in the Saṃskṛta order, to better show the ordering) 
English 
Saṃskṛta 

→ 
→ 

“The subject is a predicate-adjective.” 
“Predicate-adjective7 subject6 [is].” 

English 
Saṃskṛta 

→ 
→ 

“And, Subu, that smart boy studies his Saṃskṛta lessons thoroughly.” 
“Subu1, that5 and3 smart6 boy7 his Saṃskṛta lessons9 thoroughly10 studies11.” 

English 
Saṃskṛta 

→ 
→ 

“The cat will eat the food, if the door is closed.” 
“If door is closed2, cat7 food9 will eat11.” 

English 
Saṃskṛta 

→ 
→ 

“The food was eaten by the cat.” 
“By cat7 food9 was eaten11.” If converted to active voice, “Cat7 food9 eats11.” 

English 
Saṃskṛta 

→ 
→ 

“He gives two cows (direct object) to the Brāhmaṇa (indirect object).” 
“To Brāhmaṇa9 two cows9 [he] gives11.” 

a. A word or phrase the author wishes to emphasize is often placed at the beginning of the sentence, or in a long 
sentence even at the end. The above order is only the most prevalent in occurrence. An author’s style, harmony 
of sounds, and word emphasis will vary this order. In giving the !øÒéøÞø of verses in the Aruna Coursebook, the 
above order is generally followed, unless the meaning is better brought out in a modified order. 

b. If the subject is a pronoun it may not be employed since its indication of 1st 2nd or 3rd person and the number, is 
inherent and understood in the finite verb form. 

c. The copula !øúòÇø “is,” unless the tense or mood has to be expressed, is generally omitted. When omitted, the 
predicate adjective or noun often precedes the subject, e.g., “cold [is] the night.” If what is being predicated bears 
any emphasis, then the verb ÙøéøúÇø “is” is actually used, instead of an omitted !øúòÇø. 

A common complaint from native English language students is why not directly reorder the òø@ò¡;¢Çø words into 
English prose order, since that is the end result they want and the òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose order seems too foreign to be of 
much help at this struggling time. The answer is—what first looks like a shortcut now, will severely stunt one’s 
progress from now on. Progress comes when the student can glimpse the meaning of the verse as one reads 
it. Even òø@ò¡;¢Çø verse is often close to òø@ò¡;¢Çø prose order. Usually there is also a òø@ò¡;¢Çø commentary available that 
will help tremendously. But that commentary will be in prose order, so one will have to struggle reordering 
each of its sentences to eventually understand the original verse. The lesson, then, is to bear with it. òø@ò¡;¢Çø !øÒéøÞø 
will pay-off in short order. It is also the order of all my lesson sentences in the Aruna Coursebook, so the student 
is going to get beat up with it anyway. As we work our way through those lessons, think of the master Star 
Wars™ character Yoda (the òø@ò¡;¢Çø word for warrior is Þøø+Ðø, in our case, a Sanskrit warrior) whispering, 
“Backwards talking I now am.” 

In the syntax charts of this chapter, the exemplified òø@ò¡;¢Çø words in parentheses are translated by underlined 
words. 
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7.3: The Article 
1. There is no indefinite article “a” or definite article “the” in òø@ò¡;¢Çø. When translating, these may be 

freely added to render a flow to the English sentence. 
2. In òø@ò¡;¢Çø the sense of the indefinite article “a” may be rendered by %¡¢ “one” or ¡¢úïøÌ} “some one” in 

some contexts. Similarly a demonstrative pronoun, when used with its referent may be rendered by the 
definite article “the,” e.g., “the sound (òø: íø×Ì:)” 

 
7.4: Number (éø²øÒøÛø}) 

1. Collective words have a plural meaning whether inflected in sg. or pl., e.g., æø+¡¢: sg. and æø+¡¢ø: pl. can 
both mean either “the world (of people)” or “people.” 

2. A masc. du. may express a male and female of the same class, e.g., “parents (ùÕøÇøáøe 6.40:).” 
3. Plural is sometimes applied to a single person (or even his/her two feet) as a mark of respect, e.g., 

“Thus says the revered teacher Śaṃkara ("úÇø îøãûíø@¡¢áø²øøÞøøâ: m. pl.).” 
4. Plural is sometimes applied to the speaker, like the English royal “we,” e.g., “We (= I or we) do not 

know (Òø úéøÍÜ: 1st pl.) which of the two is better for us.” 
5. The name of a country or state within India is inflected in plural, being really the name of its people. 

In the singular, the name of the people often denotes the king of the country.   
6. Some nouns, or specific senses of nouns, are used only in the plural, e.g., !øøÕø: f. “water” (3.16:), éøðøøâ: f. 

“the rainy season,” Ìøáø: m. “wife,” ùÕøÇøøá: m. (lit. “fathers”) when it means “ancestors.” 
 
7.5: Agreement 
Adjectives and pronouns take the same gender, number and case as their expressed or understood referent 
substantive. The rules of agreement for all declined and conjugated words in person, gender, number and case 
are in general the same as in English, except for the following− 

1. When a du. or pl. verb refers to two or more different persons (1st 2nd 3rd), the 1st person verb is 
preferred to the 2nd or 3rd, and the 2nd person to the 3rd, e.g., “You and I go (ªø²µøéø: 1st du.).” 

2.a. When a du. or pl. adjective refers to two or more different genders, the masc. is preferred with m. 
and f. substantives, and neut. is preferred with n. and either m. or f. substantives (sometimes this 
neuter is in singular in this situation). 

b. Occasionally an adj. or predicate takes the actual gender of the members that the adj. or predicate 
indicates, instead of the grammatical gender of the substantive word, e.g., “Thinking (m.) of you, the 
subjects (grammatically fem, but actually mostly the men) have taken to fasting.” 

c. A participle used in place of a finite verb, which should agree with the subject, instead may take the 
gender of its object if in close proximity with it within the Saṃskṛta sentence, e.g., “You (m. subj.) 
have become (jøøÇøÛø} n. pt.) my friend (úÛøÊøÛø} n. object)” (where jøøÇøÛø} agrees with úÛøÊøÛø}). 
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7.5: Agreement (continued) 

3.a. A collective noun in sg. (like “peopleVæø+¡¢:”) takes a verb in sg. When there are multiple subjects, 
occasionally the verb only agrees in number (sg. or du.) with the nearest subject. 

b. Similarly, the verb may agree by proximity to a predicate noun, instead of the subject, e.g., “These 
seven constituent parts (pl. subj.) are said ($²ÞøÇø+ sg.) to form the entire kingdom (òøÛøòÇø@ áøjÞøÛø} sg. pred. 
noun)” (where $²ÞøÇø+ follows òøÛøòÇø@ áøjÞøÛø}). 

4. An adj. by construction or by meaning can and is frequently employed as a substantive − especially as 
neuter abstracts and collectives. Some of these words or compounds have only a substantive 
application, e.g., áËøø+ÉÇøÛø “the best of chariots” (where the final member is an adj.) becomes, in this case, a 
masc. gender noun appropriate to the masc. gender “chariotVáËø.” 

 
7.6: Pronouns 
A. Personal Pronouns 
Due to the explicit nature of òø@ò¡;¢Çø verb inflections with 1st and 2nd persons, personal pronouns are far less 
employed than in English. 

1. ÙøéøøÒø} “your Honor,” the polite form of ÇéøÛø} “you,” takes the verb in 3rd person. The plural form ÙøéøÒÇø: 
(fem. ÙøéøÇÞø:) frequently has a singular sense (7.4.3:). 

B. Demonstrative Pronouns  
Like for personal pronouns, the demonstrative pronouns are often not employed as the subject of a sentence, 
unless required for clarity, emphasis, or meter. 

1. e%ÇøÌ} and "ÌÛø} refer to what is near or present (= “this”) (4.4:), %ÇøÌ} being more emphatic than the other. 
Both may be employed agreeing with a subject and a verb in 1st or 3rd sg. in the sense of “here,” e.g., 
“here (%ðø: m. nom.) a devotee stands.” 

2.a. ÇøÌ} and !øÌòø} refer to what is remote or absent ( = “that”), ÇøÌ} being more emphatic than the other. ÇøÌ} 
has the following special uses−

b. As the correlative in a variety of case relationships to an preceding correlative, e.g., ÞøÌ}…ÇøÌ}… “which…, 
that one…,” ÞøÌ}…ÇøòÞø… “which…,of that one…” These pronouns in neut. sg. nom. may also be used 
adverbially and as conjunctions, e.g., “Because (ÞøÌ}) were it not for Me, then (ÇøÌ}) there would be no 
moveable or immovable being.” Either of the correlatives may be assumed in the context. 

c. With the sense of “the well-known.” 
d. With the sense of “the aforesaid,” thus also with the sense of the definite article “the” (7.3.2:). 
e. ÇøÌ}, along with the relative pronoun ÞøÌ}, (and even nouns, adjectives and particles) when repeated refers 

to an indefinite variety of referents or has a distributive sense, e.g., “By various (Çøe: Çøe:) desires,” 
“whoever (Þø: Þø:) be the devotee,” “the objects of each of the senses ("úÒÌãÞøòÞø "úÒÌãÞøòÞø).” 

f. ÇøÌ}, with different pronouns in the same case may express “this/that very same,” e.g.,  
“That very same (òø: %éø !øÞøÛø}) group of beings.” “This I (òø: !øôÛø}).”  
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7.6: Pronouns (continued) 
C. Possessive Pronouns 
These (4.15:) are not often used, since the genitive of the personal pronouns is more often employed or is 
understood from the context, e.g., “with [my] mind overcome by miserliness.” 
 
7.7: Nominative Case 
In active construction, the agent of the verbal action usually is in nom.  
In passive construction, the agent is commonly in inst., and the object of the action in nom., e.g.,  
“The constituents of nature (ªøümøe: inst.) perform action (¡¢Ûøâ nom.)” (lit. “by the constituents of nature is 
performed action”).  
The passive is employed so frequently in òø@ò¡;¢Çø that the translator usually must convert it to active for the 
translation to have the proper flow in the English of today, given its current aversion for the passive. 

1. The nom. also denotes the predicate adjective/noun with verbs expressing equation, such as “is, 
becomes, seems, appears,” and with the passive of verbs of calling, considering, making, etc., e.g., 
“He is called one whose conduct is useless (úÛøËÞøøY!øø²øøá:).” 

2. The nom. followed by "úÇø may be used in place of the acc. with verbs of calling, knowing, etc., e.g., 
“That one (acc.) they call kṣetrajña (¦ø+Êø¹ø: "úÇø nom.).” 

3. A substantive used alone and not in a Sanskrit phrase, such as a literary title, is put in the nom.  
 
7.8: Accusative Case 
Denotes the direct object (and objective complement) of transitive verbs (including those verbs as 
participles) − “to.” It also expresses− 

1. Goal of verbs of motion, e.g., “the waters enter the ocean (òøÛøüÌãÛø}).”  
2. Verbs of going may be used with an abstract substantive in acc. expressed in English by either an 

intransitive verbal expression or “to become” the corresponding adj., e.g., “They are completely deluded 
/ become completely deluded (òøÛÛøø+ô@ ÞøøúÒÇø lit. ‘go to complete delusion’).” 

3. Length of time or space, e.g., “He learns for a month (ÛøøòøÛø}).” 
4. Object of desiderative adj. in ~òøü 5.41:, e.g.,  

“For those desiring to attain contemplation (Þøø+ªøÛø}).”  
5. Object of adj., or even an intransitive verb, with a prefix such as !øÒøü, etc., e.g.,  

“Surrendered (ÕøãYÕøNøÛø}) to You (ÇéøøÛø}).”  
6. Cognate object of intransitive verbs, e.g., “May he rain (i.e., grant) all desires (òøéøøâÒø} ¡¢øÛøøÒø}).” 
7. For intransitive verbs, the primitive’s subject becomes the direct object in the causative, e.g., 

“Devadatta (Ì+éøÌÉÇø:) sleeps” → “Yajñadatta puts Devadatta (Ì+éøÌÉÇøÛø}) to sleep.” 
8. Adverbial sense of an adjective (always neut. sg.), e.g., “ever (úÒøÇÞøÛø}) indestructible.” 
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7.8.A: Double Accusative 
The indirect object also can be in accusative (optionally in dative) for − 

1. Transitive verbs expressing an object (usually a person) “indirectly” affected by the action of the 
verb, such as those expressing calling, considering, knowing, choosing, speaking, asking, instructing, 
winning, bringing, leading, etc., e.g., 
“Who thinks this (%ÒøÛø} indirect obj.) (to be) a killer (ôÒÇøøáÛø} direct obj.).” 
“He spoke these words ("Ì@ éøø¡ÞøÛø} direct obj.) to him (ÇøÛø} indirect obj.).” 
“Having won the kingdom (áøjÞøÛø} direct obj.) from Nala (ÒøæÛø} indirect obj. of √újø win/defeat).” 

2.a. Causative of transitive verbs, e.g., “he caused Rāma (áøÛøÛø}) to learn the Veda (éø+ÌÛø}).” 
If stress is laid on the agent (the direct object), it may be put in inst., e.g.,  
“The king should cause her (ÇøøÛø} acc.) to be devoured by dogs (îøêúÙø: inst.),”  
instead of “…cause the dogs (íøüÒø: acc. 3.21:) to devour her.” Except − 

b. When the causative sense of a verbal form has faded, the dat. or gen. of the agent (the direct 
object) is used instead of the acc. This is generally the case with ÌíøâÞø “show” (lit. “cause to see”) and 
îøãøéøÞø “tell” (lit. “cause to hear”), and always with éø+ÌÞø “make known or tell” (lit. “cause to know”), e.g., 
“Please show yourself (!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} acc.) to me (Ûø+ dat./gen.).” 

c. In the passive causative construction, the agent (direct object) may become the nom., the object 
(indirect object) remains acc., e.g.,  
“Rāma (áøÛø: nom.) is caused to learn (i.e., is taught) (!øÐÞøøÕÞøÇø+) the Veda (éø+ÌÛø} acc.).”  
Otherwise, the agent is put in the inst. and the indirect object put in the nom., e.g.,  
“The Veda (éø+Ì: nom.) is caused to be learned (!øÐÞøøÕÞøÇø+) by Rāma (áøÛø+mø inst.).” 

 
7.9: Instrumental Case 
Denotes the agent (in passive construction−verbal and participial), the instrument or means, or the 
concomitant − “by” or “with” which an action is performed, e.g., 
“Like fire (!øúªøÓ: nom.) is covered by smoke (ÐøþÛø+Òø inst.)” (i.e., “like smoke covers fire”).  
“How will I fight with arrows ("ðøüúÙø:).” 
“He who converses with a friend (úÛøÊø+mø).” It also may express- 

1. Reason: “by, by reason of, on account of,” e.g., “or even out of friendship (ÕøãmøÞø+Òø).” 
2. Accordance: “by, as, in conformity with,” e.g., “by birth (jøøÇÞøø).” Expecially abstract nouns in 

instrumental, e.g., “This Þøø+ªø which you have talked about as [the vision of] sameness (òøøÛÞø+Òø).” 
3. Price: “with, for, at the price of,” e.g., “A book sold for a hundred rupees (*Õø¡¢íøÇø+Òø).” 
4. Time within which anything is done: “after, within, in,” e.g., 

“After a long time (ÛøôÇøø ¡¢øæ+Òø) it has been lost.” 
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7.9: Instrumental Case (cont.) 
5. Way, vehicle, or part of the body by which motion is effected, e.g.,  

“In what direction (¡¢ÇøÛø+Òø Ûøøªø+âmø) have the crows disappeared?”  
“You will cross over by the raft that is knowledge (¹øøÒøYÕøçéø+Òø).”  
“He carried the dog on his shoulder (ò¡¢ÒÐø+Òø).” 

6. “In respect of,” “with regard to” with words implying superiority, inferiority or defectiveness, e.g., 
“You excel your ancestors (ÕøþéøøâÇø} abl.) in that (ÇøÞøø inst. −devotion).” “Blind of eye (!øímøø).” 

7. “of” or “with” with words meaning need or use − !øËøâ or ÕøãÞøø+jøÒø with interragative or negative, or with 
interrogative pronoun ù¡¢Ûø} meaning “what is (the use of, gained by)?”, e.g., “What (ù¡¢Ûø}) is (the use of) 
wealth (ÐøÒø+Òø).” 
Similarly is the use of ¡;¢ÇøÛø} “done” (= “away with”) and !øæÛø} “enough of,” e.g.,  
“Away (¡;¢ÇøÛø}) with rising ($ÇËøøÒø+Òø)” (i.e., “please do not rise”). 

8. Certain intransitive verbs govern the inst. with the sense of “with, at, of, by,” such as verbs of 
rejoicing, laughing, being pleased, satisfied, astonished, ashamed, disgusted, boasting, swearing oath, and 
√Þøjø} “offer,” e.g., 
“A person is satisfied even with very little (òéøèÕø+Òø).” 
“He laughed at it (Çø+Òø).” 
“I swear by Bharata (ÙøáÇø+Òø) and myself (!øøÇÛøÒøø).” 
“They sacrifice with rituals that are in name only (ÒøøÛøYÞø¹øe:).” 

9. The concomitant in inst. is often followed by the adverb òøô, òøø¡¢Ûø}, òøøÐøâÛø} or òøÛøÛø} meaning “with” (even 
when separation or antagonism is implied), e.g.,  
“Sons of Dhṛtarāṣṭra along with the host of world rulers (!øéøúÒøYÕøøæYòøwē : òøô) enter into You.” 
“With whom (¡e¢: òøô) I should fight.” 
The following senses are also applied− 

10. To express the accompanying circumstances or the manner in which an action is done, e.g., 
“Along with [performing their] duties (¡¢Ûøâmøø), King Janaka and others attained freedom.” 

11. With passive of verbs or participles expressing accompanying, joining, endowing, possessing, and 
the opposite, e.g., “Endowed with trust (îøãpÑÞøø).” “Bereft of life (Õøãømøe:).” 

12. With adj. expressing identity, equality or likeness, such as òøÛø, òøÛøøÒø, òøÌ;íø or ÇøüèÞø, e.g.,  
“Purifier equal to knowledge (¹øøÒø+Òø).” The genitive is also used with these adjectives. 

13. Expressing the sense of the locative, e.g., “Dwells in beings (ÙøþÇøe:)” (Ûøü~$~2.1.9). 
14. Some adj. and nouns in sg. inst. take adverbial sense, e.g., “That in brief (òøÛøøòø+Òø) listen to Me.” 
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7.10: Dative Case 
Denotes the indirect object (generally a person) or the purpose of an action − “to” or “for.” 
A. The dative of the indirect object is used− 

1. With certain transitive verbs (besides acc. 7.8.A:), w/wo a direct object, such as those verbs expressing 
giving, telling, promising, showing, sending, casting, etc., e.g., 
“I give to you (Çø+ dat.) an extraordinary vision.” “I taught this to Vivasvān (úéøéøòéøÇø+).” 

2. With certain intransitive verbs (esp. without a prefix cf. 7.8.5:) meaning to please, desire, be angry 
with, injure, etc., e.g., “It pleases me (ÛøöàÛø}).” “He is angry at his servant (ù¡¢w£¯áøÞø).” 

3. With words of salutation, e.g., “Let (my) salutation be unto You (Çø+ dat.).” 
B. The dative of purpose expresses the end for which an action is done, often equivalent to an infinitive, 

e.g., “Thus prepare for battle (= to do battle) (ÞøüpÑøÞø).” 
This dative is especially taken by verbs meaning− 

1. “(be fit) for, (tend or conduce) to,” e.g., “that one is fit for freedom (!øYÛø;ÇøÇéøøÞø).” 
a. !øòø} and Ùøþ also are used in the same way, but are often omitted, e.g.,  

“I appear (òøÛÙøéøøúÛø) for the protection (ÕøùáÊøømøøÞø) of those committed to Dharma.” 
2. “(be able, begin, strive, resolve, order, appoint) to,” e.g., “Thus resolve to fight (ÞøüpÑøÞø).” 

a. With the adverb !øæÛø} “sufficient” it is used in the sense of “be able to cope with, be a match for,” 
e.g., “Hari is a match for the demons (ÌeÇÞø+ÙÞø: !øæÛø}).” 
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7.11: Ablative Case 
Denotes the starting point (in terms of place, direction or time) or source, from which anything proceeds 
or is separated − “from,” e.g.,  
“[The bow] slips from (my) hand (ôòÇøøÇø}).” 
“The mountain [is to the] east of the village (ªøãøÛøøÇø}).” 
“Who is able to withstand the force born of [binding] desire and anger before (Õøãø¡}¢ 6.16:) release from the body 
(íøáûáYúéøÛøø+¦øøÇø}).” 
“From [thwarted] desire (¡¢øÛøøÇø}) arises anger.” 
“One is freed from bondage (×øÒÐøøÇø}).” 
Connected to these meanings are- 

1. Cause, reason or motive (masc. & neut. only) rendered by the phrase “on account of, because of, 
through, by or from,” e.g., “A person does not gain actionlessness by not undertaking (!øÒø}Y!øøáÛÙøøÇø}) 
action.” The inst. is also employed in this sense 7.9.1:, which allows the fem.  
This use of the abl. with abstract neuter nouns in ~Çéø (whereas, ~Çøø, being fem., takes inst.) is especially 
common as statement of logic—often with the possessor, agent or object that the logical statement is 
about in genitive (7.12:), e.g.,  
“Since [it (!øòÞø) is] beginningless (!øÒø}Y!øøùÌÇéøøÇø}) and since [it is] without attributes (úÒøá}YªøümøÇéøøÇø}), this (!øÞøÛø}) 
changeless, limitless I, though obtaining in the body, does not do action.”  

2. Comparison− 
a. With comparatives or words having a comparative meaning, e.g.,  

“Action is far inferior to buddhi-yoga (sameness of attitude) (×øüúpÑYÞøø+ªøøÇø}).”  
“Since action is superior to inaction (!øY¡¢Ûøâmø:).” 
Even with positives (adjectives or adverbs from which a comparative could be made), e.g.,  
“A wife is dear (éøèæÙøø nom.) even (in comparison with) the whole world (òøéøâæø+¡¢øÇø}).” 

b. With words meaning “other or different,” e.g.,  
“When the seer sees accordingly [to the teaching] that there is not a doer other than the constituents of 
nature (ªøümø+ÙÞø:) and knows [oneself] as beyond the constituents of nature (ªøümø+ÙÞø:), then that one attains My 
nature [called Ûøø+¦ø].” 

c. Allied to the comparative abl. is that used with multiplicative words like “double,” “triple,” etc., e.g., 
“A fine five times (in comparison with) the value (ÛøþèÞøøÇø}).” 

3. Some adj. and nouns in sg. abl. take adverbial sense, e.g., “For them whose mind is absorbed in Me, I 
become before long (ÒøYú²øáøÇø}) [their] liberator from the ocean that is saṃsāra.” 
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7.12: Genitive Case 
Qualifies (like a quasi-adjective) another substantive as belonging to or connected with it, and is generally 
expressed by the preposition “of” or “for.” A substantive in gen. thus can indicate the possessor, the agent or 
even the object of another substantive, as well as indicate a partitive sense, e.g.,  
“Leaders of my army (ÛøÛø òøeÒÞøòÞø).” 
“Those who do not follow this teaching of Mine (Ûø+ i.e., by Me).” 
“By supposing (it was) she (ÇøòÞøø:).” 
“I am the letter !ø among letters of the alphabet (!ø¦øáømøøÛø}).” 
Additionally − 

1. With certain verbs. 
a. In the possessive sense with !øòø} Ùøþ “be,” úéøÏÇø+ “exists,” e.g., “The unreal has (!øòøÇø: gen.) no (Òø úéøÏÇø+) 

being, the real has (òøÇø:) no (Òø úéøÏÇø+) non-being.” The verb “be” may also be assumed in the context, e.g., 
“Of what has (ÞøòÞø) (all) beings within it.” 

b. In the objective sense with the intransitive sense of certain verbs such as “have power over, have mercy 
on, remember about, have trust in, speak of,” etc., e.g., “I am not lost to him (ÇøòÞø).” 

c. As the indirect object (instead of through the dat.) with verbs of giving, telling, showing, pleasing, etc., 
e.g., “I have showed to you (Çøéø).” “Does he please you (Çøéø).” 

e. In the sense of agent (instead of through the inst.) with verbs meaning “be filled or satisfied,” e.g., “Fire 
is not satiated with logs (¡¢øñÂøÒøøÛø}).” 
So also with the pp. Õøþmøâ meaning “full of” (gen.), or “filled with” (inst.). 

2. With certain adjectives. 
a. In the objective sense with adj. derived from transitive verbs, e.g.,  

“Even the gods are always desirous of seeing (ÌíøâÒøY¡¢øúw§¯mø:) this form (!øòÞø *ÕøòÞø).” 
b. In the sense of “connected with” with adj. meaning “dependent on, belonging or attached to, dear to, 

acquainted with, like or equal to,” etc., e.g.,  
“Because I am totally beloved to the one who knows [Me] (¹øøúÒøÒø:) and that one is beloved to Me (ÛøÛø).” 
“What is to be known is about [enjoined] action (¡¢Ûøâmø:), about prohibited action (úéøY¡¢Ûøâmø:) and about 
inaction (!øY¡¢Ûøâmø:).”  
“similar to that brilliance (ÇøòÞø Ùøøòø: gen. of Ùøøòø}).” 

3. With passive participles in the sense of the agent− 
a. With past participle (passive) having a present tense sense, formed from roots meaning “think, 

know, worship,” etc., e.g., “That is considered by me (ÛøÛø).” 
b. With potential ps. pt. 6.8: (also inst.7.9:), e.g., “Hari should be worshipped by me (ÛøÛø).” 

4. With adverbs of direction in ~Çøòø} (cf. 6.16: Genitive) or sometimes in inst. ~%Òø, e.g.,  
“To the south (Ìú¦ømøÇø:) of the village (ªøãøÛøòÞø).” “To the north ($ÉÇøá+mø) of this (!øòÞø).” 
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7.12: Genitive Case (continued) 
5. The genitive of time is used in the following ways− 

a. With multiplicatives (4.27:) or other numerals similarly used, expressing how often anything is 
repeated within a stated period, e.g.,  
“He should offer the funeral rite three times a year (ùÊøá}Y!ø×ÐøòÞø).”  
“A Brāhmaṇa should perform at least one (%¡¢Ûø}) severe penance a year (òø@éøÇòøáòÞø).” 

b. In the sense of “after” when a word denoting time is put in the gen. (also the abl.), e.g.,  
“After some days (¡¢úÇøÕøÞøY!øôòÞø).”  
“After a long time (ú²øáòÞø ¡¢øæòÞø)” (ú²øáòÞø is similarly used alone). 

c. In the sense of “since” when a noun and past participle in the gen. accompanies an expression of time 
(cf. 7.14.2:), e.g., “Today is the tenth month since [our] father died (ÇøøÇøòÞø $ÕøáÇøòÞø).” 

6. Two genitives may express an option or a difference between them, e.g.,  
“I want to know distinctly the truth of sannyāsa and tyāga (òøNÞøøòøòÞø ÇÞøøªøòÞø ²ø).”  
“This is the only difference (between) the long-lived [you] and Indra (!øøÞøüðÛøÇø: íøÇø¡ã¢Çøø+ïø).” 

 
7.13: Locative Case 
Denotes the place where an action occurs, expressed by “in, at, on, among, by, with, near,” or, with verbs 
of motion, (similar to acc. & dat.) the place where an action is directed, expressed by “into” and “upon,” 
e.g.,  
“How will I fight in battle (òøw©¯ß+).” “Like a collection of gems on a thread (òøþÊø+).”  
“Why do You compel me into [this] gruesome action (¬øø+á+ ¡¢Ûøâúmø).” 

1. The following are related to expressing the place where an action occurs. 
a. The partitive sense (cf. gen. 7.12:), e.g., “The one who can see inaction (=actionlessness) in action and 

action in inaction (=not doing one’s duty), that one is wise among people (ÛøÒøüðÞø+ðøü).” 
b. The person “with” whom one dwells or stays, e.g., “He lives with [his] teacher (ªøüáøe).” 
c. To express “abides by” or “complies with” when used with verbs meaning “stands” or “lives,” e.g., 

“For the one who has not [mastered] oneself, oneself alone would remain as an enemy (íøÊøüÇéø+ éøÇø+âÇø lit. 
‘would abide by the nature of an enemy’).”  
“Remains firm in [one’s] vow of seeking brahman (×øãöÜY²øøùáYéøãÇø+).” 

d. The effect “of” a cause, e.g., “Prakṛti is said to be the cause of the origination of the physical body and 
[its] instruments (¡¢øÞøâY¡¢ámøY¡¢Çø;âÇéø+).” 

e. In objective sense with verbs expressing seizing, fastening, relying on or trusting, etc., e.g.,  
“Nor attached to auspicious [action] (¡ü¢}íæ+).” “He trusts in his enemies (íøÊøüðøü).” 
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7.13.1: Locative Case (cont.) 
f. To express “in connection with” (cf. gen. 7.12.2.b:) when used with adj. meaning “acquainted with or 

skilled in,” e.g., “One learned in grammar (éÞøø¡¢ámø+).” 
g. A figurative location, such as a quality in a person or thing, e.g.,  

“There is as much usefulness in all the éø+Ì-s (òøéø+âðøü éø+Ì+ðøü).” 
Related to this, the loc. may be used to express “in the sense of,” e.g., “The [word] òøÇø} is [used] in (the 
sense of) being existent (òøpÚøéø+) and in (the sense of) being good (òøøÐøüÙøøéø+).” 

h. The time or circumstance an action takes place, e.g., “Being firm in this, even just at the moment of 
death (!øÒÇøY¡¢øæ+), one attains liberation called brahman.” “I appear in every yuga (cyclic age) (Þøüªø+ Þøüªø+).” “In 
[such] a crisis (úéøðøÛø+) from where did this despair come.” “There being clarity (ÕøãòøøÌ+), there comes the 
destruction of all one’s sorrows.” 
In the last example, if the substantive in loc. were accompanied by a predicate participle in loc., it would 
be a locative absolute (7.14.1.a:). 

i. The distance at which anything takes place, e.g.,  
“The great sage lives (a distance of) a yojana (9 miles) and a half (!øÐÞøÐøâYÞøø+jøÒø+) from here.” 

2. The following are related to expressing the place where an action is directed. 
a. The aim of an action with words expressing striving after, wishing for, choosing, enjoining, being able 

or fit for, etc., e.g., “Nor do I have longing towards the result of action (¡¢ÛøâYÕø¢æ+).”  
“If you are incapable even in [this] continued practice (!øÙÞøøòø+).” 
A predicative loc. by itself is capable of expressing fitness, e.g., “Sovereignty (befits) a person who is 
endowed with justice, sacrifice and valor (Õøü)ðø+ ÒøÞøYÇÞøøªøYíøøeÞøâYòøÛÕøNø+).” 
The loc. is sometimes used with verbs that do not in themselves imply an aim, to express the object 
gained as the result of an action, e.g., “They argue over a piece of land (¦ø+Êø+).” 

b. The reference of an action (grammatically, knowing is also considered an action), rendered as “about, 
relating to or regarding,” e.g., “This wisdom regarding knowledge [of reality] (òøøw©̄ ß+).” 

c. In objective sense (cf. gen. 7.12.2.b:) with nouns expressing desire, devotion, regard, friendship, 
confidence, compassion, etc. and their opposites, e.g.,  
“A commitment towards acts of worship, prayerful discipline and charity (Þø¹ø+ ÇøÕøúòø ÌøÒø+ ²ø).” 
“Unswerving devotion in Me (ÛøúÞø) through a yoga (vision of identity) in which there is no other.” 

d. Similarly with adj. or pp. meaning “fond of, devoted to,” etc. and their opposites, e.g.,  
“Attached to result(s) (Õø¢æ+) by the pressure of requirements, that one is bound.” 

e. The indirect object (cf. dat., gen.) of verbs of giving, etc., e.g.,  “Is given to a worthy person (ÕøøÊø+).” 
3. Some adj. and nouns in sg. loc. take adverbial sense, e.g., “They stand before (ÕøãÛøü̈ ø+) [us].”  
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7.14: Absolute Construction 
In òø@ò¡;¢Çø, an absolute construction is a clause syntactically independent of the main clause of a sentence, 
where both the subject and the predicate of the clause are put usually in loc. or sometimes in gen. case. 
Those participial phrases in loc. or gen. are considered absolute constructions only when they do not express a 
normal locative or genitive relationship with any substantive or adjective in the main clause or its verb, and the 
subject (in loc. or gen.) of the participial clause is different from the main clause’s subject. The predicate is 
normally a past or present participle, although it may be an adj. or even a predicatively used substantive. 
 
7.14.1: Locative Absolute 
The locative absolute expresses (like in 7.13.1.h:) the time or circumstance when the action of the main clause 
takes place, plus it may express a contextual causal, conditional or concessive sense rendered by “since, if, 
although, in spite of,” etc. e.g.,  
“The [self] is not destroyed when the body is being destroyed (íøáûá+ ôÒÞøÛøøÒø+).”  
“Having enjoyed that vast world [called] heaven, when [their] karmic merit is spent (ÕøümÞø+ ¦øûmø+), they [re-]enter the 
world of mortals.” 

a. The pr. pt. òøÇø} “being” is frequently omitted (i.e., is to be understood). Whether considered an absolute 
construction or simply falling under 7.13.1.h:, it has no effect on the meaning either way, e.g.,  
“When there is clarity (ÕøãòøøÌ+), there comes the destruction of all one’s sorrows.” 

b. The pr. pt. òøÇø} “being” (or its equivalents éøÇøâÛøøÒø and úòËøÇø) is often redundantly added, e.g., 
“At sunrise, when the owls had become blind (!øÒÐøÇøø@ ÕøãøÕÇø+ðøü òøÇòøü).” 

c. The subject is sometimes omitted, and always omitted, when the participle is used impersonally 
(in ps. neut. sg.). It is also omitted when the pt. is accompanied by indeclinable words like %éøÛø} ÇøËøø 
"ÇËøÛø} "úÇø, e.g.,  
“While there is seen [some part] of the sun (!øøùÌÇÞøòÞø Ì;íÞøÛøøÒø+).” 
“[This] being so (%éø@ òøúÇø).” 

d. The particle %éø and the ~ÛøøÊø (at end of a cmpd. with the predicate participle) may be used after the 
absolute pt. to express “no sooner…than…,” “scarcely…when…,” e.g., 
“Scarcely had it dawned (ÕøãÙøøÇøøÞøøÛø} %éø ájÞøøÛø}), when…”  
“No sooner had his Honor entered there (ÕøãúÇøñÀÛøøÊø+ %éø ÇøÊø ÙøéøúÇø), than…”  
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7.14.2: Genitive Absolute 
Genitive absolute is much less common than the loc. and is restricted to a contemporaneous action, with 
the subject being a person and the predicate a present pt. in form or sense rendered by “while, as,” and 
often in expressing an action to which the main clause is indifferent by “though or despite,” e.g., 
“Wandering about, though I was looking on (ÕøíÞøÇø: Ûø+).”  
“While he was speaking thus (%éø@ éøÌÇø: ÇøòÞø), the hunter remained concealed.”  
“Though a discerning person puts forth effort (úéøÕøúïøÇø: Õøü)ðøòÞø ÞøÇøÇø: !øùÕø), the powerful senses forcefully capture 
the mind.” 

Participles 
7.15: Participles are used as adjectives, as qualifiers to the main action, and as the equivalent of 
subordinate clauses. They may express a relative, temporal, causal, concessive or hypothetical sense 
(this last sense is also expressed by the future participle ["]òÞøÇø}V["]òÞøÛøøÒø). In the case of the concessive, the 
particle !øùÕø is usually added to bring out this meaning. E.g.,  
“Like the waters that enter the ocean [that] is full (!øøÕøþÞøâÛøømøÛø}) and unmoved (!øY²øæYÕøãúÇøñÂÛø}).”  
“(If) not telling (!øYjøèÕøÇø:), (though) knowing (jøøÒøÇø:), your head will be shattered.” 

1. Any adjective, including a ×øôüéøãûùô cmpd. (6.39:), may be employed as if it were a participle, where the 
pt. òøÇø} “being” may be added, but is often, especially with the ×øôüéøãûùô, omitted, e.g.,  
“(Being) free from the opposites (úÒøá}YÌêÒÌê:), one is effortlessly freed from bondage.” 

Additionally, each of the participles have the following peculiar usages−  
 
7.16: Present Participles (~!øÇø} ~ÛøøÒø ~!øøÒø) e.g., “going,” “doing.” 
The present participles, and the past participle with a present sense, are used with the finite verb forms 
of !øòø} or Ùøþ “be,” !øøòø} “sit,” òËøø “stand,” éø;Çø} “go on,” in the appropriate person, tense or mood to express 
continuous action, e.g.,  
“This is the very forest in which we formerly dwelt (!øÙøþÛø éøòøÒÇø:) for a long time.”  
“This pot is filled (ÕøùáÕøþmøâ: éøÇøâÇø+) with porridge.” 

1. Similarly construed are the negative of verbs meaning “to cease” with a pr. pt., e.g.,  
“The lion did not cease (i.e., kept) killing (éÞøøÕøøÌÞøÒø} Òø $ÕøááøÛø) the animals.” 

2. With verbs expressing an emotion such as “to be ashamed,” “to endure” the pr. pt. may indicate 
the cause of the emotion, e.g.,  
“Are you not ashamed [of] speaking (×øãüéøømø:) thus?”  
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7.17: Past Participles (~Çø ~"Çø ~Òø, ~ÇøéøÇø}, ~éøòø}) e.g., “went,” “has or had gone.” 
The passive and active forms of the past participle (but rarely the past act. pt. in ~éøòø}) are often used as 
finite verbs where they express a completed action, not necessarily in the past, e.g.,  
“These bodies of the timeless, embodied one are said ($Çølø:) to be subject to death.”  
“This conclusion regarding these [the unreal and real] is seen (or, is discerned) (Ì;ñÀ:) by the seers of the truth.” 

1. The passive of intransitive roots may be used impersonally (i.e., in ps. neut. sg.), otherwise its pp. has 
an active sense, e.g.,  
“I (ÛøÞøø inst.) stood (úòËøÇøÛø} neut.) there for a long time.”  
“Therefore they abide (úòËøÇøø:) in brahman.” 

2. Some pp. in ~(")Çø (but not ~Òø) have both a passive and a transitive active sense, e.g.,  
ÕøãøÕÇø − “was obtained” and “having reached,” ÕøãúéøñÀ − “was divided” and “having divided,” etc.  

3. Some forms in ~Çø can be concrete nouns, e.g., !øÛø;Çø n. “immortal nectar,” ÞøüpÑ n. “battle.” 
Some nouns and adj. take ~"Çø meaning “-ed,” e.g., áúËøÇø “having a chariot” (lit. “chariot-ed”). 

 
7.18: Potential Passive Participles (~ÇøéÞø ~"ÇøéÞø ~Þø ~!øÒøûÞø) e.g., “must do,” “is to be done.” 
These express necessity, obligation, capability or probability. The construction is the same as with the 
pp., e.g.,  
“I (ÛøÞøø) must go (ªøÒÇøéÞøÛø}) to another country.”  
“You must not (= do not) kill me (ôÒÇøéÞø: !øúòÛø Òø), O king.”  
“One with a mind not indifferent (!øYúÒøúéøâmmøY²ø+Çøòøø) should pursue (Þøø+ÇøléÞø:) that yoga with resolve.”  

1. Occasionally the potential passive has a purely future sense, e.g.,  
“You will gain a dispassion for what has been heard (îøãüÇøòÞø) and will be heard (îøãø+ÇøéÞøòÞø).” 

2. ÙøúéøÇøéÞøÛø} and ÙøøéÞøÛø} are used impersonally (in ps. neut. sg.) to express necessity or high probability. 
The predicate adj. or subst. agrees with the agent in the inst., e.g.,  
“The strength (×øæ+Òø inst.) of that animal must be (ÙøúéøÇøéÞøÛø}) very great (òøüYÛøôÇøø inst.).” 
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7.19: Indeclinable Participles (or Gerund) (~Çéøø ~"Çéøø ~Þø ~ÇÞø ~!øÛø}) e.g., “having gone.” 
Expresses an action completed (like a past active pt.) before another begins (rarely simultaneous). The 
action done is by the grammatical or the virtual subject of the main action, which usually is in the nom., or 
in the passive construction in the inst., but occasionally in other cases also. The in. pt. governs its object in 
the acc., e.g.,  
“These allies of Dṛtarāṣṭra, after slaying (ôÇéøø) whom (ÞøøÒø}) we would not want to live.”  
“Then he (Çø+Òø) throwing (Õøãú¦øÕÞø) himself upon him lost his life.”  
“His (ÇøòÞø) love [upon] seeing (Ì;ñÀëø) the sweetly smiling maiden.” 

1. It may frequently be translated as “in” or “by” with a verbal noun, e.g.,  
“I see no good by killing (ôÇéøø) my people in [this] war.”  
This use represents the original sense of the form as an old inst. of a verbal noun (in ~Çøü). 

2. Like inflected participles, it may express the various logical relations (7.15:) of the latter, and 
similarly with finite verbal forms of !øøòø} “sit,” òËøø “stand” or éø;Çø} “go on” to express continuous 
action (7.16:), e.g.,  
“[on] getting (ÕøãøÕÞø) anything pleasant or unpleasnt, he neither rejoices nor hates.” 
“He is the foremost (!øÇøûÇÞø éøÇøâÇø+) of all the townsmen.” 

3. Some indeclinable participles are equivalent in sense to prepositions (see 6.17:). 
4. The original inst. nature of the indeclinable participle is preserved in its employment with ù¡¢Ûø} or 

!øæÛø} (7.9.7:), and also with accepting a general subject expressed in an impersonal passive 
construction, e.g.,  
“What [gain accrues] (ù¡¢Ûø}) to you by concealing (ªøø+ÕøøúÞøÇéøø)?”  
“Have done (!øæÛø}) with going (ªøÇéøø) to the forest” (i.e., “do not go to the forest”).  
“By killing (ôÇéøø) animals, if thus one goes (ªøÛÞøÇø+) to heaven, how does one go to hell?” 

 
7.20: Infinitive (~ÇøüÛø} ~"ÇøüÛø}) e.g., “to go.” 
Expresses the purpose or aim of an action, similar to the dative of purpose (7.10.B:). It differs from the 
dative or locative of an ordinary verbal noun with similar meaning (7.10.B: & 7.13.2.a:) only in governing its 
object in the acc., instead of gen., e.g.,  
“He strives to conquer him (Çø@ jø+ÇøüÛø}),” instead of “He strives for the conquering of him (ÇøòÞø jøÞøøÞø).” 
It has the character of an adverb (as per its origin as an action noun in neut. sg. acc.), rather than a noun or 
adjective, and thus is never used as the grammatical subject, predicate or object of a sentence.  
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7.20: Infinitive (~ÇøüÛø} ~"ÇøüÛø}) (continued) 
The infinitive may be used to qualify a subst., adj. or verb, e.g.,  
“This is not the time (¡¢øæ:) to delay (úéøæúÛ×øÇøüÛø}).”  
“Who [is] able (òøÛøËøâ:) to escape (Õøãø+újºøÇøüÛø}) from what is written on his forehead [by destiny]?”  
“He is able (íø¡Ó¢ø+úÇø) to tell (¡¢ËøúÞøÇøüÛø}).”  

1. The 2nd and 3rd sg. present indicative of !øô` “deserve” may be used with an infinitive in the sense of 
a polite imperative meaning “please,” e.g., “You ought to act (¡¢ÇøüâÛø} !øôâúòø)” 

2. Verbs governing the inf. are put in the passive to give the infinitive a passive sense, e.g.,  
“It is not fit (Òø ÞøüjÞøÇø+) to be done (¡¢ÇøüâÛø}).” 

3. ÞøüÇøl “fitting,” ÒøøÞÞø “suitable” and íø¡Þø “possible,” when employed with an infinitive, may either agree 
with the subject or be put in the neut. sg., e.g.,  
“By a devotion in which there is no other [outside of Me] am I in such a form possible (íø¡Þø:) in truth to 
know (¹øøÇøüÛø}), to see (Ì;ñÀýÛø}) and to enter into (Õøãéø+ñÀýÛø}).” 
“She cannot (Òø íø¡ÞøÛø} neut.) be ignored ($Õø+ú¦øÇøüÛø}) when angry.” 

Tenses and Moods 
7.21: Present Tense 
The use of this tense is much the same as in English, with the following differences.  

1.a. The present is used in narrative to express the historical present, and especially to express the 
durative sense of an “on going” action (which the Saṃskṛta imperfect lacks), e.g.,  
“If out of jest you have been (!øúòø lit. ‘are’) slighted.”  
“Hiraṇyaka, having taken [his] food, (used to) sleep (òéøùÕøúÇø lit. ‘sleeps’) in [his] hole.” 

b. Õøüáø “formerly” is sometimes added, and the particle òÛø (which in the older language accompanied Õøüáø, 
and thus acquired the latter’s meaning when alone) is more frequently added, to this historical 
present usage, especially to start off a narration, e.g., 
“I formerly (used to) live (Õøüáø éøòøøúÛø) in a certain tree.”  
“In a certain place a weaver named Somilaka (used to) live (éøòøúÇø òÛø).” 

c. The present is used to express the immediate past, e.g., “Here I have come (!øøªø²µøúÛø).” 
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7.21: Present Tense (continued) 
2.a. The present also expresses the near future, with Õøüáø “soon” (a special meaning only with present 

tense) or ÞøøéøÇø} “just” being sometimes added, e.g., 
“Then leaving the bow, I am off (ªø²µøúÛø).”  
“Therefore I will just send (ÞøøéøÇø} Õøã+ðøÞøøúÛø) Śatrughna.” 

b. With interrogatives it implies a doubt as to future action, e.g., 
“What shall I do (ù¡@¢ ¡¢áø+úÛø)?” 

c. It may express an exhortation to perform an action at once, e.g., 
“Then we (will) enter (= let us enter) (ÕøãúéøíøøÛø:) the house.” 

3. The present is sometimes used in a potential sense, when accompanying a pot., e.g., 
“If I were ever to not engage (Òø éøÇø+âÞøÛø} pot.) in action unwearied, the people (would) follow (!øÒøüéøÇøâÒÇø+ -
pres.) my path in every way.” 

 
7.22: Past Tenses 
All three past tenses − the imperfect, perfect, and aorist, and the past participles (as well as the above 
historical present), are used loosely (in later literature) to express the historical or remote past (expressed by 
“did…or had done…”), applying equally to facts which happened only once, or were repeated or 
continuous. In addition −  

1. The perfect, either simple or periphrastic, is properly restricted to the statement of facts of the remote 
past (i.e., not witnessed by the speaker). The 1st and 2nd sg. are therefore rare. 

2. The imperfect states past (before today) facts of which the speaker has witnessed. 
3. The aorist (and the past participles), has the special sense of action completed at the present time 

“have…or has done…,” e.g.,  
“My desire has obtained (!øÙøþÇø}) sweet fulfillment.” “I have seen (Ì;ñÀéøøÒø} !øúòÛø) him.” 
“I (ÛøÞøø) have bestowed (!øÌøúÞø 5.38.2: aorist passive) the sovereignty on you.” 

4. With the negative particle Ûøø (cf. 7.24.5:), the aorist normally without the augment (and rarely the 
impf.) is mostly used imperatively, occasionally as a pot. (e.g., 7.25.1.a: & 7.25.1.a:), e.g., “Do not 
yield (Ûøø ªøÛø:) to unmanliness.”  

5. As there is no pluperfect (expressing action completed prior to a stated or implied past time, such 
as “he had gone by the time we got there”) in Saṃskṛta, then its sense (to be inferred from the 
context) has to be expressed by the other past tenses or mostly by in. pt., or occasionally by a pp. 
with an auxiliary verb (!øòø} or Ùøþ “is”) in past tense, e.g.,  
“Vimardaka indeed (already) had departed (ÕøãøúÇøñÂÇø impf.) that very day.”  
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7.23: Future Tenses 
The simple future (and the future participles) is a general tense, referring to any future action, as well as 
implicating an intention, will, promise or threat of a future action. 
The periphrastic future, less frequently employed, is restricted to the remote future. 

1. The future is sometimes used in an imperative sense, when accompanying an impv., e.g., 
“Go (ÞøøòÞøúòø fut.), my dear, but first hear (îøãþÞøÇøøÛø} impv.) my request.” 

2. The future may also be used in a potential (subjunctive) sense, e.g.,  
“When your intellect crosses over (éÞøúÇøÇøùáðÞøúÇø fut.) the mire of delusion.” 

 
7.24: Imperative Mood 
Besides the ordinary injunctive or exhortative sense, this mood has some special uses− 

1. The 1st persons, survivals of Vedic subjunctive forms, may be translated by “will” or “let,” e.g., 
“His brother said, ‘Let us play (ÌûéÞøøéø 1st du.).’” “I will make (¡¢áéøøúmø).” 

2. The 3rd sg. ps. is commonly used as a polite impv. instead of the 2nd person active, e.g., 
“Sir, please listen (îøãþÞøÇøøÛø})” (cf. 7.20.1:). 

3. The impv. may be used, instead of a pot. or bene., to express a wish or blessing, e.g., 
“May you live (jøûéø) long.” “May your paths be (òøÒÇøü 3rd pl.) auspicious.” 

4. It may express possibility or doubt, especially with interrogatives, e.g., 
“Whether there be (ÙøéøÇøü) poison or not (Ûøø !øòÇøü), the swelling of a serpent’s hood is terrifying.”  
“Who on earth would believe (ÕøãÇÞø+Çøü) it?” “What should we do (¡¢áéøøÛø) now?” 

5. The negative imperative is expressed with the prohibitive particle Ûøø, instead of Òø, but it is somewhat 
rare; it is commonly expressed instead by the unaugmented aorist (7.22.4:), by the potential with Òø, 
or by !øæÛø} “enough” and ¡;¢ÇøÛø} “done with” with the inst. (7.9.7:)  
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7.25: Potential Mood 
Besides expressing wish or possibility, this mood also expresses the various shades of meaning appropriate 
to the subjunctive (i.e., contingency, doubt or supposition – not reality), which had become obsolete in later 
Saṃskṛta.  

1. In principle sentences it expresses the following meanings− 
a. A wish (often with the particle !øùÕø added), e.g., “O that I could see (ÕøíÞø+ÞøÛø}) Rāma here!” 
b. Possibility or doubt, e.g., “perhaps he may be awakened (×øüÐÞø+Çø) by the lowing of cows,”  

“The arrow shot by an archer may hit (ôÒÞøøÇø}) an individual, or may not hit (Òø ôÒÞøøÇø}).” 
c. Probability, being often equivalent to a future, e.g.,  

“This girl is not likely to (= will not) stay (Òø úÇøñÂ+Çø}) here.” 
d. Exhortation or precept, e.g., “do act (¡ü¢Þøøâ:) thus,”  

“One should not sow (Òø jøÒøÞø+Çø}) dissension in the understanding of the unwise.” 
2. The potential is used in the following kinds of subordinate clauses− 

a. In general relative clauses the pot. is often naturally translated as a present indicative, e.g.,  
“The one who (Þø:) sees (ÕøíÞø+Çø}) inaction (i.e., actionlessness) in action.” 

b. In final clauses in the sense of “in order that,” e.g.,  
“Indicate to me the place where I am to live (éøòø+ÞøÛø}) (= that I may live there).” 

c. In consequential clauses in the sense of “so that,” e.g.,  
“[Only] such a burden should be borne that may not weigh down (Òø !øéøòøøÌÞø+Çø}) a man.” 

d. In the condition (and the consequence) of hypothetical clauses, with the sense of a possible or 
impossible condition, e.g.,  
“If I were not to perform (Òø ¡ü¢ÞøøâÛø}) action, these people would perish ($ÇòøûÌ+Þøü:).” 

 
7.26: Benedictive Mood 
This rare form expresses blessings, or, in the 1st person, the speaker’s wish, e.g.,  
“May you (ÙøþÞøø:) give birth to a warrior.” “May I become (ÙøþÞøøòøÛø}) successful.” 
Sometimes also used like an imperative or an ordinary potential, e.g.,  
“I do not see what would remove (!øÕøÒøüÏøÇø} 3rd sg. 5.32:) my sorrow.” 
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7.27: Conditional Mood 
The conditional, by construction an indicative past of the future, expresses a past condition, the unreality of 
which is implied, employed in both condition and consequence of hypotheticals, e.g., 
“If there had been (!øÙøúéøðÞøÇø}) abundant rains, there would have been no (Òø !øÙøúéøðÞøÇø}) famine.” 
If the condition is present, instead of past, then the potential is used in the condition clause. 
 
7.28: Passive and Impersonal Construction 
The employment of the passive has been discussed throughout the previous sections, namely 7.7:, 7.8.A.2.c:, 
7.9:, 7.9.11:, 7.12.3:, 7.14.1.c:, 7.17:, 7.18:, 7.19.4:, 7.20.3: and 7.24.2: (including the below sections). 
Intransitive verbs in passive often have an active sense. 
Impersonal construction (ÙøøéøÕøãÞøø+ªø) is when the verb is intransitive (i.e., there is no object of the action) and in 
3rd sg. passive form and the agent is in instrumental. These cannot be properly expressed in English in the 
passive voice. For example, the active sentence “The horses run (!øîøêø: ÐøøéøúÒÇø)” may also in òø@ò¡;¢Çø be written in 
impersonal passive construction as − !øîøêøúÙø: ÐøøéÞøÇø+ (lit. “running is done by the horses”); ÛøÞøø ¡e¢: òøô Þøø+pÑéÞøÛø} “With 
whom I should fight” (lit. “with whom by me fighting is to be done”). 

Derivatives 
7.29: Causatives 
Apart from the causative, derivatives are not widely used in later Saṃskṛta literature. The causative, alone among 
the derivatives, has retained the ability to be formed from any root.  

1. The causative expresses action, whose subject is not the agent of the primative’s action, but at whose 
prompting the agent acts. 

a. For intransitive verbs, the agent is in the acc., e.g., “He makes Devadatta (acc.) sleep (Ì+éøÌÉÇø@ íøøÞøÞøúÇø),” 
where Devadatta is the one who sleeps (Ì+éøÌÉÇø: íøÇø+). 

b. For transitive verbs, in active construction the agent is put in acc. or inst.; in passive construction 
the agent is put in nom. or inst. − see 7.8.A.2.a: & 7.8.A.2.b: & 7.8.A.2.c:. 

2. The causative regularly takes the !øøÇÛøÒø+ÕøÌ terminations to indicate that the fruit of the action is for 
the subject (i.e., the nom. in active voice), e.g.,  
“He gets the mat made (¡¢øáÞøÇø+) (for himself).” 
The ÕøáòÛøeÕøÌ terms. would then be used to show that it, e.g., the mat, is meant for another. 

3. Occasionally the causative is used without the causative meaning, e.g.,  
“He lived in (!øøéøøòøÞøøÛøøòø periphrastic perf.) the town.” 
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7.30: Desideratives 
Desiderative are an optional form that are often paraphrased in other words, and so are not frequently found 
in the literature. Desiderative are expressive of the “wish to do” an action. Sometimes they simply denote 
“about to do” an action (= future), e.g.,  
“The fruit is about to fall (ùÕøÕøúÇøðøúÇø).” 
 
7.31: Intensives (or Frequentives)  
The intensives are even more rare than the desideratives, and are more employed as participles than as finite 
verbs. They express repetition or intensity of the action. 
 
7.32: Denominatives 
The denominatives are not uncommon. Per 5.43:, they express various contextual relations to the noun so 
formed, e.g.,  
“I pay reverence (ÒøÛøòÞøøúÛø).” 
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Glossary 
The definitions of the following phonetic and grammar terms are generally from the prospective of the English 
language. Hence, expressions like “a following,” etc. refer to English prose order. They define the grammatical 
terms used by Western grammarians to describe the attributes of language in general, and in particular English, 
sometimes Latin or Greek. The variation from these attributes as pertaining to the description of the Sanskrit 
language is to be understood instead from the preceding grammar, as there is often not a perfect fit of these 
terms to this language. 

Ablative  A grammatical case that denotes separation, direction away from, and sometimes manner or agency. 
Absolute  Designating a sentence construction that is syntactically independent of the main clause, e.g., all 

things considered in All things considered, that’s the best idea yet. 
Abstract noun  A noun referring to anything which you cannot perceive through your five physical senses. 

(cf. concrete noun) 
Accusative  A grammatical case that denotes the direct or indirect object, the objective complement, or the 

object of certain prepositions. 
Active  Designating a verb form or voice that indicates the subject of the sentence is performing or causing 

the action of the verb. (cf. passive)  
Aorist  A verb tense denoting past action without indicating its completion or continuation. (cf. imperfect, 

perfect) 
Appositive  A construction in which one noun or noun phrase is placed after another to explain it, both 

having the same syntactical relation to the rest of the sentence. For example in the sentence Sammy, the cat, sat 
on the mat, here Sammy and the cat are in apposition. 

Aspirate  To follow a stop consonant with an audible puff of breath before the next sound begins, e.g., the 
first p in peep. 

Benedictive  Bestowing blessing. 
Cardinal number  A number such as 7, used to indicate quantity but not order. (cf. ordinal number) 
Case  A syntactical relationship of a noun, pronoun or adjective to the other words in a phrase, clause or 

sentence, usually indicated in inflected languages by terminations and in noninflected languages by word order 
or prepositions. 

Comparative  Expressing the intermediate degree of comparison. (see comparison) 
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Comparison  A modification or inflection of an adjective or adverb to denote the positive, comparative or 
superlative degree, e.g., big, bigger, or biggest. 

Complement  The word or words used after a verb to complete a predicate construction, e.g., their president 
acts as the complement in the sentence They elected him their president. 

Concrete noun  A noun referring to anything which you can perceive through your five physical senses, as 
opposed to a quality or abstract idea. (cf. abstract noun) 

Conjugation  The inflection of verbs to express person, number, voice, and tense or mood. 
Connective  A word, e.g., a conjunction, that connects words, phrases, clauses or sentences.  
Copula  A verb, such as become, seem or any form of be, that identifies the predicate nominative or adjective of 

a sentence with the subject. 
Correlative  A complementary word to another word, e.g., the conjunctions either and or, or the pronouns he 

and who in the sentence He who laughs, lasts. 
Dative  A grammatical case that denotes the indirect object of a verb or the object of certain verbs and 

prepositions. 
Declension  The inflection of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives to express case, number, and gender. 
Demonstrative Pronoun  A pronoun, such as this or that, that directly points out a person or thing. (cf. 

interrogative, relative) 
Denominative  A word, especially a verb, that is derived from a noun or adjective. 
Derivative  A word derived from another usually by addition of affixes to a root, stem or a word. (cf. 

primitive) 
Desiderative  A verb form expressing a wish to perform the action denoted by the verb. 
Diminutive  Designating any of certain affixes that denote youth, smallness, contempt, and familiarity or 

affection, such as -ish in yellowish. 
Diphthong  A speech sound beginning with one vowel sound and moving smoothly to a different vowel or 

semivowel sound within the same syllable, e.g., oi in the word coin. 
Direct object  The word or words denoting the person or thing directly affected by the action of a transitive 

verb and required to complete its syntactic function. (cf. indirect object) 
Distributive  Referring to each member of a set or group individually and separately rather than collectively, 

e.g., every in the sentence Every good boy deserves a favor. 
Enclitic  Designating a word losing its independent accent in a sentence due to joining with an accented word 

preceding it. From the Greek enklitikos, “leaning (on the preceding word for accent).” 
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Final clause  An adverbial clause indicating the purpose, answering the question what for or why. 
Finite  Designating a verb limited by person, number, and tense or mood. 
Frequentive  Expressing repeated action. 
Genitive  A grammatical case that denotes possession, partitive or source, usually expressed in English by a 

prepositional phrase with of. 
Gerund  In English, a noun formed from a verb by affixing –ing, e.g., creating in the sentence In creating, the only 

hard thing is to begin. 
Hiatus  The use of two consecutive vowels belonging to adjacent syllables. 
Historical present  The present tense used in the narration of events in the past. 
Imperfect  The verb tense that shows, usually in the past, an action or condition as on-going. (cf. perfect, 

aorist) 
Impersonal  Designating a verb or construction used in the third person singular with an indeterminate 

subject, commonly, in English, with the impersonal pronoun it (as rained in It rained). 
Indicative  A verb mood used to indicate that the denoted act or state is an objective fact. (cf. subjunctive) 
Indirect object  A grammatical object designating the recipient or beneficiary of the action of the verb, e.g., 

me in Give me an answer. (cf. direct object) 
Infinitive  A verb form that is not limited (hence “infinite”) by person, number, tense or mood, usually 

expressed in English with a preceeding to, e.g., to go in the sentence He needs to go.  
Inflection  The change in the form of a word, usually by affixes, to indicate a change in grammatical or 

syntactical relation, such as the declension of nouns or the conjugation of verbs. 
Instrumental  A grammatical case in certain languages used to express means, agency or accompaniment. 
Interjection  A word, phrase or other sound that expresses an emotion, e.g., Ouch! 
Interrogative  Designating a word or construction used in asking a question. 
Intransitive  Designating a verb or verb construction that does not require a direct object to complete its 

meaning. (cf. transitive) 
Locative  A grammatical case or construction in certain languages that denotes the place or time of the action 

or state denoted by the verb. 
Main clause  A clause, also called an independent clause, in a complex sentence that syntactically can stand 

alone as a compete sentence. (cf. subordinate clause) 
Mute  A stop in phonetics. (see stop) 
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Nominal  Of or relating to a noun or to word group that functions as a noun. 
Nominative  A grammatical case that denotes the subject of a finite, active verb (as I in I wrote this) and the 

words identified with the subject, such as glad in I am glad. 
Noun  A word used to denote a person, place, thing, idea, quality or act. 
Oblique  Any grammatical case except the nominative or vocative. 
Onomatopoeia  The formation of a word, such as buzz or thud, that imitates the sound of what it denotes. 

(Onomatopoeic adj.) 
Ordinal number  A number indicating position in a series or order, e.g., first or 1st. (cf. cardinal number) 
Participle  A non-finite form of a verb that is used with an auxiliary verb to indicate certain tenses, e.g., baked 

in The beans were baked, or used independently as an adjective, e.g., baked in baked beans. 
Particle  Any of a class of words, such as a preposition or conjunction, that has no inflection. 
Partitive  Indicating a part of a whole. 
Passive  Designating a verb voice used to indicate that the grammatical subject is the recipient or effect of the 

action of the verb. (cf. active) 
Patronymic  A name derived by suffix or prefix from the first name of one’s father or a paternal ancestor, 

e.g., Jackson as the descendent of Jack, or Macdonell as the descendent of Donell. Called a metronymic if 
derived from the name of one’s mother or a female ancestor. 

Perfect  A verb tense expressing action completed prior to a fixed point of reference in time (past, present or 
future). In English there are three perfect tenses:  present (or simple) perfect, pluperfect (or past perfect), and 
future perfect. (cf. imperfect, aorist) 

Periphrastic  Constructed with a roundabout expression, called a periphrasis, by using an auxiliary word 
rather than an inflected form, e.g., it did ring instead of the inflected it rang. 

Positive  Expressing the uncompared degree of comparison of adjectives or adverbs. (see comparison) 
Predicate  The part of a sentence or clause that expresses something about the subject and usually consists of 

a verb with or without objects, compliments or adverbial modifiers. 
Predicate adjective  An adjective used in the predicate that describes the grammatical subject. 
Predicate nominative  A noun or a pronoun used with a copula in a predicate that is inflected in the 

nominative case and is identified with the grammatical subject. 
Preposition  A word in a construction that indicates the relation of its object to some other part of the 

sentence, e.g., at, by, in, to, from, with, and with regard to or concerning. 
Primitive  A root, stem or word from which another word or inflected form is derived. (cf. derivative) 
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Radical  A word stem or root with no affixes. 
Reflexive  (1) Designating a verb, denoting action upon the subject, having an identical subject and direct 

object, e.g., saw in the sentence He saw himself in the mirror. (2) Designating a personal pronoun compounded 
with -self that can be used as the direct object of a reflexive verb. 

Relative pronoun  A pronoun that introduces a relative clause and agrees in number and gender with its 
antecedent, a usually preceeding noun or a demonstrative pronoun or clause, while its grammatical case 
comes from its use in its own clause. 

Relative clause  A dependent clause introduced by a relative pronoun, e.g., who laughs in the sentence He who 
laughs, lasts. 

Root  A word stem or base from which other words are formed by prefixes and suffixes. 
Sibilant  A consonant characterized by a hissing sound (like s or sh). 
Stem  The part of an inflected word to which an affix has been added. 
Stop  A consonant produced with a complete obstruction at some point and then sudden release of the 

passage of breath. In English, these are p, b, t, d, k and g. 
Subject  A noun or noun phrase in a sentence that denotes the doer of the action or the receiver of the action 

in passive constructions, and usually is the topic that is described or identified. 
Subjective complement  A noun, noun phrase, or adjective used in the predicate with an intransitive verb 

that qualifies the subject, e.g., sick in He had fallen sick. 
Subjunctive  A verb mood used to express a contingent or possible action or state, as one that is not a fact 

but is feared, desired or doubted. (cf. indicative) 
Subordinate clause  A clause, also called a “dependent clause,” that cannot stand alone as a complete 

sentence as it depends on the meaning of the main clause and that functions as a noun, adjective or adverb 
within the complex sentence. (cf. main clause) 

Substantive  A word or group of words acting as a noun (used to denote or name a person, place, thing, 
quality or act). 

Superlative  The extreme degree of comparison of adjectives and adverbs. (see comparison) 
Transitive  Designating a verb or verb construction that carries the action from the subject to a direct object 

required to complete its meaning. (cf. intransitive) 
Vocative  A grammatical case that denotes the person or thing being addressed. 
Voice  The grammatical relation (active or passive) between the subject and the action expressed by the verb. 
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Index 
The index first covers Sanskrit terminology. These are grammatical terminologies, as well as the vocabulary of 
exceptionally formed words and of commonly used indeclinables and other word lists in this book. The 
English terminologies cover the grammatical forms in this book. Terminologies from the book introduction are 
noted with their page number, the rest of the terminologies are noted with the rule number in which they are 
cited. 

Sanskrit Terms 
a-, 2.20:, 4.8:, 5.35: 
ā, 6.21: 
ā-, 6.6:, 6.12:, 6.15:, 6.36: 
-a (ending), 3.28:, 5.30.2.a:, 5.30.2.c:, 

6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 6.28: 
-ā (ending), 3.28:, 6.23:, 6.27, 6.28: 
-a (connecting vowel), 5.30.2: 
abhi-, 6.12:, 6.15:, 6.36: 
abhitas, 6.16: 
abja, 4.23: 
-ac, 3.18:, 3.24: 
ā +√cam, 5.15.1: 
√ad, 5.19.12: 
ad-ādi, 5.3:, 5.19: 
adas, 4.5:, 4.9:, 7.6.B.2.a: 
adhara, 4.16.3: 
adhas, 6.16:, 6.19: 
adhastāt, 6.16:, 6.19: 
adhi-, 6.12:, 6.15:, 6.36: 
-ādi, 6.39: 
adhi+√i, 5.19.9: 
adhika, 4.23: 
adhikṛtya, 6.17: 
adhiṣṭhāya, 6.17: 
ādya, 4.26: 

adyatana-bhūte luṅ, 5.1.4.b:, 5.30:–5.31: 
agratas, 6.16: 
agre, 6.16: 
√ah, 5.28: 
ahaha, 6.21: 
aham, 4.2: 
ahan, 3.21:, 6.34: 
ahar, 2.40: 
āho, 6.20:, 6.21: 
-ai, 3.41: 
ājñāyām loṭ, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5: 
akṣara, 1.20: 
akṣi, 3.34: 
alam, 6.20:, 7.9.7:. 7.10.B.2.a:, 7.19.4:, 

7.24.5: 
alam-, 6.13: 
alpa, 4.16.5: 
-am, 6.9:, 6.26:, 7.19: 
-ām, 5.29: 
ambā, 3.28: 
amī, 2.22: 
amī-, 4.9: 
√amś, 5.28: 
amu-, 4.9: 
amū-, 4.9: 
-an, 3.18:, 3.20:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√an, 5.19.6: 

ana-, 4.8: 
-ana, 6.23:, 6.26: 
-āna, 6.5:, 6.26:, 7.16: 
an-adyatana-bhaviṣyat-kāle luṭ, 5.1.4.b:, 

5.34: 
an-adyatana-bhūte laṅ, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5: 
anantaram, 4.16.3: 
aṅga, 5.2:, 6.20: 
-ānī, 6.23:, 6.27: 
-anīya, 6.8:, 6.26:, 7.18: 
-ant, 6.4: 
antar-, 6.12:, 6.15: 
antara, 4.16.3: 
antarā, 6.16: 
antarena, 6.16: 
antika, 6.18: 
antya, 4.23: 
anu-, 6.6:, 6.12, 6.15: 
anudātta, 1.25: 
anunāsika, 1.10: 
anuṣṭubh, 1.24: 
anusvāra, 1.4:, 1.5.c:, 1.10: 
anvac, 3.25: 
anvaya, 7.2: 
anya, 4.16.1: 
anyañca, 6.20: 
anyatara, 4.16.1: 
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anyathā, 6.19: 
anyatra, 6.16: 
anyonya, 6.34: 
ap, 3.16:, 7.4.6: 
apa-, 6.12: 
apara, 4.16.3: 
aparam, 6.29: 
api, 6.20:, 7.15: 
api-, 6.12: 
-api, 4.20: 
-ār, 3.6: 
ārabhya, 6.17: 
arbuda, 4.23: 
ardha, 4.16.5: 
ārdha-dhātuka-lakāra, 5.1.4.b:, 5.2:, 5.4:, 

5.24:, 5.36.a: 
are, 6.21: 
√arh, 7.20.1: 
artha, 7.9.7: 
arvāk, 6.16: 
ās, 6.21: 
-as, 3.6:, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 6.28: 
√as, 5.19.4:, 5.31.2.a:, 7.10.B.1.a:, 

7.12.1.a:, 7.16: 
√ās, 7.16:, 7.19.2: 
asau, 4.9: 
āsīr-liṅ, 5.1.4.b:, 5.32: 
aśīti, 4.23: 
asma-, 4.2: 
asmad, 4.2: 
āśritya, 6.17: 
aṣṭā-, 4.23: 
astam-, 6.13: 
aṣṭan, 4.23: 
aṣṭau, 4.23: 
āsthāya, 6.17: 

asthi, 3.34: 
asti, 7.2.c: 
-at, 3.11:, 3.12:, 6.4:, 6.26:, 7.16: 
atha, 6.19:, 6.20: 
atho, 6.20: 
ati-, 6.12:, 6.36: 
ātman, 4.14: 
ātmanepada, 5.1.3:, 5.2:, 5.5:, 5.6:, 

5.36.a:, 6.5:, 7.29.2: 
-au, 3.41: 
ava-, 6.12: 
āva-, 4.2: 
avāc, 3.25: 
avagraha, 1.11: 
avalambya, 6.17: 
avara, 4.16.3: 
avas, 6.19: 
āvis-, 6.13: 
avyaya, 6.41: 
avyayībhāva, 6.30:, 6.41: 
-ay, 5.33:. 6.8:, 6.9: 
-aya, 5.3:, 5.26:, 5.29:, 5.33:, 5.37:, 5.38:, 

5.40:, 6.8:, 6.9:, 6.10: 
ayam, 4.8: 
-āyana, 6.23:, 6.27: 
aye, 6.21: 
ayi, 6.21: 
-ayi, 5.40: 
ayuta, 4.23: 
√bādh, 5.41: 
bāḍham, 6.20: 
bahis, 6.16: 
bahudhā, 6.19: 
bahuvrīhi, 4.16.a:, 6.30:, 6.31:, 6.36:, 

6.39:, 7.15.1: 
bata, 6.21: 

-bh, 3.6: 
-bha, 6.23:, 6.27: 
bhagoḥ, 2.38: 
√bhaj, 5.28: 
√bhañj, 5.28: 
bhartṛ, 3.39: 
bhāva, 6.22: 
bhavat, 3.13.b:, 7.6.A.1: 
bhavati, 7.2.c: 
bhāve, 5.1.6:, 5.2:, 5.36: 
bhāve prayoga, 5.1.6:, 7.28: 
bhavitavyam, 7.18.2: 
bhāvyam, 7.18.2: 
√bhī, 5.40: 
bhos, 2.38:, 6.21: 
√bhrajj, 5.17.2: 
√bhram, 5.28:, 5.16.1: 
√bhraṃś, 5.16.2: 
√bhū, 5.28:, 5.31.2.b:, 6.14:, 7.10.B.1.a:, 

7.12.1.a:, 7.16: 
bhū-ādi, 5.3:, 5.15: 
√bhuj, 6.6: 
√brū, 5.19.8: 
-c, 3.6: 
ca, 4.3.3:, 4.24, 6.20: 
√cakās, 5.19.10: 
-cana, 4.20: 
√car, 5.42: 
carama, 4.16.5: 
catur, 4.23: 
caturtha, 4.26: 
catus, 4.27: 
catusṛ, 4.23: 
catvāriṃśat, 4.23: 
ced, 6.20: 
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√ci, 5.28:, 5.41: 
-cid, 4.20: 
√cit, 5.41: 
cur-ādi, 5.3: 
-d, 3.6: 
-dā, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
√dā, 5.20.1:, 5.31.1.b:, 5.41:, 6.6: 
dadhi, 3.34: 
√dah, 5.42: 
dakṣiṇa, 4.16.3: 
-dam, 6.19:, 6.27: 
√dam, 5.16.1: 
√daṃś, 5.15.5:, 5.40: 
-dānīm, 6.19:, 6.27: 
daṇḍa, 1.11: 
danta, 1.3: 
dāra, 7.4.6: 
√daridrā, 5.19.10: 
daśama, 4.26: 
daśan, 4.23: 
devanāgarī, 1.1:, 1.5: 
-dh, 3.6: 
-dha, 6.19:, 6.27: 
-dhā, 4.28:, 6.19, 6.23:, 6.27: 
√dhā, 5.20.2:, 5.31.1.b:, 5.41:, 6.6: 
dhātu, 5.2: 
dhi-, 6.12: 
dhik, 6.21: 
√dhmā, 5.15.6: 
√dhū, 5.21.4:, 5.23.1:, 5.40: 
√dhvan, 6.6: 
√dīp, 5.31.2.c: 
diṣṭyā, 6.21: 
div-, 3.35: 
√div, 5.16.1: 

div-ādi, 5.3:, 5.16: 
√drā, 5.42: 
dṛḍha, 2.111: 
-dṛkṣa, 4.17: 
-dṛś, 4.17: 
√dṛś, 5.15.6:, 5.31.1.b:, 5.31.2.a: 
-dṛśa, 4.17: 
-duh, 3.6: 
dus-, 6.36: 
dva, 4.23: 
dvā-, 4.23: 
dvandva, 6.30:, 6.31:, 6.40: 
dvaya, 4.16.5:, 4.30: 
dvi-, 4.23: 
dvidhā, 6.19: 
dvigu, 6.30:, 6.35: 
dvis, 4.27:, 6.19: 
dvitaya, 4.16.5: 
dvitīya, 4.16.4:, 4.26: 
dyo, 3.41: 
dyu, 3.35: 
-dyus, 6.19: 
eka, 4.16.2:, 4.23:, 7.3.2: 
ekādaśa, 4.26: 
ekadhā, 6.19: 
ekaśata, 4.26: 
ekaśatatama, 4.26: 
ekatama, 4.16.1: 
ekatara, 4.16.2: 
ena-, 4.10: 
enad, 4.5:, 4.10: 
esaḥ, 2.37: 
eta, 4.6: 
etad, 4.5:, 4.7:, 7.6.B.1: 
eva, 4.3.3:, 6.19:, 6.20:, 7.14.1.d: 

evam, 6.19:, 6.20: 
gam, 5.15.6:, 5.38:, 5.41: 
gaṇa, 5.2:, 5.3: 
gati, 6.30:, 6.37: 
-gatya, 6.37: 
√ghas, 2.96: 
√ghrā, 5.15.4: 
√glā, 5.40: 
go, 3.41: 
√gṛ, 5.42: 
√grah, 5.23.2:, 5.33:, 5.41:, 6.6: 
√guh, 5.15.1: 
guṇa, 2.2: 
√gup, 5.41: 
guru, 1.22: 
ha, 4.3.3:, 6.20: 
hā, 6.21: 
-ha, 6.19:, 6.27: 
√hā, 5.20.3:, 5.20.4: 
halanta, 1.5.a: 
-han, 3.21: 
√han, 5.19.5:, 5.28:, 5.40:, 5.41: 
hanta, 6.21: 
he, 6.21: 
hi, 6.20: 
√hi, 5.28: 
√hu, 5.20.5: 
hu-ādi, 5.3:, 5.20: 
√hve, 5.37: 
hyas, 6.19: 
i-, 4.8: 
-i (ending), 3.29:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 

6.28: 
-ī (ending), 3.36:, 5.42:, 6.23:, 6.27:, 

6.28:, 6.35: 
-i (connecting vowel), 3.14.a:, 3.19.b:, 
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5.27:, 5.33:, 5.34:, 5.41:, 6.8: 
√īḍ, 5.19.7: 
idam, 4.5:, 4.8:, 7.6.B.1: 
iha, 6.19: 
-(i)ka, 6.39: 
ima-, 4.8: 
-in, 3.11:, 3.15:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 6.39: 
-īna, 6.23:, 6.27: 
Indus-Saraswati, pg. 13 
-ir, 3.6: 
-is, 3.6:, 5.30.1.c:, 5.41:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√īś, 5.19.7: 
√iṣ, 5.17.3: 
-(i)sa, 5.41: 
-iṣṭha, 6.25: 
-(i)sya, 5.33:, 5.35: 
-ita, 6.6:, 6.26:, 7.17:, 7.17.2:, 7.17.3: 
itara, 4.16.1: 
-(i)tavat, 6.7: , 6.26: 
-(i)tavya, 6.8:, 6.26:, 7.18: 
iti, 6.20:, 7.7.2: 
itthā, 6.19: 
-(i)tum, 6.10:, 6.26:, 7.20: 
-(i)tvā, 6.9:, 6.26:, 7.19: 
iva, 6.19:, 6.20: 
-īya, 4.15:, 4.26:, 6.23: 
iyam, 4.8: 
-(ī)yas, 6.25: 
iyat, 3.13.c: 
-j, 3.6: 
√jabh, 5.42: 
√jāgṛ, 5.19.10: 
√jakṣ, 5.19.6:, 5.16.10: 
jaladhi, 4.23: 
√jan, 5.16.4: 

jātu, 6.20: 
jaya, pg. 14 
√ji, 5.28:, 5.41: 
jihvāmūlīya, 1.5.b: 
jña, 1.14: 
√jñā, 5.23.2:, 5.40: 
√jyā, 5.23.2: 
ka-, 4.12:, 4.13:, 4.20: 
-ka, 4.15:, 6.23:, 6.27:, 6.39: 
kaccid, 6.19: 
kadā-, 4.20: 
-kalpa, 6.39: 
kāmam, 6.20: 
kaṇṭha, 1.3: 
-kāra, 1.5.a: 
karaṇa, 6.22: 
karma, 6.22: 
karmadhāraya, 6.30:, 6.34:, 6.39: 
karmaṇi, 5.1.6:, 5.2:, 5.36: 
karmaṇi prayoga, 5.1.6: 
kartari, 5.1.6:, 5.2: 
kartari prayoga, 5.1.6: 
kartṛ, 6.22: 
kaścid, 7.3.2: 
kaṣṭam, 6.21: 
katama, 4.16.1: 
katara, 4.16.1: 
katham, 6.19: 
katidhā, 6.19: 
katipaya, 4.16.5: 
kevalam, 6.20: 
khalu, 6.20: 
√khan, 5.37: 
kharva, 4.23: 
√khyā, 5.31.2.a: 

ki-, 4.13: 
kila, 6.20: 
kim, 4.12:, 6.20:, 7.9.7:, 7.19.4: 
kim-, 4.13: 
kiyat, 3.13.c: 
koṣtṛ, 3.39: 
koṭi, 4.23: 
√kṛ, 5.22.1:, 5.22.3:, 5.31.1.b:, 6.14: 
√kram, 5.15.1: 
kṛd-anta, 6.22:, 6.26: 
krī-ādi, 5.3:, 5.23 
kriyā-atipattau lṛṅ, 5.1.4.b:, 5.35: 
√kṛt, 5.17.1: 
kṛtam, 6.20:, 7.9.7:, 7.24.5: 
kṛte, 6.16: 
-kṛtvas, 4.27: 
-kṛtya, 6.37: 
kṣa, 1.14: 
ku-, 4.13:, 6.36: 
kva, 6.20: 
kva-, 4.20: 
-la, 6.23:, 6.27: 
√labh, 5.40:, 5.41: 
laghu, 1.22: 
lakṣa, 4.23: 
lakṣmī, 3.36.c: 
laṅ, 5.1.4.a: 
laṭ, 5.1.4.a: 
√lī, 5.23.1: 
-lih, 3.6: 
liṅ, 5.1.4.a:, 5.1.4.b: 
liṅga, 3.1.a: 
√lip, 5.17.1: 
liṭ, 5.1.4.b: 
loṭ, 5.1.4.a: 
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lṛṅ, 5.1.4.b: 
lṛṭ, 5.1.4.b: 
√lū, 5.23.1: 
luṅ, 5.1.4.b: 
√lup, 5.17.1: 
luṭ, 5.1.4.b: 
mā, 4.2:, 6.20:, 7.22.4:, 7.24.5: 
ma-, 4.2: 
-ma, 4.26:, 6.23:, 6.25:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
√mā, 5.20.3:, 5.41: 
mad, 4.2: 
√mad, 5.16.1:, 5.31.1.c: 
madhya, 4.23: 
madhyama puruṣa, 5.1.1: 
maghavan, 3.23: 
Mahābhārata, pg. 14 
mahāpadma, 4.23: 
mahat, 3.12.a:, 6.34: 
√majj, 5.33:, 6.6: 
-man, 3.18:, 3.22:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√man, 5.41: 
-māna, 6.5:, 6.26:, 7.16: 
√manth, 5.15.5: 
-mat, 3.11:, 3.13:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
mātṛ-, 6.40: 
mātrā, 1.19:, 1.20: 
-mātra, 7.14.1.d: 
-mātrā, 6.39: 
-maya, 6.23:, 6.27: 
-mayī, 6.27: 
me, 4.2: 
Mehrgarh, pg. 13 
-mi, 6.23:, 6.26: 
-mī, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√mī, 5.23.1: 

√mīl, 5.31.2.c: 
-min, 3.11:, 3.15: 
mithas, 6.19: 
√mlā, 5.40: 
√mnā, 5.15.6: 
√mṛj, 5.15.2:, 5.19.1: 
√muh, 2.108: 
muhur, 6.20: 
muktvā, 6.17: 
√muñc, 5.17.1: 
mūrdha, 1.3: 
-n, 6.28: 
na, 6.20:, 7.24.5: 
-na, 6.6:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 7.17: 
-nā, 6.23:, 6.26: 
naddha, 2.112: 
naḥ, 4.2: 
nāma, 6.20: 
nāma-dhātu, 5.1.5: 
namas-, 6.13: 
nañ-tatpuruṣa, 6.30:, 6.33:, 6.39: 
nanu, 6.20: 
naptṛ, 3.39: 
√naś, 5.33: 
nau, 3.41:, 4.2: 
navadaśa, 4.26: 
navan, 4.23: 
navati, 4.23: 
navatitama, 4.26: 
nāyya, 7.20.3: 
ni-, 6.12: 
-ni, 6.23:, 6.26: 
nija, 4.15: 
ṇijanta, 5.1.5: 
nikaṣā, 6.16: 

nikaṭa, 6.18: 
nikharva, 4.23: 
nis-, 6.12:, 6.36: 
nītvā, 6.17: 
niyuta, 4.23: 
no, 5.20: 
nṛ, 3.39: 
nu, 6.20: 
-nu, 6.23:, 6.26: 
nūnam, 6.20: 
nyac, 3.25: 
-o, 3.41: 
om, 1.11: 
oṣṭha, 1.3: 
-p, 3.6:, 5.37: 
√pā, 5.15.4:, 5.40: 
√pad, 5.41:, 5.42: 
pada, 3.2.a: 
pāda, 1.23:, 6.29: 
pañcama, 4.26: 
pañcan, 4.23: 
pañcāśat, 4.23: 
Pāṇini, pg. 18, 1.2: 
panthan, 3.21: 
para, 4.16.3: 
parā-, 6.12: 
-para, 6.39: 
parāc, 3.25: 
parādha, 4.23: 
param, 6.16:, 6.20: 
-parama, 6.39: 
paras, 6.19: 
parasmaipada, 5.1.3:, 5.2:, 5.5:, 5.6:, 

5.36.a:, 6.4:, 7.29.2: 
paraspara, 6.34: 
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parastāt, 6.16:, 6.19: 
paratas, 6.16: 
pareṇa, 6.16:, 
pari-, 6.6:, 6.12:, 6.36: 
paritas, 6.16: 
parityajya, 6.17: 
parokṣa-bhūte liṭ, 5.1.4.b:, 5.25:–5.29: 
pārśva, 6.18: 
paścāt, 6.16: 
√pat, 5.31.2.a: 
pati, 2.40:, 3.32: 
-(p)aya, 5.40: 
pi-, 6.12: 
pitṛ, 7.4.6: 
pitṛ-, 6.40: 
pluta, 1.19: 
√pṝ, 5.38: 
pra-, 6.6:, 6.12: 
prabhṛti, 6.16: 
-prabhṛti, 6.39: 
prāc, 3.25: 
√prach, 5.17.2:, 5.41: 
prādi, 6.30:, 6.36:, 6.39: 
prāk, 6.16: 
prathama, 4.16.5:, 4.26: 
prathama puruṣa, 5.1.1: 
prati-, 6.6:, 6.12:, 6.15:, 6.36: 
pratipādika, 3.2: 
pratyakṣam, 6.16: 
prauḍha, 2.19: 
-prāya, 6.39: 
prāyas, 6.20: 
prāyaśas, 6.20: 
prāyeṇa, 6.20: 
prayoga, 5.1.6: 

prayojana, 7.9.7: 
√prī, 5.40: 
√pū, 5.23.1: 
puṃs, 3.26: 
pumaṃs, 3.26: 
punar, 6.20: 
purā, 6.16:, 7.21.1.b:, 7.21.2.a: 
puras, 6.19: 
puras-, 6.13:, 6.15: 
puratas, 6.16: 
puratastāt, 6.16:, 6.19: 
puruṣa, 5.1.1: 
pūrva, 4.16.3: 
pūrvam, 6.16: 
pūrvathā, 6.19: 
-ṛ, 3.38:, 3.39: 
√ṛ, 5.17.3: 
-ra, 6.23:, 6.25:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
√rabh, 5.38:, 5.41: 
√rac, 5.38: 
√rādh, 5.31.2.c: 
rai, 3.41: 
√rāj, 5.28: 
rājan, 6.34: 
√rañj, 5.16.2: 
rātri, 6.34: 
repha, 1.13: 
ṛte, 6.16: 
ṛtuthā, 6.19: 
-ru, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√rud, 5.19.6: 
rudh-ādi, 5.3: 
√ruh, 5.40: 
-ś, 3.6: 
-ṣ, 3.6: 

-s, 5.30.1.b:, 5.31.1.b:, 5.32:, 6.19:, 6.23:, 
6.27:, 6.28: 

sā, 4.6: 
-sa, 5.30.1.a:, 5.31.1.a:, 5.41: 
-sā, 5.41: 
√sad, 5.15.3: 
sadha, 6.19: 
sādhu, 6.21: 
sadṛśa, 7.9.12: 
sadyas, 6.19: 
saḥ, 2.37:, 4.6: 
√sah, 2.109: 
saha, 6.16:, 6.19:, 7.9.9: 
sahasra, 4.23: 
sahasratama, 4.26: 
√śak, 5.41: 
sākam, 6.16:, 7.9.9: 
sakāśa, 6.18: 
sakhi, 3.33:, 6.34: 
sakṛt, 4.27: 
sakthi, 3.34: 
śakya, 7.20.3: 
sam-, 6.12:, 6.36: 
√śam, 5.16.1: 
sama, 7.9.12: 
samakṣam, 6.16: 
samam, 6.16:, 7.9.9: 
samāna, 7.9.12: 
sāmānādhikaraṇa, 6.30: 
samantatas, 6.16: 
sāmānya-bhaviṣyat-kāle lṛṭ, 5.1.4.b:, 

5.33: 
sāmānya-bhūte luṅ, 5.1.4.b: 
samāsa, 6.29:–6.41: 
samayā, 6.16: 
samīpa, 6.18: 
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samprasāraṇa, 2.2:, 2.3:, 2.110:, 3.19.a:, 
3.23.b:, 5.10.3:, 5.16.3:, 5.17.2:, 
5.19.3:, 5.28:, 5.31.2.c:, 5.37:, 5.41:, 
6.6:, 6.8: 

saṃ-s-, 6.12: 
Saṃskṛta, 1.1: 
samyac, 3.25: 
sandhi, 2.1: 
√sañj, 5.15.5: 
śaṅku, 4.23: 
sannanta, 5.1.5: 
sannidhi, 6.18: 
saptama, 4.26: 
saptan, 4.23: 
saptati, 4.23: 
sārdham, 6.16:, 7.9.9: 
sarva, 4.16.2: 
sārva-dhātuka-lakāra, 5.1.4.a:, 5.2:, 5.3:, 

5.4:, 5.14:, 5.18:, 5.36.b:, 5.37: 
sarvatas, 6.16: 
ṣaṣ, 4.23: 
-śas, 4.29:, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
√śās, 5.19.10:, 5.19.11:, 5.37: 
ṣaṣṭa, 4.26: 
ṣaṣṭi, 4.23: 
sat, 7.41.1.a:, 7.15.1: 
śata, 4.23: 
śatatama, 4.26: 
satyam, 6.20: 
√śī, 5.19.2: 
√sic, 5.17.1: 
-siṣ, 5.30.1.d: 
śloka, 1.24: 
sma, 7.21.1.b: 
√snā, 5.40: 
√snih, 2.108: 

√spṛś, 5.31.1.b: 
śrad-, 6.13: 
√śram, 5.16.1: 
√sṛj, 5.31.1.b: 
√śru, 5.21.3: 
√stabh, 2.99: 
√sthā, 2.99:, 5.15.4:, 5.31.1.b:, 7.16:, 

7.19.2: 
√ṣṭhiv, 5.15.1: 
strī, 3.37: 
su-, 6.36: 
-su, 5.41:, 7.8.4: 
su-ādi, 5.3:, 5.21: 
śūnya, 4.23: 
sva, 4.14:, 4.16.3: 
svā, 4.14: 
śvan, 3.21: 
√svap, 5.19.6:, 5.41: 
svar, 2.40: 
svarabhakti, 1.14: 
svarita, 1.25: 
śvas, 6.19: 
√śvas, 5.19.6: 
svasṛ, 3.39: 
svasti, 6.21: 
svayam, 4.14: 
-sya, 5.33:, 5.35: 
-t, 3.5:, 6.28: 
-t-, 6.26.a: 
ta-, 4.6: 
-ta, 6.6:, 6.26:, 7.17:, 7.17.2:, 7.17.3: 
-tā, 6.23:, 6.27:, 7.11.1: 
tad, 4.5:, 4.6:, 6.20:, 7.6.B.2.a: 
tad-dhita, 6.22:, 6.27: 
tathā, 6.19: 

tālu, 1.3: 
√tam, 5.16.1: 
-tama, 4.26:, 6.23:, 6.25:, 6.27: 
√tan, 5.37: 
-tana, 6.23:, 6.27: 
tan-ādi, 5.3:, 5.22: 
tandrī, 3.36.c: 
tantrī, 3.36.c: 
-tara, 6.23:, 6.25: 
-tas, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.27:, 7.12.4: 
-tāt, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
tatas, 6.20: 
tathā, 6.19:, 6.20: 
tatpuruṣa, 6.30:, 6.31: 
tāvat, 6.20: 
-tavat, 6.7:, 6.26:, 7.17: 
-tavya, 6.8:, 6.26:, 7.18: 
-taya, 4.16.5:, 4.30: 
te, 4.2: 
-th, 3.6: 
-tha, 4.26:, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
-thā, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
-tham, 6.19:, 6.27: 
-ti, 4.19:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
√tij, 5.41: 
tiras, 6.19: 
tiras-, 6.13: 
tiryac, 3.25: 
tisṛ, 4.23: 
-tṛ, 3.38:, 3.40:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
-tra, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
-trā, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
√tras, 5.28: 
traya, 4.30: 
trayas-, 4.23: 
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tri, 4.23: 
triṃśa, 4.26: 
triṃśat, 4.23: 
triṃśattama, 4.26: 
tris, 4.27:, 6.19: 
tṛtīya, 4.16.4:, 4.26: 
tu, 6.20: 
-tu, 6.23:, 6.26: 
-tu-kāma, 6.10: 
tud-ādi, 5.3:, 5.17: 
tulya, 7.9.12: 
-tum, 6.10:, 6.26:, 7.20: 
-tu-manas, 6.10: 
turya, 4.26: 
tva-, 4.2: 
tvā, 4.2: 
-tva, 6.23:, 6.27:, 7.11.1: 
-tvā, 6.9:, 6.26:, 7.19: 
tvad, 4.2: 
tvam, 4.2: 
-tya, 6.9:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 7.19: 
u, 6.20: 
-u, 3.30:, 5.41:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.28: 
-ū, 3.36:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.28: 
ubha, 4.16.b: 
ubhaya, 4.16.2: 
ubhayapada, 5.2: 
ubhayatas, 6.16: 
ud-, 6.12: 
udac, 3.25: 
udātta, 1.25: 
uddiśya, 6.17: 
ūḍha, 2.110: 
ukta, 7.20.3: 
ūna, 4.24: 

-una, 6.23:, 6.26: 
upa-, 6.12:, 6.36: 
upadhmānīya, 1.5.b: 
upakaṇṭha, 6.18: 
upamāna, 6.34:, 6.39: 
upameya, 6.34:, 6.39: 
upapada, 6.30:, 6.38: 
upari, 6.16: 
upariṣṭāt, 6.16: 
-ur, 3.6: 
ūrdhvam, 6.16: 
-uṣ, 6.4: 
-us, 3.6:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
uta, 6.20: 
uttama puruṣa, 5.1.1: 
uttara, 4.16.3: 
vā, 4.3.3:, 6.20: 
va-, 6.12: 
-va, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
√vac, 5.31.2.a: 
vacana, 3.1.b:, 5.1.2:, 7.4: 
√vad, 5.31.1.c:, 6.6: 
√vadh, 5.38: 
vaḥ, 4.2: 
√vah, 2.109: 
vai, 6.20: 
vām, 4.2: 
-vam, 6.19:, 6.27: 
√vam, 5.28: 
-van, 3.18:, 3.22:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
varaṃ na, 6.20: 
varjayitvā, 6.17: 
varṣa, 7.4.6: 
vartamāne laṭ, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5: 
-vas, 3.18:, 3.19:, 6.4:, 6.26:, 7.17: 

√vaś, 5.19.3: 
√vas, 2.96:, 5.28:, 5.31.1.b:, 5.33:, 6.6: 
-vat, 3.11:, 3.13:, 4.18:, 6.4:, 6.7:, 6.19:, 

6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27: 
√ve, 5.37: 
vi-, 6.12:, 6.36: 
vibhakti, 3.1: 
vibhakti-tatpuruṣa, 6.30:, 6.32:, 6.39: 
√vid, 5.17.1:, 5.28:, 6.4: 
vidhi-liṅ, 5.2.4.a:, 5.5: 
vidyate, 7.12.1.a: 
vigraha-vākya, 6.29: 
√vij, 6.6: 
viṃśa, 4.26: 
viṃśati, 4.23: 
-vin, 3.11:, 3.15:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
vinā, 6.16: 
virāma, 1.5.a:, 1.15: 
visarga, 1.4:, 1.5.b:, 1.9.c: 
visarga sandhi, 2.25:, 2.36: 
viśva, 4.16.2: 
viṣvac, 3.25: 
viśvathā, 6.19: 
√vraj, 5.31.1.c: 
√vraśc, 5.17.2: 
vṛddhi, 2.2: 
√vṛt, 7.16:, 7.19.2: 
√vyadh, 5.16.3:, 5.31.2.c: 
Vyāsa, pg. 14 
ya-, 4.11: 
-ya, 4.16.5:, 4.26:, 5.29:, 5.37:, 5.42:, 

5.43:, 6.8:, 6.9:, 6.23:, 6.26:, 6.27:, 
7.18:, 7.19: 

-yā, 5.32: 
yad, 4.11:, 6.20:, 7.6.B.2.b:, 7.6.B.2.e: 
yad tad, 7.6.B.2.b: 
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yadi, 6.20: 
√yaj, 6.8:, 7.9.8: 
√yam, 5.15.6:, 5.28: 
yaṅanta, 5.1.5: 
-yas, 3.11:, 3.14:, 6.23: 
-yat, 4.18: 
yatas, 6.20: 
yathā, 6.19:, 6,20: 
yatra, 6.20: 
yāvat, 6.16:, 6.20:, 7.21.2.a: 
yena, 6.20: 
-yu, 6.23:, 6.26: 
yuṣma-, 4.2: 
yuṣmad, 4.2: 
yuva-, 4.2: 
yuvan, 3.23: 

English Terms 
Abbreviations in book, pg. vii 
‘Abides by’ by locative, 7.13.1.c: 
Ablative case, 3.1.c: 

suffixes, 6.27: 
syntax, 7.11: 
with adverbs, 6.19: 
with prepositionals, 6.15:–6.18: 

‘About, relating to or regarding’ by 
locative, 7.13.2.b: 

Absolute, construction, 7.13.1.h:, 7.14: 
with adjectival compounds, 6.39: 
with participles, 7.13.1.h:, 7.14: 

Accent, 1.25: 
augment a-, 5.5.c: 
cardinals, 4.23.f: 
causatives, 5.40: 
comparative and superlative, 6.25: 

compounds, 4.24:, 4.26:, 6.31:, 6.40: 
declension, 3.3:, 3.7:, 3.20.b: 
denominatives, 5.43: 
desideratives, 5.41: 
enclitics, 4.2:, 4.3:, 4.10: 
fractions, 4.26: 
in meter, 1.23: 
indeclinable participle, 6.9: 
nominal suffix -man, 6.26: 
order of words, 7.2: 
ordinals, 4.46: 
passive, 5.37: 
past participle, 6.6: 
perfect middle participle (Vedic), 6.5: 
reduplicated perfect participle, 6.4: 
reduplicating syllable, 5.12: 
shift of, 1.25: 
verbs, 1.25:, 5.3:, 5.15:–5.23:, 5.27:– 

5.35:, 5.37:– 5.43: 
vocative, 1.25:, 3.8.3: 

‘Accompanying circumstances,’ by 
instrumental, 7.9.10: 

Accusative case, 3.1.c: 
in periphrastic perfect, 5.29: 
syntax, 7.8: 

double accusative, 7.8.A: 
with prepositionals, 6.15:–6.18: 

Action nouns, 3.18:, 3.22:, 6.22:, 6.23:, 
6.24:, 6.26: 

Active, construction (kartari), 5.1.6:, 
5.2:, 7.2:, 7.7:, 7.29.1.b: 
intransitives, 7.28: 
nominal stems, 6.22: 
participles, 6.4:, 6.7:, 6.26:, 7.16:–7.17: 
voice (parasmaipada), 5.13: 

Adjectival compounds, 3.6.i:, 6.29:, 

6.30:, 6.36:, 6.39: 
accent, 6.31: 
declension with final pronominal 

adjectives, 4.16.a: 
used participially, 7.15.1: 
with infinitive, 6.10: 

Adjectives, 6.1:, 6.3: 
aggregative, 4.30: 
agreement, 7.5: 
by suffix, 6.22:, 6.23:, 6.25:– 6.27:  
cardinals 1–19, 4.23.a: 
declension of feminines -i or -u like 

masculines, 3.29.b: 
declension of neuters -i, -u or -tṛ like 

masculines, 3.29.a: 
desiderative, 5.41: 
feminine, 3.9: 
from derivatives, 5.39:–5.41: 
in nominal compound, 6.29:–6.36:, 

6.38:–6.40:  
in verbal compound, 6.14: 
indefinite or distributive sense, 

7.6.B.2.e: 
ordinals, 4.26: 
participles, 7.15:–7.18: 
predicate adjective, 7.2: 
pronominal, 4.1:, 4.15:–4.20: 
with ablative, 7.11.2.a:, 7.11.3: 
with accusative, 7.8.2:, 7.8.4:, 7.8.5:, 

7.8.8: 
with genitive, 7.12:, 7.12.2:, 7.12.3: 
with infinitive, 7.20: 
with instrumental, 7.9.11:, 7.9.12:, 

7.9.14: 
with locative, 7.13.1.f:, 7.13.2.d:, 

7.13.3: 
Adverbial compounds, 4.20:, 6.32:, 
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6.37: 
Adverbs, 6.1: 

by case, 7.8.8:, 7.9.14:, 7.11.3:, 7.13.3: 
by pronouns, 7.6.B.2.b: 
by suffix, 6.19:, 6.23:, 6.27: 
in compounds, 6.13:, 6.36:, 6.37:, 

6.40:, 7.9.9:, 7.10.B.2.a:, 7.11.2.a: 
in word order, 7.2: 
indefinite, 4.20: 
infinitive, 7.20: 
numeral, 4.27:–4.29: 
particles, 6.20: 
prepositional, 6.16: 
with genitive, 7.12.4: 

‘Aforesaid,’ by demonstrative pronoun 
tat, 7.6.B.2.d: 

‘After’ by genitive, 7.12.5.b: 
Agent, by case, 7.7:, 7.8.2:, 7.9:, 7.11.1:, 

7.12:, 7.12.1.e:, 7.12.3:  
by suffix, 6.22:, 6.23:, 6,24:, 6.26: 
in declension, 3.18:, 3.20:, 3.38:, 3.40: 
in word order, 7.2: 
with causatives, 7.29.1: 
with impersonal construction, 7.28: 
with potential passive participles, 

7.18.2: 
Aggregate, by compounds, 6.35:, 6.40: 

words, 7.4.1:, 7.5.3.a:, 7.5.4: 
 ‘Aim of an action’ (see ‘Purpose’), by 

infinitive, 7.20: 
by locative, 7.13.2.a: 

Agreement in gender, number and 
case, 7.5: 

‘Aim of an action’ by locative, 
7.13.12.a: 

Alphabet, 1: 

alphabetical list, 1.5: 
classification table, 1.8:, 1.9: 
locations and efforts of sounds, 1.3:, 

1.4: 
writing conjunct consonants, 1.12:–

1.17: 
writing vowels after consonants, 1.7: 

‘Among’ by locative, 7.13.1.a: 
Aorist, 5.1.4.b:, 5.5.c:, 5.30:–5.31: 

causal sense, 5.40: 
desiderative, 5.41: 
indeclinable participle -am from, 6.9: 
passive, 5.36.a:, 5.38: 
reduplication, 5.11: 
syntax, 7.22:, 7.24.5:  
with particle mā, 6.20:  

Apposition in same case compounds, 
6.30:, 6.34: 

Article ‘a’ and ‘the,’ 7.3: 
Articulation of alphabet, 1.4: 
Aspiration, in alphabet, 1.5:, 1.5.b:, 

1.5.f:, 1.9: 
doubling, 2.59:–2.61: 
loss of, 2.76:, 5.8.2: 

compensation for loss of, 2.77:–
2.79:, 2.105:–2.112:, 3.6.m:, 5.6.a: 

Augment a-, 5.5:, 5.5.c:, 5.6:, 5.19.9:, 
5.30:, 5.35:, 5.38:, 6.2: 
sandhi, 2.20: 
with mā, 6.20:, 7.22.4:, 7.24.5: 

Benedictive, 5.1.4.b:, 5.32: 
causative, 5.40: 
passive, 5.36.a: 
syntax, 7.26: 

‘Between’ by genitive, 7.12.6: 
 ‘By’ by instrumental, 7.9: 

Cardinals, 4.23:–4.25: 
declension, 4.25: 
syntax, 4.23.a:, 4.25: 

Cases, 3.1.c:, 3.2: 
common pronominal terminations, 

4.4: 
endings retained in compound, 6.29:, 

6.40: 
normal case terminations, 3.2: 
strong, middle and weak, 3.7:, 3.10:, 

3.17: 
syntax, 7.7:–7.14: 

Causative, 5.1.5:, 5.29:, 5.40: 
aorist, 5.30.2.c:, 5.40: 
causal sense, 7.13.1.d:,  7.15:, 7.16.2:, 

7.29: 
denominatives, 5.43: 
desiderative, 5.41: 
suffix -aya dropped, 5.37.7:, 5.38.4:, 

5.40:, 6.8:, 6.9:, 6.10: 
suffix -aya/-ayi retained, 5.33:, 6.8:, 

6.9: 
syntax, 7.8.7:, 7.8.A.2:, 7.29: 

‘Cause, motive’ by ablative, 7.11.1: 
by instrumental, 7.9.1: 
by locative absolute, 7.14.1: 

Cerebralization of dentals, 2.46:, 2.88:, 
2.89:, 2.100:, 2.101:, 2.107:, 2.109:–
2.112: 
of nasals, 2.53:, 2.72.a:, 2.92: 

Cerebrals, 1.3:, 1.5:, 1.9: 
declension, 3.6:, 4.25: 
in sandhi, 2.24:, 2.27:–2.29:, 2.46:, 

2.53:, 2.72.a:, 2.72.b:, 2.81:, 2.88:–
2.92:, 2.100:, 2.101:, 2.105:, 2.107:, 
2.109:–2.112: 

Changeable consonant-ending stems, 
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3.4:, 3.7:–3.26: 
feminine, 3.9: 
three-form stems in, 3.17:–3.26: 

-ac, 3.24:, 3.25: 
-an, 3.20:, 3.21: 
-man, -van, 3.22:, 3.23: 
-vas, 3.19: 

two-form stems in, 3.10:–3.16: 
-at, -mat, -vat, 3.12:, 3.13: 
-in, -min, -vin, 3.15: 
-(ī)yas, 3.14: 

Classes of roots, 5.2:, 5.3: 
Collective (see Aggregate) 
Comparative (comparison), 6.25: 

declension, 3.11:, 3.14: 
degree, 6.25: 
in compounds, 6.34:, 6.39: 
suffixes, 6.23:, 6.27: 
with ablative, 7.11.2.a: 

Compounded verb, 6.11:–6.14: 
Compounds, nominal, 6.29:–6.41: 

adjectival (bahuvrīhi), 6.39: 
indeclinable (gati), 6.37: 
indeclinable-like (avyayī-bhāva), 

6.41: 
list (dvandva), 6.40: 
negative (nañ-tatpuruṣa), 6.33: 
non-independent (upapada), 6.38: 
numerical (dvigu), 6.35: 
oblique case (vibhakti-tatpuruṣa), 

6.32: 
prepositional (prādi), 6.36: 
same case (karmadhāraya), 6.34: 

sandhi, 2.4: 
verbal, 6.11:–6.14: 

Concomitance, by instrumental, 7.9: 

Conditional mood, 5.1.4.b:, 5.35:, 7.27: 
augment, 5.5.c: 
by absolute, 7.14.1: 
by potential mood, 7.25.d: 
desiderative, 5.41: 

‘Conformity,’ by instrumental, 7.9.2: 
Conjuncts, 1.12:–1:17: 

aspirates, 2.59: 
consonant doubling, 2.59:–2.64:, 

5.5.c: 
Conjugation, 5: 

derivatives, 5.39:–5.43: 
passive, 5.36:–5.38: 
reduplication, 5.7:–5.13: 
root tenses and moods, 5.24:–5.35: 
terminations, 5.4:–5.6: 
verbal bases, 5.3: 

Conjunctive particles, 6.20: 
‘Connected with’ by genitive, 7.12.2.b: 
Connecting, -a, 5.19.12:, 5.30.2: 

-i, 3.14.a:, 3.19.b:, 5.19.6:, 5.19.7:,  
5.19.10:, 5.27:, 5.28:, 5.33:, 5.34:, 
5.41:, 5.42:, 6.4:, 6.8: 

-ī, 5.13.3:, 5.19.4:, 5.19.6:, 5.19.8:, 
5.33:, 5.42: 

vowels, 5.6.h: 
see also Insertion of consonant,  

Consonants, 1.1:, 1.4:, 1.5: 
classification table, 1.9: 
conjunct, 1.12:–1.17: 
permitted finals, 2.23:, 2.24: 
sandhi, 2.25:–2.112: 

Construction, 7.7: 
Contracted forms, 2.38:, 3.41:, 5.27.3:, 

5.28:, 5.31.2.a:, 5.41:, 6.6: 
Countries, names of, 7.4.5: 

Dative case, 3.1.c: 
syntax, 7.8.A:, 7.10: 

Declension (inflection), 3:, 4: 
consonant ending nouns, 3.4:–3.26: 
numerals, 4.23:–4.30: 
pronouns, 4.1:–4.22: 
vowel ending nouns, 3.27:–3.41: 

Definite and indefinite articles, 7.3: 
Demonstrative pronouns, 4.1:, 4.5:–

4.10: 
syntax, 7.3.2:, 7.6.B: 

Denominatives, 5.1.5:, 5.3.d:, 5.29:, 
5.43:, 7.32: 

Dentals, 1.5:, 1.9: 
cerebralized, 2.46:, 2.88:, 2.89:, 2.100:, 

2.101:, 2.107:, 2.109:–2.112: 
declension, 3.5:, 3.6:, 3.11:–3.15:, 

3.18:–3.23:, 3.26: 
sandhi change of location, 2.45:–

2.47:, 2.51:–2.53:, 2.87:, 2.88:, 2.92:, 
2.95:, 2.100:, 2.101: 

Derivative, stems, 5.4:, 5.26:, 5.29:, 
5.33:, 5.37.7:, 5.38:, 6.2:, 6.6:, 6.8:–
6.10:, 6.22: 
syntax, 7.29:–7.32: 
verbs, 5.1.5:, 5.2:, 5.39:–5.43: 

Desiderative, 5.1.5:, 5.41: 
periphrastic perfect, 5.29: 
reduplication, 5.7:, 5.12: 
syntax, 7.8.4:, 7.30: 

‘Different, other’ with ablative, 
7.11.2.b: 

Diphthongs, 1.9:, 1.19:, 1.22:, 2.2:, 2.3: 
declension, 3.41: 
root final, 5.8.8: 
sandhi, 2.8:–2.10:, 2.12:–2.16:, 2.18:–

2.22:, 2.59 
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‘Distance or length,’ by accusative, 
7.8.3: 
by locative, 7.13.1.i: 
by prefix vi-, 6.12: 
by pronouns, 4.5: 

Distributive, relative pronouns, 4.22:, 
7.6.B.2.e: 
suffix, 4.29:, 6.19: 

Doubling, accusative, 7.8.A: 
adverb, 4.27: 
consonants, 2.41.a:, 2.59:–2.64: 
na particle, 6.20: 
numerals, 4.24: 
pronouns, 4.22:, 7.6.B.2.e: 
reduplication, 5.8.1:, 5.8.5: 
suffix, 6.19: 
with ablative, 7.11.2.c: 

Dropping of, -a-, 2.3.a:, 3.36.d: 
accusative termination final -m, 6.10: 
aorist stem final sibilant, 5.30.1: 
aorist suffix, 5.30.1.c:, 5.30.1.d:, 

5.31.1.b: 
aspiration, 2.76:, 5.8.2: 
augment a-, 5.5.b:, 5.5.c:, 5.30: 
benedictive stem final -s, 5.32: 
case termination -s, 3.36.c: 
derivative suffix -aya or -ay, 5.37.7:, 

5.38.4:, 5.40:, 6.8:, 6.9:, 6.10: 
derivative suffix final -a, 5.33: 
desiderative stem final -a, 5.41: 
connecting vowel -i-, 3.19.b:, 5.27.1: 
final consonants, 2.23:, 2.75: 
final -n, 3.8.2:, 4.26: 
initial a-, 1.11:, 2.12:, 2.32:, 6.12: 
initial ca-, 4.26: 
medial consonant, 2.64:, 2.91: 

middle word in compound, 6.34: 
nominal stem final -n, 6.24:, 6.27.b:, 

6.27.c:, 6.29: 
nominal stem final vowel, 6.27.a:, 

6.27.c: 
penultimate nasal, 5.3.h:, 5.37.5:, 6.6:, 

6.9: 
root final -ā, 5.19.10:, 5.27.2.d:, 

5.27.3:, 5.30.2.b:, 5.31.2.a: 
root final dental mute, 5.6.h: 
root final -h, 2.105:–2.111:, 5.40: 
root final -n, 5.19.5:, 6.6:, 6.9: 
root final -s, 5.19.4:, 5.19.11: 
root initial a-, 5.19.4: 
root medial -a-, 5.27.3: 
root medial nasal, 5.15.5:, 5.16.2:, 

5.28: 
s, 2.98:–2.100: 
verbal stem final -a, 5.5.b:, 6.6: 
verbal stem final -ī, 5.20.3:, 5.20.4: 
verbal stem final -u, 5.21.1:, 5.22.1:, 

5.22.2: 
verbal termination medial -n-, 5.6.c: 
verbal termination -hi, 5.6.a: 
visarga, 2.29:–2.31:, 2.35:, 2.37:, 2.38: 

Dual, conjugation, 5.1.2:, 5.5:, 5.6:, 
5.27: 
declension, 3.1.b:, 3.2:, 3.5:, 3.10:, 

3.17:, 3.28:, 4.2:, 4.4: 
frozen dual, 6.40: 
numerals, 4.24: 
relation pair, 6.40: 
syntax, 7.4.2:, 7.5.1:, 7.5.2.a: 

Enclitic words, 4.3: 
defective demonstrative pronoun 

enad, 4.10: 
defective personal pronoun forms, 

4.2: 
in pāda, 1.23: 
in word order, 7.2.3: 
particles, 6.20: 

Feminine, 3.1.a: 
adjective 1st member of compound, 

6.29: 
changeable stems, 3.9: 
common feminine terminations, 

3.28.d:, 3.29.b:, 3.36.b: 
nominal terminations, 3.28:, 3.29:, 

3.30:, 3.36:–3.41: 
pronominal terminations, 4.2:, 4.4:, 

4.6:, 4.8:–4.12:, 4.16: 
suffixes, 3.40:, 6.23:, 6.26:–6.28: 
unchangeable consonant adjectives, 

3.9: 
Final allowed consonants, 2.23:, 2.24: 
First conjugation roots, 5.2: 
‘Fitness for’ by locative, 7.13.2.a: 
‘For’ by dative, 7.10.B.1: 

by genitive, 7.12: 
Frequentive, see Intensive 
‘From’ by ablative, 7.11: 
Future, 5.1.4.b: 

desiderative, 5.41: 
participle, 6.4:, 6.5: 
periphrastic (second future), 5.34: 
sense of, 5.35:, 7.18.1:, 7.21.2.a:, 

7.21.2.b:, 7.25.1.c:, 7.27:, 7.30: 
simple, 5.33: 
syntax, 7.15:, 7.23: 

Gender, declension, 3.1.a: 
stem endings, 6.28: 
syntax, 7.5: 

General sandhi, 2.4:, 2.6:–2.64: 
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Genitive case, 3.1.c: 
absolute, 7.14:, 7.14.2: 
by suffix, 4.15: 
double, 7.12.6: 
pronouns, 7.6.C: 
syntax, 7.12: 
with abstract neuter noun in ablative, 

7.11.1: 
with cardinal, 4.25: 
with certain adjectives, 7.9.12: 
with prepositionals, 6.15:, 6.16:, 6.18: 

Gerund (indeclinable participle), 6.9: 
‘Goal of an action,’ by accusative, 7.8.1: 

by dative, 7.10:, 7.10.B: 
by locative, 7.13:, 7.13.1.e:, 7.13.2: 

Gutturals, 1.3:, 1.5:, 1.9: 
Hard sounds, 1.5.b:, 1.9: 
Hiatus, 2.1:, 2.6.a:, 2.21:, 2.22:, 2.30:, 

2.31:, 2.38: 
Historical present, 7.21.1.a:, 7.21.1.b:, 

7.22: 
Hypothetical, clauses, 7.25.2.d:, 7.27: 

sense, 7.15:,  
‘Identity, equality or likeness,’ by 

instrumental, 7.9.12: 
Imperative, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5:, 5.6: 

benedictive mood in sense of, 7.26: 
imperfect and aorist with ma in sense 

of, 5.5.c: 
present indicative with infinitive in 

sense of, 7.20.1: 
syntax, 7.23:, 7.24: 

Imperfect, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5:, 5.6: 
aorist, benedictive and conditional 
take imperfect terminations, 5.30:, 
5.32:, 5.35: 
drops augment a-, 5.5.c: 

present with sense of, 7.2.11: 
syntax, 7.22:, 7.22.2:, 7.22.4: 

Impersonal, construction, 5.1.6:, 5.2:, 
5.36:, 7.19.4:, 7.28: 
express high potential, 7.18.1: 
locative absolute participle, 7.14.1.c: 
passive intransitive root past 

participles, 7.17.1: 
‘In, at, on, among, by, with, near’ by 

locative, 7.13: 
 ‘In connection with’ by locative, 

7.13.1.f: 
 ‘In respect of,’ by instrumental, 7.9.6: 
Indeclinables, 6.1: 

compounds, 6.30:, 6.37: 
in compounds, 6.36:, 6.41: 
participle, 6.9:, 6.10:, 6.17: 
particles, 6.20:, 6.21:, 6.26: 
pronoun forms, 4.1:, 4.14: 
syntax, 7.14.1:, 7.19: 

Indefinite, 7.6.B.2.e: 
article, 7.3: 
cardinal, 4.25: 
pronouns, 4.20:–4.22:, 7.6.B.2.e: 

Indirect object, by accusative, 7.8.A: 
by dative, 7.10.A: 
by genitive, 7.12.1.c: 
by locative, 7.13.2.e: 
word order, 7.2.9: 

Infinitive, 6.1:, 6.10:, 6.26: 
in passive, 7.20.2:  
sense of. 7.10.B: 
syntax, 7.20: 

Inflection, see Declension and 
Conjugation 

Insertion of consonant, by doubling, 

2.59:–2.63: 
d, 2.112: 
ḍ, 2.107:, 2.109: 
g, 2.105:, 2.108: 
k, 2.48: 
n, 3.2.b:, 3.3.4:, 3.8.2:, 3.28.e:, 3.37: 
nasal, 5.17.1:, 5.38:, 5.40: 
p, 5.37.7:, 5.40: 
r, 5.19.2: 
s, 5.22.3:, 5.32:, 6.12: 
sibilant, 5.30.1: 
t, 2.49: 
y or v, 2.67:, 5.10.2:, 5.19.9:, 5.21.2:, 

5.28:, 5.31..2.b:, 5.38: 
see also Connecting 

Instrumental case, 3.1.c: 
by suffix, 6.26:, 6.27: 
expressing agent, 7.7:, 7.8.B.2.c:, 

7.29.1.b: 
feminine cause, reason or motive, 

7.11.1: 
instead of direct object, 7.8.A.2.a: 
original of -tvā suffix, 6.9:, 7.19.1:, 

7.19.4: 
syntax, 7.9: 
with adverbs, 6.19: 
with impersonal construction, 7.18.2:, 

7.28: 
with prepositionals, 6.16:, 6.17: 

Intensive or frequentive, 5.1.5:, 5.42: 
periphrastic perfect, 5.29: 
reduplication, 5.13: 
syntax, 5.42:, 7.31: 

Internal sandhi, 2.4:, 2.65:–2.112: 
Interjections, 6.21: 
‘Into’ by locative, 7.13: 
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Intransitive (middle, reflexive or 
ātmanaipada), 5.1.3: 
accusative, 7.8.2:, 7.8.5:–7.8.7: 
dative (w/o prefix), 7.10.A.2: 
genitive, 7.12.1.b: 
impersonal, 7.17.1:, 7.28: 
instrumental, 7.9.8: 
periphrastic perfect, 5.29: 
with causatives, 7.29.1.a: 

Irregularities in grammar, 2.1.a: 
Labials, 1.3:, 1.5:,  1.9: 

declension, 3.6: 
with ṝ, 2.69: 

‘Length of time or space,’ by 
accusative, 7.8.3: 

List (dvandva) compound, 6.30:, 6.35: 
Location of sounds, 1.3: 
Locative case, 3.1.c: 

absolute, 6.39:, 7.14:, 7.14.1: 
sense of, 7.9.13: 
suffixes, 6.26:, 6.27: 
syntax, 7.13: 
with adverbs, 6.19: 
with prepositionals, 6.15:, 6.18: 

Loss of sounds, see Dropping of 
‘Manner,’ by adverbs, 6.19: 

by instrumental, 7.9.10: 
by numerical adverb, 4.28: 

Masculine, 3.1.a:, 6.28: 
declension terminations of -i, -u and 

-tṛ neuters, 3.29.a: 
declension terminations of -i and -u 

feminines, 3.29.b: 
Meter, 1.22:, 1.24: 

fill by demonstrative pronouns, 
7.6.B.1: 

fill by particles, 6.20: 
fill by possessive suffixes, 6.39: 
maintain by sandhi, 2.1.a: 
maintain by verbal termination, 5.2: 
word order, 7.1: 

Middle, assumed in compound, 6.34: 
ātmanepada conjugation terminations, 

5.1.1:  
pada declension terminations, 3.2.a:, 

3.3.2: 
participle, 6.5:, 6.26: 
person (‘you’) in conjugation, 5.1.1:  
stems in declension, 3.7:, 3.17:–3.26:, 

3.38:, 3.39: 
Moods, 5.1.4:, 5.2: 

syntax, 7.24:–7.27: 
Multiplicative, adverbs, 4.27:, 6.19: 

with ablative, 7.11.2.c: 
with genitive, 7.12.5.a: 

Nasals, 1.5.c:, 1.9:, 1.10: 
bare roots, 6.24: 
conjugation, 5.3.h:, 5.15.2:, 5.16.2:, 

5.17.1:, 5.37.5: 
declension, 3.2.b: 
in sandhi, 2.44:, 2.49:–2.55:, 2.64:, 

2.72.a:, 2.82:, 2.87:, 2.92:–2.95:, 
2.102:–2.104: 

indeclinable participle -ya, 6.9: 
‘Need or use,’ by instrumental, 7.9.7: 
Neuter, 3.1.a: 

declension in -i, -u and -tṛ, 3.29.a: 
suffixes, 6.28: 

Nominal stem, bare roots, 6.24: 
declension, 3: 
formation, 6:, 6.3:, 6.22:–6.28: 
sandhi, 2.4:, 2.24: 

Nominative case, 3.1.c: 
syntax, 7.7: 

Normal case terminations, 3.2: 
Nouns, 6.1:, 6.3:, 6.22:–6.28: 

declension, 3: 
Number (in inflection), 3.1.b:, 5.1.2: 

syntax, 7.4: 
Numeral, adverbs, 4.27:–4.30: 

compounds, 6.30:, 6.35: 
Numerals, 1.18:, 1.19:, 4.23:–4.30: 
Numerical, (dvigu) compounds, 6.35: 

figures, 1.18:, 1.19: 
‘Objective,’ by genitive, 7.12.1.b:, 

7.12.2.a: 
by locative, 7.13.1.e:, 7.13.2.c: 

‘Of’ by genitive, 7.12: 
Order of words, 7.1:, 7.2: 
Ordinals, 4.26: 
Palatals, 1.3:, 1.5:, 1.9: 

declension, 3.6:, 3.18:, 3.24:, 3.25: 
reduplication, 5.8.3: 
sandhi, 2.27:, 2.45:, 2.50:, 2.52:, 2.56:, 

2.80:–2.87: 
Participles, 5.2:, 6.1:, 6.3:, 6.4:–6.10:, 

6.26: 
as verbs, 7.8: 
future, 6.5: 
indeclinable, 6.9:, 6.17: 
infinitive, 6.10: 
passive, 6.5:, 6.8: 
past, 3.19:, 6.4:–6.7: 
present, 6.4:, 6.5: 
syntax, 7.5.1.c:, 7.15:–7.20:, 7.22:, 

7.23:, 7.31: 
with absolute, 7.13.1.h:, 7.14: 
with genitive, 7.12.3:, 7.12.5.c: 
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Particles, 6.1: 
conjunctive and adverbial, 6.20: 
enclitics, 4.3.3: 
in indeclinable compounds, 6.37: 
in negative compounds, 6.33: 
in prepositional compounds, 6.36: 
prepositions, 6.15: 

‘Partitive,’  genitive, 7.12: 
locative, 7.13.1.a: 

Passive, 5.1.6: 
accent, 5.3.d: 
aorist, 5.38: 
causatives, 7.29.1.b: 
conjugation, 5.2:, 5.36:–5:38: 
desiderative, 5.41: 
formation of words (karaṇa and 

karma), 6.22:, 6.23:, 6.26: 
infinitive with sense of, 7.20.2: 
participles, 6.5:–6.9: 
of intransitives, 7.17.1: 
syntax, 7.7:–7.9:, 7.12.3:, 7.17:–7.19:, 

7.28: 
with instrumental, 7.9.11: 
word order, 7.2: 
see also Impersonal construction 

Past, ‘consecutive actions’, 6.34: 
declension, 3.11:, 3.13:, 3.18:, 3.19: 
participles, 6.6:, 6.7:, 6.26: 
tense, 5.1.4:, 5.25:–5.31: 
sandhi, 2.20: 
sense of, 7.16:, 7.21.1.c:, 7.27: 
syntax, 7.14:, 7.16:, 7.17:, 7.22: 
with genitive, 7.12.3.a:, 7.12.5.c: 

Permitted final consonants, 2.23:, 2.24: 
Perfect, 5.1.4.b:, 5.25:–5.29: 

causative, 5.40: 

desiderative, 5.41: 
participles, 3.19:, 6.4:, 6.5:, 6.26: 
reduplication, 5.10: 
syntax, 7.22: 
unique terminations, 5.2: 

Periphrastic, future, 5.1.4.b:, 5.34: 
perfect, 5.1.4.b:, 5.26:, 5.29: 

desiderative, 5.41: 
syntax, 7.22:, 7.23: 

Plural, 3.1.b:, 3.2:, 5.1.2:, 5.5:, 5.6:, 5.27: 
for singular, 7.4.3:–7.4.5:, 7.6.A.1: 
indefinite sense of eka, 4.25: 
syntax, 7.4: 
words used only in, 4.25:, 7.4.6: 

Positive for comparatives, 6.25: 
with ablative, 7.11.2.a: 

‘Possessive,’ by genitive, 7.12:, 7.12.1.a: 
Postpositions, 6.15: 
Potential, 5.1.4.a:, 5.5:, 5.6: 

participles, 6.8:, 6.26: 
passive, 5.37: 
sense of, 7.21.3:, 7.23.2:, 7.24.5:, 7.26: 
syntax, 7.12.3.b:, 7.18:, 7.25:, 7.27: 

Predicate, absolute construction, 7.14: 
gender, 7.5.2.b:, 7.5.3.b: 
locative, 7.13.1.h:, 7.13.2.a: 
nominative case, 7.7.1: 
with potential passive participle, 

7.18.2: 
word order, 7.2: 

Prefixes, 6.1:–6.3:, 6.11:, 6.12: 
as prepositions, 6.15: 
indeclinable participle -tvā, or 

-ya/-tya, 6.9: 
with adjectives or intransitive verbs, 

7.8.5: 

Prepositional, adverbs, 6.16: 
compound, 6.36: 
indeclinable participles, 6.17: 
nouns, 6.18: 

Prepositions, 6.1:, 6.11:, 6.15:, 6.16:–
6.18: 
forming comparatives with -ra and 

-ma suffixes, 6.27: 
in compound, 6.30:, 6.36:, 6.41: 
independent, 6.15: 
see Prefixes  

Present, conjugation, 5.1.4.a: 
participles, 6.4:, 6.5:, 6.26: 
sense of, 5.28:, 7.12.3.a:, 7.22: 
syntax, 7.16:, 7.21: 
terminations, 5.2:, 5,5:, 5.6:, 5.33: 

‘Price,’ by instrumental, 7.9.3: 
Primary suffixes, 6.1:, 6.3:, 6.22:–6.26: 

terminations, 5.2: 
Pronominal, adjectives, 4.16:–4.18:, 

6.20: 
declension, 4.1:–4.20: 
declines like, 3.28.c:, 4.25: 
stems, 4.2:, 4.6:–4.13:, 4.15:, 4.17:–

4.20:, 6.19: 
Pronouns, 4.1:–4.22: 

common pronominal terminations, 
4.4: 

compound, 4.13:, 4.17: 
declension, 3.1:, 4.4: 
demonstrative, 4.6:–4.10:, 7.6.B: 
formation, 6.3: 
indefinite, 4.20: 
interrogative, 4.12:, 7.9.7: 
personal, 4.2:, 7.6.A: 
possessive, 4.15:, 7.6.C: 
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pronominal adjectives, 4.15:–4.19: 
reflexive, 4.14: 
relative, 4.11: 
relative proximity, 4.5: 
syntax, 4.21:, 4.22:, 7.3.2:, 7.5:, 7.6: 
word order, 7.2: 

Pronunciation, 1.2:–1.5:, 1.8:–1.10:, 
1.14:, 1.19:–1.25:, 2.1: 

Proper names, 6.1:, 6.39:, 6.40:, 7.4.5: 
Prose sentence order, 7.2: 
Punctuation, 1.11: 
‘Purpose,’ by dative, 7.10: 

by infinitive, 7.20: 
by locative, 7.13.2.a: 

‘Reason,’ by ablative, 7.11.1: 
by instrumental, 7.9.1: 

Reduplication, 5.7:–5.13: 
aorist, 5.11:, 5.30.c: 
desiderative, 5.12:, 5.41: 
general rules, 5.8: 
intensive, 5.13:, 5.42: 
perfect, 5.10:, 5.27: 
roots of 3rd class, 5.3:, 5.9: 

‘Related to’ by locative, 7.13.1: 
Roots, 5.2: 
Sandhi, 2: 

consonants, 2.41:–2.64:, 2.72:–2.112: 
general, 2.4:, 2.6:–2.64: 
internal, 2.4:, 2.65:–2.112: 
permitted finals, 2.23:, 2.24: 
visarga, 2.23:–2.40: 
vowels, 2.6:–2.22:, 2.66:–2.71: 

Second conjugation roots, 5.2: 
Secondary, suffixes, 6.3:, 6.22:, 6.27: 

terminations, 5.2: 

Semivowels, 1.4:, 1.9: 
-r in declension, 3.6: 
sandhi, 2.2:, 2.3:, 2.11:, 2.13:–2.16:, 

2.67:–2.71: 
weakening, 2.3.a: 

Sibilants, 1.4:, 1.9: 
‘Since’ by ablative, 7.11.1: 

by genitive, 7.12.5.c: 
Soft sounds, 1.5.f:, 1.9: 
Sounds of Saṃskṛta language, 1.2:–1.5: 
Stem formation, 5.2:, 6.1: 

nominal, 6.1:, 6.3:, 6.22: 
verbs, 5.2:, 6.1:, 6.2: 

Strengthening, 2.2:, 2.3: 
Strong stem, conjugation, 5.2:, 5.3:, 5.6: 

perfect, 5.27: 
present, 5.6:, 5.7: 

declension, 3.7:, 3.8:, 3.10:, 3.15:, 
3.17:, 3.33: 

Subjunctive, 7.23.2:, 7.24.1:, 7.25: 
Suffixes, adverb, 6.19: 

aorist tense, 5.30: 
benedictive mood -yās, 5.32: 
causative -aya, 5.40: 
conditional mood -sya, 5.35: 
desiderative -sa, 5.41: 
formation of nonverbal words, 6.3: 
formation of verbs, 6.2: 
intensive -ya, 5.42: 
internal sandhi, 2.4: 
nominal stem, 6.22:–6.27: 
participles, 6.4:–6.10: 
passive -ya, 5.37: 
periphrastic future tense -tā, 5.34: 
primary nominal, 6.1: 
pronominal, 4.15: 

secondary nominal, 6.1: 
simple future tense, 5.33: 
three-form stem suffixes, 3.18: 
two-form stem suffixes, 3.11: 
verbal sign suffixes, 5.3: 

Superlative, 6.23:, 6.25: 
Syntax, 7: 
Tenses, 5.1.4:, 5.2:–5.6:, 5.25:–5.31:, 

5.33:, 5.34: 
syntax, 7.21:–7.23: 

Terminations, cardinals, 4.25: 
common feminine terminations, 

3.28.d:, 3.29.b:, 3.36.a: 
common pronominal terminations, 

3.28:, 3.28.c:, 4.4: 
conjugation, 5.2:, 5.5:, 5.6:, 5.27:, 

5.30:, 5.38: 
declension, 3.2:, 3.10:, 3.17:, 3.27:, 

3.28:–3.41: 
pronouns, 4.2:, 4.4:, 4.6:–4.12:, 4.16: 

 ‘Time,’ by ablative, 7.11: 
by accusative, 7.8.3: 
by instrumental, 7.9.4: 
by genitive, 7.12.5: 
by locative, 7.13.1.h: 
by locative absolute, 7.14.1: 

‘To,’ by accusative, 7.8: 
by dative, 7.10: 

Transitive (active, parasmaipada) verbs, 
5.1.3: 
with accusative, 7.8: 
with dative, 7.10.A.1: 
with genitive, 7.12.2.a: 

Unchangeable consonant-ending 
stems, 3.4:–3.6: 

Unit, pronunciation (mātrā), 1.19: 
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verses, 1.23:, 1.24: 
words, 1.20:, 5.2: 

‘Unto’ by dative, 7.10.A.3: 
‘Upon’ by locative, 7.13: 
 ‘Use of,’ by instrumental, 7.9.7: 
‘Vehicle,’ by instrumental, 7.9.5: 
Verb, formation, 5: 

syntax, 7.21:–7.32: 
Verbal compounds, 6.11: 
‘Very same,’ by demonstrative pronoun 

tat, 7.6.B.2.f: 
Visarga sandhi, 2.23:–2.40: 
Vocative, 1.25:, 3.1.c:, 3.2:, 3.3.1:, 3.7:, 

3.8.3:, 4.2:, 4.3.2:, 6.21:, 7.2: 
Voice of verbs, see Active voice 

see Passive syntax 
Vowel-ending declensions, 3.27:–3.41: 

-a, -ā, 3.28: 
-ai, -o, -au, 3.41: 
-i, -u, 3.29:–3.35: 
-ī, -ū, 3.36:, 3.37: 
-ṛ, 3.38:–3.40: 

Vowels, 1.1:, 1.4:, 1.5:, 1.7:, 1.19: 
accent, 1.25: 
classification table, 1.9: 
quality of syllable, 1.22: 
sandhi, 2.2:, 2.3:, 2.6:–2.22:, 2.66:–

2.71: 
strengthening, 2.2:, 2.3: 
to semivowel, 2.2:, 2.3: 

 ‘Way or vehicle,’ by instrumental, 
7.9.5: 

Weak stem, conjugation, 5.3:, 5.6:, 5.27: 
declension, 3.7:, 3.10:, 3.11:, 3.17:, 

3.18:, 3.34:, 3.38: 
in compounds, 6.29: 

‘Well-known,’ by demonstrative 
pronoun tat, 7.6.B.2.c: 

‘With’ by instrumental, 7.9: 
by locative, 7.13.1.b: 

Word order, 7.2: 
Writing, consonants, 1.6: 

vowels, 1.7: 
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